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Foreword 

The skills required of a digital logic system designer have 
changed dramatically over the past decade. System clock 
speeds have increased, LSIIVLSI ICs have become com
monplace, and end product quality/reliability have become 
key design goals. 

FAST TTL has become the logic family of choice in these 
demanding new designs. This handbook was written to as
sist the engineer in designing in high-speed logic environ
ments. 

The Introduction which follows describes FAST from a tech
nology standpoint. Comparisons are made to earlier logic 
families to identify how FAST is similar to these familiar 
products and yet offer superior performance and quality to 
the system designer. 

Sections 2 through B describe the available SSI/MSI func
tions. Various, and at times novel, applications are covered. 
An experienced designer may want to quickly review these 
chapters. 

v 

The remainder of the book is devoted to basic design guide
lines for using the high-speed FAST TTL logic family. Sec
tion 9, Line Driving and System Design, discusses transmis
sion line effects such as reflections and crosstalk. Tech
niques for minimizing adverse high frequency effects are 
covered in detail. 

Section 10 covers National testing procedures. While this 
section is primarily targeted at quality assurance and incom
ing test engineers, it is also valuable to the designer. The 
relationship of how tested parameters can guarantee device 
functionality/reliability in a particular application is an impor
tant concept. 

Packaging of integrated circuits is undergoing a dramatic 
evolution. It is essential that the often overlooked package 
characteristics be considered early in the design since they 
can have significant impact on system reliability and product 
life. Section 11 covers the key package characteristics and 
examines their importance relative to system design. 
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Introduction 

FAST, an acronymn for Fairchild Advanced Schottky TTL, is 
a high-speed, low-power logic family that achieves speeds 
typically 30% faster than the Schottky family with a corre
sponding power reduction of approximately 75%. It is fabri
cated with National's Isoplanar " process, an advanced ox
ide isolation technique which produces transistors with very 
high, well controlled switching speeds, extremely small par
asitic capacitances and ft in excess of 5 GHz. 

Since the family is designed to be pin compatible with other 
TTL families such as Schottky, Low Power Schottky, and 
standard TTL, existing designs can be easily upgraded. 
FAST offers significant improvements over the Schottky 
family in addition to improved speed and power specifica
tions. Other key advantages are higher input threshold lev
els (improving noise margins), reduced input loading, and 
increased output drive. The FAST family contains a full com
plement of circuits for more efficient design capabilities: 
small scale integration, medium scale integration and large 
scale integration. 

The development of FAST began in 1977 when Fairchild, 
working with a large military OEM, first applied LSI technolo
gy to the manufacture and design of a commodity-type logic 
family. The result of this work culminated in the introduction 
of the FAST family in September of 1978, when it was made 
known to the general public. In 1979, the first FAST sam
ples were delivered to specific customers and development 
work continued at a very high rate. By 1980, over 1,000,000 
devices had actually been shipped to customers and over 
35 devices had been introduced. In 1981, the most signifi
cant event occurred: Signetics announced a second source 
agreement with Fairchild Semiconductor. 

This agreement covered 34 devices and insured a second 
source position for the FAST family. Many major OEMs 
have designs committed to the FAST family, either in rede
signs or new designs. There are over 175 parts, either intro
duced or planned for introduction in the FAST family. 

National engineers had some specific design objectives in 
mind when they developed the FAST logic family. The pri
mary objective was the improvement of the circuit speed
power performance versus earlier TTL families. Another im
portant objective was increaSing threshold levels to improve 
DC noise immunity. Other goals were maintaining or improv
ing the output drive of Schottky for improved line driving 
capability, and reducing input loading for increaSing the 
overall fanout of the family. Output and input voltage levels, 
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functions and pinouts were standardized to previous TTL 
families to maintain compatibility. 

The primary design consideration was to Improve speed 
while reducing power. The speed of any device is limited by 
the charge storage in the transistors. The time required to 
remove this charge is proportional to the capacitance and 
current available. Thus, to improve the speed, either the 
internal resistor values must be lowered to increase the 
available current and therefore remove the charge faster, 
such as in the 74H family and the Schottky family, or the 
capacitance must be reduced. 

The paraSitic capacitance associated with a typical bipolar 
transistor is proportional to junction area and diffusion 
depth. Figure 1-1 shows the evolution of the transistor'S ge
ometry used in bipolar circuit technology. 

In Figure 1-1a, the planar Schottky transistor size was deter
mined by the emitter contact alignment tolerance, requiring 
a larger emitter. The base area was, therefore, larger than 
the emitter for similar reasons. The base-to-P type isolation 
spacing is dictated by alignment tolerances, and lateral dif
fusion techniques determine the size of the collector area 
surrounding the base region. 

In Figure 1-1b, the washed emitter transistor, the elimination 
of the need for the emitter contact mask was accomplished 
by etching (washing away) the oxide above the emitter. 
Thus the emitter needed to be no larger than the actual 
emitter contact which allowed a reduction in all transistor 
geometries, thereby reducing the parasitic capacitance. 

In Figure 1-1e, this isoplanar process eliminated the P-type 
isolation diffusion. The lateral cell isolation was performed 
with silicon dioxide. This minimized the base-collector ca
pacitance assocjated with that transistor. 

In Isoplanar II, Figure 1-1d, further refinements in oxide iso
lation allowed the use of smaller emitter, base and collector 
areas thus significantly reducing the capacitances of all 
three junctions. In addition, the reduction in the diffusion 
depth allowed a reduction in the diffusion capacitances. The 
increase in ft of the Isoplanar II transistor is significant over 
that of either the planar or the washed emitter. FAST uses 
internal transistors with ft in the 5 GHz range. Low Power 
Schottky and Schottky transistors operate in the 1.6 GHz 
range. 

~ a. 
c 
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The speed-power curve shown in Figure 1-2a was used em
pirically to determine the optimum operating power ievel for 
the FAST family. Several internal gates programmed at a 
variety of power levels were produced on a wafer and the 
propagation delay of an internal gate for each power level 
was measured. 

As can be seen readily from the curves, power levels signifi
cantly below 4 mW per gate exhibit a dramatic degradation 
in performance. Power levels significantly above 4 mW, 
however, appear to have passed the point of diminishing 
returns with only minor improvements in propagation delay 
resulting from increased power. It was therefore concluded 
that the FAST family would be biased at 4 mW. For internal 
gates, 4 mW achieves 1.75 ns propagation delay. It should 
be noted that the output stage with its large output transis
tors necessary to supply the output drive will cause degrad
ed speed. Hence the advantages of FAST are exemplified 
by MSI and lSI with only minor improvements in SSI. 
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In Figure 1-2b, the FAST logic family is compared to previ
ous TTL and Eel logic families. Each line groups families 
with similar technologies. The first line, known as "gold 
doped", groups together the 7400 and the 74H families into 
one technology grouping. These saturating logic families 
can be seen to have a relatively poor speed power curve. 

The second curve groups together the Schottky, low Power 
Schottky and 10K Eel family. They use non-gold doped, 
soft saturated (Baker clamped) or current steering logic in 
order to achieve their speed power performance; however, 
they still employ the planar technology. The last curve, 
which shows the FAST family grouped together wi~h its Eel 
counterpart, the 100K Eel family, employs the isoplanar 
technology. With FAST isoplanar technology, 3 ns propaga
tion delays at only 4 mW power dissipation are achieved 
with SSI devices. 
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FIGURE 1-2. Speed-Power Product 

To this point we have described the technology and the 
reasons behind choosing the Isoplanar II technology. Addi
tional improvements were also made in the actual circuitry 
used to produce the FAST logic family. 

In addition to the technological improvements over previous 
TTL families it was recognized that circuit improvements 
would also provide significant benefits. The schematic of a 
basic 2-input NANO gate shown in Figure 1-3 portrays the 
typical input and output circuitry used throughout the FAST 
family. From the input side to the output side of the circuit, 
the following description will detail the circuit improvements 
incorporated in the FAST family. 

05 and 06 are two large-geometry Schottky diodes provid
ing high-speed clamping of input excursions below ground 
and above Vee. This prevents unwanted activity by parasitic 
transistors always found in bipolar integrated circuits, and 
corrects a deficiency frequently observed in the LS family. 
Note that a similar clamp diode, 012, also appears on the 
output which limits reflections. The diodes 05,06 and 012 
damp out line reflections at both receiving and transmitting 
ends. 
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The gating function itself is accomplished with diodes 01 
and 02, conventional silicon diodes, not Schottky diodes as 
in LS. Thus the front end is patterned after OTL instead of 
employing the multi-emitter transistors which gave TTL its 
name and were employed by most TTL families prior to LS. 
The advantage of the diode input structure is evidence by 
the return to that structure by the later generation LS provid
ing for improvements in speed and higher maximum input 
voltages. Low Power Schottky design, however, necessitat
ed employing Schottky diodes of a large geometry to mini
mize the voltage drop across them, maximizing the input 
threshold voltage. LS had only two base emitter voltage 
drops following the gating diodes; therefore, since the volt
age across the gating diodes was subtracted from the 
threshold, the diodes were made physically large to reduce 
the current density and the forward drops, increasing the 
threshold to a barely tolerable level. The attendant large 
junction capacity caused noise spikes to be capacitively 
coupled into the active circuitry of LS increasing its noise 
susceptibility. 

Three base-emitter drops with three stages of current gain 
are employed in the FAST family. This not only increases 
the thresold to 1.5V but it also increases the circuit gain to 
yield a higher fanout than that of previous TTL families. 

• 
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Diodes 03 and 04 are used to remove the stored charge 
from the base of 02 on the negative transition of the input, 
speeding the positive transition of the output. 07 performs a 
similar function for 06, improving the turn-off time of 06 and 
speeding the negative transition of the output. Otherwise 
the removal of the stored charge is limited to the resistors 
between base and emitter of 02 and 06. 

The role of 08 is one of increasing the current available at 
the collector of 02 which provides base drive to 03 under 
dynamiC line driving or capacitive discharge conditions. It 
can be seen that the 4.1 k collector resistor for 02 would 
limit the current to approximately 1 mA to drive the base of 
03. If the output is HIGH, driving a low dynamic load imped
ance such as a transmission line or capacitive load, current 
will be conducted through 08 to the collector of 02 and 
provide additional base drive to 03. This is a unique type of 
bootstrap circuit whereby the energy in the load itself is 
used as driving energy to discharge the load. 

The squaring network consisting of 04 and its two resistors 
provides a low dissipation circuit to square the output of the 
emitter of 02. This circuit has been employed in previous 
logic families. 

One final circuit which dramatically decreases the rise time 
of the output is the patented Dynamic Discharge Circuitry 
comprised of 07 and 09, 010 and 011. Since the output 
transistors 03 and 06 are required to conduct high currents, 
they cannot be fabricated with the reduced geometry dis
cussed earlier. Hence, 03 has a rather large Miller capaci
tance between base and collector. During the positive tran
sition of the output, current will be provided to the base of 
03 proportional to the output rate of rise and the capaci
tance of the output transistor. Due to the relatively high im
pedance of the squaring network, little of this current would 
be shunted to ground were it not for this dynamic discharge 
circuit. As the base of 06 rises, it capacitively couples a 
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current into the base of 07 which will cause it to turn on and 
shunt the current provided by the Miller capacitance to 
ground, thus speeding the positive going transition, which is 
traditionally the slower in other TTL families. This reduction 
in skew between LOW-to-HIGH and HIGH-to-LOW tran
sitions minimizes the pulse stretching and shrinking found in 
other TTL families, a strong point for FAST. This patented 
circuit is frequently called the "Miller Killer" by those who 
feel a kinship to the FAST family. 

Shown on three transfer curves (Figures 1-48, 1-4b, 1-4c) is 
the actual transfer level of FAST compared to Schottky and 
Low Power Schottky. FAST at 1.5V has the highest room 
temperature threshold of any of the families, which com
pares with Schottky's 1.3V and Low Power Schottky's 1.0V. 
This difference is maintained throughout the military operat· 
ing temperature range of - 55'C to + 125'C. 

Not only was the DC noise immunity of the FAST logic fami
ly improved, but a corresponding increase in the AC noise 
immunity was also achieved. 

Shown in Figure 1-4d is a plot of pulse amplitude versus 
pulse duration for a positive-going noise pulse that could 
occur on the input of a logic function. The resulting curve is 
that combination of pulse width and pulse amplitude which 
causes the output of the gate under test to drop to 2.0V. 
Any combination of amplitude and duration below the line 
will be rejected by the gate. Any combination of amplitude 
and duration above the line is the hazard area, because 
noise could be propagated to the subsequent level of gate. 
This curve was developed by setting the pulse generator 
output duration to 20 ns and then increasing the amplitude 
until the output of the device under test falls to 2.0V. This 
gives one data point on the curve for that device type. The 
input pulse duration is then reduced to 15 ns and the ampli
tude is ascertained which causes the device under test out
put to dip to 2.0V. This gives a second data pOint. 
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FIGURE 1·4. Higher Threshold Levels for Improved Noise Immunity 

By reducing the pulse width successively in stages and 
measuring the input amplitude for each width, enough data 
points can be obtained to draw a smooth curve that identi
fies the dividing line between safe and hazardous combina
tions of noise amplitude and noise duration. FAST exhibits 
about 200 mV more noise immunity than the Schottky fami
ly. The curve on the graph correlates well with the voltage 
transfer function for 25°C shown above. It shows that the 
FAST design objective of improved AC as well as DC noise 
immunity has been met. 
Because the circuitry and technological improvements yield 
well-controlled AC parameters, the FAST family can be 
specified over extremes of external influences. FAST is the 
first TTL logiC family which does not require derating esti
mates for worst case design. This has been accomplished 
by specifying minimum and maximum propagation delays 
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over the operating temperature range and supply voltage 
with 50 pF loading. 

In order to achieve easier correlation with our customers' 
needs, a change in the actual AC test load was needed. 
Previously, most TTL families were measured with three se
rial diodes in parallel with the load capacitor. For the FAST 
logic family, a 50 pF capacitance in parallel with a 500n 
resistor is employed. This facilitates fabrication of low ca
pacitance test jigs. It also provides better correlation with 
customers' measurements of propagation delay. Passive 
500n scope probes, which are less expensive and easier to 
use than the high impedance FET input scope probes, can 
be employed. This facilitates measurement of the AC per
formance on automatic test equipment and yields more con
servative AC figures than are achieved with the previous AC 
load technique. 

• 
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FIGURE 1·5. Propagation Delay VI Load Capacitance 

Figure 1-5a shows how load capacitance affects the propa
gation delay of Low Power Schottky, Schottky and FAST 
gates, flip-flops, registers and decoders, etc. As would be 
expected, Low Power Schottky TTL shows greater sensitivi
ty since LS output drive capability is not as great as either 
Schottky or FAST. Significantly, FAST is less affected than 
Schottky by load capacity. 

Notice also that for Schottky the HIGH-to-LOW output tran
sition is more affected than its LOW-to-HIGH transition, 
while for FAST both transitions are equally affected. This 
shows better balance in the design of the FAST output, and 
minimizes pulse stretching and compressing. 

Figure 1-5b shows propagation delay vs. load capacitance 
for buffers and line drivers since they are designed for great
er output drive. 

Designers are cautioned that curves of this type do not ap
ply when the load capaCitance is distributed along an inter
connection. For example, a 27-foot length of twisted pair 
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wire, having 18 pF load per foot, will have a total capaci
tance of 500 pF. Such a twisted pair load will have little 
effect on the delay of a FAST output. The cable delay will be 
approximately 40 ns. 

Reduced input loading to improve fanout was one of the 
additional design considerations for the FAST logic family. 
FAST and Low Power Schottky have diodes as the input 
gating elements, therefore, I'H is specified at less than 
20 pA This is primarily a leakage specification. Schottky, 
employing multi-emitter transistors as the gating elements, 
has a higher I'H limit. 

The breakdown specifications, I, for FAST and LS, have 
voltage breakdowns of 7V and 1 OV respectively specified at 
100 pA This allows direct connection of an input to the 
supply rail for a Logic 1 implementation; Schottky's lower 
breakdown of 5.5V requires a current limiting resistor if a 
Logic 1 supply rail is needed at an input. 



The input low current spec, IlL for FAST, is one·third that of 
Schottky at 0.6 mA and very close to that of Low Power 
Schottky at 0.4 mAo 

Corresponding to the improved input loading of the FAST 
logic family is an Improvement of the output drive capability. 
FAST logic family standard outputs have an output sourcing 
current of 1.0 mA and an output sinking current of 20 mA. 
This corresponds to Schottky and is considerably higher 
than Low Power Schottky. This represents a fanout of 33. 
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For buffer type outputs in the FAST logic family, such as the 
54F174F240, 54F174F241 and 54F/74F244, the output 
drive capability is 64 mA in the LOW state and 15 mA in the 
HIGH state. 

The output short circuit specifications for FAST have been 
improved over either Schottky or Low Power Schottky. The 
typical specification for standard outputs is 90 mA with a 
minimum and maximum specification of 60 to 150 mAo For 
buffer type outputs, the target specification is 150 mA with a 
minimum and maximum specification of 100 to 225 mA. 
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Unused Inputs 
Theoretically, an unconnected input assumes the HIGH log
ic level, but practically speaking it is in an undefined logic 
state because it tends to act as an antenna for noise. Only a 
few hundred millivolts of noise may cause the unconnected 
input to go to the logic LOW state. On devices with memory 
(flip·flops, latches, registers, counters), it is particularly im
portant to terminate unused input (MR, PE, PL, CP) properly 
since a noise spike on these inputs might change the con· 
tents of the memory. It is poor design practice to leave un· 
used inputs floating. 

If the logic function calls for a LOW input, such as in NOR or 
OR gates, ground the unused inputs. For a permanent HIGH 
signal, unused inputs can be tied to Vee. A current limiting 
resistor, in the range of 1 k.!l to 5 k.!l, is recommended for 
emitter·type inputs since these break down at some un
specified voltage above 5.5V and power supply misadjust-
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ment or malfunction can cause damage unless the current 
is limited. Note that one resistor can serve several inputs, 
provided only that the cumulative IIH current does not cause 
the voltage to drop below 2.4V. Note also that diode-type 
FAST and LS-TTL inputs have breakdown voltages above 
7.0V and thus protective resistors are not normally required. 
An unused input may also be tied to a used input having the 
same logic function, such as NAND or AND gates, provided 
that the driver can handle the added IIH. This practice is not 
recommended for diode-type inputs in a nOisy environment, 
since each diode represents a small capacitor and two or 
more in parallel can act as an entry port for negative spikes 
superimposed on a HIGH level and cause momentary turn
off of 02 (Figure 1-9). 



Increasing Fanout 
To increase fanout, inputs and outputs of gates on the same 
package may be paralleled. It is advisable to limit the gates 
being paralleled to those in a single package to avoid large 
transient supply currents due to different switching times of 
the gates. This is not detrimental to the devices, but could 
cause logic problems if the gates are being used as clock 
drivers. 

Open-Collector Outputs 
A number of available circuits have no pull-up circuit on the 
outputs. Open-collector outputs are used for interfacing or 
for wired-OR (actually wired-AND) functions. The latter is 
achieved by connecting open-collector outputs together 
and adding an external pull-up resistor. 

The value of the pull-up resistor is determined by consider
ing the fan-out of the OR tie and the number of devices in 
the OR tie. The pull-up resistor value is chosen from a range 
between maximum value (established to maintain the re
quired VOH with all the OR-tied outputs HIGH) and a mini
mum value (established so that the OR tie fan-out is not 
exceeded when only one output is LOW). 

Minimum and Maximum Pull-Up 
Resistor Values 

R - ( VCC(MAX) - VOL ) 
X(MIN) - IOL - N2 (LOW) - 1.6 mAl 

(E1-1) 

R (VCC(MIN) - VOH ) 
X(MAX) = N1 10H + N2 (HIGH) - 40 I'-A 

where: 

Rx = External pull-up resistor 

N1 = Number of wired-OR outputs 

N2 = Number of input unit loads being driven 

IOH = ICEX = Output HIGH leakage current 

IOL = LOW level fanout current of driving element 

VOL = Output LOW voltage level (0.5V) 

VOH = Output HIGH voltage level (2.5V) 

Vee = Power Supply Voltage 

Example: four 'F524 gate outputs driving four other gates or 
MSI inputs. 

(E1-2) 

R - ( 5.5V - 0.5V _ 5.0V ) - 893D. 
X(MIN) - 8.0 mA - 2.4 mA - 5.6 mA -

(E1-3) 

R -( 4.5V-2.5V 1.~:~A)=1852D. 
X(MAX) - 4-250 I'-A + 2-40 I'-A 

where: 

N1 = 4 

N2 (HIGH) = 4 - 0.5 U.L. = 2 U.L. 
N2 (LOW) = 4 - 0375 U.L. = 1.5 U.L. 

IOH = 250I'-A 

IOL = B.O mA 

VOL = 0.5V 

VOH = 2.5V 

Any values of pull-up resistor between 893 and 1852D. can 
be used. The lower values yield the fastest speeds while the 
higher values yield the lowest power dissipation. 

Thresholds and Noise Margins 
The noise margins most often cited for TTL are obtained by 
subtracting the guaranteed maximum input HIGH level, VIH, 
of a driven input from the guaranteed minimum output HIGH 
level, VOH, of the driving source, and subtracting the guar
anteed maximum output LOW level, VOL, of the driver from 
the guaranteed minimum input LOW level, VIL, of a driven 
circuit. The guaranteed worst-case values of these parame
ters vary slightly among the various circuit families and are 
summarized in Table 1-1. Note that although the 9000 Se
ries VIH and VIL specifications have different limits at differ
ent temperatures (see data sheets), they are grouped with 
the 54/74 family in the table as a matter of convenience. 
Note also that the VOL limit listed for 74LS is 0.5V, whereas 
these circuits are also specified at O.4V at a lower level of 
IOL. Noise margins obtained by the aforementioned subtrac
tions are listed in Tables 1-1 through 1-5, for all combina
tions of driving and driven circuit types in the various circuit 
families. Noise margins calculated in this manner are quite 
conservative, since it is assumed that both the driver output 
characteristics and the receiver input characteristics are 
worst-case and that Vee is on the low side for the driver and 
on the high side for the receiver. 

TABLE 1-1_ Parameter Limits 

Military Commercial 
Fairchild TTL Families (-55'Cto + 125'C) (O"C to + 70'C) Units 

VIL VIH VOL VOH VIL VIH VOL VOH 

TTL Standard TTL, 9000, 54/74 O.B 2.0 0.4 2.4 0.8 2.0 0.4 2.4 V 

FAST 54F/74F O.B 2.0 0.5 2.4 0.8 2.0 0.5 2.7 V 

S-TTL Schottky TTL, 54S/74S, 93S 0.8 2.0 0.5 2.5 0.8 2.0 0.5 2.7 V 

LS-TTL Low Power Schottky TTL, 54LS/74LS 0.7 2.0 0.4 2.5 0.8 2.0 0.5 2.7 V 

VOL and VOH are the voltages generated at the output. VIL and VIH are the voltages required at the input to generate the 
appropriate levels. The numbers given above are guaranteed worst-case values for standard outputs. Vee = 5.0V ±5%. 
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TABLE 1-2. LOW Level Noise Margins (Military) 

To 
TTL FAST S-TTL LS-TTL Units 

From 

TTL 400 400 400 300 mV 
FAST 300 300 300 200 mV 
S-TTL 300 300 300 200 mV 
LS-TTL 400 400 400 300 mV 

From VOL to VIL 

TABLE 1-4. LOW Level Noise Margins (Commercial) 

To 
TTL FAST S-TTL LS-TTL Units 

From 

TTL 400 400 400 400 mV 
FAST 300 300 300 300 mV 
S-TTL 300 300 300 300 mV 
LS-TTL 300 300 300 300 mV 

From VOL to VIL 

A more meaningful interpretation ot' noise margin can be 
gained by examining the relationship between input and out
put voltage of a circuit. Figures 1-10, 1-11 and 1-12 show 
the voltage transfer function of TTL, S-TTL and LS-TTL in
verting gates, respectively. The steepest part of a particular 
curve, where the output changes rapidly for small changes 
in input, is called the threshold region. Input signals above 
or below this region cause little or no change in output and 
thus are of no concern. Problems can occur when an input 
voltage, whether steady-state, transient or a combination of 
both, causes an output voltage to rise or fall into the thresh
old region of its driven loads. Thus, noise of this magnitude 
can propagate. 

The transfer characteristics of Figures 1-10 through 1-12 
are essentially steady-state and thus apply for noise distur
bances of long duration. For short pulses, however, the fi
nite response time of a circuit has an effect on noise sensi
tivity. Figure 1-13 illustrates pulse noise immunity of TTL 
gates of the various families. These data are obtained by 
applying positive pulses to an otherwise LOW input and not
ing the combinations of pulse amplitude and duration re
quired to cause the output to fall to 2.0V, which is the guar
anteed input HIGH level for TTL circuits. The curves show 
that S-TTL responds to the shortest pulses, as might be 
expected, and that pulse durations greater than about 4.0 
ns have essentially the same effect as do input voltage. TTL 
(7400) is the least sensitive to noise pulses, with H-TTL and 
LS-TTL responses intermediate between those of 7400 and 
S-TTL. The flat portion of the various curves shows the LS
TTL is the most sensitive to long duration pulses, while 
7400 is least sensitive. This can also be deduced by com
paring the transfer functions of Figures 1-10 and 1-12; the 
LS-TTL threshold regions are nearer the left hand axis, indi
cating that a lower value of input voltage is required to affect 
the output voltage than is the case with plain TTL. 
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TABLE 1-3. HIGH Level Noise Margins (Military) 

To 
TTL FAST S-TTL LS-TTL Units 

From 

TTL 400 400 400 400 mV 
FAST 500 500 500 500 mV 
S-TTL 500 500 500 500 mV 
LS-TTL 500 500 500 500 mV 

From VOH to VIH 

TABLE 1-5. HIGH Level Noise Margins (Commercial) 

To 
TTL FAST S-TTL LS-TTL Units 

From 

TTL 400 400 400 400 mV 
-FAST 700 500 500 500 mV 
S-TTL 700 700 700 700 mV 
LS-TTL 700 700 700 700 mV 

From VOH to VIH 
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Transmission Lines 
Practical transmission lines, cables and strip lines used for 
TTL interconnections have a characteristic impedance be· 
tween 300 and 1500. Thus none of the standard or low 
power TTL circuits can drive a transmission line, and only 
FAST is truly capable of driving a 500 line under worst case 
conditions. 

These considerations, applicable only when the round trip 
delay of the line is longer than the rise or fall time of the 
driving signal (2td > tr), do not affect most TTL interconnec· 
tions. Short interconnections do not behave like a resistive 
transmission line, but more like a capacitive load. Since the 
rise time of different TTL outputs is known, the longest inter· 
connection that can be tolerated without causing transmis· 
sion line effects can easily be calculated and is listed in 
Table 1·6. 

TABLE 1·6. PC Board Interconnections 

TTL Family Rise Time Fall Time Max Interconnection 
Length 

54174, 
6-9ns 4-6ns 18 in. (45 cm) 

54/74LS 

54S174S 4·6ns 2-3 ns 9 in. (22.5 cm) 

FAST 1.8-2.8 ns 1.6-2.6 ns 7.5 in (19 cm) 

Assuming 1.7 ns/foot propagation speed. typical for epoxy fiberglass PC 
boards with e, ~ 4.7. 

Slightly longer interconnections show minimal transmission 
line effects; the longer the interconnections, the greater the 
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FIGURE 1-13. Pulse Noise Immunity 
of TTL Gates 

chance that system performance may be degraded due to 
reflections and ringing. The discussion of transmission line 
effects gives additional information on transmission line 
phenomena on longer lines. Good system operation can 
generally be obtained by designing around 1000 lines. A 
0.026 inch (0.65mm) trace on an 0.0625 inch (1.58mm) 
epoxy-glass board (er = 4.7) with a ground plane on the 
other side represents a 1000 line. Wire of 28 to 30 gauge 
(0.25mm to 0.30mm) twisted together forms a twisted pair 
line with a characteristic impedance of 1000 to 1150. Wire 
over ground screen (%" squares) gives 1500 to 2500 im· 
pedance with a significant improvement in propagation 
speed, since the dielectric constant approaches that of air. 

Transmission Line Effects 
The fast rise and fall times of TTL outputs (2.0 ns to 6.0 ns) 
produce transmssion line effects even with relatively short 
« 2 ft) interconnections. Consider one TTL device driving 
another, and the driver switching from the LOW to the HIGH 
state. If the propagation delay of the interconnection is long 
compared to the rise time of the signal, the arrangement 
behaves like a transmission line driven by a generator with a 
non·linear output impedance. Simple transmission line theo· 
ry shows that the initial voltage step at the output just after 
the driver has switched is 

(El-4) VOUT = VE (ZO ~O RO) 

where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the line, Ro is 
the output impedance of the driver, and VE is the equivalent 
output voltage source in the driver, i.e., Vee minus the for· 
ward drop of the pull-up transistors. 
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Figure 1-14 shows how the initial voltage step can be deter
mined graphically by superimposing lines of constant im
pedance on the static input and output characteristics of 
TTL elements. The constant impedance lines are drawn 
from the intersection of the V,N and VOL characteristics, 
which is the quiescent condition preceding a LOW-to-HIGH 
transition. After this transition the VOH characteristics ap
plies, and the intersection of a particular impedance line 
with the VOH characteristic determines the initial voltage 
step. The VOH characteristic shown in Figure 1-14 has an 
Ro of about 800 and VE of approximately 4.0V, for calcula-
tion purposes. \ 
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FIGURE 1-14. Initial Output Voltage of 
TTL Driving Transmission Line 

This initial voltage step propagates down the line and re
flects at the end, assuming the typical case where the line is 
open-ended or terminated in an impedance greater than its 
characteristic impedance Z00 Arriving back at the source, 
this reflected wave increases VOUT. If the total round-trip 
delay is larger than the rise time of the driving signal, there 
is a staircase response at the driver output and anywhere 
along the line. If one of the loads (gate inputs) is connected 
to the line close to the driver, the initial output voltage VOUT 
might not exceed V,H. This input is then undetermined until 
after the round trip of the transmission line, thus slowing 
down the response of the system. Figure 1-15 shows the 
driver output waveform for four different line impedances. 
For Zo of 250 and 500, the initial voltage step is in the 
threshold region of a TTL input and the output voltage only 
rises above the guaranteed 2.0V V,H level after a reflection 
returns from the end of the line. If VOUT is increased to 
> 2.0V by either increasing Zo or decreasing Ro, additional 
delay does not occur. Ro is a characteristic of the driver 
output configuration, varying between the different TTL 
speed categories. Zo can be changed by varying the width 
of the conductor and its distance from ground. Table 1-7 
lists the lowest transmission line impedance that can be 
driven by different TTL devices to insure an initial voltage 
step of 2.0V. Note that the worst case value, assuming a 
+ 30% tolerance on the current limiting resistor and a 
-10% tolerance on Vee, is 80% higher than the value for 
nominal conditions. 

A graphical method provides excellent insight into the ef
fects of high-speed digital circuits driving interconnections 
acting as transmission lines. The method is basically to 
draw a load lin'e for each input and output situation. Each 
load line starts at the previous quiescent point, determined 
where the previous load line intersects the appropriate char
acteristic. The magnitude of the slope of the load lines is 
identical and equal to the characteristic impedance of the 
line, but alternate load lines have opposite signs represent
ing the change in direction of current flow. The pOints where 
the load lines intersect the input and output characteristics 
represent the voltage and current value at the input or out
put, respectively, for that reflection. The results (Figure 1-
16) are shown with and without the input diode and illustrate 
how the input diode on TTL elements assists in eliminating 
spurious switching due to reflection. 

TABLE 1-7. Transmission Line Drive Capability 

TTL Family 
Collector Lowest Transmission Line Impedance 0 

or Device Resistor Worst Case Best Case 
RO (R + 30%) 

Nominal 
(R - 30%) 

54174 130 241.4 204.8 136.8 84.6 75.8 
545/745 55 110.0 92.2 61.1 37.5 33.4 
544017440 100 185.7 157.5 105.2 65.1 58.3 
545174540 25 50.0 41.9 27.7 17.0 15.2 
54F174FOO 45 66.2 57.7 40.9 27.6 25.0 
54F174F258 25 36.76 32.0 22.7 15.3 13.9 
54F174F240 15 22.0 19.2 13.6 9.2 8.3 

5upply Voltage (Vee) 4.50 4.75 5.00 5.25 5.50 
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FIGURE 1-15. TTL Driving Transmission Line 
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Decoupling 
Decoupling capacitors should be used on every PC card, at 
least one for every five to ten standard TTL packages, one 
for every five 74LS and 74S packages, one for every three 
FAST packages, and one for every one-shot (monostable), 
line driver and line receiver package. They should be good 
quality rf capacitors of 0.Q1 p.F to 0.1 p.F with short leads. It 
is particularly important to place good rf capacitors near se
quential (bistable) devices. In addition, a larger capacitor 
(preferably a tantalum capacitor) of 2.0 p.F to 20 p.F should 
be included on each card. 

Ground 
A good ground system is essential for a PC card containing 
a large number of packages. The ground can either be a 
good ground bus, or better yet, a ground plane which, incor
porated with the Vee supply, forms a transmission line pow
er system. Power transmission systems, which can be at
tached to a PC card to give an excellent power system with
out the cost of a multilayer PC card, are commercially avail
able. Ground loops on or off PC cards are to be avoided 
unless they approximate a ground plane. 

Supply Voltage and Temperature 
The nominal supply voltage Vee for all TTL circuits is 
+ 5.0V. Commercial grade parts are guaranteed to perform 
with ± 1 0% supply tolerance (± 500 mY) over an ambient 
temperature range of O'C to + 70'C. Mil grade parts are 
guaranteed to perform with a ± 10% supply tolerance 
(± 500 mV) over an ambient temperature range of - 55'C to 
+ 125'C. 

The actual junction temperature can be calculated by multi
plying the power dissipation of the device with the thermal 
resistance of the package and adding it to the measured 
ambient temperature T A or package (case) temperature T e. 
For example, a device in Ceramic DIP (/IJA 100'C/W) dissi
pates typically 145 mW. At + 55'C ambient temperature the 
junction temperature is: 

(E1-5) TJ = (0.145 x 100) + 55'C = 70'C 

For package thermal data please refer to Chapter 11. De
Signers should bear in mind that localized temperatures can 
rise well above the general ambient in a system enclosure. 
On a large PC board mounted in a horizontal plane, for ex
ample, the local temperature surrounding an IC in the mid
dle of the board can be quite high due to the heating effect 
of the surronding packages and the very poor natural con
vection. Low velocity forced air cooling is usually sufficient 
to alleviate such localized static air conditions. 

Interfacing 
All circuits in the National TTL families, in fact all TTL devic
es presently manufactured, are compatible, and any TTL 
output can drive a certain number of TTL inputs. There are 
only subtle differences in the worst case noise immunity 
when low power, standard and Schottky TTL circuits are 
intermixed. Open-collector outputs, however, require a pull
up resistor to drive TTL inputs reliably, as discussed earlier. 
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While TTL is the dominating logic family, and many systems 
use TTL exclusively, there are cases where different semi
conductor technologies are used in one system, either to 
improve the performance or to lower the cost, size and pow
er dissipation. The following explains low TTL circuits can 
interface with DTL, ECL, CMOS and discrete transistors. 

Interfacing TTL and DTL-Both DTL and TTL are current 
sinking families, operating on a + 5.0V supply. They inter
face perfectly. When TTL drives DTL, one DTL input repre
sents 1 Unit Load in the LOW state, much less than 1 U.L. in 
the HIGH state. When DTL drives TTL, a 2 kn output has a 
drive capability of B U.L., a 6 kn output has a drive capability 
of 4 U.L. 

Interfacing TTL and EeL-Mixing ECL and TTL logic fami
lies offers the design engineer a new level of freedom and 
opens the entire VHF frequency spectrum to the advan
tages of digital measurement, control and logiC operation. 

The chief advantages of emitter coupled logic are high 
speed, flexibility, design versatility and transmission line 
compatibility. But application and interfacing cost problems 
have traditionally discouraged the use of ECL in many ar
eas, particularly in low cost, less sophisticated systems. Us
ing 100K compensated ECL with new ECL/TTL interface 
devices and several new interfacing methods promises to 
extend the advantages of ECL to many low cost systems. 

The most practical interfacing method for smaller systems 
involves using a common supply of +5.0V to +5.2V. Care 
must be exercised with both logic families when using this 
technique to assure proper bypassing of the power supply 
to prevent any coupling of noise between circuit families. If 
only a few 1 OOK ECL packages are designed into a predom
inantly TTL system the safest method is to use a 0.01 p.F 
miniature ceramic capaCitor across each ECL device. This 
value capaCitor has the highest Q, or bypassing efficiency. 
When larger systems are operated on a common supply, 
separate power busses to each logic family help prevent 
problems. Otherwise, good high frequency bypassing tech
niques are usually sufficient. 

100K devices have high input impedance with input pull
down resistors (> 20 kn) to the negative supply. In the TTL 
to ECL interface circuits in Figure 1-17it is assumed that the 
ECL devices have high input impedance. 

All circuits described operate with ± 5% ECL and ± 10% 
TTL supply variations, except those with ECL and TTL on a 
common supply. In those cases the supply can be ± 10% 
with 100K ECL. All resistors are v.,W, ±5% composition 
type. 

TTL to ECL conversion is easily accomplished with resis
tors, which simultaneously attenuate the TTL signal swing, 
shift the signal levels, and provide low impedance for damp
ing and immunity to stray noise pick-up. The resistors 
should be located as near as possible to the ECL circuit for 
optimum effect. The circuits in Figure 1-17 assume an un
loaded TTL gate as the standard TTL source. ECL input 
impedance is predominantly capacitive (::::: 3 pF); the net 
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RC time constant of this capcitance with the indicated resis
tors assures a net propagation delay governed primarily by 
the TTL signal. 

When interfacing between high voltage-swing TTL logic and 
low voltage-swing ECl logic, the more difficult conversion is 
from ECl to TTL. This requires a voltage amplifier to build 
up the 0.8V logic swing to a minimum of 2.5V. The circuits 
shown in Figure 1-18 may be used to interface from ECl to 
TTL. 

The higher speed converters usually have the lowest fan
out-<mly one or two TTL gates. This fan-out can be in
creased simply by adding a TTL buffer gate to the output of 
the converter. Another option, if ultimate speed is required, 
is to use additional logic converters. 

Interfacing FAST and CMOS-Due to their wide operating 
voltage range, CMOS devices will function outside of the 
standard 5V ± 10% supply levels. For our purposes, only 
the case where both the FAST and CMOS devices are con
nected to the same voltage source will be considered. 

FAST outputs can sink at least 20 rnA in the low state. This 
is more than adequate to drive CMOS inputs to a valid low 
level. Due to their output deSigns, though, FAST outputs are 
unable to pull CMOS input to above approximately 4.0V. If 

11OD. 

180.0. 

750.0. 

TLlF/l0273-32 

a: 

the CMOS device does not have TTL compatible input lev
els, the FAST output should be pulled up with a resistor to 
Vee. The value of this resistor will vary according to the 
system. Factors that affect the selection of the value are: 
edge rate-the smaller the resistor, the faster the edge rate; 
fanout-the smaller the resistor, the greater the fanout; 
noise margins-the smaller the resistor, the greater the out
put HIGH noise margin and the smaller the output lOW 
noise margin. FAST outputs can directly drive TTL-compati
ble CMOS inputs, such as the inputs on ACT or HCT devic
es, without pullup resistors. 

Most CMOS outputs are capable of directly driving FAST 
inputs. Be aware, though, that TTL inputs have higher load
ing specifications than CMOS inputs. Care must be taken to 
insure that the CMOS outputs are not overloaded by the 
FAST input loading. 

TTL Driving Transistors-Although high voltage, high cur
rent ICs are available, it is sometimes necessary to control 
greater currents or voltages than integrated circuits are ca
pable of handling. When this condition arises, a discrete 
transistor with sufficient capacity can be driven from a TTL 
output. Discete transistors are also used to shift voltages 
from TTL levels to logic levels for which a standard interface 
driver is not available. 

+5V 

470.0. 

750.0. 
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b. 

FIGURE 1-17. TTL to ECl Conversion 
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a. Common Power Supply 
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b. Separate Power Supplies 

FIGURE 1-18. ECl to TTL Conversion 
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The two circuits of Figure 1-19 show how TTL can drive npn 
transistors. The first circuit is the most efficient but requires 
an open-collector TTL output. The other circuit limits the 
output current from the TTL totem pole output through a 
series resistor. 

Shifting a TTL Output to Negative Level_The circuit of 
Figure 1-20 uses a pnp transistor to shift the TTL output to a 
negative level. When the TTL output is HIGH, the transistor 
is cut off and the output voltage is - Vx. When the TTL 
output is LOW, the transistor conducts and the output volt
age is 

(E1-6) 

R1 
-Vx + R2 (Vee -2.0V) 

if the transistor is not saturated, or slightly positive if the 
transistor is aliowed to saturate. 

Vee 

TLlF/l0273-36 

Open Collector TTL 
FIGURE 1-19. TTL Driving npn Transistors 

--~------__ ~ ____ ----__ V~ 

R2 R3=R2 

R3 

t-----+-----VOUT 

Rl 
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FIGURE 1-20. pnp Transistor Shifting TTL Output 

High Voltage Driver_A TTL output can be used to drive 
high voltage, low current loads through the simple, non-in
verting circuits shown in Figure 1-21. This can be useful for 
driving gas discharge displays or small relays, where the 
TTL output can handle the current but not the voltage. Load 
current should not exceed IOL (-4 mAl. 

Transistors Driving TTL-It is sometimes difficult to drive 
the relatively low impedance and narrow voltage range of 
TTL inputs directly from external sources, particularly in a 
rough, electrically noisy environment. The circuits shown in 
Figure 1-22 can handle input signal swings in excess of 
± 100 V without harming the circuits. The second circuit has 
an input RC filter that suppresses noise. Unambiguous TTL 
voltage levels are generated by the positive feedback 
(Schmitt trigger) connection. 
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FIGURE 1-21. Non-Inverting High Voltage Drivers 
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FIGURE 1-22. Transistors Driving TTL 
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Glossary 
Current_Positive current is defined as conventional cur
rent flow into a device. Negative current is defined as con
ventional current flow out of a device. All current limits are 
specified as absolute values. 

Icc Supply Current: The current flowing into the Vee sup
ply terminal of a circuit with the specified input conditions 
and the outputs open. When not specified, input conditions 
are chosen to guarantee worst-case operation. 

IIH. II Input HIGH Current: The current flowing into an input 
when a specified HIGH voltage is applied. 

III Input LOW Current: The current flowing out of an input 
when a specified LOW voltage is applied. 

10H Output HIGH Current: The current flowing out of the 
output when it is in the HIGH state. For a turned-off open
collector output with a specified HIGH output voltage ap
plied, the IOH is the leakage current. 

10l Output LOW Current: The current flowing into an out
put when it is in the LOW state. 

los Output Short Circuit Current: The current flowing out 
of a HIGH-state output when that output is short circuited to 
ground (or other specified potential). 

10ZH Output OFF Current HIGH: The current flowing into a 
disabled TRI-STATE output with a specified HIGH output 
voltage applied. 

10Zl Output OFF Current LOW: The current flowing out of 
a disabled TRI-STATE output with a specified LOW output 
voltage applied. 

Voltages: All voltages are referenced to the ground pin. 
Negative voltage limits are specified as absolute values (i.e., 
-10.0V is greater than -1.0V). 

Vcc Supply Voltage: The range of power supply voltage 
over which the device is guaranteed to operate within the 
specified limits. 

VeD (Max) Input Clamp Diode Voltage: The most negative 
voltage at an input when a specified current is forced out of 
that input terminal. This parameter guarantees the integrity 
of the input diode, intended to clamp negative ringing at the 
input terminal. 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage: The range of input voltages that 
represents a logic HIGH in the system. 

VIH (Min) Minimum Input HIGH Voltage: The minimum al
lowed input HIGH in a logic system. This value represents 
the guaranteed input HIGH threshold for the device. 

Vil Input LOW Voltage: The range of input voltages that 
represent a logic LOW in the system. 

Vil (Max) Maximum Input LOW Voltage: The maximum 
allowed input LOW in a system. This value represents the 
guaranteed input LOW threshold for the device. 

VOH (Min) Output HIGH Voltage: The minimum voltage at 
an output terminal for the specified output current IOH and 
at the minimum value of Vee. 

VOL (Max) Output LOW Voltage: The maximum voltage at 
an output terminal sinking the maximum specified load cur
rent IOL. 
VT+ Positive-Going Threshold Voltage: The input volt
age of a variable threshold device (i.e., Schmitt Trigger) that 
is interpreted as a VIH as the input transition rises from be
low VT - (Min). 
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VT- Negative-Going Threshold Voltage: The input volt
age of a variable threshold device (i.e., Schmitt Trigger) that 
is interpreted as a VIL as the input transition falls from above 
VT+ (Max). 

AC Switching Parameters 
ft Maximum Transistor Operating Frequency: The fre
quency at which the gain of the transistor has dropped by 
three decibels. 

fmax Toggle Frequency/Operating Frequency: The maxi
mum rate at which clock pulses may be applied to a se
quential circuit. Above this frequency the device may cease 
to function. 

tplH Propagation Delay Time: The time between the spec
ified reference pOints, normally 1.5V on the input and output 
voltage waveforms, with the output changing from the de
fined LOW level to the defined HIGH level. 

tpHl Propagation Delay Time: The time between the spec
ified reference points, normally 1.5V on the input and output 
voltage waveforms, with the output changing from the de
fined HIGH level to the defined LOW level. 

tw Pulse Width: The time between 1.5V amplitude pOints 
on the leading and trailing edges of a pulse. 

tH Hold Time: The interval immediately following the active 
transition of the timing pulse (usually the clock pulse) or 
following the transition of the control input to its latching 
level, during which interval the data to be recognized must 
be maintained at the input to ensure its continued recogni
tion. A negative hold time indicates that the correct logic 
level may be released prior to the active transition of the 
timing pulse and still be recognized. 

ts Setup Time: The interval immediately preceding the ac
tive transition of the timing pulse (usually the clock pulse) or 
preceding the transition of the control input to its latching 
level, during which interval the data to be recognized must 
be maintained at the input to ensure its recognition. A nega
tive setup time indicates that the correct logic level may be 
initiated sometime after the active transition of the timing 
pulse and still be recognized. 

tpHz Output Disable Time (of a TRI-STATE Output) from 
HIGH Level: The time between the 1.5V level on the input 
and a voltage 0.3V below the steady state output HIGH lev
el with the TRI-STATE output changing from the defined 
HIGH level to a high impedance (OFF) state. 

tpLZ Output Disable Time (of a TRI-STATE Output) from 
LOW Level: The time between the 1.5V level on the input 
and a voltage 0.3V above the steady state output LOW level 
with the TRI-STATE output changing from the defined LOW 
level to a high impedance (OFF) state. 

tPZH Output Enable Time (of a TRI-STATE Output) to a 
HIGH Level: The time between the 1.5V levels of the input 
and output voltage waveforms with the TRI-STATE output 
changing from a high impedance (OFF) state to a HIGH 
level. 

tpZl Output Em:lble Time (of a TRI-STATE Output) to a 
LOW Level: The time between the 1.5V levels of the input 
and output voltage waveforms with the TRI-STATE output 
changing from a high impedance (OFF) state to a LOW lev
el. 

tREC Recovery Time: The time between the 1.5V level on 
the trailing edge of an asynchronous input control pulse and 
the same level on a synchronous input (clock) pulse such 
that the device will respond to the synchronous input. 



Package Markings 
C Marking code letter indicating that the device is 

guaranteed to meet the specifications for the com
mercial temperature range. 

D, SD Package code letter for ceramic Dual-In-line and 
0.300· wide 24-pin ceramic Dual-In-Line pack
ages. 

F Package code letter for ceramic flatpaks. 

M Marking code letter indicating that the device is 
guaranteed to meet the specifications for the mili
tary temperature range. 

P, SP Package code letter for plastic Dual-In-Line and 
0.300· wide 24-pin plastic Dual-In-Line packages. 

08 Marking code indicating in-house 38510, level 8 
reliability screening (military grade only). 

OR Marking code indicating commercial/industrial reli
ability screening. 

S Package code letter for small outline surface 
mount packages. 

XC, XM Shorthand for the commercial or military tempera
ture range specifications or devices; the letter X 
stands for the code letter of any package in which 
the device is available. 
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Logic Symbols and Terminology 
The definitions of LOW and HIGH logic levels are: LOW-a 
voltage defined by VIL; HIGH-a voltage defined by VIH. A 
LOW condition represents logic 0; a HIGH condition, logic 1. 

The logic symbols used to represent the MSI devices follow 
MIL-STD-80B8 for logic symbols. MSI elements are repre
sented by rectangular blocks with appropriate external 
AND/OR gates when necessary. A small circle at an exter
nal input means that the specific input is active LOW; i.e.,(it 
produces the desired function, in conjunction with other in
puts, if its voltage is the lower of the two logic levels in the 
system. A circle at the output indicates that when the func
tion designated is True, the output is LOW. Generally, inputs 
are at the top and left and outputs appear at the bottom and 
right of the logic symbol. An exception is the asynchronous 
Master Reset in some sequential circuits which is always at 
the left hand bottom corner. 

Inputs and outputs are labeled with mnemonic letters as 
illustrated in Table 1-7. Note that an active LOW function 
labeled outside of the logic symbol is given a bar over the 
label, while the same function inside the symbol is labeled 
without the bar. When several inputs or outputs use the 
same letter, subscript numbers starting with zero are used in 
an order natural for device operation. 

This nomenclature is used throughout this book and may 
differ from nomenclature used on other data books (notably 
early 7400 MSI), where outputs use alphabetic subscripts or 
use number sequences starting with one. 
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Logic Symbols and Terminology (Continued) 
TABLE 1-7 

Label Meaning Example 

Ix General term for inputs to 
combinatorial circuits. I I I I I I I I 

-so 10 It t2 13 I, Is 16 17 

-St 
'F151 - S2 

...:oE Z Z 

Y I 
TLlF/t0273-43 

J, K Inputs to JK, SR and D 
S,R flip-flops and latches. b b D 

So 
-J 

So 
-J or-- or--

'F112 'F112 
~ CP -C CP 

-K o~ -K o~ 
Co Co 

y y 
TL/F/t0273-44 

Ax,Sx Address or Select inputs, used to select an 
input, output, data route, junction, or I 
memory location. -<lE D 

- At! 'F259 
-At 

- A2 totR 00 at O2 03 04 as 06 ~ 

V I I I I I I I I 
TLlF/t0273-45 

LE Enable, active LOW on all TTL/MSI. A latch 
can receive new data when its Enable input I I I I I I I I 
is in the active state. Do Dt D2 03 D, Ds 06 ~ 

-LE 

-<l DE 
'F373 

00 0t 02 03 0, Os 06 ~ 

I I I I I I I I 
TLlF/t0273-46 
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Logic Symbols and Terminology (Continued) 

TABLE 1-7 (Continued) 

Label Meaning 

PE Parallel Enable, a control input used to 
synchronously load information in parallel 
into an otherwise autonomous circuit. -(l PE 

- CEP 

P Parallel data inputs to shift registers and - CET 

counters. - CP 

-(l MR 

PL Parallel Load; similar to Parallel Enable 
except that PL overrides the clock and 
forces parallel loading asynchronously. - ii/D 

-(l CE 

- CP 

-(l PL 

MR Master Reset, synchronously resets all 
outputs to zero, overriding all other inputs. 

-(l PE 
SR Synchronous Reset, resets all outputs - CEP 

to zero with active edge of clock. - CET 

- CP 

--(l OR 

CP Clock Pulse, generally a HIGH-to-LOW-to-HIGH 
transition. An active HIGH clock (no circle) 
means outputs change on LOW-to-HIGH -(l PE 

clock transition. - CEP 

CE,CEP, Count Enable inputs for counters. - CET 

CET - CP 

--(l OR 

Zx,Ox,Fx General terms for outputs of 
combinatorial circuits. 

-(l OE 

-s 
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Example 

I I I I 
Po PI P2 P3 

'F160A TC-

00 01 02 03 

I I I I 
TL/F/l0273-47 

I I I I 
Po PI P2 P3 

RCo-
'F190 

TC-

00 01 02 03 

I I I I 
TL/F/l0273-4B 

I I I I 
Po PI' P2 P3 

'F16XA TCI--

00 01 O2 03 

I I I I 
TLlF/l0273-49 

'R ~ MR on 'F160AI'F161A 

SA on 'F162AI'F163A 

I I I I 
Po PI P2 P3 

'F16XA TCI--

00 01 O2 03 

I I I I 
TL/F/l0273-50 

I I I I I I I I 
10. II. lOb lIb 10. 11. Iod lId 

'F258 

Z. Zb Z. Zd 

Y Y Y Y 
TLlF/l0273-51 
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Logic Symbols and Terminology (Continued) 

TABLE 1·7 (Continued) 

Label Meaning 

Qx General term for latch and flip-flop outputs. 
If they pass through an enable gate before 
exiting the package, Q or a changes to 
OorO. 

TC Terminal Count output (1111 for up binary 
counters, 1001 for up decimal counters, or 
0000 for down counters). 

Output Enable, used to force TRI-STATE 
outputs into the high impedance state. 

Handling Precautions for 
Semiconductor Components 
The following standard handling precautions should be ob
served for oxide isolation, shallow junction processed parts, 
such as FAST or F100K ECL; 
1. All National devices are shipped in conducting foam or 

antistatic tubes. When they are removed for inspection or 
assembly, proper precautions should be used. 
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Example 

I II I 
-Cl PE Po ~1 P2 P3 

- CEP 

- CET 'Fl6X Tel--

- CP 

-Cl OR 00 01 02 03 

I I I I 
TLfFfl0273-S2 

II I I I I I I 

- cp 

-Cl OE 
'F374 

I I I I I I I I 
TLfFfl0273-53 

2. National devices, after removal from their shipping mate
rial, should be placed leads down on a grounded surface. 
Under no circumstances should they be placed In polysty
rene foam or non-conducting plastic trays used for ship
ment and handling of conventional ICs. 

3. Individuals and tools should be grounded before coming 
in contact with these devices. 

4. Do not insert or remove devices in sockets with power 
applied. Ensure that power supply transients, such as oc
cur during power turn-on or off, do not exceed maximum 
ratings. 

5. After assembly on PC boards. ensure that static dis
charge cannot occur during handling, storage or mainte
nance. Boards may be stored with their connectors sur
rounded with conductive foam. 
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Multiplexers 

Introduction 
Digital multiplexers are combinatorial (non-memory) devices 
controlied by a selector address which routes one of many 
input signals to the output. They can be considered se~i
conductor equivalents to multi position switches or stepping 
switches. 

Multiplexers are used for data routing and time division mul
tiplexing and can also generate complex logic functions. For 
example, the 'F15l and 'F25l 8-input/l-pole multiplexers 
generate any of the 216 different logic functions of four vari
ables; the 'F153, 'F253, 'F352, 'F353 4-input/2-pole multi
plexers generate any two of the 256 functions of three vari
ables; the 'F157, 'F158, 'F257, 'F258, 'F398, and 'F399 2-in
putl4-pole multiplexers generate any four of the sixteen 
functions of two variables. A single multiplexer package can 
replace several gate packages, saving printed circuit board 
area, interconnections, propagation delays, power dissipa
tion, design effort, and component costs. The 'F350 4-input 
multiplexer is specifically designed to provide a shifting ca
pability. 

The examples which follow in this section generally employ 
the basic circuits of each type CF151, 'F157, 'F153); howev
er, in many cases the designer may find it beneficial to em
ploy one of the alternate circuits. The 'F352 and 'F353 are 
the inverted versions of the 'F153 and 'F253 respectively. 

'F157 Quad 2-lnput Multiplexer 
Description and Operation 

IDa 

'F157 

TL/F/10274-1 

FIGURE 2-1 
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Table 2-1 Truth Table 

Inputs 

E S 

H X 
L H 
L H 
L L 
L L 

H ~ HIGH Voltage Level 
L ~ LOW Voltage Level 
X = Immaterial 

lox 

X 
X 
X 
L 
H 

11X 

X 
L 
H 
X 
X 

Output 

Zx 

L 
L 
H 
L 
H 

The 'F157 quad 2-input multiplexer has common input se
lect logic, common active LOW Enable and non-inverting 
outputs. It allows four bits of data to be switched in parallel 
to appropriate outputs from four 2-bit data sources. When 
the Enable is not active, all the outputs are held LOW. 

The 'F158 and 'F258 have inverted outputs; the 'F257 and 
'F258 differ in that the TRI-STATE® outputs permit bus in
terfaces. The 'F398 and 'F399 have registers on the output 
to latch the selected input data; the 'F399 provides only the 
true outputs, while the 'F398 provides both true and comple
ment outputs. It should be noted that the inverting parts 
'F158, 'F258 are considerably faster than their non-inverting 
counterparts. 

10. 

TL/F/10274-2 

FIGURE 2-2_ Logic Diagram 
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'F157 Quad 2-lnput Multiplexer (Continued) 

Data Routing 
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TL/F/10274-3 

FIGURE 2-3 

Multiplexers usually route data from one of several sources 
to one destination. One typical application is shown here. 
This system displays the contents of one of two multidigit 
BCD counter banks. The 'F157 multiplexers select one of 
the two counters: when the counter Select line is LOW, 
counter 1 is selected; when it is HIGH, counter 2 is selected. 
The multiplexer outputs feed into the 9368 BCD to 7-seg
ment decoder drivers with input latches. 
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The display follows the selected counter when the Latch 
Enable input is LOW. When this line is HIGH, the display is 
no longer affected by input changes, but retains the infor
mation that was applied prior to the LOW-to-HIGH transition 
of the Latch Enable. The 9368 interfaces directly with com
mon cathode LED displays. 



'F157 Quad 2-lnput Multiplexer (Continued) 

Dual10-lnput Multiplexer 

E 

S 

I 
MULTIPLEXER 1 I MULTIPLEXER 2 

o 8 1 9 :0 8 1 9 

I I I I II I I I 
lOa 11. lab lib lac lie lad lid 

'rl57 

Za Zb Ze Zd 

I ;1 L 
I I I I I I 
I 

234567 
ENABLE ~ I I I I I I 

{ 

Ao 

BCD AI 
ADDRESS A2 

A3 

E 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
So 

SI 'rl51 

52 
Z Z 

~ 
'( 

MULTIPLEXER 1 OUTPUT 

FIGURE 2-4 

This data routing application is a part of a dual 10-input, 
BCD addressed multiplexer. One 'F157 and two 'F151 8-in
put multiplexers are used to route two sets of ten inputs to 
two output lines. Other decade multiplexing circuits are 
shown later in this section. 

'F350 4-Bit Shifter 
Description and Operation 

EN~BLE ~ 

I E 10 
So 

--+-I SI 

- S2 

I 
I , 

11 

234567 

I I I II I 
12 13 14 15 16 17 

'rl51 

Z Z 

'( 

MULTIPLEXER 2 OUTPUT 
TLlF/10274-4 

Table 2-2. Truth Table 

TLlF/10274-5 

FIGURE 2-5 
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Inputs 

OE 51 50 

H X X 
L L L 
L L H 
L H L 
L H H 

H ~ HIGH Vollage Level 
L ~ LOW Voltage Level 
X = Immaterial 
Z ~ High Impedance 

Outputs 

00 01 02 03 

Z Z Z Z 
10 11 12 la 

1-1 10 11 12 
'-2 1-1 10 11 
I-a 1-2 1-1 10 



'F350 4-Bit Shifter (Continued) 

The 'F350 is a specialized multiplexer that accepts a 4-bit 
word and shifts it 0, 1, 2 or 3 places, as determined by two 
Select (SO, 51) inputs. For expansion to longer words, three 
linking inputs are provided for lower-order bits; thus two 
packages can shift an S-bit word, four packages a 16-bit 
word, etc. Shifting by more than three places is accom-

plished by paralleling the TRI-STATE outputs of different 
packages and using the Output Enable (OE) inputs as a 
third Select level. With appropriate interconnections. the 
'F350 can perform zero-backfill. sign-extend or end-around 
(barrel) shift functions. 

TL/F/l0274-6 

FIGURE 2-6. Logic Diagram 

'F350 4-Bit Shifter Applications 
16-Blt Shift-Up, 0 to 3 Places, Zero Backfill 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

GHD-..... ,.., 

FIGURE 2-7 
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8 9 10 11 

9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 

12 13 14 15 

TL/F/l0274-7 



r--------------------------------------------------------------------,~ 

'F350 4·Bit Shifter Applications (Continued) 

This circuit shifts the input 16-bit word to the right by the 
number of places designated in the table. Zero filling of the 
LSBs is illustrated here. The order of the bits could be inter
changed and the 1-3, 1-2, and 1-1 inputs could be con
nected to 10 to provide sign extension. Signed twos comple
ment division by 2, 4, or 8 would thus be implemented. 

8-Blt End Around Shift, 0 to 7 Places 

D t 2 3 

iJJ 
L3 1-2 1_, 10 I, 12 13 L3 L2 1_, 10 I, 12 t3 

,.....- So ;-- So 

r-- 5, 'F35D r-- 5, 'F35D 

rC DE 
Yo Y, Y2 Y3 

rC DE 
Yo Y, Y2 Y3 

Table 2-3. Function Table 

Sl 

L 
L 
H 
H 

H ~ HIGH Voltage Level 
L ~ LOW Voltage Level 

So 

L 
H 
L 
H 

4 5 6 7 

J __ li 
L3 1-2 1_, 10 I, 12 I~ 

r- 50 

r-- 5, 'F35D 

rC DE 
Yo Y, Y2 Y3 

Shift Function 

No Shift 
Shift 1 Place 
Shift 2 Places 
Shift 3 Places 

il 1 
L3 1-2 L, '0 I, 12 13 

;-- So 

r-- 5, 'F35D 

rC DE 
Yo Y, Y2 Y3 

TL/F/10274-B 

FIGURE 2-8 

Full end around shifting of eight bits can be performed by 
employing four 'F350s as shown above, The advantage of 
the multiplexer architecture versus a shift register is that the 
shifting is dependent only on the internal propagation de
lays. Thus any length shift can be accomplished within 
11 ns worst case. 
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Table 2-4. Function Table 

S2 Sl 

L L 
L L 
L H 
L H 
H L 
H L 
H H 
H H 

H ~ HIGH Voltage Level 
L ~ LOW Voltage Level 

So Shift Function 

L No Shift 
H Shift End Around 1 
L Shift End Around 2 
H Shift End Around 3 
L Shift End Around 4 
H Shift End Around 5 
L Shift End Around 6 
H Shift End Around 7 

C 
;::; 
-6' 
iD 
)C 
CD 
til 



'F1531'F2531'F353 Dual4-lnput Multiplexer 
Description and Operation 

Table 2-5. Truth Table 

'F153 

TL/F/l0274-9 

FIGURE2-Q 

The 'F153, 'F253 and 'F353 are dual 4-input multiplexers 
with common Select inputs and separate Enable inputs. 
They allow two bits of data to be selected from two sets of 
4-input sources. The 'F253 has TRI-STATE output control. 
The 'F353 is equivalent to the 'F253 with inverted outputs. 

Select 
Inputs 

So Sl E 

X X H 
L L L 
L L L 
H L L 
H L L 
L H L 
L H L 
H H L 
H H L 

H = HIGH Voltage Level 
L = LOW Voltage Level 
X = Immaterial 

FIGURE 2-10. Logic Diagram 
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Inputs (a or b) 

10 11 12 

X X X 
L X X 
H X X 
X L X 
X H X 
X X L 
X X H 
X X X 
X X X 

Output 

13 Z 

X L 
X L 
X H 
X L 
X H 
X L 
X H 
L L 
H H 

TLlF/l0274-10 



'F151, 'F251 a-Input Multiplexers 
Description and Operation 

E 10 I, 12 13 14 15 Is 17 
So 

5, 'F1S1 

52 
Z Z 

TLlFll0274-11 

FIGURE 2·11 

.-- 1 -
5, .- 1 

I 

- ~ - ~ - ~ 

.... ~ .... ~ r 

Table 2·6. Truth Table 

Inputs 

E 82 

H X 
L L 
L L 
L L 

L L 
L H 
L H 
L H 
L H 

H = HIGH Voltage Level 
L = LOW Voltage Level 
X = Immaterial 

81 

X 
L 
L 
H 

H 
L 
L 
H 
H 

- ~ - ~ -

r 
.J. lJ, 

\( 
-

t 

z z 

80 

X 
L 
H 
L 

H 
L 
H 
L 
H 

I" • 

" ..... 

Outputs 

Z Z 

H L 

io 10 
i1 11 
i2 12 

i3 13 
i4 14 
is 15 
ie Ie 
i7 17 

~ - ~ 

,,~ 

TLIFll0274-12 

FIGURE 2·12. Logic Diagram 

The 'F151 and 'F251 are a-input multiplexers which select 
one bit of data from up to eight sources. They have internal 
select decoding, active LOW Enable and complementary 
outputs. When the E input is active (LOW), data is routed 
from one particular multiplexer input to the outputs accord· 
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ing to the 3-bit code applied to the Select inputs. When the 
E is inactive (HIGH), the Z output is LOW and the Z output is 
HIGH regardless of all other input conditions for the 'F151; 
both outputs are high impedance (TRI-STATE) for the 
'F251 , permitting multiplexer expansion. 

• 



f 
~ 'F151 a-Input Multiplexer Applications 
:e. Time Multiplexing/Data Routing 
::: i a. 32-lnput Multiplexing Circuit 

I -------------- 7 8 --------------15 16 -------------- 23 2' .. --- .... ----- .. -- 31 

J I 'I I , ,., 1111'"' I , I " J L' t , I , I' , , 
10.. 11• 12a 1a lob 11b 12b 13b loa I,. 12& 13• lob 11b ~b 13b loa I,. 120 130 ~. II. I,. I .. loa II. I,. 130 ~. II. I,. I,. 

r---s" r--- Sa r---So -So 
'r153 'Fl53 'FI53 'r153 

r 5, r 51 5, 5, 
Z. Z. Z. z. Z. z. z. z. 

-

OOB\.£ ~ II I 
s"E ~ II 12 .. I, ~ I. 7 

51 'Fl51 

52 
Z Z 

+ Y 
OU!I'UT 

TL/F/l0274-13 

b. 64-lnput Multiplexing Circuit 

TUF/l0274-14 

FIGURE 2-13 

Alone, the 'F153 and the 'F151 permit time multiplexing of a 
maximum of four and eight data lines, respectively. By cas
cading these devices in two or more levels, the number of 
inputs can be increased. The circuit in Figure 2-13a above 
shows two levels of multiplexers cascaded to implement a 
32-input multiplexer with a delay of about 12.5 ns. It can be 
expanded to the 64-input multiplexer shown in Figure 2-13b 
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with a typical delay of 10 ns; worst case over military tem
perature range 17.5 ns. The 'F151 Enable can be used to 
gate the selected data out. Note that the negative outputs 
are used at both levels of the 64-input example to minimize 
propagation delay. As indicated in the circuit schematic, the 
assertion output is generated by reinverting the negative 
output and is therefore slower. 



'F151 a-Input Multiplexer Applications (Continued) 

S-Step Control Sequence 

JUMP INPUT ~---. 

CET 
CLOCl( INPUT 

START INPUT H---' 

INITIATOR 

PROGRAMMABLE 
INPUTS 

'f537 

00 0, O2 03 04 05 06 ~ Os 09 

I I I I I I I 

r--

RECEIVER 
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fUNCTlO~ 

PERfOR¢ 
fUNCTlO~ 

REPEATED 

~ACTUATORS 
LIGHTS, 
SOLENOID 
VALVE, 
MOTORS, ETC. 

PERfORM fUNCTIONS 

[> INTERfACE 
AMPUflER 
DRIVER 

________ ~STE.PS2~-~6 ________ _ o 
PERfOR¢ 
flJNCTIO~ 

SENSORS 
MICROSWITCH 
PHOTOCELL, 
PRESSURE 
SWITCH, ETC. 

TL/F/l0274-15 

FIGURE 2-14 

In this circuit, the 'F151 multiplexer is used as part of a 
control sequencer which steps through eight states, each 
initiating a test. The controller advances only when the test 
result is positive. It can also cycle through any portion of the 
sequence or jump, conditionally or unconditionally, to any 
other step. 

The 'F161 counter is the modulo B program counter; its 
state is decoded by the 00-07 outputs of the 'F537 which 
initiate the program steps. The counter also addresses the 
'F151 multiplexer which acts as a receiver. When the 'F151 
selected input is LOW, the test indicates that the program 
step is not yet completed. When the input is HIGH, the test 
indicates completion of the program step. 

The active LOW Start pulse initiates the sequence by reset
ting the counter. This state is decoded and activates the 
'F537 00 (step zero). This step lasts until the 'F151 10 is 
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activated which in turn activates the count Enable input of 
the 'F161 counter, causing it to advance on the next LOW
to-HIGH clock transition. The next decoder output is then 
activated and this state lasts until the 'F151 11 is activated, 
etc. 

When the multiplexer inputs are tied HIGH permanently, the 
sequencer advances to the next state on each subsequent 
clock pulse. Conditional or unconditional jumps can be 
made by activating the counter PE input with one of the 
decoder outputs and feeding the destination address into 
the counter's programmable inputs. 

The system can be made asynchronous by using the Z out
put of the multiplexer as the clock source for the counter, 
which then advances whenever the multiplexer input goes 
from HIGH to LOW. This system is easily expanded to six
teen or more control steps. 

• 
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'F251 a-Input Multiplexer Applications 
Digital 32-lnput Multiplexer 
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TLlF/l0274-16 

FIGURE 2-15 

This 32-input digital multiplexer uses the 'F251 TRI-STATE 
device with the Z and Z outputs OR-tied. The pull-up resis
tors are optional. 

Multiplexers as Function 
Generators 
In most digital systems there are areas, usually in the con
trol section, where a number of inputs generate an output in 
a highly irregular way. In other words, an unusual function 
must be generated which is apparently not available as an 
MSI building block. 
In such cases, many designers tend to return to classical 
methods of logic design with NAND and NOR gates, using 
Boolean Algebra, Karnaugh maps and Veitch diagrams for 
logic minimization. Surprisingly enough, multiplexers can 
simplify these designs. 
• The 'F157, 'FI58, 'F257, 'F258, 'F398, 'F399 quad 2-in

put multiplexers can generate any four of the sixteen dif
ferent functions of two variables. 
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• The 'F153, 'F253, 'F352, and 'F353 dual 4-input multi
plexers can generate any two of the 256 different func
tions of three variables. 

• The 'F151 and 'F251 8-input multiplexers can generate 
anyone of the 65,536 different functions of four vari
ables. 

If a function has a certain regularity, adders or a few Simple 
gates are possibly more economical. However, for a com
pletely random function the multiplexer approach is more 
economical, certainly more compact and flexible, and easier 
to design. 
Function generation with multiplexers is best explained with 
examples. An 8-input multiplexer such as the 'F151 can ob
viously generate any possible function of three variables. 
The desired function is written as a truth table. The variables 
A, B, and C are applied to the Select inputs SO, SI, and S2 
and the eight inputs are connected to either a HIGH or a 
LOW level, according to the truth table. This method Is sim
ple, but inefficient. 



Multiplexers as Function Generators (Continued) 

HIGH The same reasoning can be applied to a fl,!nction of four 
I I I I lOW variables: 

c- So 
[ 10 I, 12 13 I, 15 16 17 

HIGH 
B- SI 'F151 lOW 
A- S2 

Z Z ii 

l ! 
D 

TL/F/l0274-17 [ 10 II 12 13 I, 15 16 17 
FIGURE 2-16 A- So 

8- 51 'FI51,251 
Table 2-7. Truth Table c- 5. 

Z Z 

A B C F 1 t 
L L L L 

TL/F/l0274-19 
L L H H FIGURE 2-18 

L H L H 
An a-input multiplexer such as the 'F151 can generate any 
of the 65,536 (216) possible functions of the four variables 

L H H L A, S, C, and D. 

H L L L 
Full Adder, Full Subtractor 

H L H L Table 2-8. Full Adder (A plus B plus CIN) 

Inputs Outputs 
H H L H 

A B CIN S Co H H H H 

H ~ HIGH Voltage Levels 
L L L L L 

L ~ LOW Voltage Levels L L H H L 

The same function can also be generated by one half of a 
dual4-input multiplexer such as the 'F153. For this purpose, H L L H L 

the truth table is divided into four blocks as shown. Within H L H L H 
each block, inputs A and S are constant, but output F can 
exhibit any of four characteristics: L H L H L 
0 LOW for both input codes independent of C; L H H L H 

• HIGH for both input codes independent of C; 

• Identical to C; H H L L H 

• Identical to C. H H H H H • Therefore, the function can be implemented by a. 4-input H = HIGH Voltage Levels 

multiplexer, using the input variables A and S as Select in- L = LOW Voltage Levels 

puts SO and 51, and feeding the appropriate input with one 
Table 2-9. Full Subtractor (X minus V minus BIN) of four signals; either a HIGH, a LOW, or the input variables 

C or C. The other half of the 'F153 can be used to generate Inputs Outputs 
any other function of the variables A, S, and any third vari-

X V BIN 0 BOUT able, not necessarily C. 

L L L L L 
HIGH L L H H H 
lOW 

J c ii 
c I I 0 H L L H L 

T I I H L H L L 
loll. I'a 128 134 lob I'b 12b 13b 

B- So 
'FI53,253 L H L H H A- S, 
Z. Zb L H H L H 

! I 
ANY FUNCTION OF A,B.D H H L L L 
AND ITS NEGATION 

TL/F/l0274-18 H H H H H 

FIGURE 2-17 H = HIGH Voltage Levels 
L = LOW Voltage Levels 
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Multiplexers as Function Generators (Continued) 

a. 
'F04 

SI 

SUM CARRY OUT 
TLlF110274-20 

b. 
'F04 

BORROW ~""'---4~I-II-~ ..... +--. 

y 

DIFFERENCE BORROW OUT 
TL/F/l0274-21 

FIGURE 2·19 

An 'F153 dual 4-input multiplexer can implement any two 
functions of three variables. Therefore, it can be used as a 
full adder or as a full subtractor. These circuits demonstrate 
the versatility of the multiplexer as a function generator. 

Other Multiplexer Applications 
Event Demultiplexer (Clock Routing) 

CLOCK -----, 

However, the 'F283, 'F583, 'F385 and 'F582 adders are 
more efficient circuits for adding several bits in parallel. 
Note the inverted outputs are available. 

FUNCTION SELECT 

TIMING WINDOWS 

TL/F/l0274-22 

FIGURE 2·20 

This is a circuit which may be used to distinguish up to eight 
separate events. It consists of an 'F138 decoder which is 
used to drive other circuit functions at a selected clock rate. 
In the circuit shown we are utilizing an 'F164 shift register in 
order to provide window duration timing which may be fed 
on to any number of applications. Also, an 'F161 binary 
counter is shown here as well as an 'F160 BCD counter. 
The outputs of these devices, of course, depend on the 
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address which is presented to the 'F138 decoder/demulti
plexer, and the timing is dependent on the clock frequency. 
Another way of describing this array would be to look at it as 
a way of distributing and/or dividing the clock. Further tim
ing definition may be output via the counters, but it is intend· 
ed here to illustrate a method of routing the clock in order to 
obtain various functions. 



Other Multiplexer Applications (Continued) 

Programmable Divider 
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TL/F/10274-24 

FIGURE 2-21 

This circuit demonstrates a method of forming a program
mable divider. It uses one 'F138 to establish the 
programmed input pattern for two 'F163 synchronous pre
setlable binary counters. This saves on the number of lines 
required for the division ratio shown. the 'F163s along with 
an 'F20 NAND gate and an 'F02 NOR gate form the pro
grammed output waveform. In the circuit, eight output 
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waveforms are available. Rates as slow as 1 pulse in 128 
clocks are possible. A BCD input to AO, A I, and A2 of zero 
to seven determines the output pulse repetition rate. The 
output pulse width is determined by the clock pulse width 
but due to the use of the 'F02, it is phase shifted 180· with 
respect to the clock. All unused inputs on the 'F163s must 
be tied HIGH to prevent erroneous triggering. 
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Decoders 

Introduction 
There are two categories of decoders, logic decoders and 
display decoder/drivers. Logic decoders are MSI devices 
controlled by an address. They select and activate a particu
lar output as specified by the address. Display decoders and 
display decoder/drivers generate numeric codes (e.g., 
7-segment) and then provide the codes to a driver or drive 
the displays directly. 
Logie decoders are discussed below and are available in 
many configurations. They are 'used extensively in the se
lective addressing structures of memory systems, for data 
or clock routing, demultiplexing and as minterm generators 
in random and control logic. 
Display decoder/drivers are comparatively slow devices not 
applicable to high-speed logic families such as FAST. These 
decoder/drivers tend to be special interface devices con
structed in linear or CMOS technologies, and will not be 
discussed here. 

'F139, 'F539 DuaI1-of-4 Decoder 
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION 
The 'F139 is two separate decoders, each designed to ac
cept two binary weighted inputs and provide four mutually 
exclusive active LOW outputs as shown in the logic dia
gram. Each decoder can become a 4-output demultiplexer 
by using the Enable as a data input. 
The delay from address to output is equivalent to either two 
or three gate delays, depending on the order of address bits 
that are changing simultaneously. The delay from Enable to 
output is always two gate delays, typically 5 ns. 

The 'F539 is similar to the 'F139 but offers greater flexibility 
in that the output polarity can be selected by an additional 
input to each section, and a separate output enable is pro
vided to each section, providing expandability through TRI
STATE® control. Because of this increased complexity, the 
'F539 exhibits greater propagation delays than the 'F139. 
All applications demonstrate the 'F139. II desired, the 'F539 
could be substituted to take advantage of its additional fea
tures. 

1/2 'm9 

FIGURE 3·1 

TABLE 3·1. Truth Table 

TLlF/I0275-1 

Inputs Outputs 

E Ao A1 
H X X 
L L L 
L H L 
L L H 
L H H 

H ~ HIGH Voltage Level 
L ~ LOW Voltage Level 
X ~ Immaterial 

00 01 02 03 
H H H H 
L H H H 
H L H H 
H H L H 
H H H L 

TLlF/l0275-2 

FIGURE 3·2. Logic Diagram 'F139 
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'F139 DuaI1-of-4 Decoder Applications 
DECODING 

The most obvious use of the 'F139 is in logic decoding and appropriate memory units. The four least significant bits are 
memory addressing. As shown, the decoder supplies the decoded on the 'F189. The high fanout capability of the 
extra decoding necessary to address a word in a 64-word 'F139 allows it to drive sixteen 'F189 memory units with a 
memory. One 1-of-4 decoder is used to decode the two word length of 64 bits without additional buffers. 
most significant bits of memory address and to enable the 

DATA INPur 

iiiiiE 

1 I 1 I 1 ENABLE 

A A A I-
cs .. D, ., .. WE cs "D,.,D, WE cs .. 0, ., .. WE cs "D,.,D, WE 

- .. ,..--- .. - .. ,..--- .. 
-A, 

'nS9 .---- " 'F'BI .---- " 'F189 .---- " 'FIBI ;--., -., ;- ., ;- ., 
" " " " 00 0, 01 03 00 0, 02 03 00 0, ~ OJ 00 0, Oz 0,5 

y y y y y y y 

-r--1iifA 
ii1iffiij 

T, 
E .. " 

~'" 
Do', .... 
T lL vee ... ,.,., .... 

WORD ADDRESS 

TLlF/'0275-3 

FIGURE 3·3 

DEMULTIPLEXING 

The 'F139 can be used as a demultiplexer, routing data from 
a single source to a destination chosen by the applied ad- DATA SOURCE 

dress. The data is applied through the Enable and routed XD x. 
without inversion to the output specified by the address in-

AOORESS ~~ 
I i 
I T I I puts AO and A1. All unselected outputs remain HIGH. For 
6 I T 6 I I example, with both address inputs HIGH, output 3 follows 
E Ao A. E AD A. the state of the Enable input: LOW when the Enable is LOW 

and HIGH when the Enable is HIGH. Demultiplexing can be 'T,39 'T'39 

employed for either data routing or clock distribution. A 2-bit o. O. O2 0, 00 O. O2 0, 
data demultiplexer is shown. Two bits of active LOW data 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! are routed to the outputs selected by the applied address as 
shown in the Table 3-2 Truth Table. 0 , 2 3 0 , 2 3 

DATA TO OESTINATlON 

TABLE 3·2. Truth Table TLlF/l0275-4 

FIGURE 3·4 

Ao A1 
Output 

Selected 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 2 
1 1 3 
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Clock demultiplexing for clock distribution and generation is 
readily accomplished with the 'F139. This is a 4-phase clock 
generator producing non-overlapping clock pulses for TTL 
circuitry. Note that the Enable is used as the clock input, 

eliminating glitches by framing address changes which oc
cur when the flip-flops, registers or counters change state 
on the rising clock edge. 

4-PHASE CLOCK GENERATOR 

~J ol--.---1J 0:--
r-- CP 'Fl09 - CP 'Fl09 

.... f-c K op-
'"""" 

r-< K Op- -

CLOCK 

! I 
E AD AI 

'F139 

00 01 02 03 

rrrI 
TUF/10275-5 

CLOCK -u-u-u-u-u-
°1 --u-------Lr 

°2 U 
03 U 
°4 U 

TUF/10275-6 

FIGURE 3-5 
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'F139 DuaI1~of·4 Decoder Applications (Co~tinued) 
FUNCTION GENERATION 
Each half of the 'F139 generates all four minterms of two 
variables. These four minterms are useful in some applica
tions, replacing logic functions and thereby reducing the 

TLlF/l0275-7 

a. 

number of packages required in a logic network. Gate func
tions which can be replaced by the 'F139 are shown in Fig
ure 3-68; Figure 3-6b illustrates a nines complement circuit 
utilizing these gate functions. 

'F139 

TL/F/l0275-8 

b. 
FIGURE 3-6 

'F537 Decoder 
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION 

FIGURE 3·7. Logic Diagram 
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'F537 Decoder (Continued) 

The 'F537 1-of-10 decoder is a high-speed, complex func
tion integrated circuit suitable for use in high-speed digital 
equipment. This decoder has four inputs which act as an 
address to produce an output at the corresponding output 
terminal, and two input Enable lines (one active HIGH, one 
active LOW). The Polarity Select Line determines active 
HIGH or LOW outputs. An active LOW control line enables 
the TRI-STATE outputs. It has high speed and excellent 
noise margins with low power consumption. 

The 'F537 1-of-10 decoder accepts four active BCD inputs 
and provides ten mutually exclusive active outputs. All out
puts are inactive when binary codes greater than nine are 
applied to the inputs. 

'F537 Decoder Applications 
DEMULTIPLEXING 

The most significant address input, A3, may function as ac
tive LOW Enable or active HIGH Inhibit input when the cir
cuit is used as a l-of-8 decoder, or it can be used as the 
data input for a 8-output demultiplexer. 

ADDRESS 

When the 'F537 is used as a 1-of-8 decoder or it demulti
plexer, the three address inputs AO-A2 can be inter
changed and/or considered active LOW, provided the out
puts are relabeled appropriately. This may simplify printed 
circuit board layout. 

TABLE 3-3. Truth Table 

Address Output 

Xo XI X2 
Selected 

0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 2 
1 1 0 3 
0 0 1 4 
1 0 1 5 
0 1 1 6 
1 1 1 7 

Xo X, x2 DATA 

ADDRESS 

012345670' 
'------,.---J 

DATA OUT 

a. 

X3 X.. DATA. INHIBIT 

TL/FII0275-11 

'~----------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------~) 
DATA OUTPUTS 

TLlFII0275-12 

b. 
FIGURE 3-8 
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'F537 Decoder Applications (Continued) 

The 'F537 decoder can be used as an 8-output demultiplex
er (Figure 3-8a). The first three inputs select the appropriate 
output, and the logic level of the signal on the A3 terminal 
determines its polarity. Thus, data on the A3 input is 
switched to the output terminal selected by the address, 
AOA1A2. The last two outputs, 8 and 9, are the comple
ments of the first two outputs, O· and 1; note that data is not 
inverted when switched from the A3 terminal to the selected 
output. The A2 Input of the decoder can also be used as a 
data Input. In this mode, the A3 terminal becomes an active 
HIGH Inhibit and inputs AO and A1 are a 2-bit address. De
coder outputs 0, 1, 2 and 3 are the assertion outputs of the 
demultiplexer and decoder outputs 4, 5, 6 and 7 are corre
sponding complements. 
The multistage decoding scheme (Figure 3-8b) can also be 
used for demultiplexers requiring a large number of output 
channels. This design shows a 32-output demultiplexer. 
One decoder has two inputs to producE, four active LOW 
outputs, which are then used to select one of other four 
decoders. The remaining inputs of the first decoder are 
used as Data and Inhibit inputs. 

Xo XI 

Vee P 

TLlF/l0275-13 

a. 

MINTERM GENERATION 
The 'F537 decoder can function as an active LOW or HIGH 
output minterm generator producing the first ten minterms 
of the sixteen possible from four variables. The appropriate 
minterms can be summed with the use of an active LOW or 
HIGH Input OR. The state of the P input determines the 
active states of the outputs. 
This technique is suitable for all types of control, sequenc
ing and decoding logiC, and can considerably simplify the 
problem of generating a required sequence of outputs on a 
set of lines. 
The circuits above show: In Figure 3-9a a single one detec
tor (output F is HIGH whenever one and only one of the XO
X3 inputs Is HIGH); and, in Figure 3-9b a gated full subtrac
tor generating the Difference and the Sorrow outputs of 
variables X-Y-S when the Enable input is LOW. See the 
Multiplexer section for use of multiplexers as function gener
ators. 

x y B ENABLE 

Difference Borrcw 
TL/F/l0275-14 

b. 

FIGURE 3·9 
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'F537 Decoder Applications (Continued) 

TABLE 3-4.lnput-Oulpul Table 

Input Sequence Input Code Value 

Ao A1 A2 A3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1 2 4 B 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 - - - - - -
1 2 8 4 0 1 2 3 B 9 - - 4 5 6 7 - - - -
1 4 2 B 0 1 4 5 2 3 6 7 B 9 - - - - - -
1 4 8 2 0 1 B 9 2 3 - - 4 5 - - 6 7 - -
1 8 2 4 0 1 4 5 8 9 - - 2 3 6 7 - - - -
1 8 4 2 0 1 B 9 4 5 - - 2 3 - - 6 7 - -
2 1 4 8 0 2 1 3 4 6 5 7 8 - 9 - - - - -
2 1 8 4 0 2 1 3 B - 9 - 4 6 5 7 - -- - -
2 4 1 8 0 4 1 5 2 6 3 7 B - 9 - - - - -
2 4 8 1 0 8 1 9 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 -- 6 - 7 -
2 8 1 4 0 4 1 5 8 - 9 - 2 6 3 7 - - - -
2 8 4 1 0 8 1 9 4 - 5 - 2 - 3 - 6 - 7 -
4 1 2 B 0 2 4 6 1 3 5 7 8 - - - 9 - - -
4 1 8 2 0 2 8 - 1 3 9 - 4 6 - - 5 7 - -
4 2 1 8 0 4 2 6 1 5 3 7 B - - - 9 - - -
4 2 8 1 0 8 2 - 1 9 3 - 4 - 6 - 5 .- 7 -
4 8 1 2 0 4 8 - 1 5 9 - 2 6 - - 3 7 - -
4 8 2 1 0 8 4 - 1 9 5 - 2 - 6 - 3 - 7 -
8 1 2 4 0 2 4 6 8 - - - 1 3 5 7 9 - - -
8 1 4 2 0 2 8 - 4 6 - - 1 3 9 - 5 7 - -
8 2 1 4 0 4 2 6 B - - - 1 5 3 7 9 - - -
B 2 4 1 0 B 2 - 4 - 6 - 1 9 3 - 5 - 7 -
8 4 1 2 0 4 8 - 2 6 - - 1 5 9 - 3 7 - -
8 4 2 1 0 8 4 - 2 - 6 - 1 9 5 - 3 - 7 -

Activated Outputs 
- = No active output 

The 'F537 decodes ten of the possible sixteen minterms of 'F138, 'F538, 'F547, and 'F548 
the four variables applied to the inputs AO-A3. The table 
above shows how different groups of minterms can be de- 1-of-8 Decoder Family 
coded by changing the assignment of the 1248 input signals This family of four FAST parts decodes three inputs into one 
to the AO-A3 address inputs. Interconnection of outputs of eight output lines. The 'F138 is the basic 1-of-8 decoder 
can generate many different functions of four variables. in Rgure 3-10. 

A2 A, Ao E1 E2 E3 

7 7 V 
II 

" 
.1 

~1 ~ ~ y y y y 
Os o~ 0. °2 0, 00 

TL/F/l0275-15 

FIGURE 3-10. Logic Diagram 'F138 
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'F138, 'F538, 'F547, and 'F548 1-of-8 Decoder Family (Continued) 

DESCRIPTION 

The 'F138 high-speed 1-of-8 decoder/multiplexer accepts 
three binary weighted inputs (AO,A 1,A2) and, when enabled, 
provides eight mutually exclusive active LOW outputs 
(00-07). The 'F138 features three Enable inputs, two ac
tive LOW (E1, E2) and one active HIGH (E3). All outputs will 
be HIGH unless E1 and E2 are LOW and E3 is HIGH. This 
multiple enable function allows easy parallel expansion of 
the device to a 1-of-32 (5 lines to 32 lines) decoder with just 
four 'F138 devices and one inverter. The 'F138 can be used 
as an 8-output demultiplexer by using one of the active 

LOW Enable inputs as the data input and the other Enable 
inputs as strobes. The Enable inputs which are not used 
must be permanently tied to their appropriate active HIGH 
or active LOW state. 

The 'F538 provides additional flexibility in that a 20-pin 
package is employed to give an additional Enable pin, two 
output (TRI-STATE) control pins, and an input Polarity pin to 
determine the parity of throughput Signal. The 'F538 logic 
diagram is pictured in Figure 3-11 with a corresponding truth 
table. 

TABLE 3-5. Truth Table 

Inputs 

p 

E, E2 Es 

H X X 
X H X 
X X L 

L L H 
L L H 
L L H 
L L H 

L L H 
L L H 
L L H 
L L H 

H = HIGH Voltage Level 
L = LOW Voltage Level 
X = Immaterial 

OE,-----, 

Ao 

X 
X 
X 

L 
H 
L 
H 

L 
H 
L 
H 

A, 

X 
X 
X 

L 
L 
H 
H 

L 
L 
H 
H 

Outputs 

A2 00 0, 02 03 04 05 0& ~ 
X H H H H H H H H 
X H H H H H H H H 
X H H H H H H H H 

L L H H H H H H H 
L H L H H H H H H 
L H H L H H H H H 
L H H H L H H H H 

H H H H H L H H H 
H H H H H H L H H 
H H H H H H H L H 
H H H H H H H H L 

TL/F/l0275-16 

FIGURE 3·11. Logic Diagram 'F538 
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'F138, 'F538, 'F547, and 'F548 1-of-8 Decoder Family (Continued) 

TABLE 3·6. Truth Table 

Function 
Inputs Outputs 

OE1 OE2 E1 E2 E3 E4 A2 A1 AD 00 01 02 03 04 Os 

High Impedance H X X X X X X X X Z Z Z Z Z Z 
X H X X X X X X X Z Z Z Z Z Z 

Disable L L H X X X X X X 
L L X H X X X X X 

Outputs Equal P Input 
L L X X L X X X X 
L L X X X L X X X 

Active HIGH Output L L L L H H L L L H L L L L L 
(P = L) L L L L H H L L H L H L L L L 

L L L L H H L H L L L H L L L 
L L L L H H L H H L L L H L L 

L L L L H H H L L L L L L H L 
L L L L H H H L H L L L L L H 
L L L L H H H H L L L L L L L 
L L L L H H H H H L L L L L L 

Active LOW Output L L L L H H L L L L H H H H H 
(p= H) L L L L H H L L H H L H H H H 

L L L L H H L H L H H L H H H 
L L L L H H L H H H H H L H H 

L L L L H H H L L H H H H L H 
L L L L H H H L H H H H H H L 
L L L L H H H H L H H H H H H 
L L L L H H H H H H H H H H H 

H = HIGH Voltage Level 
L = LOW Voltage Level 
X = Immaterial 
Z = High Impedance 

3·11 
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'F138, 'F538, 'F547, and 'F548 1-of-8 Decoder Family (Continued) 

An 'F138 decoder can select a particular memory from a 
group of memories (93434s) comprising a complete stack. 
A single 'F138 can control a group of eight of these memo
ries. Each memory contains 256 bits arranged in a 32-word 
x 8-bit format, with the outputs of common digits OR-tied. 
An output from the 'F138 can drive up to ten 93434 memo
ries, allowing control of a 256-word x 80-bit memory or 
20,480 bits of information with a single decoder. 

S-PHASE CLOCK GENERATOR 

Using an 'F138 1-of-8 decoder/demultiplexer and two 'F112 
dual JK negative edge-triggered flip-flop packages, it is pos
sible to build a clock generator which can be used as a 
synchronous counter, an eight event synchronous timer as 
well as other applications. In the circuit, the 'F112s have 
their J-K inputs tied HIGH at a 5V TTL level for continuous 
toggling. All Q outputs switch LOW on the first negative-go
ing edge of the clock input, the J-K flip-flop can only be 
toggled if both J and K inputs are HIGH before the negative 
edge of the clock pulse. 

+5V 

CLOCK 

CLOCK 

0, 

°2 1 
03 1 
00 U 
0, ---u 
°2 U 
03 U 

The clock pulse is connected to the 1:3 input of the 'F138. In 
this manner the clock pulse width determines the 'F138 out
put pulse width by enabling the 'F138 output during the 
clock low duration time only. In this circuit, 1:1 and 1:2 are 
tied to ground. Ao, A1, and A2 input are binary and the out
puts are glitchless. 

Inputs 

cp Ao A1 

0 0 0 
1 1 0 
2 0 1 
3 1 1 
4 0 0 
5 1 0 
6 0 1 
7 1 1 

TABLE 3·7. Truth Table 

A2 00 

0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

01 02 

1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

L 
L 
U 

1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Outputs 

03 04 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

05 0& 07 

1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 

0, U 
°s U 
0& u 
°7 

TUF/l0275-18 

FIGURE 3-13 
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'F138, 'F538, 'F547, and 'F548 1-of-8 Decoder Family (Continued) 

16-PHASE CLOCK GENERATOR 
This 16-phase clock generator is built using an 'F163 and 
two 'F138s. The 'F163 flip-flop outputs are clocked and fed 
in a parallel fashion to two 'F138 circuits. Opposite Enables 
are utilized on the 'F138s so that during count zero through 

'F163 CLOCK 
-----------------------------~cp 

seven only one decoder is enabled while during count eight 
through fifteen the second 'F138 is enabled and the first is 
utilized to establish the one of sixteen. Unused inputs 
should be tied to their appropriate logic levels. 

'F138 

u 
1S----------------------------------U 

TUF/10275-19 

FIGURE 3-14 
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FIGURE 3-15 

PROGRAMMABLE COUNTER 
A programmable counter can be designed using an 'F13B 
decoder that counts in modulo 2", where n is the program
mable input. Shown above is a 'F13B decoder and four 
'F161 binary counters capable of counting up to 215, The 
input n drives the selected output LOW so that when a par
allelload occurs, all HIGHs are written into the register ex
cept at the stage represented by the address n, The counter 

3-15 

counts pulses and reaches the condition 1111111110000, 
at which point the terminal count of the last stage goes 
HIGH. After fourteen additional pulses bring the total to 
2n- 1, the three remaining inputs to the 'F20 gate are HIGH, 
and the next clock pulse reloads the counter to its original 
condition. The circuit thus performs as a 2n programmable 
divider. 
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'F138, 'F538, 'F547, and 'F548 1-01-8 Decoder Family (Continued) 

EXPANSION TO 1-01-32 DECODING 
Four 'F138s can be expanded to a 1-of-32 decoder, as Illus
trated above, by the addition of one Inverter. Note that this 

inverter is unnecessary with the 'F538 and 'F548 since they 
both possess two active HIGH Enables and two active LOW 
Enables. 

~~--------------~--~------~--------------~ 
Al~~~------------~~~-----------+~~--------------~~ 
~-+-+-+----------~~~------~~1------------+-+-' 

~""--------~-------------------'----------------'-----~~r-~ 
~-----------r'---~------------~----------------~----~~r-+-----~ 

'F138 'F138 'F138 'F138 

01---------------------~---------------------------------------------------·~1 
TLlF/10275-21 

FIGURE 3-16 
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'F138, 'F538, 'F547, and 'F548 1-of-8 Decoder Family (Continued) 

RANGE GATE STROBE GENERATOR 
This circuit constitutes a method of generating a strobe 
pulse 500 ns wide which is then placed in the center of an 
incoming pulse of 1 /ks to 16 /ks in duration. The circuit was 
designed as a strobe generator for radar range gating. A 
10 MHz base clock must be provided in order to facilitate 
generation of a 1 MHz and 2 MHz quadature clock signal 
and for proper circuit operation. In the circuit two shift regis
ters are present. One is a 16-bit register fed with the 1 MHz 
clock signal which delays the input pulse to 16 ,...s. The sec
ond shift register is a 32-bit comprised of two 'F676 regis
ters and clocked at a 2 MHz rate. The left-hand 'F676 of the 
32·bit register is input with the decoded center count provid
ed by the 'F161 synchronous counter and the 1-of-16 de
coder. 

The input pulse is resynchronized by an 'F74 D flip-flop and 
one propagation delay later enables the 'F161 synchronous 
binary counter by setting the CEP input HIGH. The 'F161 
counts at a 1 MHz rate, determined by its clock frequency, 
as long as CEP is held HIGH. As soon as the input drops 
low and the next positive clock edge occurs, CEP goes 
LOW and the 'F161 discontinues its count. The input center 
point, having how been detected, is fed into a 1-of-16 de
coder comprised of two 'F138s in a tandem configuration . 

...rt... 
Input 
Pulse 
1-16#1 

10NHz 
CLOCK 

~"!: 0------1 

dL~~: 0-------1 

~~~: o-----_d 

The decoded output feeds the left-hand 'F676 which cas
cades with another 'F676 to form the 32·bit shift register. 
Here the 51, input is tied to Vee and may be ignored. When 
the input pulse goes LOW the Q output of the 'F74 signal 
resynchronizer goes HIGH on the subsequent positive edge 
of the clock signal. This signal, along with the 2 MHz clock, 
is fed to a one-shot circuit comprised of an 'F74 and an 'F08 
AND gate. It can be seen that when the one-shot output 
goes HIGH the mode select input (M) of the 'F676 is also 
HIGH. In this condition the information present on the paral
lel data inputs, which is the center position count data, is 
entered on the falling edge of the clock pulse input signal 
CPo Now the serial output pin is enabled for 500 ns. This is 
passed to the second 'F676 at a 2 MHz rate and thereby is 
presented at the center of the delayed input pulse which 
appears as the output of the top 'F676. 

A clean pulse is derived via the one-shot 'F74 and ensures 
that the 'F161 is set to all zeros and so is ready for the next 
input pulse. 

It may also be noted here that 'F538s may be substituted for 
the 'F138s which would allow the designer to eliminate the 
one 'F04 hex inverter used for Signal inversion. 

Strobe 
Out 
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Introduction 
Encoders are circuits with many inputs that generate the 
address of the active input. If a system design guarantees 
only one encoder input active, the encoder logic is very sim
ple and can be implemented with gates, as shown in Figure 
4-1. 
If several inputs can be active at one time, a simple encoder 
would generate the logic OR of their addresses, which is 
probably undesirable (i.e., inputs 2 and 4 active would gen
erate address 6). A priority encoder generates the address 
of the active input with the highest priority. The priority is 
pre-assigned according to the position at the inputs. This 
chapter describes the 'F14B B-input priority encoder and 
some applications. 

T,T2T3T.T5TsT7 
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FIGURE 4·1 
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'F148 8-lnput Priority Encoder 

Description 

'F148 

EO 

TL/F/l0276-2 

TABLE 4·1. Truth Table 

Inputs 

EI io il i2 i3 i4 

H X X X X 
L H H H H 
L X X X X 
L X X X X 
L X X X X 

L X X X X 
L X X X L 
L X X L H 
L X L H H 
L L H H H 

H = H'IGH Vol1age Leve, 
L = LOW Vol1age Level 
X = Immaterial 

X 
H 
X 
X 
X 

L 
H 
H 
H 
H 

Outputs 

is i6 i7 GS Ao Al A2 

X X X H H H H 
H H H H H H H 
X X L L L L L 
X L H L H L L 
L H H L L H L 

H H H L H H L 
H H H L L L H 
H H H L H L H 
H H H L L H H 
H H H L H H H 

EO 

H 
L 
H 
H 
H 

H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
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FIGURE .... 3. Logic Diagram 

The 'F148 8-input priority encoder is a multipurpose device 
useful in a wide variety of applications such as priority en
coding, priority contrOl, decimal or binary encoding, code 
conversion, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conver
sion. A priority encoder can improve computer systems by 
providing the computer with high-speed hardware priority in
terrupt capabilities. It is expanded easily through Input and 
Output Enables to provide priority encoding over many bits. 
The logic symbol and truth table for the 'F148 are shown 
above. The 'F148 accepts eight active LOW inputs (Io-h) 
and produces a binary weighted output code (Ao A1 A2) 
representing the pOSition of the highest order active input. A 
priority is thus aSSigned to each input (i7 has the highest 
priority). Therefore, when two or more inputs are simulta
neously active and the group is enabled, the input with the 
highest priority is encoded and the other inputs are ignored. 
In addition, all inputs are OR-tied to provide a group signal 
Indicating the presence of any LOW Input signal. This group 

Operation 

'F148 

EO 

TL/F/l0276-4 

a_ Active LOW Outputs 

signal is LOW whenever any input is LOW and the encoder 
is enabled. 
When HIGH, the Enable input (ET) overrides all inputs and 
forces all outputs HIGH. The active LOW Enable output indi
cates that the encoder is enabled and no active signal has 
been applied. The combination of Enable Input and Enable 
output permits series expansion of priority encoding to many 
levels with little additional logiC. The truth table (Table 4-1) 
lists all the input combinations and the resulting outputs. All 
inputs and outputs are active LOW. 
The 'F148 priority encoder also can be represented with 
active HIGH address outputs (Figure 4-3b), but in this case 
disabling the input generates an address 7. Also, input zero 
has the highest priority. Because the 'F148 is a combina
tional network, address glitches can appear during input 
transitions. Moreover, when all priority inputs are HIGH, a 
HIGH-to-LOW Enable change can cause a transient on the 
Group Signal output. 

'F148 

EO 

TUF/l0276-5 

b. Active HIGH Outputs 
FIGURE 4·4 
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Priority Encoder Expansion 
The 'F14B priority encoder can be expanded in series or in 
parallel. Expansion in series requires a minimum of compo
nents while expansion in parallel offers the highest operat
ing speed. 

The expanded priority encoder generates the binary ad
dress of the highest order priority input in two or more lev
els. The inputs are applied to what can be considered the 
first level of priority encoders. Since a binary code is cyclic, 
the output of each encoder represents potentially the three 
least significant bits of the output. Series and parallel expan
sion differ in how the proper encoder and its output code 
are selected. In both cases, the group signals of the encod
ers go through a second level of encoding to determine the 
more significant group. Two levels of encoding are required 
for up to 64 inputs, and three levels are required for 65 to 
512 inputs. 

'F148 

Series Expanded Encoders 
In this 16-input expanded encoder, and in the 64-input ver
sion shown below, the priority encoders are enabled in se
ries; the Enable output of the most significant encoder is 
connected to the Enable input of the next less significant 
encoder. This allows the highest order encoder with an ac
tive LOW input to disable all less significant encoders. The 
selection of the three least significant bits is simple since 
this particular encoder is the only one with active outputs. 
All less significant encoders are disabled and all more sig
nificant encoders have no active inputs and consequently 
no active outputs. Therefore the appropriate address out
puts can be ORed with active LOW input and output OR 
gates (ANDs) to generate the least significant bits. The 
group signals of each first level encoder are encoded, if 
necessary, to provide the most significant bits of the output. 
In a series array, only the highest order encoder with an 
active input has a Group Signal output and its address can 
be generated with gates. 

The disadvantage of series expansion is that (worst case) 
the Enable signals must ripple through every encoder be
fore a valid output is provided. 

'Fl48 

TLlF/10276-6 

FIGURE 4·5. 16·lnput Series Expanded Encoder 
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Encoders 

64-lnput Serial Expanded Encoder 

01234567 8 15 16 23 24 31 32 39 40 47 48 55 56 63 ENABLE 

UUUU r AAUUU r V l1l1l1 r UU.lAU r AUUUA r U111111 r AUUAU r 11111111 r 
rOltl2 131415167 ElJ [0 It 121314151617 EIJ 1110 It 12 131415167 E1J ro It 12 131415167 EIJ t'0 It 121314151617 E1J [0 It 121314151617 E1J ro It 12 131415167 ElJ 1110 It 12 13141s 167 ElJ 'Ft48 'F148 'F148 'Fl48 'Fl48 'Fl48 'F148 'F148 

EO Ao At Az GS EO Ao At A2 GS EO Ao At A2 GS EO Ao At A2 GS EO Ao At A2 GS EO Ao At A2 GS EO Ao At Az GS EO Ao At A2 GS 

Y T UT L.J ...J I U L.J T .J I U 

.... 
0, 

1 
IIOltl2131415167 EI 

'F148 
EO Ao At A2 GS 
OJ .., Y .... ... 

Ali AI A2 
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FIGURE 4-6 
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64-lnput Parallel Expanded Encoder 
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A fast expansion method (only 20 ns delay) is shown in 
Agurs 4-7. Each of the first level priority encoders operates 
independently. The group signals of each of the encoders 
are applied to another priority encoder that selects the high
est order group signal and provides the most significant bits 
of the priority address. These bits are supplied as an ad
dress to three multiplexers which select the appropriate 
least significant bits. In this case the second level encoder 
must be a priority encoder, since more than one group sig
nal can be active. 

Decimal (10-lnput) BCD 8421 Encoder 

01234567 

A 10-input, decimal-to-BCD B421 code priority encoder is 
useful for a decimal keyboard or it can be connected directly 
to a display decoder. 

A 2-input NAND gate disables the 'F148 when inputs is or ig 
go LOW and is used to produce the correct output code. 
When is or ig are not LOW, the encoder is enabled and 
encodes inputs io-i7 normally. This decimal encoder has 
active HIGH outputs representing the highest order input. 
However, just inserting the two inverters in the Ao and As 
lines instead of the AI and A2 lines provides active LOW 
outputs. 

8 9 

'F04 

A1 A2 
BCD CODE 
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FIGURE 4-8 
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Decimal (20-lnput) BCD 8421 Encoder 
01234567 89 

'Faa 

10 12 14 16 
1113 15 17 

'Faa 

8 10 

18 19 
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FIGURE4-9 

A 20-input BCD encoder is formed by generating a Group 
Signal from the most significant decimal encoder, using this 
output as the lOs output and also using it to select the prop
er least significant digit through the 2-input multiplexer 
('F157). 

Switches or keys must be encoded for data entry into many 
digital systems. The 'F148 is often most efficient for encod
ing groups of a moderate number of keys, from eight to 
sixteen. Other approaches, such as scanning, are more effi
cient for large keyboard arrays. 

In Figure 4-10, the output of the 'F148 is sampled, stored, 
and compared over several clock periods. A Data Valid sig-

4-9 

nal appears only after the 'F148 outputs and the keys have 
stabilized. The clock rate supplied to the shift register must 
be adjusted to the bounce characteristics of the particular 
switch used so that all switch bounce is ignored. 

Two 'F195 shift registers are connected as four 2-bit shift 
registers so that codes from the 'F148 are stored for two 
successive clock periods. All outputs are compared and a 
Data Valid signal appears one clock pulse after identical 
output addresses have been clocked twice into the 'F195 
register. This insures that the output address is correct 
whenever the Data Valid signal is HIGH. 

II 
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The linear encoding network shown in Figure 4-11 accepts 
eight active LOW inputs and produces a single active LOW 
output corresponding to the highest order input. The net
work consists 01 an 'FI48 to establish the address 01 the 
highest order input and a 'F537 to decode this address and 
activate the appropriate output. This method offers a con
siderable package reduction over discrete linear priority net
works and is easily expandable by adding more encoders 
and decoders. A 16-input encoding network requires only 
two 'F148s, two 1-01-8 decoders (,F138s), and one gate. 

Figure 4-12 illustrates a scheme whereby the 'F181 ALU or 
'F283 may be used to lorm a BCD to Binary encoder. In this 
case lour digits have been encoded. However, the circuit 
could be readily expanded to a larger number 01 digits il 
desired. Since either active HIGH or active LOW operation 
could be selected, the mode control input, M, would be tied 
HIGH lor active LOW operation and tied LOW lor active 
HIGH operation. Note that one 01 the Carry Ins is not con
nected to either the HIGH or LOW bus, but rather to the 
BCD 10. One 01 the Carry Outs can be ignored since it can
not be active lor any legitimate input condition. 
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Operators 

Introduction 
The term "operators" describes a broad category of combi
natorial (non-memory) devices which perform logic opera
tions (such as AND, OR, Exclusive-OR, and invert), arithme
tic operations (add, subtract, multiply, divide), compare the 
magnitude of two operands or generatel check parity. 

Because operators tend to be used in the heart of digital 
systems, they strongly influence system design and archi
tecture. It is important to investigate the large number of 
alternate devices before settling on a system design. These 
devices represent compromises of speed, cost, part count, 
and connection complexity. The following pOints are some 
major design considerations. 

SPEED-Slower systems usually require fewer and less ex
pensive components and are less sensitive to noise. Careful 
consideration should be given to system performance ver
sus system cost. 

CODES-Binary arithmetic is simpler than decimal arithme
tic. BCD and Excess-3 codes are preferred for decimal op
eration. Special codes (BCD and Excess-3 Gray) require ex
tensive conversion before use in arithmetic operations. 

NEGATIVE NUMBERS-For addition and subtraction, neg
ative numbers are best represented as complements, one 
or twos complement in binary notation, nine or tens comple
ment in decimal notation. The easiest to generate are ones 
and nines complements; however, twos and tens comple
ments permit faster and simpler arithmetic. For multiplica
tion and division, and for human interfacing (input! output), 
negative numbers are best represented in signed magnitude 
notation. 

VERSATILITY-When several different operations are to 
be performed, a well designed Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) 
may be able to execute them in sequence. For example, an 
ALU can count by incrementing or decrameniing a register, 
or it may be used to control a display multiplexer, etc. 

National offers a broad range of operator devices in the 
FAST family, ranging in complexity from Exclusive-OR gates 
to multipliers and 4-bit Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs). 

Terminal Confusion or How Can 
Two States Lead to So Many 
Terms? 
The signals used in digital systems are described in several 
different and sometimes confusing terms. A logic signal can 
be either ACTIVE (=TRUE) or NOT ACTIVE (=NOT 
TRUE=FALSE). Digital circuits, on the other hand, are de
fined for voltage levels that are either HIGH (more positive) 

5-3 

or LOW (less positive or more negative). Either of these 
levels can be considered ACTIVE (TRUE), then the oppo
site level is NOT ACTIVE (FALSE). 

MIL-STD-806B has established a clear symbology: the 
HIGH level is considered ACTIVE unless a small circle 
("bubble") at the input or output describes the opposite as
Signment (LOW = ACTIVE). 

In non-arithmetic circuits the symbols "0" and "1" are un
necessary and confusing because some people think that a 
"1" implies a HIGH level, others think of it as an ACTIVE 
(TRUE) signal, and some mistakenly think that it must mean 
both ACTIVE and HIGH. 

Thus, this book generally does not use 0 and 1, but uses the 
terms ACTIVE and NOT ACTIVE for systems descriptions 
and the terms Hand L for circuit descriptions and truth ta
bles. 

In arithmetic (binary and BCD) systems, the terms zero and 
one cannot be avoided, since they have a mathemetical 
significance. They have to be related to the logic terms in a 
consistent and unambiguous way. 

Arithmetic 1 = ACTIVE = TRUE 

Arithmetic 0= NOT ACTIVE = NOT TRUE= FALSE 

The rules of MIL-STD-806B are then used to describe 
whether a HIGH level means a "1" (active HIGH, no bubble) 
or whether a LOW level means a "1" (active LOW, with a 
bubble at the input or output of the logic symbol). 

AfJ=S B ADDER C 

CIN OUT 

AB-ii ADDER : 

CIN COUT 

TLlF/l0277-1 

FIGURE 5-1 
For example, a full adder produces sum and carry outputs 
as a function of the three inputs A, Band C. Truth Table 5-1 
describes the electrical function in terms of HIGH and LOW. 
Table'5-1 and Figure 5-1 also describe this circuit in terms 
of either active HIGH or active LOW logic levels. Any logic 
network which performs binary addition or subtraction can 
be described in terms of active HIGH as well as in terms of 
active LOW inputs and outputs. 

Such equivalence is a basic feature of adder structures and 
is true regardless of the number of bits and the method of 
carry propagation. It applies to a Single full adder as well as 
to a complex ALU system. 
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TABLE 5-1. Functions 

Active High 
Electrical Function 

Active Low 
Logic Function Logic Function 

A B CIN 

0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
1 1 1 

H ~ HIGH Voltage Level 
L ~ LOW Voltage Level 

S COUT A 

0 0 L 
1 0 H 
1 0 L 
0 1 H 
1 0 L 
0 1 H 
0 1 L 
1 1 H 

Carry Signals In Parallel Binary 
Adders 

B 

L 
L 
H 
H 
L 
L 
H 
H 

High-speed digital systems perform addition and subtraction 
on parallel words of typically 8 to 64 bits. The result of an 
addition or subtraction at any bit position, however, depends 
not only on the two operand bits in that position, but also on 
the less significant operand bits. More specifically, the result 
depends on the carry from the less significant bit positions. 

Ripple Carry 

In the simplest scheme, each position receives a potential 
carry input from the less significant position and passes a 
potential carry on to the more significant position. Thus the 
worst case delay for the addition of two n·bit numbers 
is n - 1 carry delays plus one sum delay. This technique is 
used with simple 4-bit ripple carry adders. 

Carry Lookahead 

Addition and subtraction can be made much faster if more 
logic is used at each bit position to anticipate the carry into 
this position instead of waiting for a ripple carry to propagate 
through all the lower positions. An adder constructed with 
carry anticipation is called a "carry lookahead adder". 

The carry into position 0 is Co 

The carry into position 1 is C1 =Ao.Bo+Co (Ao+ Bo) 

The carry into position 2 is C2=A1eB1 +C1 (A1 + B1) 

If the two auxiliary functions & and V are defined 

&j=AjBj 

Vj=Aj+Bj 

then the carry equations are: 

C1 =&o+VoCo 

C2=&1 +V1(&0+VOCo) 

C3=&2+V2(&1 +V1&0+V1 VOCO) 
or, in general terms: 

Cj+1 =&j+Vj&j-1 +VjVj-1&j-2+ VjVj-1 Vj-2&j-3+ ... 

The anticipated carry into any position can thus be generat
ed in two gate delays (counting AND/ORIINVERT as one 
gate delay), one gate delay to generate all the & and V 
functions, and a second gate delay to generate the antici· 
pated carry. The sum/difference outputs are generated in 

CIN 

L 
L 
L 
L 
H 
H 
H 
H 
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S COUT A B CIN S COUT 

L L 1 1 1 1 1 
H L 0 1 1 0 1 
H L 1 0 1 0 1 
L H 0 0 1 1 0 
H L 1 1 0 0 1 
L H 0 1 0 1 0 
L H 1 0 0 1 0 
H H 0 0 0 0 0 

one additional delay for a total of three gate delays, inde
pendent of word length. The auxiliary functions & and V can 
be interpreted as 

& = Carry Generate-AB generates a carry, independent 
of any incoming carry 

V = Carry Propagate-A + B pass on an incoming carry 

This "brute force" carry lookahead scheme is conceptually 
simple, but, due to the large number of interconnections and 
the heavy loading of the & and V functions, becomes im
practical as the word length increases beyond five or six 
bits. 

The same concept, however, can be applied on a higher 
level by dividing the word into practical blocks of 4-bit 
lengths, using carry lookahead within each block, generat
ing new auxiliary functions G, Carry Generate and P, Carry 
Propagate which refer to the whole block. G is obviously the 
carry out of the most significant pOSition of the block. P is 
defined as Carry Propagate through the block, i.e., P is True 
if a carry into the block would result in a carry out of the 
block. For a block size of four bits, 

G=&3+V3&2+V3V2&1 + V3V2V1 &0 

P=V3V2V1VO 
Neither of these functions is affected by the incoming carry; 
they will therefore be stable within two gate delays and can 
be used to supply carry information to the more significant 
blocks. The carry into block n is: 

Cn=Gn-1 + Pn-1Gn-2+Pn-1Pn-2Gn-3+ ... 
This carry in signal is used in the internal carry lookahead 
structure: 

Co=Cn 
C1=&0+VOCn 

C2=&1 +V1&O+V1VOCn 

C3=&2+V2&1 + V2V1 &0 + V2V1VOCn 
The FAST carry lookahead arithmetic logic units, the 'F181 
and 'F381 , use this 2-level carry lookahead. The 'F381 han
dles three arithmetic and three logical operations, generat
ing propagate and generate signals for external lookahead 
carry. The 'F181 has more logic flexibility, which requires 
four additional pins. The lookahead logic above 4 bits must 
be contained in a separate device, the 'F182. Only one 
'F182 is needed to achieve full carry lookahead across six
teen bits. Beyond 16 bits 'F182s can be cascaded. 



Number Representation 
In general, adders and ALUs work on binary numbers. Oper
ation in other number systems, such as BCD, Excess-3, etc. 
is achieved by additional logic and/or additional cycles 
through the binary adder. 

There is only one way to represent positive binary numbers, 
but negative binary numbers can be represented in three 
ways. 

• Sign Magnitude-The most significant bit indicates the 
sign (0 = positive, 1 = negative). The remaining bits indi
cate the magnitude, represented as a positive number. 

Sign LSB 
o 0 =+13 

o =-13 

This representation is convenient for multiplication and divi
sion, and may be desirable for human-oriented input and 
output, but for addition and subtraction it is inconvenient 
and rarely used. 

• Ones Complement-Negative numbers are bit inversions 
of their positive equivalents. The most significant bit indi
cates the sign (0= positive, 1 = negative). Thus -A is 
actually represented as 2n-A-1. The ones comple
ment is very easy to form, but it has several drawbacks, 
notably a double representation for Zero (all Ones or all 
Zeros). 

• Twos Complement-This is the most common represen
tation. It is more difficult to generate than ones comple
ment, but it simplifies addition and subtraction. The twos 
complement is generated by inverting each bit of the 
positive number and adding one to the LSB. 

Sign LSB 
o 1 0 1 

o 0 
=+13 
=-13 

Thus an n-bit word can represent the range from 
+(2n- 1-1) to (2n- 1) 

A 4-bit word can represent the range from 0111 = + 7 to 
1000= -8. 

Addition and Subtraction of Binary 
Numbers 
Addition of positive numbers is straightforward, but a carry 
into the sign bit must be prevented and interpreted as over
flow. When two negative numbers, or a negative and a posi
tive number are added, the operation depends on the nega
tive number representation. In twos complement methods, 
addition is straightforward but it must include the sign bit. 
Any carry out of the sign position is simply ignored. 

+14 01110 +7 00111 -4 11100 
-7 11001 -14 10010 -3 11101 

+7 00111 -7 11001 -7 11001 
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If ones complement notation is used, the operation is simi
lar, but the carry out of the sign bit must be used as a carry 
input to the least significant bit (LSB). This is commonly 
called "end-around carry". 

+14 01110 +7 00111 -4 11011 
-7 11000 -14 10001 -3 11100 

00110 
+ 1 

10111 
+ 1 

+7 00111 -7 11000 -7 11000 

In twos complement subtraction, the arithmetic is performed 
by inverting (ones complement) the subtrahend and adding, 
and by forcing a carry into the least significant bit (LSB). 

+14 01110 
-(+7) -00111 

01110 
+11000 
+ 1 

+7 00111 
-(+14) -01110 

00111 
+10001 

+ 

-6 11010 
-(+8) -01000 

11010 
+10111 
+ 1 

+7 00111 -7 11001 -14 10010 

In ones complement methods, subtraction is performed by 
inverting (ones complement) the subtrahend and adding, 
using the Carry Out of the sign position as carry input to the 
LSB (end-around carry). 

+14 01110 +7 00111 -6 11001 
-(+7) -00111 -(+14) -01110 -(+8) -01000 

01110 00111 11001 
+11000 +10001 +10111 

00110 10000 
+ + 

+7 00111 -7 11000 -14 10001 

It is interesting to note that the Carry Out of the sign position 
occurs when the result does not change sign; no carry oc
curs when the sign changes, implying a "borrow". 

Overflow 
Adding two numbers of the same sign or subtracting two 
numbers of oppOSite sign might generate a result which 
cannot be represented by the given word length. This is 
overflow. It must be detected and used to initiate some cor
rective routine. Overflow occurs when the Carry Out of the 
sign position differs from the Carry In to the sign position. 

OVERFLOW=Cs EllCS+l 

When the sign is in the most Significant position of a 'F181 
or 'F381 ALU, the carry signal into this position is not direct
ly available but must be regenerated in one of several ways. 
The simplest method is to use the equation 

Cs=SsEilAsEilBs and 

OVERFLOW = Ss Ell As Ell BsEllCs+ 1 

III 
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FIGURE 5-2. 'F283 4-Blt Ripple Carry Adder 

As with all other adders, 'F283 operation can be described 
. in terms of both active HIGH (Figure 5·2b) and active LOW 
(Figure 5·2c) inputs and outputs. Note that with active High 
Inputs, Carry In cannot be left open, but must be held LOW 
when no Carry In is intended. 

The 'F283 4·bit carry adder provides 4-bit addition in a sin
gle 16-lead package, which is very useful in applications 
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which do not require the functional versatility of more so
phisticated 4-bit Arithmetic Logic Units . 

The 'F283 is four full adders. They add four bits of A with 
four bits of B plus a carry input, generating four sum bits and 
a carry output. There are no control inputs and the speed is 
enhanced by the internal lookahead carry structure. 



~--------------------------------------------------------~o 

'F283 as a 3-Bit or a 2 + 1-Bit Adder 
The 'F283 can be connected as a 3-bit adder (Figure 5-3a) 
will carry input and output by using the least significant data 
inputs and the carry in, normally tying Aa and Ba together 
and terminating them either HIGH or LOW. The carry out 
signal is available on the Sa output. 

The 'F283 is useful as two independent adders, (Figure 
5-3b) one two bits wide, the other one bit wide. The two 
least significant bits are used as a 2-bit adder with carry out 
on the S2 output. Inputs A2 and B2 are tied together and 
used as carry input for the second adder. The A and B oper
ands of the second adder are applied on the Aa and Ba 
inputs; carry out appears on the C4 output. All these config
urations work with active HIGH as well as active LOW inputs 
and outputs. 

4-Bit Adder Serves as 5-lnput 
Majority Gate 
A majority gate is one whose output is True if a Majority of 
its inputs are True, a function also known as voting logic. A 
full adder acts as a 3·input majority gate since the COUT is 
True if any two or all three of the inputs are True. 

',283 

a. 3-Blt Adder 

C3 
TL/F/10277-6 

To obtain a 5-input majority (Figure 5-4b) inputs P, Q and R 
are combined in the first adder. Inputs Sand T are applied 
to the second adder, along with the carry C1 from the first 
adder. Note that the carry C2 from the second adder is not 
sufficient indication that a majority of the inputs are True, 
since it will be True if only Sand T are True but will be False 
if only P, Q and R are True. But if any two or all three So, C1 
and C2 are True, then it must be that three or more of the 
inputs are True. Thus the third adder is used as a majority 
gate for So, C1 and C2' 

A slight dilemma occurs in trying to implement Figure 5-4b 
with one MSI package since there is no triple adder avail
able, and in the 4-bit adder only one carry is brought out of 
the package whereas access to two carries is needed. The 
dilemma is solved by using one adder of the 4-bit circuit as 
an input, and an output that is effectively independent of the 
adder (Figure 5-4c). Input function P connects to both oper
and inputs of the third adder, which means that its COUT is 
always equal to P and is independent of its CIN. Thus the 
function of the first adder in Figure 5·4b is performed by the 
fourth adder in Figure 5-4c, whose COUT is available. The 
functions of the second and third adders of Figure 5-4b are 
performed by the first and second adders of Figure 5-4c. 
The COUT of this second adder passes through to the Sum 
output of the third adder to provide the final output. 

I , , , , 
',283 '. , , , , 

I 

b. 2·Blt and 1·Blt Adders 
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4-81t Adder Serves as 5-lnput Majority Gate (Continued) 
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a. Full Adder Symbol b. S-Input Majority Function 

p 

S T Q R 
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c. Implementing the S-Input Majority Function with a 4-81t Adder 
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'F181 Arithmetic Logic Unit 
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FIGURES-S 

The 'F181 is a 4-bit Arithmetic Logic Unit of much higher 
complexity, versatility and speed than the adders mentioned 
so far. The 'F181 comes in a 24-lead package and can be 
used in parallel high-speed binary systems. It accepts four 
bits of one operand (A) and four bits of a second operand 
(B) and generates four outputs (F). Operation is controlled 
by Mode and Select inputs. 

This ALU is a parallel 4-bit MSI device that can perform 
sixteen arithmetic and all sixteen possible logic operations 
on two 4-bit parallel words. The significant arithmetic opera-
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tions are add, subtract, pass, increment, decrement, invert 
and double. The operation is selected by four select lines 
So-53 and a mode control line M, which is LOW for arith
metic operations and HIGH for logic operations. The device 
has a Carry In, a Carry Out for ripple carry cascading of 
units, and two lookahead auxiliary carry functions, Carry 
Generate and Carry Propagate for use with the carry look
ahead 'F182. An open collector A=B output is also provid
ed that can be AND-tied to the A = B outputs of other ALUs 
to detect an all HIGH output condition for several units. 



'F181 Operation 
c" " .. " " " " " 

TUF/l0277-13 

FIGURE 5-6 

In the logic of this ALU, four identical AND/OR networks 
gate the A and B input operands with the four select lines 
SO-53 to produce the required first level auxiliary AND and 
OR functions. These are then used to generate the sum and 
carry functions. Internal carry lookahead gives high speed. 
The A = B output is generated by sensing the all·ones con· 
dition at the F outputs. When control M is in the HIGH state, 
carries are inhibited from propagating and logic functions 
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are generated at the outputs. The functions available with 
the device form a closed set such that inversion of the logic 
inputs produces a function which is still in the set. There· 
fore, the device performs the same logiC and arithmetic 
functions in the active HIGH representation as it does in the 
active LOW representation, but with a different select code. 
If a mixed representation is employed, the majority of useful 
functions is still available. The four modes of ALU use and 
operation tables for each mode are shown in Table 5-2. 

• 



TABLE 5·2. 'F181 Operation Table 

So s, S2 S3 
Logic Arithmetic ArllhmeUc 

(M=H) (M = L, Co = InacOve) (M=L,Co=Actlve) 

L L L L A A minus 1 A 

)..)..)..)..)..)..)..).. H L L L Ao~ AoBminus1 AoB. 
L H L L A+B Ao§minus 1 Aoa 

Au 80 At 8t A2 82 A3 83 H H L L Lcgic"l" minus 1 (2s comp.) Zero -Co 
c~ r-- L L H L A+B A plus (A i: a) A plus (A + 'B) plus 1 

- M 
A=8 r- H L H L a Ao B plus (A + a) Ao B plus (A + B) plus 1 

-So 'F'B' L H H L ATEi A minus S minus 1 AminusB 
- 5, 

G~ 
H H H L A+~ A+a A + Bplus1 

- 52 L L L H AoS A plus (A + B) A plus (A + B) plus 1 

- 53 
P~ H L L H AEilS A plus S A plus B plus 1 

Fa Ft F2 F3 L H L H B AOBplus(A + B) Ao a plus (A + S)plus 1 

J J J J H H L H A+S A+S A + B plus 1 
L L H H Logic "0" AplusA(2 x A) A plus A (2 x A) plus 1 

Fa Ft F2 F3 H L H H AoB AplusAoS A plus A 0 B plus 1 
a. All Input Data Inverted L H· H H AoS AplusAoa A plus A 0 a plus 1 

H H H H A A A plus 1 

l. L L L A A A plus 1 

I I I I I I I I 
H L L L A+B A+S A+Bplus1 
L H L L AoS A+B A + a plus 1 

Au Bo A. 8. A2 82 A3 83 H H L L Logic "0" minus 1 (28 comp.) Zero 

Co-C Co L L H L Aoa A plus (Ao a) A plusA 0 a plus 1 
c~ 10- c~ H L H L a Aoaplus(A + S) AoSplus(A + S) plus 1 

- M 
A=8 I- L H H L AEilB A minus S minus 1 AminusB 

- 50 'F'Bt H H H L Aoa Aoaminus1 AoB 
- 5, 

XI-- L L L H A+S AplusAoS A plusA 0 B plus 1 
- 52 

YI-- H L L H AEilB A plus B A plus S plus 1 
- 53 L H L H S AoSplus(A+ a) AoSplus(A + B) plus 1 

Fa F, F2 F3 H H L H AoS AoBminus1 AoB 

I I I I L L H H Lcgic"l" AplusA(2 x A) A plus A (2 x A) plus 1 
H L H H A+B A plus (A +S) A plus (A + S) plus 1 

b. All Input Data True L H H H A+B A plus (A + a) A plus (A + a) plus 1 
H H H H A A minus 1 A 

~111~1~1 
L L L L A A minus 1 A 
H L L L A+S AoSminus1 AoB 

8. A2 82 A3 83 
L H L L AoS AoBminus1 AoS Au 80 A. 
H H L L Logic "1" minus 1 (28 camp.) Zero -Co 

c~_ L L H L AoS A plus (A + B) A plus (A + S) plus 1 
- M 

A=8 r- H L H L B A ° a plus (A + S) A. ap1U8(A + B) plus 1 
- So 'F'B' L H H L AEilB A plus B A plus B plus 1 
- 5, GIo- H H H L A+S A.+ B A+Splus1 

- 52 Plo- L L L H A+S A plus (A + a) A plus (A + a) plus 1 

- 53 H L L H AEilB A minus S minus 1 A minus B 
Fo F. F2 F3 L H L H a Ao S plus (A + a) AoBplus(A + B) plus 1 

! ! ! ! H H L H A+a A+a A+Splus1 
L L H H Logic "0" A plus A (2 x A) A plus A (2 x A) plus 1 

Fa F. F2 F3 
H L H H AoB AplusAoa ApiusA oaplus1 

c. A Input Data Inverted; L H H H Aoa AplusAoS A plus A 0 B plus 1 
B Input Data True H H H H A A A plus 1 

Ill~llll 
L L L L A A A plus 1 
H L L L AoB A+a A+aplus1 

Au 80 A. 8, Az 82 A3 83 
L H L L A+B A+S A+Splus1 

Co-o Co H H L L Logic "0" minus 1 (2s comp.) Zero 
c~ o-c~ L L H L A+S AplusAoS AplusAo B plus 1 

-M - H L H L B Ao B plus (A + a) Ao ~plus(A + S)plus 1 A=8 - So 'FIB' L H H L AEilB A plus B A plus B plus 1 
-5, 

X- H H H L AoB AoSminus1 AoS 
- 52 y- L L L H Aoa AplusAoa A plus A 0 B plus 1 

- 53 H L L H AEilS A minus S minus 1 A minus B 
Fo F. F2 F3 L H L H a A 0 a plus (A + B) AOaplus(A + B) plus 1 

J J J J H H L H Aoa Aoaminus1 Aoa 
L L H H Lcgic"l" AplusA(2 x A) A plus A (2 x A) plus 1 

Fo F. F2 F3 
H L H H A+S A plus (A +a) A plus (A + a) plus 1 

d. A Input Data True; L H H H A+a A plus (A + B) A plus (A + B) plus 1 
B Input Date Inverted H H H H A A minus 1 A 
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'F182 Carry lookahead Generator 
The 'F181 ALU can be used in a variety of carry modes. The 
simplest of these is in a ripple carry mode where the Carry 
In (Cin) of an ALU is driven by the Carry Out signal (C4) from 
the previous ALU. This method of propagating the carry is 
slow for large word lengths but has the advantage that addi
tional carry circuits are not required; if several levels of look
ahead are permitted and extra logic is used, the speed of 
the ALU can be improved. The 'F181 gives the auxiliary 
carry functions, Carry Generate and Carry Propagate, which 
can be used with the 'F182 to give complete carry look
ahead or ripple block loollahead. In this latter mcde, the 
ALU is split into 16-bit blocks, each with its own lookahead 
with carries allowed to ripple between the blocks. The 'F182 
accepts up to four sets of Carry Generate and Carry Propa
gate functions and a Carry In and provides the three Carry 

Active High 

Cn ',182 

y 

TL/F/10277-18 

a. 

b. 

Out signals required by the ALUs and also the next level 
auxiliary functions. These auxiliary functions generated by 
the carry lookahead circuit allow further levels of lookahead. 
Unfortunately, to satisfy Signal polarities, a penalty of two 
gate delays is incurred for each level of lookahead, and the 
auxiliary functions are rarely used over more than two levels 
of lookahead. The logic symbols and logic diagram of the 
'F182 carry lookahead circuit are shown above. The auxilia
ry logiC functions in the active HIGH case are not Carry 
Generate and Carry Propagate-they have been labeled X 
and Y, respectively. In this logic design the auxiliary func
tions are used to generate the three Carry Out Signals and 
the two auxiliary functions required for further levels of look
ahead. They are connected in the same manner as the ac
tive LOW case. 

Active Low 
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FIGURE 5-7 
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Carry Lookahead 
A single carry lookahead circuit is used with four 'F181 
ALUs to perform arithmetic operations with complete carry 
lookahead over 16-bit words. For word lengths of 20 and 24 
bits, the fastest speed is achieved by using only a single 
'F182 as above and letting the carry ripple through the addi
tional one or two 'F181 s. For word lengths of28 and 32 bits, 

,1 1 ,r } 1 .r t .t 
AoBo A, B, A2B2A.B3 AoBoA,B,A2~A3B3 

e" e" e. en e. f0-
:--- M A=B - -M A=B !-
-so 'I"'B, -So 'I"'B' 

roo-- s, 
GO-

roo-- s, 
G~ 

- S2 PO- -~ PP-
S3 S. 

Fo F, F2 F3 Fo F, Fz F3 

Fo F, Fz F. F. F5 F. F7 

the fastest speed is achieved by using two 'F182s, con
structing two blocks similar to the 16-bit block above and 
letting the carry ripple from the first block to the second. 
Only when the word length exceeds 32 bits is there a speed 
advantage in using three levels of carry lookahead. 

8, 8g 8'0 8" 81Z 813 8,. 8'5 

l ~tA;~A~~A.t AoBo A, B, "2B2A3B. 

e" e. I--
r--W A=B I-- .--- W e.-
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-So 'FIB' r-- So 'FIB' 
-s, 

G~ 
-S, 

GO-
r-~ 

PP-
~ PO-

S. S3 

Fo F, Fz F. Fo F, Fz F3 

Fa F9 rio FlI F12 i\s F'4 F15 

! 1 J 
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Gp-

en '1",82 

Pp-
c"., enty e .... 
I 
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'F181 Carry Methods 

a. Single Level (Internal) Carry Lookahead 

~----------------------~~ 

b. Two Level Carry Lookahead 

c,... 

'F182 

c. Three Level Carry Lookahead 

d. 32-81t ALU 

FIGURE 5-9 
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There are various methods of using the 'F182 with ALUs to 
perform arithmetic operations over large word lengths. The 
use of a small number of carry lookahead packages de
creases considerably the delay for typical word lengths 
used in digital systems. 

A faster implementation of the 32-bit ALU is shown in Figure 
5-911. This takes advantage of several faster paths in the 
'F181 and 'F182 combination shown. 

TABLE 5-3. Speed Table 

FAST Schottky AS 

Typical A+B 26ns 44ns 24ns 
A-B 27.7 ns 45ns 26ns 

Worst Case A + B 38ns 55.5 ns 37ns 
A-B 40 ns 56.5 ns 39ns 

Total Icc (mA) 381 1,204 1,680 

Arithmetic with ALUs 
The 'F181 can be used as an arithmetic element in all the 
common binary number representations. The basic con
cepts as discussed above also apply to the 'F381. The most 
difficult number representation is sign magnitude. The 'F181 
is more flexible than the 'F381 , but additional peripherallog
ic must be used to decode the desired functions required by 
the select lines and the Carry In at the first stage. An addi-

tional arithmetic operation of the 'F181 as compared to the 
'F381 is "double A" multiplication. It Is often possible to use 
the select code on the ALU to perform additional decoding 
effectively; for example, if a control signal is to select be
tween "add A and Bn when S is HIGH and "pass An when S 
is LOW, then for the active HIGH case So is tied to S3 to 
form S, and Sl and S2 are tied LOW. This type of operation 
(Add or Pass) is useful in multiplication routines. 

Comparison Functions Using the 
'F181 
Several comparison functions can be performed with the 
'F181 by using the A= Band C4 outputs. The A= B output is 
better described as "F=O", since this output goes HIGH 
any time all the F outputs are HIGH. Therefore, the outputs 
are not only used for comparing A = B during a subtract op
eration, but also to ascertain that the function outputs are all 
HIGH after any arithmetic or logiC operation. In the PASS 
operation, the output indicates that one of the operands is 
equal to zero. In the Exclusive-OR operation, it indicates 
that the two operands are identical. In the EQUIVALENCE 
operation, it indicates that the two operands are comple
mentary. For unsigned numbers with the most significant bit 
positive, the Carry Out of the ALU indicates relative magni
tude. Table 5-4 lists the various comparison functions which 
can be performed in active HIGH and active LOW logic. 

TABLE 5-4. Function Table 

Output State Operation Active LOW Logic Active HIGH Logic 

H A minus B A=B A = (B minus 1) 
A=B H AEIIB A*B A=B 

H AEIIB A=B A*B 

Carry Out H A minus B A.,B A<B 
(C4 for Active HIGH Operands) L AminusB A<B A.,B 
(C4 for Active LOW Operands H A minus B minus 1 A>B A~B 

L A minus B minus 1 A~B A>B 
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FIGURE 5-10 

The above diagram illustrates a method of connecting the 
'F194 4-bit bidirectional shift register as a 4-bit accumulator. 
The 'F194 can also be cascaded with another register in 
order to form an 8-bit accumulator. In this manner an accu
mulator can be created which can operate as an adder or 
subtractor and can be utilized in a variety of applications. 

An 'F08 AND gate is used in conjunction with the 'F86 Ex
clusive-OR gate and an 'F32 OR gate in order to derive the 
ones complement. This is achieved by placing the control 
line at the logiC 1 level; in this manner ones complement 
arithmetic may be performed. All shift and rotate operations 
occur on the positive edge of the clock pulse and a hold 
status can also be initiated by placing lows on both mode 
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control inputs (So, SI) simultaneously. Data present at the 
outputs may be asynchronously cleared by placing a low 
logic level on the MR input. 

The schematic diagram indicates how the outputs can be 
brought in from a previous stage (P.S.) in the case where 
more than four bits are required. 

TABLE 5-5. Function Table 

So 51 Operation 

0 0 Hold 
0 1 Shift Left/Rotate Left 
1 0 Shift Right/Rotate Right 
1 1 Load 
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FIGURE 5-11.16 X 16 Multiply (Low-Cost Solution) 

Many microprocessor systems do not require the speed or 
justify the cost of LSI multipliers, and would benefit from a 
hardware 16 x 16 multiplier. Shown here is a 16 x 16 multi
plier that will give a 32-bit result in under 1 "'S. The 'F384 
serial multipliers are connected to form a 16 x 16 multiplier. 
Thirty-four clock cycles are required to achieve a 32-bit 
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product. The high-speed 'F676 shift register and a 'F74 are 
used to hold the sign extended multiplier. The 16-bit multipli
cand can be applied directly to the 'F384 multipliers. The 
product holding shift register 'F675 can hold all 32 bits of 
product in a Single Chip. Maximum clock frequency is 
35 MHz over the commercial temperature range. 
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FIGURE 5-12 

This is a description of a multiplier circuit which utilizes the 
'F1 09 JK and the 'F112 JK flip-flops (Figure 5-13). This mul
tiplier can also be expanded to an 8 x 8 or even a 16 x 16 
multiplier. However, the number of packages becomes large 
and the increased power consumption must also be a con
sideration when replacing the shift sections with MSI shift 
registers. 

In the circuit, before a multiplication can be performed, all 
JK flip-flops must be initially cleared. This is accomplished 
by using a 5 ns negative-going pulse referred to as the start 
pulse. This pulse is applied to all direct clear (CD) flip-flop 
inputs and causes the Q outputs to reflect a zero or LOW 
state. Data must be presented on the inputs of the steering 
gates provided for the multiplication prior to the positive 
load pulse. When loading occurs, inverted data appears on 
the direct set (SO) inputs of the shift left and shift right regis-
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ters. In the schematic the shift right register is for the multi
plier while the shift left register is for the multiplicand. As the 
clock causes the information to be shifted, it is applied to 
the 'F283 adders. The adder outputs constitute a partial 
sum that consists of four bits which are meaningful after the 
first clock pulse. These bits will appear on the outputs of 
adder "A". All zeros will appear on the outputs of adder 
"8". Thus, the "multiplication" has begun. The accumulator 
is clocked via an 'FOO NAND gate when a HIGH state oc
curs on the Q output of flip-flop 1. Accumulator loading oc
curs on negative clock transitions; shift registers also oper
ate on the negative clock. 

With a 33 MHz clock rate this circuit is capable of perform
ing a 4 x 4 multiplication in five clock pulses or approximate
ly 150 ns. 
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FIGURE 5·13. 4 x 4 Multiplier 
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Comparator Systems 
Comparator systems fall into two classes: 

• Identity comparators, which detect whether or not two 
words are identical; 

• Magnitude comparators, which detect which of two 
words is larger. Magnitude comparators are more com
plex and tend to be slower. 

All comparators are defined in binary terms, but they can 
obviol,lsly be used with BCD or any other monotonic code 
without change. 

Identity Comparators 

cp-----I 

TL/F/10277-31 

FIGURE 5-14. Bit Serial Operation 

One Exclusive-OR and one flip-flop form a serial identity 
comparator. The flip-flop must start out reset. As long as the 
A and B inputs are identical, the output of the Exclusive-OR 
is LOW, leaving the flip-flop in its reset state. When A * B 
the flip-flop is set and stays set until a new cycle is initiated 
by asynchronously clearing the flip-flop. The state of Q after 
the last bit has been clocked indicates the result of the com
parison: 

Q:A* B Q:A= B 

Obviously the bit sequence does not affect the identity com
parison. 
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FIGURE 5-15. Parallel Operation 

Parallel identity comparison is most efficiently performed 
with Quad Exclusive-OR gates with outputs NORed or 
NANDed. The NAND configuration requires oppOSite polari
ties of the two operands. 
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~ Bit Serial Magnitude Comparison, Least Significant Bit First 
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FIGURE 5-16 

Magnitude comparison discriminates between three possi· 
ble conditions: A>B, A<B, and A=B, usually encoded on 
two output signals. 

A serial magnitude comparator for LSB first (Rgure 5·16a) is 
most efficiently implemented by either a dual 4·input multi· 
plexer ('F153) and a dual flip·flop ('Fl09), or by an Exclu· 
sive·OR gate and a dual flip·flop ('Fl14). 
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Assuming active HIGH notation, 

01 is set by AeS, reset by AeB, unaffected by AeB or 
AeS(A=B) 

02 is set by A*B, unaffected by A=B. 

Thus, if both flip·flops start out reset, their state after clock· 
ing in the most significant bit indicates the result of the com· 
parison. A slight rearrangement of the same basic circuit 
(Figure 5·16b) generates a different set of outputs. 



Magnitude Comparison, Most Significant Bit First 

a.01:A>B 02: k "cB 
01: A,;;B 02: A=B 
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FIGURE 5·17 

Magnitude comparison is also possible when the serial 
words come in "backward," with their most significant bits 
first (Figure 5-11a). In this case, the first bit where A differs 
from B determines the result. This circuit sets 01 when 
AeSe02; i.e., if A>B and all previous bits have been A=B. 
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01 is unaffected under all other conditions. It sets 02 if 
A*B, but does not reset it until a new comparison is initiat
ed by clearing both flip-flops. 

A slight rearrangement of basically the same circuit (Figure 
5-11b) generates a different set of outputs. 

• 
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~ 'F524 8-Bit Registered Comparator 
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FIGURE 5-18 

The 'F524 is an a·bit seriallparallel load/read register 
whose outputs are connected to an a-bit magnitude com
parator. The other side of the comparator is connected to 
the 110 port. Mode lines 80 and 81 control the operation of 
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the register; load, hold, shift and read. Open collector out
puts on L T, GT and EQ outputs can be cascaded. Mode 
input selects magnitude or twos complement comparison. 



'F524 Cascading for Comparing Longer Words 
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FIGURE 5·19 

This diagram shows the 'F524 cascaded for a 24-bit com
pare. Note that the SE line is tied LOW on the least signifi
cant device thereby enabling the least significant output. 
The cascade line CISI should be held HIGH on the most 
significant device. In the case of equality, CISO will go 
HIGH lifting SE HIGH, disabling its equality output. At the 
same time the next CISI input will go HIGH enabling the 
next most significant device. Thus, the decision is passed 
down the chain until an inequality is detected or the least 
significant device decides that the whole word is equal. For 
cascading n devices the worst case compare is 
(32.5 + (12(n-2))ns. 

Error IDetection Correction 
Whenever digital data is transferred from one location to 
another, there is a probability for error due either to device 
failure or noise. There are numerous ways to handle errors 
at the system level. Some systems detect errors and re
quest retransmission of data. In other systems retransmis
sion may be impossible or prohibitively expensive. In such 
systems the receiving equipment must not only be able to 
detect, but also correct the error. 

SERIAL BIT SERIAL PARITY GENERATOR 

DATA 

QI---f--t 

CP 

K Q 

Both error detection and error correction rely on the trans
mission of redundant information. This requires additional 
bits of data and lowers the overall efficiency of transmis
sion. In parallel systems additional wires, transmitters, and 
receivers are required, whereas serial transmission systems 
use additional time to transmit the redundant information. All 
these methods cannot completely eliminate errors, but as 
the percentage of redundant data bits increases, the proba
bility of undetected or uncorrected errors decreases. 
The simplest and most common method of dealing with er
rors is the addition of a single extra bit, called a parity bit. 
The parity bit is chosen such that the total number of ones 
in the word (counting the parity bit) is odd (in an odd parity 
system) or even (in an even parity system). Odd parity is 
generally preferred, since it insures at least one "1" in any 
word. At the receiving end, the parity of the word is exam
ined. If any single bit in the word was changed, the detector 
indicates wrong parity. However, if an even number of errors 
occurs, this simple method cannot detect it. The parity bit 
provides only single error detecting. 

BIT SERIAL PARITY CHECKER 

)o-TR_AN~~SM .. IS_S_IO_N __ SERIAL 
DATA 
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FIGURE 5-20 
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Parity Generation 
In a serial parity generator, a flip-flop is toggled for every 
"1" in the data word and the state of this flip-flop Is inserted 
as a trailing parity bit. On the receiving side the parity check
er has an equivalent flip-flop. Its state is interrogated after 
the data has been received. Both circuits are easily adapted 
for odd or even parity systems. 

For parallel systems it is necessary to generate the modulo 
2 sum of many inputs simultaneously. This requires an array 
of cascaded Exclusive-OR circuits. The 'F280 9-bit parity 
checker/generator is specifically designed for this function. 

Error Correction*-Hamming 
Codes 
A parity bit can only detect single errors. It cannot reliably 
detect multiple errors and it cannot correct single errors. A 
single redundant bit does not carry enough information to 
do so. However, it is possible to add more redundant'infor
mation to the data, formulated such that errors are not only 
detected, but also corrected. 

A data word containing an error-correcting field of redun
dant information is called a Hamming code. It uses a series 
of parity bits generated and arranged so that a unique set of 
parity errors results from an error in any given bit position. 
For example, three redundancy bits can have a total of eight 
different states. Since one of these states must indicate "no 
error", the other seven states can be used to locate an error 
in anyone of seven transmitted bits. Three of the transmit
ted bits are the redundancy bits themselves, leaving four 
data bits in which an error can be uniquely detected, and 
also corrected. The coding of the parity bits is done conve
niently so the pattern of parity errors is the binary address of 
the bit in error. In general, a Hamming code,contains 2m-1 
bits, m of which are the Hamming or check bits, 2m - 1 are 
the data bits. 

Total Bits 

7 
15 
31 

Hamming 
Bits 

3 
4 
5 

Data Bits 

4 
11 
26 

Thus three additional parity (Hamming)'bits can provide sin
gle error correction for 4-bit data wor,ds. The seven bits are 
arranged in the following way: 

POP100P201020S 
where Do, 01, 02, Os are the four data bits; 

Po is odd parity over bits Do, 01, Os; 

PI is odd parity over bits Do, 02, Os. 
P2 is odd parity over bits 01, 02, Os. 

At the receiving end the three parity bits are again generat
ed from the data bits using an identical scheme. Then these 
three parity bits are compared with the three transmitted 
parity bits. If they all match, there was no single error. If they 
differ, the pattern of mismatches is interpreted as a binary 
address of the bit in error. -

A practical system avoids the additional comparison and 
generates the error address (Eo-v by including the re
ceived parity bits in the parity check: 

Eo is odd parity over bits Po, Do, 01, Os; 

El is odd parity over bits PI, Do, 02, Os; 
E2 is odd parity over bits P2, 01, 02, Os. 
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This Hamming code can detect and correct single errors, 
but it will fail on double errors-It would correct the wrong 
bit. However, if one more overall parity bit is added, it is also 
possible to detect (but not correct) double errors. When the 
receiver finds the overall parity check correct and the error 
address is zero, there was no error. If the overall parity 
check is wrong and the error address Is not zero, there was 
a single error which can be corrected. However, if the over
all parity check is correct, but the error address is not zero, 
then there was a non-correctable double error. 
'Note: For a detailed description 01 the theory behind and the applications 

01 error correcting codes. see Peterson and Weldon, ERROR COR
RECTING CODES. Second Edition. The MIT Pres., Cambridge, MA, 
1972. 

Cyclic Checks for Error Detection 
Error detection schemes using parity checks are well 
known. A parity check on a character is called "vertical" 
parity and a check on corresponding bits of every character 
in a message (data block) is called "longitudinal" parity. 
Used together, they provide a satisfactory checking 
scheme. The measure of protection provided is better than 
using vertical or longitudinal parity alone. However, the level 
of redundancy to achieve this protection is relatively high. 
For example, if there are x bytes in a message each consist
ing of seven data bits and one parity bit, the ratio of number 
of check bits to data bits is 117. 

Another checking scheme exists called polynomial or cyclic 
coding that can be designed to perform with higher efficien
cies than traditional parities. The level of protection 
achieved with a 16-bit cyclic check is probably satisfactory 
for most practical purposes. When used with a data block 
consisting of 7x data bits, the ratio of check to data bits is 
only 1617x. The ratio approaches a limit of zero as x in
creases. This high efficiency is inducing designers to incor
porate cyclic check schemes in modern data communica
tion and peripheral equipment such as tapes and discs. 
Theoretical knowledge necessary for cyclic check imple
mentation has existed for several years. However, wide
spread use has begun only recently in designs using inte
grated circuits. Because it is relatively new, many designers 
do not have the needed exposure to cyclic schemes and 
tend to shy away. 

This discussion is intended to familiarize uninitiated readers 
with the algebraic concepts required to design circuits for 
implementing cyclic check schemes. Not only are these 
concepts of value to the hardware designer, but also to the 
diagnostic programmer who must generate the code to 
check the implemented logic for validity and failures. 

Polynomial Notation and 
Manipulation 
A very convenient way of expressing a bit stream (message) 
consisting of K bits is to think of it as a polynomial in a 
dummy variable x with K terms. The bits of the message are 
the coefficients in the polynomial. Thus, if 100100011011 is 
the message, it may be written as: 

or 

M(x) = 1 (x)11 + 0(x)10 +0(x)9 + 1(x)8+0(x)7+0(x)6+ 
0(x)5 + 1(x)4+1(x)S+0(x)2+1(x)11(x)0 

M(x) = x11 +x8 +x4+x3 +x+1 



CRC-16 is a 16-bil check resulting from a generating poly
nomial x16 + x15 + x2 + 1 and CRC-12 is a 12-bit check 
resulting from x12 + xll + x3 + x2 + X + 1. Theory 
suggests that use of CRC-16 and CRC-12 will catch all mes
sages with an odd number of errors, all with a single error 
burst of less than 16 or 12 bits respectively and most of the 
few messages with larger error bursts. 

Cyclic check computation involves manipulating M(x) and 
P(x) using laws of ordinary algebra, except that modulo 2 
arithmetic is used. Because modulo arithmetic yields the 
same result for addition and subtraction, it is necessary only 
to consider three operations involving polynomials-addi
tion, multiplication and division. 

Addition of two polynomials, x6 + x5 + x2 + 1 and x5 + x4 
+ x3 + x2, yields x6 + x4 + x3 + 1 as shown below: 

x6 +x5+ 0 + 0 +x2 +O+1 =1100101 
x5+x4+x3+x2+0+0= 111100 

x6+ 0 +x4+x3+ 0 +0+1 =1011001 

Multiplication of two polynomials, x7 + x6 + x5 + x2 + 1 
and x + 1, results in x8 + x5 + x3 + x2 + X + 1: 

(x7 + x6 + x5 + x2 + 1)(l< + 1) = (11100101) x 11 

x8 +x7 +x6 + 0 +0+x3 + 0 +x+0=111001010 
x7 +x6+x5+0+ 0 +x2 +O+1 =011100101 

x8 + 0 + 0 + x5 + 0 + x3 + x2 + X + 1 = 100101111 

It is interesting to note that multiplication of a polynomial by 
xm results in a shifted bit pattern which is identical to the 
original except for zeros in the lower m positions. For exam
ple: 

X5 (Xll + xlO + x8 + x4 + x3 + X + 1) = 
x16 + x15 + x13 + x9 + x8 + x6 + x5 

where xll + xlO + x8 + x4 + x3 + X + 1 
110100011011 and x16 + x15 + x13 + x9 + x8 + x6 + x5 
= 11010001101100000 

Dividing x13 + x1l + xlO + x7 + x4 + x3 + x + 1 by x6 
+ x5 + x4 + x3 + 1 results in a quotient of (x7 + x6 + x5 
+ x2 + X + 1) and a remainder of (x4 + x2) as shown 
below. Practically, it might be easier to divide by longhand if 
the bit pattern is used rather than the polynomial. 

x13 + xll + xlO + x7 + x3 + X + 1 = 10110010011011; 

x6 + x5 + x4 + x3 + 1 = 1111001 
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11100111 

11110011 10110010011011 

1111001 

1000000 

1111001 

1110010 

1111001 

1011110 

1111001 

1001111 

1111001 

1101101 

1111001 

10100 

Thus, Q(x) = 11100111 = x7 + x6 + x5 + x2 + X + 1; 

R(x) = 10100 = x4 + x2 

Cyclic Check-Computing 
Procedure 
To compute a check on M(x), a generating polynomial P(x) 
is chosen as mentioned earlier. Steps involved in check 
computation are as follows: 

a. Message polynomial M(x) is multiplied by x' where r is 
the degree of P(x). As noted earlier, this process yields 
zeros in the lower r positions of M(x). These vacated 
positions are in preparation for the r check bits that will 
be appended to the message. Also note that this process 
does not alter the message bit pattern. 

b. The result obtained from step (a) is divided by P(x). This 
gives a quotient Q(x) and a remainder R(x). The remain
der will be r bits or less. 

c. The quotient is discarded and the remainder is added to 
the result of step (a). The remainder is the check. The 
message with this remainder at the tail end constitutes 
the transmitted polynomial T(x). 
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To compute the cyclic check on a message, another poly
nomial P(x), called a generating polynomial, is chosen. The 
degree urn of the PIx) is such that it is greater than zero but 
less than the degree of M(x). Moreover, PIx) has a non-zero 
coefficient in the xC term. Thus it is clear that for a given 
message length, more than one generating polynomial of 
desired length can be specified. Fortunately, several ac
cepted standard generating polynomials exist. Most com
mon are CRC-16 and CRC-12 which were originally pro
posed for the IBM binary synchronous communications. 

The following example illustrates the computation proce
dure. Let M(x) = xii + xlO + xB + x4 + x3 + X + 1 = 
110100011011 and PIx) = x5 + x4 + x2 + 1 = 110101. 
Thus, r = 5 and xr M(x) = xiS + x15 + x13 + x9 + xB + 
xB + x5 = 11010001101100000' 

xr M(x) = 11010001101100000 

PIx) = 110101 

Carrying this division, Q(x) = 100001100111 and R(xj 
1011. 

Transmitted message T(x) is obtained by adding R(x) to 
xrM(x): 

xrM(x) = 11010001101100000 

R(x) = 01011 

T(x) = 11010001101101011 

Data Check 

Note that transmission occurs from left to right; data thus is 
unmodified and check bits follow at the end. 

Data Validation at the Receiver 
The transmitted polynomial arrives at the receiver modified 
or unmodified depending on whether transmission has en
countered errors or not. Clearly, one of the ways by which 
the receiver can ensure data validity is to recompute the 
check bits on the message using the same generator poly
nomial and compare them with the received check bits. If 
they agree, it is assumed that received data is good. 

Alternately, the receiver can divide the complete received 
polynomial by the same generator polynomial PIx). If there 
are no errors, it can be shown that this division results in 
zero remainder. This property can be easily verified by long 
division of T(x) = 11010001101101011 by PIx) = 110101. 
If the division results in a non-zero remainder, it can be as
sumed that T(x) has been modified by errors. This may be 
verified by introducing error and performing the division. The 
process of dropping and picking bits can be viewed as add
ing another polynomial E(x) (error polynomial) to T(x). 

For example, if T' (x) = 10010001101101011 is received, 
instead of T(x), T'(x) = T(x) (:!) E(x) can be written where 
E(x) = 01010001101101011. It follows then that if T'(x) is 
exactly divisible by P(x), the receiver is blind and indicates 
no errors. This only happens if E(x) is exactly divisible by 
PIx). 

Knowing the characteristics of the transmission medium, it 
is advisable to choose such a generating polynomial that 
the probability of error patterns occuring that are divisible by 
PIx) is extremely low. The process of not detecting such 
errors is somewhat analogous to the erroneous validity indi
cation in normal parity schemes where multiple bit errors 
may cancel each other's contribution to the check. 
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Basic Polynomial Divid~r 
Consider longhand division of the polynomial xiS + x15 + 
x13 + x9 + xB + x6 + x5, i.e., 11010001101100000, by 
another polynomial x5 + x4 + x2 + I, i.e., 110101. 

100001100111 

110101 11010001101100000 

110101 

101101 

110101 

110001 

110101 

100000 

110101 

101010 

110101 

111110 

110101 

1011 

From this example, longhand division procedure can be 
summarized: align the most significant bits of the partial re
mainder and divisor, borrowing from the dividend as re
quired. This implies aligning the divisor and dividend to start 
the division process. Then subtract the divisor from the par
tial product using modulo 2 arithmetic. When all bits in the 
dividend are processed, the result is the remainder .. 

Subtraction in modulo 2 of two bits is the same as perform
ing an Exclusive-OR operation and alignment of bits sug
gests a shift operation. Consider two registers as shown in 
Figure 5-21. 

L-.~I-~I-~I--I--+--=-INPUT 
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FIGURE 5-21. Conceptual Polynomial Divider 
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FIGURE 5-22. Polynomial Divider for x6 + x5 + x2 + 1 



Assume that register A is initially clear and register B con
tains 110101, which is the divisor bit pattern. Also imagine 
that the dividend serially enters the network as input (most 
significant bit first), in response to a clock signal that oper
ates register A. As long as ~ is cleared and Bs is set, the 
AND gates are inhibited. This estab:ishes a connection be
tween A4 input and A3 output, Aa input and A2 output, etc. 
Thus, register A serves as a "shift left" register. When 
clocked with the dividend as serial input, the most signifi
cant bit eventually appears in A4. AI this point, All and B4 
are both set, i.e., the most significant bits of divisor and 
dividend are aligned. 

This alignment enables the AI~D gates. However, this has 
no effect on the Exclusive-OR gates with inputs derived 
from zero bit positions of register 8. The "shift left" nalure 
of register A at bit locations fad by these Exclusive-OR 
gates is preserved. Thus in Figl.lre 5-21, the Al input comes 
from Ao, and Aa input from A2. On the other hand, the re
maining bit positions receive the result of modulo 2 subtrac
tion between appropriate bits. In summary, when register A 
is clocked after bit alignment, the partial remainder is loaded 
into it. If clocking is continued until all dividend bits are pro
cessed, the content of register A is the required remainder. 
Table 5-6 illustrates the register contents through this pro
cess; it is instructive to compare it with tha long division. 

TABLE 5-6. Bit Patterns through Division Process 

Input Register 

A4 As A2 Al Ao 

1 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 0 1 1 

A closer examination of Figure 5-21 suggests that it can be 
greatly simplified. Figure 5-22 shows a functionally identical 
scheme similar to that used for cyclic checking purposes. 

Discussion of basic polynomial division circuits cannot be 
concluded without further observations. The division algo
rithm can be implemented by suitable interconnection of 
shift registers and Exclusive-OR gates. The total number of 
register positions equals the degree of the divisor polynomi
al. The total number of Exclusive-OR gates is equal to one 
less than the number of non-zero terms in the divisor. 

Polynomial Divider for 
Cyclic Checks 
But for one drawback, the polynomial divider could be used 
as a cyclic check generator. Imagine that the dividend poly
nomial x16+xlS+x13+x9+xS+x6+x5 is the result of mul-
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tiplying (x11 +xl0+x8+x4+x3+x+ 1) by xS, and the divi
sor x5 + x4 + x2 + 1 is the generating polynomial. From the 
cyclic check coding scheme, remember that 
xll+xl0+x8+x4+ x3+x+1 is the actual data stream. 
The divider circuit discussed so far does not provide the 
remainder until thtl trailing zeros have been processed. 
Thus, if the remainder is to be appended as a check to the 
data stream, there is a delay before it is available for trans
mission. In almost all applications, such a gap between data 
and check bits is undesirable. This deficiency could easily 
be rectified if a circuit were possible which could multiply 
two polynomials while dividing by a third simultaneously. 

Polynomial multiplication circuits can be derived using anal
ogous arguments that result in the division circuit. For exam
ple, the arrangement shown in Figure 5-23 multiplies an in
coming polynomial by x6 + xS + x4 + xS + 1. Fortunately for 
cyclic check applications multiplication by a single term in 
the form xr, where "r" is the degree of the generator polyno
mial, is sufficient. To implement a multiply of xS circuit, only 
5-bit shift register and one Exclusive-OR gate are needed 
as s~own in Figure 5-24. 

It is possible to combine the multiplier shown in Figure 5-24 
and the divider in Figure 5-21 to implement a simultaneous 
multiply by xS and divide by x5+x4+x2+1 circuit as shown 
in Figure 5-25. AS before, Figure 5-25 may be simplified to 
arrive at Figure 5-26 which can be used as a cyclic check 
generator for the generating polynomial PIx) 
x5+xA+x2+1. 
Table 5-7 lists the register content as each bit of the divi
dend (message polynomial) is processed. 

TLlF/l0277-44 

FIGURE 5-23. Circuit for Multiplying by 
(x6 + x5+x4 + x3+ 1) 
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FIGURE 5·24. Circuit for Multiplying by x5 
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FIGURE 5·25. Conceptual Cyclic Check Generator 
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FIGURE 5·26. Basic Cyclic Check Circuit for PIx) = 
x5+x4+x2+1 
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TABLE 5-7. Bit Pattern through the Check Circuit 

Input Register 

A4 A3 A2 AI Ao 

1 1 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 0 1 1 

From Table 5-7, it is clear that the remainder is available as 
soon as the last data bit is processed. Also note that the 
quotient bit pattern appears in Ao. If it is desired to transmit 
the remainder from the register of Figure 5-26, it must be 
transmitted in a serial fashion. The connections must be 
established to make the register a straight shift from right to 
left by disabling the feedback through the Exclusive-OR 
gates. 

Reverse Polynomials 
CYClic checks are often used in magnetic tape systems. 
Many of these have capabilities to read data in both forward 
and reverse directions. One of the reasons for this capability 

is to combat the overhead required to position the tape in 
front of the data block for a re-read operation in the event of 
an error. When "data followed by check bits" format is used 
to write on the tape, the check character is encountered first 
while reading in the opposite direction and the bit order for 
the whole block is reversed. Clearly, if the same check cir
cuitry is used for error detection in both directions, errone
ous indications are inevitable when reading in the opposite 
direction. This situation can be avoided by utilizing a reverse 
polynomial for checking in the opposite direction. The re
verse polynomial is obtained by writing a polynomial bit pat
tern backwards. For example, the bit pattern for CRC-16 
(forward) is 11000000000000101, i.e., xI6+xI5+x2+1. 
The reverse polynomial for this pattern is 
10100000000000011 or xI6 +xI4+x+ 1. 

The 'F401 utilizes the concepts outlined above and contains 
polynomials for CRC-16, CRC-16 Reverse, CRC-12, LRC-8, 
CRC-CCITT and CRC-CCITT Reverse. 

The 'F402 Expandable Polynomial Generator Checker is 
similar to the 'F401 and is expandable to polynomials of the 
56th order. Six selectable polynomials and all data path gat
ing is on the chip. The six polynomials contained on the chip 
are CRC16, CRC-CCITT, Ethernet, Ethernet Residue, 32nd 
Order, 48th Order and 56th Order. A bypass mode is also 
included in the selection to disconnect the chip from the 
feedback path. The 32nd, 48th and 56th order polynomials 
are all fire code generator polynomials; burst correction cir
cuitry may be implemented with external cirCUitry. 

'F402 Expandable Polynomial Generator Checker 
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'F402 for 16th Order Polynomials 
Figure 5-28 shows the 'F402 in its simplest configuration, 
CRC16 or CRC-CCITT. The serial enable in line (SEI) is 
grounded, register out (RO) is connected to the register 
feedback (RFB), serial data in is applied to the data line (D), 
and transmitted data is taken from datal check word output 
(D/CW). The device can be clocked at 30 MHz over temper
ature and voltage limits. Data or check word out is con
trolled by the check word generate line (CWG). The error 
flag (ER) is an open collector output for expansion purpos
es. 

'F402 for 32nd Order Polynomials 
Figure 5-29 shows the ease of expansion of the 'F402. The 
register output (RO) of the most significant device is used 

Output Control Data/CiiC 

Serial Data 

30 MHz Max Clock 

V 
r--

SEI 

RFB 

to drive the register feedback (RFB) of both devices. The -g 
register output (RO) of the lower order device connects to iiJ 
the serial enable input (SEI) of the next higher order device; S' 
clock, data, check word generate and error flag lines of the u; 
respective devices are connected in parallel. A unique fea-
ture of the ethernet polynomial is that when the data stream 
and check word are divided by the polynomial, the result is 
not zero. To check for errors, the polynomial is changed to 
the ethernet residue polynomial and clocked once more. 
The error output will then go HIGH if no transmission error 
has occurred. 
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'F402 for 48th Order Polynomials· 
In Figure 5-30 another 'F402 is inserted into the feedback 
chain in a similar manner to the 32rid order configuration. 
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'F402 for 56th Order Polynomials 
and Lower 
Figure 5-31 shows a total of four 'F402s connected to form 
a 56th order polynomial generator checker. Note the 0000 
select codes on the lower order registers when used with 
48th, 32nd and 16th order polynomials. 
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Code Conversion 
Numbers can be represented by a large variety of codes. 
The binary code is the most natural, the simplest, and the 
one most commonly used in high-speed computer systems. 
For convenience this code is often grouped in 3-bit groups 
and called an octal code. However, since this code is simply 
a different way of interpreting the binary code, all the fea
tures of the binary code are retained. 
Unfortunately, a different numbering system based on the 
number 10 is in everyday use and mixed numbering systems 
are also used for some special applications (time, angles, 
etc.). This ambiguity has created a need for binary-to-BCD 
(binary coded decimal) and BCD-to-binary converter cir-
cuits. . 

The number of bits and digits involved, the time available 
and the amount of general purpose (perhaps even micro
programmed) logic available in the system are important 
factors in selecting one of the many different methods avail
able for code conversion. 
Any arbitrary code can be converted into any other arbitrary 
code by using a Read Only Memory (ROM) as a lookup 
table. This method is very fast with bipolar ROMs, but in 
most cases it is unnecessarily expensive, since most codes 
show some kind of regularity. Cost effective MSI circuits can 
take advantage of this regularity and provide a more eco
nomical solution. 
Binary adders are used in high-speed parallel BCD-to-binary 
conversion. Every bit in a BCD number can be expressed as 
a binary number, and their sum is the binary equivalent of 
the whole BCD number. BCD adders such as the 'F583 are 
available for performing high-speed BCD arithmetic. 

BCD INPUTS 

UNITS DIGIT 

2 4 8 

Converting a 2-digit BCD number into a 7-bit binary number 
is accomplished simply and economically with two 4-bit ad
ders. The necessary interconnections are determined by 
first expressing each of the weighted BCD bits in terms of 
numbers that are powers of two. 
. 80 = 64 + 16 = 26 + 24 

40 = 32 + 8 = 25 + 23, etc. 
Arranging the BCD and binary numbers in an orderly array, 
as shown in Table 5-8, makes it easy to see which of the 
BCD inputs must be summed into the various binary out
puts. For example, the 20 output is the least significant bit of 
the unit's BCD digit, while inputs 2 and 10 must be summed 
to produce the 21 output. Notice that the 23 sum has more 
than two inputs (8, 10 and 40) and therefore cannot be 
formed in a single adder stage. Thus, for the 23 output, the 
sum is partially formed in the first adder package and com
pleted in the second, as shown in the connection diagram. 
Inputs marked with a T must be terminated LOW for active 
HIGH inputs and terminated HIGH for active LOW inputs. 
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4-Digit BCD-to-Binary Converter 
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Figure 5-33 illustrates a scheme whereby the 'F181 ALU or 
'F283 may be used to form a BCD to Binary converter. In 
this case four digits have been converted. However, the cir
cuit could be readily expanded to a larger number of digits if 
desired. Since either active HIGH or active LOW operation 
could be selected, the mode input control, M, would be tied 
HIGH for active LOW operation and tied LOW for active 
HIGH operation. Note that one of the Carry Ins is not con
nected to either the HIGH or LOW bus, but rather to the 
BCD 10. One of the Carry Outs can be ignored since it can
not be active for any legitimate input condition. 

Bit Serial Binary-to-BCD Converter 
The reverse of the BCD-ta-binary algorithm is used for bina
ry-to-BCD conversion. The binary word is shifted, most sig-

r--t----t-H'" 

.-~ CP ... FIRST 
.,os 0, 

.JJ 
BCD OUT-LSD 

nificant bit first, into a shift register consisting of several 
series-connected 'F195. Each shift doubles the contents of 
the registers in terms of BCD notation. Therefore, a correc
tion is required whenever any of the 4-bit registers contains 
a number greater than four, which when shifted generates a 
non-BCD code. This correction is performed by adding three 
to the contents of the register and inserting the sum one bit 
downstream into the parallel data inputs. By adding 11 and 
then ignoring the most significant bit, the same 4-bit adder 
also detects whether or not the correction is necessary. A 
binary number is completely converted when its LSB has 
been shifted in. This circuit can be used for any number of 
bits and digits. It requires only one 'F195 4-blt shift register, 
one 'F283 4-bit adder, and one inverter for each resulting 
BCD digit. 
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A well-known algorithm generates the binary equivalent of a 
BCD number by repeatedly dividing it by two. The series of 
least significant bits generated is the binary output, least 
significant first. This algorithm can be implemented with 
'F195 shift registers and some gates or adders. 

When a BCD number is stored in the 'F195 shift register 
with its LSB in the Os stage, a right shift effectively divides it 
by two. A problem arises if the LSB of the more significant 
digit is a one, implying a value of 10 with respect to the first 
digit. Shifting this one into the 00 position changes the 10 to 
an 8, instead of dividing it by 2. To correct for this, a 3 must 
be subtracted from the new contents of the 'F195 register. 
The circuit shown provides a gate-minimized implementa
tion of this algorithm using the parallel inputs of the 'F195 
for the correction. It converts a 4-digit (9999) BCD number 
into its 14-bit binary equivalent. Operation is started by bit
serially shifting in the three least significant BCD digits (LSB 
of the LSD first) while the Convert input is LOW. The actual 
conversion starts when the three digits have been shifted in 
and the LSB of the most significant digit is being applied to 
the serial input. At this point, the Convert input is made 
HIGH, activating the three correction networks whenever 
there is a one to be shifted into any of the registers. The 
next fourteen clock pulses shift out the binary result, LSB 
first. This circuit can be used for any number of digits. It 
requires only one 4-bit shift register with a conversion net
work for each decimal digit except the MSD. 

Qock 40 MHz 

;!!: 
Vee 

l-t~r-
'F1,. 

BCD-to-Binary Converter 
Using Counters 
Counters can be used for binary-to-BCD or for BCD-ta-bina
ry conversion, if sufficient time is available. The code to be 
converted is loaded into a counter, which is then counted 
down while another counter is counted up. When the first 
counter reaches zero the second counter has reached the 
original numeric value represented in the desired code. This 
method is easily expanded and can also be used for mixed 
modulo codes (like 6/10 for minutes and seconds, 36/10 
for degrees of angle). It is also very easy to perform accu
mulation. 

Figure 5-36 is a BCD-to-binary converter capable of taking a 
5-digit BCD number and converting it into a 17 -bit binary 
number in less than 5 ms using a clock generator running at 
40 MHz. The circuit, as shown, is completely self-contained, 
including a debounce/edge detect circuit for use with a 
push button to initiate the conversion. Only eleven integrat
ed circuit packages are required. 

A 'F114 dual flip-flop is used to debounce and detect a new 
closure on the start button and to generate a pulse one 
clock period wide which loads the BCD number into a deci
mal down counter and clears a binary up counter. The two 
'F114 flip-flops are normally in an idle state with the first flip
flop set (0 = HIGH) and the second reset (0 = LOW). 
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Depressing the start button causes the first flip-flop to reset, 
activating the asynchronous Load and Reset inputs on the 
respective counters and asynchronously setting a 'Fl 09 flip
flop used to drive the clock inputs on both counters. While a 
clear direct signal initially exists at this flip-flop, it quickly 
disappears as the clock input to the down counter is forced 
HIGH and the counter is loaded with a new number. 

The next clock pulse causes both 'F114 flip-flops to set, 
removing the counter load and reset signals, generating a 
"busy" signal, and enabling the 'Fl09 flip-flop to toggle on 
subsequent clock pulses. The two counters count, one 
down and the other up, at half the clock generator frequen
cy until the decimal down counter reaches zero. 

After the down counter has reached zero and the 'Fl09 flip
flop has again reset, the TCD output from the counter goes 
LOW holding the flip-flop in the reset state and thus locking 
the counters. TCD = LOW also enables the second 'F114 
to reset if the start button has been released. The push 
button must be released and depressed again to initiate a 
new conversion. 

The converter provides the correct binary output for any 
number within the range of the counter including zero. 

Binary Angle to BCD Converter 
with Display 
The converter shown in Figure 5-37 can perform a code 
conversion and display the result continuously in binary cod-

ed decimal (BCD). The converter, as shown, operates in 
either of two modes, binary-to-BCD or binary angle-to-BCD. 
In the binary angle code, the most significant bit represents 
180' (half circle), the next 90' (quarter circle), the third 45' 
(eighth circle), etc. The converter accepts twelve bits 180' 
(half circle), the next 90' (quarter circle), the third 45' (eighth 
circle), etc. The converter accepts twelve bits of this code 
and converts it to degrees and tenths of degrees (0.0' to 
359.9'). The converter is a self-contained circuit requiring 
only seventeen packages capable 9f running at a 30 MHz 
clock rate. The BCD output is displayed in an economical 
manner by multiplexing the four digits. 

The circuit operates by automatically loading the comple
ment of the input code into the binary counter at the begin
ning of the cycle while the decimal counter is cleared. The 
binary counter reaches terminal count after n clock pulses 
where n = binary input number. In the binary conversion 
mode, the decade counter also counts n times and thus 
reaches the BCD equivalent of the binary input. If the ability 
to convert angles to BCD is not needed, the two lower 
'F161s and two gates are not needed. 

After the conversion, the BCD data is displayed by multi
plexing the digits, most significant digit first. The four stage 
binary counter shifts the digits through the decimal counter 
while enabling one display digit at a time by counting 4096 
clock pulses per digit. After displaying the least significant 
digit, the cycle is repeated. 
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Gray Code Conversions 
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FIGURE 5·38 

In the binary angle-to-BCD mode, the decimal counter is 
incremented at a slower rate than the binary counter to ad
just for the weights of the binary angle bits entered in the 
binary counter. The most significant bit in a binary-to-BCD 
conversion has a weight of 211 or 2048, but in this binary 
angle-to-BCD conversion it has a weight of 180· or 1800 
tenths of a degree. The BCD counter is therefore increment
ed at 1800/2048, or 2251256 the rate of the binary counter 
by inhibiting the decimal counter 31 times during every 256 
clock pulses. This rate multiplier function is performed by 
two 'F161 s (modulo 256 counter) and two gates decoding 
every eighth state, except TC of the counter, for a total of 31 
states. These evenly distributed inhibit pulses minimize the 
conversion error. 

Binary codes are not particularly suited for electrical or elec
tro-optical encoder systems (angular position shift encod
ers, etc.) because a movement from one state to the next 
often results in more than one bit change; i.e., from seven to 
eight, the binary code changes from 0111 to 1000. Such bit 
changes can never really be simultaneous, so the encoder 
always generates erroneous transient codes when switch
ing between certain positions. This problem is avoided with 
a Gray code because only one bit changes between adja
cent states. The Gray code is a non-weighted code and 
awkward for other applications. It must be converted to bi
nary or BCD before any arithmetic can be performed. 

In Gray-to-binary serial conversion, a flip-flop that toggles 
for every logic one performs the conversion. The most sig
nificant bit, however, must come in first. Gray-to-binary par
allel conversion is performed by a series of Exclusive-OR 
gates. 

In binary-to-Gray serial conversion, a flip-flop acts as a 1-bit 
delay element and an Exclusive-OR gate is used between 

5-37 

the present and the previous binary bit. Note that in this 
case, as well as in Gray-to-binary serial conversion, the 
most significant bit must come in first. Binary-to-Gray paral-
lel conversion is performed by a series of Exclusive-OR 
gates. 

TABLE 5·9. Excess 3 Gray Code 

Decimal Binary Gray X3 Binary X3Gray 

0 0000 0000 0011 0010 
1 0001 0001 0100 0110 
2 0010 0011 0101 0111 
3 0011 0010 0110 0101 
4 0100 0110 0111 0100 
5 0101 0111 1000 1100 
6 0110 0101 1001 1101 
7 0111 0100 1010 1111 
8 1000 1100 1011 1110 
9 1001 1101 1100 1010 
10 1010 1111 
11 1011 1110 
12 1100 1010 
13 1101 1011 
14 1110 1001 
15 1111 1000 

Decimal systems use Excess 3 Gray Code because this 
code has the feature of changing only one bit at a time even 
on a nine-to-zero transition. Excess 3 Gray Code is detected 
or generated in the same manner as Gray codes, except 
adding a three to the binary value for binary-to-Excess 3 
conversion and subtracting a three (i.e., adding binary 13) 
from the binary value for Excess 3-to-binary conversion. 
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Generating Nines Complements 
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FIGURE 5-39 

The one complement of a binary number is easily generated 
by Inverting each bit. The equivalent in a decimal (BCD) 
system, nines complement, is not that easy. These three 
circuits convert a 1-digit BCD input into its nines comple
ment. They use about one equivalent gate or MSI package 
per digit (decade). 
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Controlled Nines Complement 
Circuit Using Two Gate Packages 
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FIGURE 5-40 

TABLE 5-10 Truth Table 

10 11 12 13 Compl. 00 01 

X X X X 

L L L L 
H L L L 

L H L L 
H H L L 

L L H L 
H L H L 

L H H L 
H H H L 

L L L H 
H L L H 

H ~ HIGH Voltage Level 
L ~ LOW Voltage Level 
X ~ Immalerlal 

L 10 11 

H H L 
H L L 

H H H 
H L H 

H H L 
H L L 

H H H 
H L H 

H H L 
H L L 

02 03 

12 13 

L H 
'L H 

H L 
H L 

H L 
H L 

L L 
L L 

L L 
L L 

This controlled nines complement circuit (Figure 5-40), us
ing two gate packages, either generates the nines comple
ment or transfers the BCD inputs through unchanged. 
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Introduction 
First-in, first-out memory devices are high performance 
"rubber band" memories that are used to buffer and syn
chronize information between two asynchronous parts of a 
system. They can also hold data or commands on a first 
come, first served basis. Some FIFOs have serial and paral
lel I/Os, enabling data to be serialized or deserialized as 
may be required by disk and tape controllers, local area 
network systems or between systems. 

Using the 'F403 and 'F433 FIFOs 
The First-In First-Out (FIFO) memory is a read/write memo
ry which automatically stacks the words in the same order 
as they were entered and makes them available at the out
put in the same sequence. In the past, MOS technology has 
been the dominant manufacturing process for FIFOs. Now, 
however, there are two new products that utilize advanced 
Schottky TIL technology, the 'F403 and the 'F433. 

DESCRIPTION 

The 'F403 (,F433) FIFO is a 16 (64) x 4 parallel/serial mem
ory conSisting of the following (Figure 6-1): 

• An input register with parallel and serial data inputs as 
well as control inputs and outputs for input handshaking 
and expansion; 

• A 4-bit wide, 14 (62) word deep fall-through stack with 
self-contained control logic; 

• An output register with parallel and serial data outputs, 
control inputs for output handshaking and expansion. 

Parallel data is entered into the input register by using DO 
through D3 as data inputs and Parallel Load (PL) as the 
strobe. A HIGH at the PL input operates the direct set and 
clear inputs of the input-register flip-flops. The quiescent 
state of the PL input is LOW. 

To enter data serially, the Ds is used as the data input and 
CPSI as the clock. The input register responds to the HIGH
to-LOW clock transition and the quiescent state of the CPSI 
input is LOW. For the CPSI to effect shifting, the Input Ex
pand Serial (IES) input must be LOW. 

Whenever the input register receives four data bits, whether 
by serial or parallel entry, the status output Signal, Input 
Register Full (lRF), goes LOW. If the Transfer to stack (TIS) 
input is activated with a LOW pulse, data from the input 
register is transferred into the first stack location (provided it 
is empty). As soon as data is transferred, the control logic 
attempts to initialize the input register so that it can accept 
another word; however, the initialization is inhibited until the 
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PL input is LOW. The device is designed so that the IRF 
output can be connected to the TIS input. Thus, when a 
data word is received by the input register, it automatically 
enters the stack and falls through toward the output, paus
ing only as needed for an "empty" location. 

Normally, the Output Register Empty (ORE) is LOW, indicat
ing that the output register does not contain valid data. As 
soon as a data word arrives in the register, the ORE output 
goes HIGH, indicating the presence of valid data. If the Out
put Enable (OE) input is LOW, the TRI-STATE® buffers are 
enabled and data is available on the 00 through 03 outputs. 

Data can be extracted either serially or in parallel. Os is 
used for serial data output and CPSO for the clock input. 
The Os output is also available through a TRI-STATE buffer 
and its enabling is controlled internally. Output register shift
ing occurs on Ihe HIGH-Io-LOW transition of the CPS,? 
whose quiescent state is LOW. As soon as the last data bit 
is shifted out, the ORE output goes LOW, indicating that the 
output register is empty. 

The inactive state of the TOS input is LOW. A HIGH-to-LOW 
transition on the input causes new data to be loaded from 
the stack into the output register (provided dat~ avail
able). The ORE output can be connected to the TOS input 
so that as soon as the last bit is shifted out, new data is 
automatically demanded. 

Ds 

PL 

CPSI 
itS 
ffi 

OES 
lOP 
lOS 

CPSO 

TL/F/1027B-1 

FIGURE 6-1. 'F403 Block Diagram 
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DESCRIPTION (Continued) The inactive state of the TOP input is HIGH and a LOW-to
HIGH transition causes new data to be loaded into the out
put register. Moreover, a HIGH level on the TOP input caus
es the ORE to go LOW. The TOP input can be connected to 
the OE input so that the output data can be enabled when 
OE is LOW. When the output is disabled, new data is auto
matically demanded. It should be noted that the TOS input 
does not affect the ORE output. 

Pin 
DescrIptIon 

Names 

00-03 Parallel Data Inputs 

Os Serial Data Input 
PL 
CPSI 

~ 

IES 
m 
ros 

Parallel Load Input 
Serial Input Clock Input 
(HIGH-to-LOW Triggered) 
Serial Output Clock Input 
(HIGH-to-LOW Triggered) 
Serial Input Enable (Active LOW) 
Transfer to Stack Input (Active LOW) 
Transfer Out Serial Input (Active LOW) 

The FIFO is initialized by a LOW signal on the Master Reset 
(MR). This causes the status outputs. lRF and ORE, to as
sume an empty state; i.e., !RF is then HIGH and ORE LOW. 
It is important to remember that the MR does not clear all 
the data flip-flops; it only initializes the control. Specifically, 
the 00 ... 03 outputs are not affected by the Master Reset. 

TOP Transfer Out Parallel Input 
EXPANSION 

The 'F403/'F433 can be vertically expanded to store more 
words or horizontally expanded to store longer words (in 
multiples of four bits) without external logic. Also, the expan
sion scheme fully preserves the parallel/serial data fea
tures. To illustrate the expansion connections, a FIFO array 
consisting of eight devices is shown in Figure 6-2. If there 
are m devices in a row and n rows, the array provides (15n 
+ 1) words of storage with 4m bits in each word. The reduc-

OES 
OE 
MR 
IRF 
ORE 

0 0-0 3 

Os 

PARALLEL LOAD 

INPUT CLOCK 

OUTPUT ENABLE 
OUTPUT CLOCK 
DUMP 

Serial Output Enable Input (Active LOW) 
Output Enable Input (Active LOW) 
Master Reset Input (Active LOW) 
Input Register Full Output (Active LOW) 
Output Register Empty Output (Active LOW) 
Parallel Data Outputs 
Serial Data Output 

.------------------ PARALLEL DATA INPUT -------------.. 

D-,060S0, °11° ,0 °9 De °'5°,,°'3°'2 

SERIAL 
DATA 

OUTPUT 

LI °..;,3....;°2;.,°,;,' o..;,o ______ D-,,;,o....;._QS;.,O'PARALLEL DATA OUTPUr°,;,1I_Q,;,;'O_0,;,,9 0..;,B _____ O,_S_Q'_'Q_'3_0....J'2 • 
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FIGURE 6-2. 31 x 16 FIFO Array 
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tion in storage to (15n + I) words instead of 16n is quite 
common in such expansion (see explanation following). 
Data is entered into devices 1 through 4 and extracted from 
devices 5 through 8. 

The Ds inputs of the first four devices are bussed together 
and serial data is entered en this line. The CPSI inputs are 
also connected together for clocking the serial data. The 
IES input of device 1 is connected to ground, while the IES 
inputs of devices 2, 3, and 4 are each connected to the IRF 
output of the preceding device. The IRF output of device 4 
feeds into the TIS inputs ot all four devices. 

After initialization by a LOW level on the MR input, the IRF 
output of all four devices are HIGH. IJnder these conditions, 
only device 1 responds to the CPSI ber-ause its IES input is 
LOW. The first four clock pulses shift four data bits into the 
device-I input register; its iR'F output then becomes LOW. 
The first data bit is located in a flip-flop corresponding to the 
DO input of device 1. Control Icgic inhibits the CPSI from 
further affecting this device. 

Because the IES input of device 2 is now LOW, the clock 
starts shifting data into the input register of device 2. On the 
eighth clock pulse, the IRF output of Clevice 2 goes LOW 
and disables shifting of device 2. This process continues on 
devices 3 and 4. Therefore, on the 16th clock pulse, the IRF 
output of device 4 becomes LOW and activates the TIS 
inputs of all devices. The stack control logic in each device 
responds by transferring data into each stack from the re
spective input register, and the input registers are initialized. 
Thus the IRF outputs of all devices become HIGH once 
again. An automatic priority scheme assures that if the IRF 
output of device 4 is HIGH, the input registers of all four 
devices have been initialized. The timing diagram for 16 bits 
of serial entry into the alray is shown in Figure 6-3. 

DEVICE 1 

iRF 

Parallel entry into the array is made with a HIGH level on the 
PL inputs. The same conditions prevail in the input section 
that exist after the 16th clock pulse in the serial entry mode. 
The stack controls do not initialize the input registers until 
the PL inputs are LOW to assure proper device operation. 

Data loaded into the stacks eventually arrives at the output 
registers of the first four devices. Normally, the ORE outputs 
are LOW due to initialization; however, as soon as data is 
loaded into each output register, the ORE goes HIGH. An 
automatic priority scheme, similar to 'the one for data entry, 
also exists at the output. Thus a HIGH level on the ORE 
output of device 4 guarantees that valid data is present in all 
the output registers. 

The ORE output of device 4 is connected to the PL inputs of 
devices 5 through 8, as well as to the TOS inputs of the first 
four devices. It should be noted that if serial extraction from 
the output is not desired, the TOS inputs can be connected 
to ground instead. The EO inputs of the first four devices are 
connected to ground; thus the contents of an output register 
are available on the appropriate outputs. 

The HIGH level on the ORE output of device 4 activates the 
PL inputs of devices 5 ... 8, thus forcing the data outputs 
from each device in the first row into the input register of the 
corresponding device in the second row. The IRF output of 
device 8 is connected to the TOP inputs of devices 
1 ... 4 and to the TIS inputs of devices 5 ... 8. Because 
the PL inputs are HIGH, the IRF outputs of devices 5 ... 6 
are LOW, therefore establishing a LOW on the TOP inputs 
of devices 5 ... 6, thus initiating a fall-through action. The 
stack controls in devices 5 ... 6 initialize their respective 
registers and the IRF outputs go HIGH. An automatic priority 
scheme is also present at the inputs of devices 5 ... 6. The 
HIGH on the IRF output of device 6 restores the TOP inputs 
of devices 1 ... 4 to the quiescent state. 

I I 

to-': ;.-

it-
~--------------------------------~, , 

DEVICE 2 

iRF 

DEVICE 3 

iRF 

DEVICE 4@ ALL DEVICES 

iRF 

INPUTS 0 2 3 BITS 

STORE IN 
DEVICE 1 

4 5 
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7 

I I, 

to-: :-

~------------~'r-

8 

, , 
......: :-+-tD , , 
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FIGURE 6·3. Serial Data Entry for FIFO Array 
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If the stacks of devices 5 ... 8 are full, activating the m 
inputs by the LOW IRF output of device 8 would not initiate 
a data transfer from the input registers. The IRF output of 
device 8 would remain LOW until the data can be success
fully transferred into the stacks. Thus, as long as devices 
5 ... 8 are holding 16 words, the IRF output of device 8 
remains LOW. This also holds the TOP inputs of devices 1 
... 4 LOW. As long as they remain LOW, data cannot be 
loaded into the output registers from the stacks because a 
LOW-to-HIGH transition at the TOP inputs is needed to de
mand new data. Under these circumstances, devices 
1 ... 4 temporarily lose the ability te use their output regis
ters and hence can hold only 15 words. As a result, the two 
rows have a storage capacity of 31 words instead of 32; 
and, for the general case, the storage capacity of an n-row 
array is (15n + 1) instead of 16n. 

The data loaded into the stacks eventually arrives at the 
output registers of devices, 5 ... 8, at which time the ORE 
outputs go HIGH from the LOW state originally initialized by 
the MR input. The automatic priority scheme is still in effect, 
and the data from the output can be extracted either in seri
al or parallel format. 

The Os outputs of devices 5 ... 8, each available through a 
TRI-STATE buffer, are connected together and the serial 
data output from the array appears on this line. The CPSO 
inputs are also connected together and the line driven by 
the output clock. When there is no valid data in the output 
register, Os is disabled and is therefore in a high impedance 
state. 

The OES input of device 5 is connected to ground and de
vices 6, 7 and 8 each receives its OES input from the pre-

CPSO 

DEVICE 5 

ORE 

ceding device. As soon as data arrives in the output regis
ters of devices 5 ... 8, the ORE outputs go HIGH and the 
TRI-STATE buffer of device 5 is enabled so that its Os out
put becomes identical to its 00 output. The Os outputs of 
devices 5 ... 8 are in a high impedance state. The clock on 
the CPSO input shifts the device-5 output register and data 
is shifted out in the same bit order as entered at the array 
input. After the fourth clock pulse, the ORE output of device 
5 goes LOW and its Os output is disabled into the high 
impedance state. 

The ORE output of device 5 establishes a LOW on the OES 
input of device 6. This enables its Os output buffer and a 
Signal, corresponding to that of the 00 output, appears on 
the serial output line. Device 6 now responds to the clock 
inputs and, after shifting the data out, its Os output goes 
into a high impedance mode. The LOW on the ORE output 
of device 6 enables device 7. This process continues until 
the last data bit has been shifted out of device 8, at which 
time its ORE output goes LOW. This activates the TOS in
puts of devices 5 ... 8 and new data can then be loaded 
from the stack when available. The timing diagram for 16 
bits of serial data extraction is shown in Figure 6-4. 

Data can be extracted from the array in parallel by activating 
the TOP inputs of devices 5 ... 8 LOW. New data is loaded 
into the output registers on the LOW-to-HIGH transition of 
this input. The TOP and EO inputs can be connected to
gether so that data can be automatically extracted. 

I I 

tD----: i+-
I' 

lr 
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DEVICE 6 
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DEVICE 8, TOS ALL DEVICES 
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SERIAL DATA OUTPUT 
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FIGURE 6·4. Serial Data Extraction for FIFO Array 
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AUTOMATIC PRIORITY SCHEME 
Most conventional FIFO designs provide status signals 
analogous to the IRF and ORE outputs. However, when 
these devices are operated in arrays, unit-to-unit delay vari
ations require external gating to avoid transient false-status 
indications. This is commonly referred to as composite
status signal generation. The design of the 'F403/'F433 
FIFO eliminates this problem. An automatic priority feature 
is built in to assure that a slow device will automatically 
predominate, irrespective of location In the array. 

In Rgure 6-2, devices 1 and 5 are defined as "row masters." 
Devices 2, 3 and 4 are "slaves" to device 1 while devices 6, 
7, and 8 are slaves to device 5. The row master is estab
lished by sensing the IES input during the period when the 
MR input is LOW. Because of the initialization, the IRF out
puts of all devices are HIGH for a short time after the HIGH
to-LOW transition of the MR input. Thus IES inputs of all 
devices except 1 and 5 are HIGH. This condition is sensed 
by the device logic to establish the row mastership. 

All devices in any given row transfer data from their input 
registers into the corresponding stacks simultaneously. 
However, no slave can initialize its input register until its IES 
input goes HIGH. Thus initialization starts with the row mas
ter and eventually ends at the last slave in the row. 

A similar situation occurs at the output registers of all devic
es in a row. They are loaded simultaneously from corre
sponding stacks; however, the ORE output of a slave can
not go HIGH until its OES input is HIGH. Thus the row mas
ter is the first to indicate a HIGH on its ORE and eventually 
the slaves will follow. It should be pointed out that this auto
matic priority scheme reduces the maximum operation 
speed of the array. If speed is essential, the master-slave 
hierarchy can be replaced by the traditional composite
status signal-generation scheme, which requires external 
gating. 

OTHER EXPANSION SCHEMES 
The expansion scheme illustrated in Figure 6-2 is quite sim
ple and straightforward. It does not require any external sup
port logic to achieve the desired expansion and retains all 
the serial/parallel features. However, these advantages are 
not without sacrifice: one storage location is eliminated at 
the interface between rows, and the n-row array has storage 
capacity of 15n + 1 instead of 16n words. Moreover, the 
automatic priority scheme results in a ripple action from row 
master to the last slave in that row for the status signaling. 
This reduces the maximum operation frequency of an array 
and the inherent speed of the individual devices is not fully 
utilized. 

The 'F4031'F433 FIFO, because of its versatility, can be 
used to overcome the above disadvantages with minimum 
external logic. A vertically expanded array, consisting of 
three FIFOs, yields 48 words of storage (Figure 6-5). After 
initialization by a LOW level on the MR inputs, the IRF out
puts of all three devices are HIGH and the ORE outputs 
LOW. The AND gates at the row interface are thus disabled. 
The PL inputs of devices 2 and 3 are LOW. Now, if the input 
register of device 1 receives four bits of data, then IRF out
put goes LOW. This activates the TIS input and the data 
falls through into the output register of device 1 and the 
ORE output becomes HIGH. Since the IRF output of device 
2 is HIGH from initialization, the AND gate between devices 
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1 and 2 is enabled and the PL input of device 2 becomes :;; 
HIGH. Data from device 1 is loaded into the input register of 5? 
device 2 causing the IRF output of device 2 to go LOW. 
Moreover, a HIGH level on the PL input of device 2 results 
in a LOW level on the TOP input of device 1. As a result, the 
ORE output of device 1 also becomes LOW. Either way, the 
AND gate is disabled and the PL input of device 2 goes 

I LOW and the TOP input of device 1 becomes HIGH. 

The LOW level on the IRF output of device 2 activates its 
TIS input and initiates a fall-through action; the data ap
pears at the output register. Because the TOP input of de
vice 1 is HIGH, new data arrives at the device-2 output reg
ister. When data appears at the output of device 2, the AND 
gate at the interface of devices 2 and 3 is enabled. By a 
similar action described above, device 3 takes the data 
word into its input register and passes it on to the output. 
Thus, if 16 words are loaded at the input to the array, the 1 st 
word is located in the output and the 16th word is in the 
input register of device 3. Device 3 is full now and its IRF 
output remains LOW until data is extracted. This LOW level 
disables the AND gate between devices 2 and 3 and hence 
any arrival of new data into the output register of device 2 
does not activate the PL input of device 3. As new data is 
received, it is arranged in devices 1 and 2 so that the 17th 
data word falls into the device 2 output register and the 48th 
word remains in the input register of device 1. Forty-eight 
data words fill all devices in the array. Under these condi
tions, the status output is as follows: the IRF outputs of 
devices 1, 2, and 3 are LOW and the ORE outputs of devic
es 1,2 and 3 HIGH. 

The data extraction takes place when the TOP input of de
vice 3 is activated; normally it is HIGH. To extract data, TOP 
is made LOW and then HIGH. When the TOP input is LOW, 
the ORE of device 3 goes LOW. When TOP is returned 
HIGH, data is demanded from the stack. 

The internal control in device 3 loads the second data word 
into the output register and the ORE goes HIGH. 

The internal control also initiates a fall through action in 
device 3. Thus, the 16th data word that was located in the 
input register is transferred into the device 3 stack and the 
input register is initialized. Thus, the IRF output of device 3 
becomes HIGH. 

The 17th data word is located in the output register of de
vice 2, hence the ORE output is HIGH. When the IRF output 
of device 3 becomes HIGH, the AND gate at the interface 
causes the PL input of device 3 to go HIGH and the TOP 
input of device 2 to go LOW. The 17th data word then goes 
into the input register of device 3. The internal control of 
device 2 initiates fall-through action so that the 18th word 6 
falls into the output and the 32nd word is transferred into 
the stack. This results in a HIGH at the IRF output of device 
2. Similar action takes place between devices 1 and 2 with 
the net result that all data has fallen one location creating a 
vacancy in the input register of device 1. It is now clear that 
this FIFO array has a 48-word capacity without affecting the 
serial/parallel data feature at the input or the output. It can 
then be concluded that if any array of n rows is constructed 
using the proposed scheme, the effective storage capacity 
of the FIFO is 16n words. 

The array of Figure 6-6 has all the features and yet operates 
at a higher speed than the array shown in Figure 6-2. When
ever the IRF output of device 1 is HIGH, the IES inputs of 
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devices 2, 3 and 4 are also HIGH. Therefore, when the array 
is initialized by a LOW level on the MR inputs, device 1 is 
the row master and devices 2, 3 and 4 are the slaves. In the 
second row of devices, the IRFs and lESs are interconnect
ed so that device 5 is also a row master and devices 6, 7 
and 8 are slaves. 

When serial data is entered into the array, device 1 receives 
the first four bits of data. Devices 2, 3 and 4 do not respond 
to the clock since all three IES inputs are HIGH. After the 
4th bit, the IRF output of device 1 is LOW. This disables 
device 1 from responding to the clock and enables device 2 
so that the next four bits are entered into device 2. Devices 
3 and 4 remain disabled by a HIGH level on the IES inputs. 
After the 8th bit, the IRF of device 2 becomes LOW, thus 
disabling device 2 and enabling device 3. After the 12th bit, 
the IRF output of device 3 is LOW and thus device 4 is 
enabled. After the 16th bit, the IRF output of device 4 is 
LOW. So far, the serial data entry into this array is identical 
to that for the array in Agure 6-2. 

The LOW level on the IRF output of device 4 activates the 
TIS inputs of all 4 devices, causing the transfer of data into 
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the stacks. Although all devices transfer data into the stack 
simultaneously, device 1 (row master) is the first to initialize 
its input register. Since devices 2, 3 and 4 are slaves, they 
need a HIGH on their IES inputs for input-register initializa
tion. As soon as the IRF output of device 1 goes HIGH due 
to initialization, the IES inputs of devices 2, 3 and 4 become 
HIGH and their input registers are initialized simultaneously. 
This is in contrast to Figure 6-2 where device 3 has to wait 
for device 2 to initialize; etc. The ripple action of input initiali
zation has been overcome by simple gating. The IRF out
puts of devices 1, 2, 3 and 4 are fed into 4-input AND gates 
to generate the composite input status. To obtain an indica
tion that the input register of the array is empty, the input 
register of each device in the first row should be empty. 

The ORE and OES interconnections for the second row are 
essentially similar to the input section. This gating at the 
output section eliminates the rippling effect of the output 
status indication. If the gating arrangement used in Figure 
6-5 is incorporated into the array of Figure 6-6, the result is 
a 32-word x 16-bit FIFO network. 
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Other FIFO Applications 
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FIGURE 6-7 

The scheme shown in Figure 6-7 transfers data between 
memory and disc. This scheme utilizes embedded headers 
and GRG error checking for maximum data integrity. This 
architecture is usually controlled by a simple state machine 
for maximum speed, which may also drive a DMA controller. 
For clarity the control logic has been omitted. 

The required sector for reading or writing is identified by 
comparing the data stream read from disc with the correct 
header previously stored in the 16 x 16 scratch pad RAM. 
The 16-bit comparator is formed by cascading two 'F524 
comparators. Disc data is entered serially into the shift reg
ister of the 'F524 where it is compared on a bit by bit basis 
with sequential header data on the I/O lines provided by the 
header scratch pad RAM formed by four 'F219 16 x 4 RAM 
chips. The first match found will be the block synchroniza
tion character. When this match is made, the comparison 
switches to a word by word basis and the rest of the header 
is then checked and any failure to match on a word will 
vector the controller to a suitable error routine. 

The header block normally contains unit, track, head, sec
tor, block length, encoding format. The header block is sep
arated from the data block by an interblock gap normally of 
zeros. This allows for write gate turn off when the header is 
written, and write gate turn on when the data block is writ
ten. Filling the interblock gap with zeros gives a smooth 
data run-in to the data block synchronization character. 
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The data block begins with a synchronization character fol
lowed by a fixed length data field, as defined in the header 
with a data block GRG appended to the end of the block. 
This is then followed by another interblock gap to the head
er of the next sector. For designs that use interchangeable 
media, industry standard formats are used, but for fixed me
dia the choice of format is at the discretion of the designer. 

The transfer of data to and from the disc is via a FIFO stack 
constructed from 'F433 64 x 4 FIFOs. The stack shown is 
256 bytes deep and can be constructed with 8 or 12 devic
es, 12 devices being used for bit by bit read after write verifi
cation. 

On a read data transfer, data is entered serially into the 
FIFO after the data block sync character is detected. The 
FIFO automatically loads the data onto the next stack loca
tion when a word has been entered. Data will ripple forward 
to the output of the FIFO where it will be transferred to 
memory in parallel under DMA control. GRG accumulation 

begins with matching the sync character and all incoming 
data including the written GRG and inputting to the GRG 
generator checker. If the block is error free the error flag on 
the GRG generator checker will go low for one clock period 
indicating an error free block. The GRG generator checker 
can be achieved using the 'F401 or the 'F402, depending on 
the chosen GRG polynomials. 

• I 



To write data to the disc, the data block synchronization 
character is first loaded into the FIFO, followed by the paral
lel transfer of memory data under DMA control. The disc is 
read until the header of the correct sector to be written is 
identified, including a correct CRC. The write gate is turned 
on and a string of zeros is written in the interblock gap. The 
synchronization character and the data block are shifted out 
of the FIFO serially to the CRC generator checker. The 
FIFO stack automatically loads the next data word into the 
output shift register when the last bit has been output. The 
stack then automatically ripples forward. The CRC genera
tor check is held reset until the synchronization character 
has been output to the disc, and CRC accumulation begins 
with the first data word. When the entire data block has 
been passed through the CRC generator-checker, the accu
mulated CRC is appended to the data stream and written to 
disc followed by a guard byte of zeros. The write gate is 
then turned off in the interblock gap. 
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Data and clocks to the CRC generator checker can be multi
plexed with a 'F153 under control of the state machine; 
'F545s make ideal data bus drivers for this type of applica
tion. 

Read after write verification can be accomplished easily 
with this architecture. If the data block and FIFO are the 
same length, then the write data can be transferred in paral
lel automatically to the top of the FIFO stack after the syn
chronization character has been written. In this manner 
when the data block is reread, the contents of the FIFO are 
compared to the data from the disc on a word by word ba
sis. Should the data block be longer than the FIFO stack, 
the FIFO stack would have to be reloaded from memory 
before starting the verify sequence. 

This architecture can be used at data rates up to 12.5 MHz, 
with the limiting factor being the maximum serial clock rate 
of the FIFOs. If external shift registers are used then this 
can easily run at 30 MHz. 
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Counters 

Introduction 
Integrated circuits are used in a wide variety of counting 
applications in scientific instruments, industrial controls, 
computers and communications equipment as well as many 
other areas. National offers a large selection of FAST coun
ter circuits, differing in complexity, functional versatility, 
speed, power and cost. All of these FAST counter circuits 
consist of master/slave flip-flops plus the necessary gating. 
It is useful to note, however, that the lowest cost counter 
does not necessarily ensure the lowest cost system. The 
versatility of the more complex counters can often save ex
ternal controls and buffer circuits, thus optimizing both sys
tem performance and cost. 

SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS WITH 
SYNCHRONOUS PARALLEL LOAD 
F160, 'F161, 'F162, 'F163 
The 'F160, 'F162 (BCD) and 'F161, 'F163 (binary) counters 
offer synchronous counting and synchronous parallel load. 

TC 

TL/F/l0279-1 

The counter flip-flops are positive edge triggered. When the 
PE (active LOW Parallel Enable) input is HIGH and the 
Count Enable inputs are HIGH, the clock causes the coun
ter to increment. When the PE input is LOW, the clock caus
es the four flip-flops to assume the state of the respective 
parallel input. Maximum counting frequency is 90 MHz, and 
the delay between the clock edge and any output change is 
typically only 7.5 ns, which is much faster than asynchro
nous (ripple) counters. Moreover, this synchronous opera
tion can be extended up to 11 packages (44 bits) without 
additional components by proper use of the decoded Termi
nal Count (TC) output and the Count Enable inputs. 
These counters are itleally suited for operation in synchro
nous systems. The synchronous paralled load and decoded 
terminal count make the design of arbitrarily presettable 
counters easy and free of any race conditions. The synchro
nous data inputs can be interconnected in such a way that 
the counter operates either as a shift register or counter 
controlled by the PE input. Data can be shifted out for a 
multiplexed display or other serial applications. 

TC 

TUF/l0279-3 

FIGURE 7-1 
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SYNCHRONOUS UP/DOWN COUNTERS 
'F190, 'F191, 'F192, 'F193 

The counters already mentioned are unidirectional, counting 
up. Some applications require down counters, but often the 
design can be modified to use an up counter instead, for 
example, by complementing the parallel input signals. In 
some cases, particularly in industrial applications, counters 
that count both up and down are needed. 

The simplest bidirectional counters are the 'F192 (BCD dec
ade) and 'F193 (binary) synchronous up/down counters 
with non-synchronous parallel data entry. The 'F190 and 
'F191 are similar except that they contain Terminal Count 
and Ripple Clock outputs. These counters change state on 
the LOW-to-HIGH transition of either clock. While counting 
with one clock input, the other should be held HIGH. Other
wise, the circuit will either count by twos or not at all, de
pending on the state of the first flip-flop, which cannot tog
gle as long as either clock input is LOW. Terminal Count Up 
(code 9 for BCD, code 15 for binary) and Terminal Count 
Down (code 0 for both counters) are decoded and brought 
out as active LOW signals. This allows simple cascading of 
counters but results in an enable ripple delay of about 7.0 ns 
between counters. 

The parallel data entry on these counters is asynchronous 
(independent of the clock), activated only by the active 
LOW Parallel Load line. This can be an advantage since no 
clock pulse is required for loading the counter, but parallel 
load must be timed more carefully than in a synchronous 
scheme. 

Counting with ShiH Registers 

The FAST devices mentioned so far are designed as coun
ters and are best suited for most counting applications. 

RC 

TC 

TUF/l0279-2 

There are, however, cases where unconventional counting 
methods are more practical and economical. 

Johnson (Moebius) Counters 

The twisted-ring (Johnson or Moebius) shift register counter 
offers simple and glitch-free decoding with 2-input NAND 
gates. It uses n shift register stages for counting modulo 2n, 
and therefore is economical only for small values of n. Fig
ures 7-348 and b show the 'F195 universal4-bit shift regis
ter used as modulo 6 and 8 Johnson counters. 

Linear Feedback ShiH Register Counters 

By applying more sophisticated feedback, the 'F195 can be 
used to count by any number up to 16, to count up and 
down, and can easily be programmed, e.g., as a program
mable divider for a frequency synthesizer. 

Serlallncrementers and Decrementers 

In serial incrementer/decrementer systems the functions of 
data storage and arithmetic operation, normally combined in 
counters, are completely separated. Data storage is per
formed in the least expensive way be shift registers. The 
arithmetic operation is performed by a carry flip-flop and by 
adders (four bits parallel) or one Exclusive-OR (bit serial). 

Serial incrementers are inherently slow, incrementing by 
one unit for a complete circular data shift. However, they 
offer several advantages: they can be easily gated to incre
ment or decrement, resulting in up/down counters; their 
modulo is easily controlled, simplifying the design of mixed 
modulo counters such as those for timers; they combine 
naturally with display multiplexers resulting in economical 
display counters. 

TCU 

TCo 

TLlF/l0279-4 

FIGURE 7-2 
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'F1601'F161 Counters 
DESCRIPTION 
The 'F160 BCD decimal counters and the 'F161 binary hex
adecimal counters are multifunction devices with the follow
ing features: 

• Synchronous parallel loading 

• Asynchronous Master Reset 

• Assertion output from each stage 

• Terminal count activated (HIGH) at count 9 on the 'F160 
and at count 15 on the 'F161 

• Count Enable Parallel (CEP) input and Count Enable 
Trickle (CET) input permitting "enable while counting" in 
high-speed multiple decade counting operations 

7-5 

I I I I 
-(l PE 

Po P, P2 P3 

- CEP 

- CET 'FISO 
'FISI 

-CP 

-(l ttlR 00 0, 02 03 

I I I I 
Count Enable = CEPoCEToPE 

TC ('FI60)= CEToCOoOlo02oC3 
TC ('FI61)= CEToCOoCl oC2oC3 

TC- . 

TUF110279-5 

Nate: PE and MR are active LOW inputs. Thus, data on PO-P3 is loaded 
into CO-C3 by the rising edge of the clock when PE is LOW. The counter Is 
asynchronously reset when MR is LOW. 

FIGURE 7-3 
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OPERATION 

The 'F160 and 'F162 count modulo-10 in the BCD (8421) 
sequence. From state 9 (HLLH) they increment to state 0 
(LLLL). The clock inputs o{all flip-flops are driven in parallel 
through a clock buffer. Thus all changes of the Q outputs 
(except due to Master Reset of the 'F160) occur as a result 
of, and synchronous with, the LOW-to-HIGH transition of 
the CP Input signal. The circuits have four fundamental 
modes of operation, in order of precedence: asynchronous 
reset ('F160), synchronous reset (,F162), parallel load, 
count up and hold. Four control inputs-Master Reset (MR), 
Synchronous Reset (SR), Parallel Enable (PE), Count En
able Parallel (CEP) and Count Enable Trickle (CET)-deter
mine the mode of operation, as shown in the Mode Select 
Table 7-1. A LOW signal on MR overrides all other inputs 
and asynchronously forces all outputs LOW. A LOW signal 
on SR overrides counting and parallel loading and allows all 
outputs to go LOW on the next rising edge of CPo A LOW 
signal on PE overrides counting and allows information on 
the Parallel Data (Pn) inputs to' be loaded into the flip-flops 
on the next rising edge of CPo With PE and MR or SR HIGH, 
CEP and CET permit counting when both are HIGH. Con
versely, a LOW signal on either CEP or CET inhibits count
ing. 

TABLE 7-1. Mode Selection 

MRISR PE CET 

L X 
H L 
H H 
H H 
H H 

H = HIGH Voltage Level 
L = LOW Voltage Level 
X = Immaterial 

X 
X 
H 
L 
X 

CEP 
Action on the Rising 

Clock Edge (../") 

X Reset (Clear) 
X Load (Pn -+ Qn) 
H Count (Increment) 
X No Change (Hold) 
L No Change (Hold) 

7-6 

The 'F160 and 'F162 use D-type edge-triggered flip-flops 
and changing the SR, PE, CEP and CET inputs when CP is 
in either state does not cause errors, provided that the rec
ommended setup and hold times, with respect to the rising 
edge of CP, are observed. 

The Terminal Count (TC) output is HIGH when CET is HIGH 
and counter is in state 9. To implement synchronous multi
stage counters, the TC outputs can be used with the CEP 
and CET inputs in two different ways. The TC output is sub
ject to decoding spikes due to internal race conditions and 
is therefore not recommended for use as a clock or asyn
chronous reset for flip-flops, counters or registers. In the 
'F160 and 'F162 decade counters, the TC output is fully 
decoded and can only be HIGH in state 9. If a decade coun
ter is preset to an illegal state, or assumes an illegal state 
when power is applied, it will return to the normal sequence 
within two counts, as shown in the State Diagram (Figure 7-
6). 

The 'F161 and 'F163 function the same as the 'F160 and 
'F162, except that they count in modulo-16 binary se
quence. From state 15 (HHHH) they increment to state 0 
(LLLL), and the Terminal Count (TC) output is HIGH when 
CET is HIGH and the counter is in state 15. 

To implement synchronous multistage counters (Figure 7-
6), the TC outputs can be used with the CEP and CET in
puts in two different ways. The TC output is subject to de
coding spikes due to internal race conditions and is there
fore not recommended for use as a clock or asynchronous 
reset for flip-flops, counters or registers. 
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MULTISTAGE COUNTING 
For multistage counting, all less significant stages must be 
at their terminal count before the next more significant 
counter is enabled (Figure 7-5a). This setup requires very 
few interconnections but has a drawback: the counter chain 
is fully synchronous, but since it takes time for the enable to 
ripple through the counter stages, maximum counting speed 
is reduced. This drawback can be overcome by proper use 
of CEP and CET inputs which makes it possible to build a 
multistage counter (Figure 7-5b) that can operate as fast as 
a single counter stage. 

The advantage of the "enable while counting" method is 
best seen by assuming all stages except the second and 
last are in their terminal condition. As the second stage ad
vances to its terminal count, an Enable is allowed to trickle 
down to the last counter stage, but has the full cycle time of 
the first counter to reach it. When the TC of the first stage 
goes active (HIGH), all CEP inputs are activated, allowing all 
stages to count on the next clock. The fan-out of TC (fan
out=33) limits the configuration in Agure 7-5b to 34 dec
ades. 

n: 

Sf""" 

~~~------------~------------~~------------~------------~---------------+ 

);:., 
a. Slow Multistage Counting Scheme 

C~~~------------~--------______ ~ ____________ ~ ______________ +-____________ -+ 
b. High-Speed Multistage Counting Scheme 

FIGURE 7·5 
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PROGRAMMABLE DIVIDER 
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CP 

PROGRAWABLE 
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The 'F160 and 'F161 can be converted into synchronous 
programmable counters with modulo 2 to 10 or 2 to 16 re
spectively, simply by adding a single inverter. The resulting 
counter actually simplifies certain applications. For example, 
most applications that seem to require a count either from 
zero to a predetermined number or from the number down 
to zero need not be implemented in this way. Instead, the 
operation can be performed with fewer gates by using an 
'F160 (or 'F161) programmed with the complement of the 
number and allowed to count up until the terminal count is 
reached. Therefore, if it is necessary to Enable a line for 
three counts, an 'F160 may be used by entering binary 6 
(nines complement of 3) on the parallel inputs and counting 
up. 

The 'F16X counters can be made to divide the incoming 
clock by utilizing the count sequence internal to the device 
(Figure 7-6a), as shown in Tables 7-2 and 7-3. 

Divide 
Ratio 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

L ~ LOW ~ Ground 
H ~ HIGH ~ Vee 

TABLE 7-2. 'F1601'F162 

Input Required 

Po P1 P2 Pa 

8 L L L H 
7 H H H L 
6 L H H L 
5 H L H L 
4 L L H L 
3 H H L L 
2 L H L L 
1 H L L L 
0 L L L L 
15 H H H H 
14 L H H H 
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TABLE. 7-3 'F161/'F163 

Divide Input Required 
Ratio Po P1 P2 

2 14 L H 
3 13 H L 
4 12 L L 
5 11 H H 
6 10 L H 
7 9 H L 
8 8 L L 
9 7 H H 
10 6 L H 
11 5 H L 
12 4 L L 
13 3 H H 
14 2 L H 
15 1 H L 
16 0 L L 

l ~ LOW ~ Ground 
H ~ HIGH ~ Vee 

COUNT SEQUENCE 

a. 'F160 

b. 'F161 

FIGURE 7-6. State Diagrams 
Count Enable ~ CEPoCEToi'E 

TC ('F1S0) ~ CEToOoo01002o03 
TC (,F1Sl) ~ CEToOOo01002o03 

Preset ~ PEoCPo(rising clock edge) 
Reset ~ MR 

H 
H 
H 
L 
L 
L 
L 
H 
H 
H 
H 
L 
L 
L 
L 

Pa 

H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 

TL/F/10279-11 
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The 'F1S0 can be preset to any state, but will not count beyond 9. If preset 
to state 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, or 15, it returns to Hs normal sequence within two 
clock pulses. 



ROTARY OR THUMBWHEEL SWITCH PROGRAMMING 
This 'F160 is programmed by a 4-pole switch and is used to 
permit zero to nine pulses to pass through a gate. Various 
types of readily available thumbwheel switches function well 
with these devices. An open input appears to be HIGH and 
must be grounded if a LOW is desired. For this reason, 

• lK 

nines complement switches providing closed contacts for 
HIGH only will not function directly with these devices. A 
type providing shorts for LOWs must be used. The proper 
type is sometimes called "nines complement plus comple
ment" or "inverted nines complement" by thumbwheel 
switch manufacturers. 
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GENERATING COMPLEMENTS 
The examples in Figure 7-8 show how the complement of a 
number may be generated with logic circuits. In a binary 
counter ('F161), the negated outputs of the circuits supply
ing the number furnish the proper complement. If these out-

PE 
CEP 

Po PI P2 P3 

CET 'f'160 TC 

CP 
MR 

TL/F/l0279-14 

a. 

. 
Ao AI A2 A3 

Ao AI E 

c. 

puts are not available, inverters will generate the comple
ment as shown in Figure 7-8a. In a decimal counter ('F160), 
the nines complement is generated by an 'F153 dual4-input 
multiplexer plus one inverter (Figure 7-8b). or by half of an 
'F139 duaI1-of-4 decoder plus suitable gating (Figure 7-8c). 

PE 
CEP 

CET 

CP 
MR 

BCD INPUTS 

'r139 
DUAL 
1/4 

DECODER 

~ 

CET 

CP 
MR 

Po P, P2 

'rl60 

Ao A, 

'F160 

'1'153 
51 

P3 

TC 
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b. 

\ 

A2 A3 

Ao AI E 

TC 
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FIGURE 7-8 
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50% DUTY CYCLE OUTPUT COUNTERS 

ClOCK 

It 

'----4-+ OUTPUT 
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0, 1'-____ ..1 

It 

a.Modulo6 

It 

'-----<1....;+OUTPUT 
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TABLE 7-4. 
Count Sequence 

Qo Q1 Q2 Q3 

0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 

TUF/l0279-18 

TABLE 7-6. 
Count Sequence 

Qo Q1 Q2 Q3 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

o,..,L ____ ..r------,L-
~..,L ____________________ ~ 
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c.Modulo 12 

CLOCK 

It 

'-----<l-+OUTPUT 
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0, 1'-_______ .... 

TABLE 7-5. 
Count Sequence 

Qo Q1 Q2 Q3 

0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 

1 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

L-
Itl~ ____________________ ~~ 
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b.Modulo 10 

TABLE 7-7. 
Count Sequence 

Qo Q1 Q2 Q3 

0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 

It 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 

'-----<l~--t-+--OOTPUT 0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 

TL/F/l0279-23 
0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 

~"'L __________ -F-----------'L----

~..,~--------------~~ 
TUFI10279-24 

d. Modulo 14 
FIGURE 7-9 

Four circuits which divide by 6, 10, 12, and 14 are shown. 
The Os output provides a 50% duty cycle output. No addi· 
tional gates are required except in the divide·by-14 circuit. In 
addition, all the count sequences start on 0000 and end on 
1111, which means the Master Reset (MR) input and the 
Terminai Count (TC) output still function properly. 
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Synchronously parallel loading the 'F161 forces the counter 
to skip some of the states it would otherwise count through. 
In each circuit, either the 01 or 02 output is connected to 
the active LOW Parallel Enable (PE) input. Whenever this 
output is LOW, the counter loads instead of counting on the 
next clock pulse. 
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MULTISTAGE PROGRAMMABLE COUNTERS 

Programming Inputs 

~-+----------r---~------------~--------------~------------~ 
TLlF/l0279-25 

a. Decimal Program with Nines Complement 

Programming Inputs 

~~-TH===================~----~I 
TL/F/l0279-26 

b. Binary Program with Ones Complement 
FIGURE 7·10 

In the multistage programmable decimal and binary coun
ters shown above the state prior to Terminal Count (TC-1) is 
decoded and activates the PE input. Therefore, the next 
clock pulse does not increment the counter to Terminal 
Count (all nines for decimal, all ones for binary) but rather 
loads the program value into the counter. The counters are 
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programmed with the nines or ones complement of the 
count modulos, instead of the more complicated tens or 
twos complement used in the conventional approach. The 
maximum count frequency is limited by the delay in TC de
coding and the setup time of the PE input. This can be im
proved with an additional flip-flop as shown in Figure 7-11. 



HIGHER SPEED MULTISTAGE PROGRAMMABLE COUNTERS 

TC 

~-4-----r~~----~--------------~------------~---------------+ 
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a. Decimal Program with Nines Complement 

TC 

an~-4-----+--~~--~~------------~~--------------~------------~ 
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b. Binary Program with Ones Complement 

FIGURE 7-11 

The maximum count frequency of a programmable counter 
can be improved by decoding the TC-2 state of the coun
ter and synchronizing this state in a FAST flip·flop such as 
the 'F109. 
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The clock pulse that increments the counter to TC -1 also 
resets this flip-flop, thus activating the PE input. The next 
clock pulse loads the counter with the program value. Guar
anteed count frequency can be as high as 25 MHz, limited 
only by the sum of the tpD of the flip-flop plus the setup time 
of the PE inputs. 
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a. Decimal Program with Nines Complement 

TL/F/10279-30 

b. Binary Program with Ones Complement 
FIGURE 7-12 

The programmable counters described in the previous two 
examples suffer from a decrease in maximum counting 
speed when they are programmed with certain unfavorable 
numbers which do not allow enough time for the decay of 
the TC ripple chain. 

For example, assume that a BCD counter is programmed for 
modulo 90. The counting sequence is: 

MSD 99996 LSD 

99997 

99998 activates PE 

99909 nines complement of 90 is loaded 

99910 

etc. 

The ripple TC output from the MSD must disappear during 
one clock period (when 99909 has been loaded). If the 
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clock period is shorter that this ripple delay, the next clock 
pulse reloads and the counter divides by the wrong number. 
This problem is overcome by a second flip-flop, as shown 
above. . 

The dual flip-flop provides additional time for the TC outputs 
to ripple LOW, since it activates the PE signal for two clock 
pulses instead of one. The two flip-flops form a modulo 3 
counter and are normally set. TC-3 is decoded and acti
vates the reset (K) input of the first flip-flop. The next clock 
pulse increments the counter to TC - 2 and resets the first 
flip-flop. This activates the PE inputs and the reset (K) input 
of the second flip-flop. The next clock pulse loads the pro
gram value into the counter and resets the second flip-flop. 
Since the first flip-flop remains reset, the following clock 
pulse loads the counter again and it sets both flip-flops. The 
next clock pulse increments the counter. 



SELF-STOPPING COUNTER 

START VALUE 

---------
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FIGURE 7-13 
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An inverter between the TC output and the CEP Enable 
input is all that is needed to stop a counter at its terminal 
state. However, the inverter must be connected to CEP, not 
to the CET Enable input. Since TC is a function of CET, 
such a connection causes oscillation. 

FREQUENCY 
INPUT If'UT 

COUNTER WITH THREE ENABLES 

ENABLE 1 

ENABLE 2 

ENABLE , 

CLOCK 

~ II 
PE Po P, P2 P, - CEI' 

- crr TISO TCI--
- CP 

MR 00 01 0, 0, 

y II 
FIGURE 7-14 
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If a particular application does not require the programma
ble feature but does require three Enables on a counter, 
each Q output should be tied to the corresponding P input 
as shown, permitting the PE input to function as an enable. 

TC 
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FIGURE 7-15 

HIGH-SPEED PROGRAMMABLE DIVIDER STAGE 

The 'F160 and 'F161 can control a higher speed counter 
that is one of the stages of a programmable divider, extend
ing the operating frequency by a factor of 10. A selectable 
divide-by-10 or divide-by-11 high-speed counter acts as the 
clock source for the subsequent counter stages and for a 
control counter. The control counter and 10/11 counter 
form the units counter of the programmable divider. After 
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loading the 'F160s, the control counter enables the divide
by-11 mode of the high-speed counter for the duration of 
the units cycle. When the units cycle is over, the control 
counter enables the divide-by-10 mode, causing the high
speed counter to become a divide-by-1 0 counter functioning 
as a normal decade units counter stage. This technique is 
known as pulse swallowing and is frequency used in high 
frequency synthesizers. 
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UP/DOWN COUNTERS 
The 'F160 and 'F161 combined with gating circuitry can be 
used as up/down counters, but the 'F192 and 'F193 up/ 
down counters are generally more applicable for this func-
tion. . 

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS 
The synchronous parallel load capability of the 'F160 and 
'F161 enables these counters to be used in applications not 
customarily associated with counters. For example, if the PE 
input of the 'F160 ('F161) is permanently grounded, the de
vice behaves like four dual-rank D-input flip-flops, decreas
ing the number of different parts needed in certain systems. 

RESYNCHRONIZER 

RESYNCHRONIZAnON 
SIGNAL 

ASYNCHRONOUS INPUTS 

TC 

SYNCHRONOUS OUTPUTS 

TUF/10279-34 

FIGURE 7-16 
A resynchronizer using an 'F160 (or 'F161) as four D-input 
flip-flops is shown. In this circuit the PE input is grounded, 
and the resynchronizing input is applied to the CP input. In 
most cases, the 'F195 universal shift register is preferable 
for this function. 
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COMBINATION COUNTER/SERIAL REGISTERS 

SHIFT ENmE A I I I 
PE 

CEP 
Po PI P_ P3 

CET 'F16o TC-
CP 

NR 00 01 0_ 03 

Y II I DATA OUT 

DATA IN "-----I I I 11 
PE Po PI P_ P3 - CEP 

- CET 'F16o TC-

CLOCK CP 
NR 00 01 Do 03 

Y II I 
TL/F/10279-35 

FIGURE 7-17 

The contents of a 'F160 or .'F161 can be shifted out serially. 
This circuit shows each 'F160 (or 'F161) with 0 outputs con
nected to the next more significant P input .for shifting the 
most significant bit first When the Shift Enable is HIGH, the 
'F160s (or 'F161 s) perform .the normal counting operation. 
When the Shift Enable is activated (LOW), the contents of 
the two decade counters are shifted out serially at the 03 
output of the second decade counter. 

If each 'F160 (or 'F161) output is connected to the next less 
significant parallel input, the least Significant bit is shifted 
out first. 00 of the least significant stage provides the serial 
output. 



COMBINATION COUNTER/DECADE REGISTER 

PARALLEL DATA IN , 
SHIFT ENABLE 

I I I I 1 I I 
PE Po P, P2 P3 PE Po P, P2 P3 L PE Po P, P2 P3 - CEP CEP CEP 

- CEI 'FI61 TC ~ - CEI 'Fl6' TC CEI 'Fl6' TC '-

CP CP CP 
MR 00 0, 02 03 MR 00 0, O2 03 NR 00 0, 02 03 

Y y 

I 
L-- Y ,I 1 , 

PARALLEL DATA 
OUT 

CLOCK 
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FIGURE 7-18 

The decade counter illustrated shifts data out of each coun
ter in parallel by decade, with the most significant decade 
shifted first. To shift the least significant decade first, each 

output is connected to the next significant decade parallel 
inputs. 

PROGRAMMABLE COUNTERS STARTING AT ZERO 

CEI 'f16D TC 

CLOCK:-__ --+-+-+-+--..... 
TERMINAL COUNT LSB 
VALUE SELECT 
SWITCHES 

TC 

'FOB 

TLlF/10279-37 

FIGURE 7-19 
Some applications call for counters that start at zero and output resets the counter through the PE inputs. The PE 
reset at a predetermined number. This number may be de- inputs make it possible to reset the counters synchronously 
rived from a switch position, from internal logic signals, or it by grounding all the P inputs. If the asynchronous MR input 
may be permanently fixed, A NAND gate decodes the termi- were used to reset the counter, a race condition would re-
nal count, and on the next clock pulse the decoded- suit. 
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DIVIDE-BY-49 CIRCUIT 

+3/4 P .... al.r 

J 
OA 

'FI12 
-C CP ---c 

,..- -K 
QA 

CPIN 

49~3xI5+4xl 

Prescaler divides by 3 as long as TC is LOW (15 cycles) 

Presealer divides by 4 when TC is HIGH (1 cycle) 

J ~ 
'F112 

CP 

K ~ 

~ 
,J r-: 

"-..0 

+16 Counter 

--Vee 

n L I I l 
PE Po P, P2 P3 

L 
CEP 

I- CEl 'F160 TC -

CP 
MR 00 0, 02 03 

II I I I 

Praset '" Claar 
of th. Flip-Flops 

FIGURE 7-20 

This figure illustrates a scheme to derive an unusual division 
from a counter by modifying the prescaler to divide by three 
or four as a function of the terminal count of the 'F161. The 
prescaler divides by three for the fifteen cycles when the TC 
is LOW and divides by four for the remaining cycle when the 
TC is HIGH. This is one simple example of how to imple
ment a division by 49; many other variations of this scheme 
are possible. The high speed of the FAST family allows this 
design to be operated at speeds in excess of 100 MHz. 
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CYCLIC D/A CONVERSION 
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CHANNEL 2 
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FIGURE 7-21 
This is a schematic of a dual 01 A Pulse Division Multiplex 
(PDM) converter using the 'F160s (or 'F161 s). This circuit 
uses one programmable counter per channel plus one refer
ence counter. The number to be converted is supplied to 
the parallel inputs of the programmable counter and entered 
when the reference counter is at Terminal Count (TC ac
tive). The programmable counter value is greater than the 
value of the reference counter by a number of counts equal 
to the digital input. To produce a POM output directly pro-
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portional to the phase difference of the two counters, the 
Terminal Counts of the programmable and reference coun
ters alternately set and reset the 'F113 flip-flop. Additional 
01 A conversion channels are easily obtained by adding a 
programmable counter and flip-flop for each channel de
sired. An alternate 01 A converter (more economical for mul
tichannel conversion) using the 'F148 priority encoder is in
cluded in the encoder section. 
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'F1921'F193 Up/Down Counters 
DESCRIPTION 

CPu 
'F193 

TCU 

TCD 

FIGURE 7-22 

TL/F/l0279-40 

TLlF/l0279-41 

The 'F192 is an up/down decade (8421) counter and the 
'F193/'F193 is an up/down 4-bit binary counter. Both devic
es are synchronous dual-clock up/down counters with 
asynchronous Parallel Load, asynchronous overriding Mas
ter Reset and internal Terminal Count logic which allows the 
counters to be easily cascaded without additional logic. ,The 
'F192 and 'F193 can be used in many up/down counting 
applications, particularly when the initial count value must 
be loaded into the counter and multistage counting is re
quired. 

OPERATING MODES AND COUNT SEQUENCES 

The 'F192 and 'F193 can be Reset, Preset and can count 
up and down. The operating modes of the counters are list
ed and are identical. The only difference is in their count 
sequences. 

Counting is synchronous with the outputs changing state 
after the LOW-to-HIGH transition of either the count up 
clock (CPu) or count down clock (CPD). The direction of the 
count is determined by the clock input which is pulsed while 
the other count input is HIGH. Incorrect counting can occur 
if both the count up clock and count down clock inputs are 
LOW simultaneously. 

The counters respond to a clock pulse on either input by 
changing to the next appropriate state of the sequences 
shown in Figure 7-25. The 'F192 diagram shows the regular 
BCD (8421) sequence as well as the sequence of states if a 
code greater than nine is preset into the counter. 

The 'F192 and 'F193 have an asynchronous parallel load 
capability permitting the counter to be preset. When the Par
allel Load (PL) and the Master Reset (MR) inputs are LOW, 
information present on the parallel data inputs (Po, P1, P2 
and P3) is loaded into the counter and appears on the out
puts regardless of the conditions of the clock inputs. When 
the Parallel Load input goes HIGH, this information is stored 
in the counter and when the counter is clocked it changes to 
the next appropriate state in the count sequence. The paral
lel inputs are inhibited when the Parallel Load is HIGH and 
have no effect on the counter. A HIGH on the asynchronous 
Master Reset (MR) input overrides both clocks and Parallel 
Load and clears the counter. For predictable operation, the 
Parallel Load and Master Reset must not be deactivated 
simultaneously. 
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TABLE 7-9. Function Table 

MR PL CPu CPo 

H X 
L L 
L H 
L H 
L H 

H = HIGH Voltage Level 
L = LOW Voltage Level 
X = Immaterial 

X 
X 
H 

.-r 
H 

..r = LOW-to-HIGH Transition 

-- COUNT UP 

- - - -. COUNT OOWN 

-- COUNT UP 

- - - -. COUNT DOWN 

X 
X 
H 
H 

.-r 

a. 'F192 

b. 'F193 

Mode 

Reset (Asyn.) 
Preset (Asyn.) 
No Change 
Count Up 
CountDown 

TUF/l0279-42 
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FIGURE 7-23. State Diagrams 
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FIGURE 7-24. Logic Diagrams (Continued) 
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Both the 'F192 and 'F193 have four master/slave flip-flops 
plus steering, Terminal Count decoding and Preset logic. 
Each flip-flop is designed to toggle after each clock pulse. 
Counting occurs by steering clock pulses from either the up 
or down clock input to the appropriate flip-flops. Output 
changes are coincident, two gate delays after the rising 
clock edge. The steering logic in the 'F193 allows a particu
lar flip-flop to receive an up clock pulse when all preceding 
stages are one and to receive a down clock pulse when all 
preceding stages are zero. The first flip-flop toggles if an up 
or down clock is received. The 'F192 incorporates slightly 
different steering logic to allow decade counting. Each flip
flop is a master/slave toggle flip-flop operating as follows: 
when the toggle clock input is LOW, the slave is steady but 
the master is set to the opposite state of the slave; during 
the LOW-to-HIGH clock transition, the master is disabled so 
a later change in the slave outputs does not affect the mas
ter. Also, the information now in the master is transferred to 
the slave and appears at the output. When the transfer is 
completed, the master and slave are steady as long as the 
clock input remains HIGH. During the HIGH-to-LOW clock 
transition, the transfer path from master to slave is inhibited, 
leaving the slave steady in its present state and allowing the 

Counter Cascading 

master to be set to the opposite state of the slave. Asyn
chronous Set and Clear inputs on each flip-flop allow the 
respective flip-flops to be set or cleared independently of 
the clock inputs. 

TERMINAL COUNT LOGIC 

The 'F192 and 'F193 have Terminal Count Up (TCu) and 
Terminal Count Down (TCo) outputs which allow multistage 
ripple binary and decade counter operations without addi
tionallogic. The Terminal Count Up output is LOW while the 
up clock input is LOW and the counter is in its highest state 
(15 for the 'F193, nine for the 'F192). Similarly, the Terminal 
Count Down output is LOW while the down clock input is 
LOW and the counter is in state zero. The logic equations 
for Terminal Count are: 

'F192 
TCu=Oo· 01 • 02· 03· CPu 
TCo=Oo· 01 • 02 • 03 • CPo 

'F193 
TCu=Oo· 01 • 02· 03· CPu 
TCo=Oo· 01 • 02· 03· CPo 

r~~LLEL ____ ~ ______________ ~ ________________ .-______________ ~ ____________ -+ 

UP CLOC'{ 

DOWN CLOCK 

TO 
FOLLOWING 
STAGES 

w~rrRR~O----~---------------1----------------~--------------~-------------+ 
TL/F/10279-46 

FIGURE 7-25 

The counters are cascaded by feeding the Terminal Count 
Up output to the up clock input and the Terminal Count 
Down output to the down clock input of the following (more 
Significant) counter. Therefore, when a 'F193 counter is in 
state 15 and counting up or in state zero and counting 
down, a clock pulse will change the counter's state on the 
rising edge and Simultaneously clock the following counter 
through the appropriate active LOW terminal output. The 
operation of 'F192 is the same, except when counting up, 
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clocking occurs on gate nine. The delay between the clock 
input and the Terminal Count output of each counter is two 
gate delays (typically 7 ns). These delays are cumulative 
when cascading counters. When a counter is reset, the Ter
minal Count Down output goes LOW if the down clock is 
LOW and, conversely, if a counter is preset to its terminal 
count value, the Terminal Count Up output goes LOW while 
the clock is LOW. 
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Light-Controlled 
Up/Down Counting 
Many industrial or scientific applications require a count of 
objects traveling in different directions. The circuit shown 
counts moving objects as they move between a light source 
and phototransistors. This permits a count of objects pass
ing in either direction and allows for reversals in movement 
or non-uniform movement. Each object passing from bottom 
to top increments the counter. Each object passing from top 
to bottom decrements the counter. Any object passing be
tween the light source and the two phototransistors is 
counted as long as the object is large enough to cover both 
transistors simultaneously. Hex inverters serve as a clock 

COUNT 
UP 

... 

COUNT 
DOWN + 

lK 

Vee 

Vee 

5.6K 

56K 

generator and as phototransistor amplifiers. The dual flip
flop and a-input NAND gates are used to route the photo
transistors' signals to the up/down counters. 

When an object moves from bottom to top it covers photo
transistor 2 first, bringing line B LOW. This stores a zero in 
the 2-bit shift register. As the object continues, phototransis
tor 1 is then covered and brings line A HIGH. As the object 
moves even further, it uncovers phototransistor 2, bringing 
line B HIGH again. The next clock pulse loads a 1 into the 
first bit of the shift register. This one-zero combination in the 
shift register and HIGH level on line A are decoded and 
gated with the clock to increment the counter. For an object 
moving from top to bottom, the sequence is reversed and 
the counter decremented. 

A 
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FIGURE 7-26 
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PROGRAMMABLE DIVIDER 
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PROGRAMMABLE 
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'F193 

FIGURE 7·27 
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The 'F192 and 'F193 can act as programmable dividers 
without additional logic. The divide ratio, n, is directly pro
grammable in binary or BCD by using the count down capa
bilities of either counter. The divider shown in Figure 7-27 
operates as follows. The counter counts down until the ter
minal count value is reached, and when the clock goes 
LOW again the Terminal Count output goes LOW and starts 
to load the initial count value into the counter. When the 
preset number appears on the counter outputs, the Termi
nal Count Down output disappears and the counter decre
ments when the clock goes HIGH. 

The input clock width must exceed the sum of the Terminal 
Count delays (two gate delays per counter), the asynchro
nous load delays and the clock setup time. The Terminal 
Count output is a short pulse which should be lengthened 
for some applications before it is applied to other logic. It 
can be applied to a one-shot or to a flip-flop divide-by-two 
stage producing a symmetrical output at half the pro
grammed frequency. Although the Terminal Count disap
pears as soon as a single output changes, the internal de
lays are such that all flip-flops become preset before Termi
nal Count disappears. This is because the Preset signal 
must propagate through both the flip-flop and the Terminal 
Count gate before the preset signal is removed. Additional 
delay may be desired between the Terminal Count output 
and the Parallel Load input and is accomplished with an 
appropriate number of inverters. 

TABLE 7·10. Truth Table 

Divide Input Required Decimal Equivalent 
Ratio Po PI P2 P3 Of Input 

1 H L L L 1 
2 L H L L 2 
3 H H L L 3 
4 L L H L 4 
5 H L H L 5 
6 L H H L 6 
7 H H H L 7 
8 L L L H 8 
9 H L L H 9 
10 L H L H 10 
11 H H L H 11 
12 L L H H 12 
13 H L H H 13 
14 L H H H 14 
15 H H H H 15 

DEAD END COUNTERS 

Some systems using up/down counters require that under
flow or overflow be inhibited. A change from the maximum 
count to zero in the count up mode or from zero to the 
maximum count in the count down mode must be prevent
ed. To achieve this limited range operation, the feedback 
connections illustrated in Figure 7-28 for two 'F192 decade 
counters are used. The same feedback can be used over 
any number of stages and can also be used with the 'F193 
binary counter. However, 15 must be loaded into the 'F193 
to prevent overflow. 

The lower limit for counting is established at zero by invert
ing the Terminal Count Down output and applying it to the 
Master Reset input. Therefore, when the counter is at state 
zero and a down clock is applied, Terminal Count Down 
activates Master Reset during the entire time the clock is 
LOW, keeping the counter at zero and preventing the coun
ter from decrementing. After the down clock goes HIGH, 
Master Reset is removed but the counter is still in state 
zero. The upper limit for counting is established by connect
ing the Terminal Count up output to the Parallel Load input 
and applying the terminal count value to the preset inputs. 

.---_--- HIGH .---_---HIGH 

UP CLOCK 

DOWN CLOCK 

PL 
CPu 

'F192 

TCU 
PL Po PI P2 P3 

CPu TCu p--_....J 

OUTPUTS 

FIGURE 7·28 
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SINGLE LINE UP/DOWN CONTROL 
Figure 7-29 illustrates the addition of a single line UP/ 
DOWN Control and Enable to the 'F192 and 'F193. All 
changes in the UP/DOWN Enable should be made while 
the clock is HIGH. 

SYNCHRONIZATION AND COINCIDENT PULSE 
PREVENTION 
A method of synchronizing asynchronous up/down input 
pulses and avoiding coincident pulses to the counters is 
illustrated in Figure 7-30. The counter increment of decre
ment when either up or down asynchronous input makes a 
LOW-to-HIGH transition. If both inputs make the transitions 
simultaneously, the counters do not decrement or incre
ment. A master clock with a frequency of at least twice the 
frequency of the asynchronous inputs is needed to avoid 
the loss of input pulses. The 'F192 counter outputs are syn
chronized with the master clock. 

UP/DOWN 
CONtROL 

ClOCK--Ly*---l~ 

The asynchronous up/down inputs are fed to a 'F195 4-bit 
shift register connected to form two independent 2-bit shift 
registers. The outputs 00 and 01 reflect the information on 
the asynchronous down input during two clock periods and 
the 02 and 03 outputs reflect information on the up input 
during the same clock periods. This information is decoded 
by the three 4-input NAND gates and gated with the clock to 
produce the 'F192 (or 'F193) up or down pulses. A LOW-to
HIGH transition on the up input results in 03 LOW and 02 
HIGH. This is decoded and gated with the clock to incre
ment the counter. A LOW-ta-HIGH transition on the down 
input results in 01 LOW and 00 HIGH. This is decoded and 
gated with the clock to decrement the counter. A 4-input 
NAND gate disables both clocks to the counter when both 
transitions have occurred simultaneously. 
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'F190, 'F191 Synchronous 
Up/Down Counters 
DESCRIPTION 

The 'F190 is a synchronous up/down BCD decade counter 
and the 'F191 is a synchronous up/down 4-bit binary coun
ter. The operating modes of the 'F190 decade counter and 
the 'F191 binary counter are identical, with the only differ
ence being the count sequences as noted in the state dia
grams (see FAST Data Book). Each circuit contains four 
master/slave flip-flops, with internal gating and steering log
ic to provide individual present, count-up and count-down 
operations. 

Each circuit has an asynchronous parallel load capability 
permitting the counter to be preset to any desired number. 
When the Parallel Load (PL) input is LOW, information pres
ent on the Parallel Data inputs (PO-P3) is loaded into the 
counter and appears on the Q outputs. This operation over
rides the counting functions, as indicated in the Mode Se
lect Table. 

A HIGH signal on the CE input inhibits counting. When CE is 
LOW, internal state changes are initiated synchronously by 
the LOW-to-HIGH transition of the clock input. The direction 
of counting is determined by the "0/0 input signal, as indi
cated in the Mode Select Table. When counting is to be 
enabled, CE and "0/0 can be changed with the clock in 
either state, provided only that the recommended setup and 
hold times are observed. 

Two types of outputs are provided as overflow/underflow 
indicators. The Terminal Count (TC) output is normally LOW 
and goes HIGH when a circuit reaches zero in the count
down mode or reaches maximum (9 for the 'F190, 15 for the 
'F191) in the count-up mode. The TC output will then remain 
HIGH until a state change occurs, whether by counting or 
presetting or until "0/0 is changed. The TC output should 
not be used as a clock signal because it is subject to decod
ing spikes. 

The TC signal is also used internally to enable the Ripple 
Clock (RC) output. The RC output is normally HIGH. When 

CE is LOW and TC is HIGH, the RC output will go LOW 
when the clock next goes LOW and will stay LOW until the 
clock goes HIGH again. This feature simplifies the design of 
multi-stage counters, as indicated in Figures 7-31a and b. In 
Figure 7-31a, each RC output is used as the clock input for 
the next higher stage. This configuration is particularly ad
vantageous when the clock source has a limited drive capa
bility, since it drives only the first stage. To prevent counting 
in all stages it is only necessary to inhibit the first stage, 
since a HIGH signal on CE inhibits the RC output pulse, as 
indicated in the RC Truth Table. A disadvantage of this con
figuration, in some applications, is the timing skew between 
state changes in the first and last stages. This represents 
the cumulative delay of the clock as it ripples through the 
preceding stages. 

TABLE 7-11. RC Truth Table 

Inputs 

CE TC· 

L H 
H X 
X L 

·TC is generated internally 
H = HIGH Voltage Level 
L = LOW Voltage Level 
X = Immaterial 
LI" = Low Going Pulse 

CP 

"l..J" 
X 
X 

Output 

RC 

"l..J" 
H 
H 

A method of causing state changes to occur simultaneously 
in all stages is shown in Figure 7-31b. All clock inputs are 
driven in parallel and the RC outputs propagate the carry/ 
borrow signals in ripple fashion. In this configuration the 
LOW state duration of the clock must be long enough to 
allow the negative-going edge of the carry/borrow signal to 
ripple though to the last stage before the clock goes HIGH. 
There is no such restriction on the HIGH state duration of 
the clock, since the RC output of any package goes HIGH 
shortly after its CP input goes HIGH. 

D~~~g~'-..... ------t------"""1P------

ENABLE 

CLOCK 

B. n-Stage Counter Using Ripple Clock 

~~~g~--~-----------~------------t------------

CLOCK - .... ------------..... ------------'------------

b. Synchronous n-Stage Counter Using Ripple Carry/Borrow 

FIGURE 7-31 
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The configuration shown in Figure 7-31c avoids ripple de
lays and their associated restrictions. The CE input for a 
given stage is formed by combining the TC signals from all 
the preceding stages. Note that in order to inhibit counting 
an enable signal must be included in each carry gate. The 
simple inhibit scheme of Figures 7-31a and b does not ap
ply, because the TC output of a given stage is not affected 
by its own CEo 

For extended counter strings the logic complexity grows 
rapidly if look ahead is required. It is possible to employ the 
'F182 Carry Lookahead Generator to generate the carryl 
borrow signals in these cases retaining a low chip count 
while still retaining the speed advantage of look ahead as 
illustrated in Figure 7-31d. 

~~~'------~------------------1-----------------~~---------
E~B~.-'-----+----------1-------;----------1~----~r-----------

CLOCK------_------------------_----------------~_----------
TL/F/l0279-54 

c. Synchronous n-Stage Counter with Parallel Gated Carry/Borrow 

, , 
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I I 
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Enabl, I I 
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Po Go PI G1 P2 G2 P3 G3 , Po Go PI G1 P2 G2 P3 G3 I 

I I 
I I 
I I ..... c. 'F1S2 G - C. 'FI82 G 

~ ~ c.., en+, en+z cn• x c.., cn+z 

~ ! ! ! ! ! 
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d. Using 'F182 Lookahead Carry Circuits to Generate Carry/Borrow Signals for Synchronous n-State Counter 

FIGURE 7-31 (Continued) 
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.----------------------------------------------------------------------.0 
'F195 Shift Register as a Counter 
Counting with Shin Register 

00 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 
0 

0 

0 

TUF/10279-56 

a. Modulo 8 

TABLE 7-12 
Count Sequence 

01 O2 03 

0 0 0 I+-
0 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 

1 1 1 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 r--

TUF110279-59 

00 

0 

1 
1 
1 
0 

0 

TLIFI10279-57 

b.Modulo6 

FIGURE 7-31 

TABLE 7-13 
Count Sequence 

01 O2 03 

0 0 1 +-
0 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 
1 1 1 
0 1 0 f--

TLIF/10279-60 

FIGURE 7-32 

00 

0 

1 
1 
1 
0 

0 

TLIF110279-56 

c.Modulo6 

TABLE 7-14 
Count Sequence 

01 O2 03 

0 0 1 ~ 
0 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 

1 1 1 
0 1 1 f--

TLIF110279-61 

The 'F195 4·bit universal shift register can be used for a 
wide variety of counting circuits including simple counters of 
different modulo, variable modulo counters and up/down 
counters. Twisted rillg counters offer glitch-free decoding of 
any individual state with one inverter and one 2-input NAND 

gate. Decoding any group of adjacent states (2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 
7) is equally simple. The unused states of these counters 
are nonpersistent; i.e., the counter reverts into its operating 
loop if accidentally set to an unused state. 
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f 
~ 'F195 Shift Register as a Counter (Continued) 

S TWISTED RING (JOHNSON OR MOEBIUS) REVERSIBLE 
(.) COUNTERS 

Twisted ring reversible counters as shown in Rgures 7-33a 
and b are possible with 'F195 shift registers and 'F352 multi
plexers. Individual or adjacent states are easily decoded 
without glitches with 2-input NAND gates and inverters. 
Again, all unused states are non-persistent. 

COUNT 
FORWARD 

A-
PE 

J 
Po PI P2 P3 

- CP 'F195 

;CKMRQO Ql Q2 Q3 
Q3 p-

Y 

* I I· 
'00 'I. '20 '30 'Ob 

'"'"- So 
'F352 

'--- 51 

Z. Zb 

9 9 

·a.ModuloS 

COUNT 
FORWARD 

11 I 
PE 

r-- J 
Po PI P2 P3 

- CP 'F195 

~ K Q3 0-
MR Qo Ql Q2 Q3 

Y I 

~ I I 
'00 'I. 120 '30 lob 

'--- So 
'F352 

51 

Z. Zb 

9 y 

b.Modulo6 

I I 
'lb '2b 

I I 
'lb '2b 

'3b 

TLlF/l0279-62 

'3b 
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FIGURE 7-33 
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00 

0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 

TABLE 7·15 
Count Sequence 

01 02 

0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
0 1 
0 0 

TABLE 7·16 
Count Sequence 

00 01 02 

0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 

03 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 



'Fi9S Shift Register as a Counter (Continued) 

LINEAR FEEDBACK SHIFT COUNTERS ment can be taken into consideration on the initial develop
ment of the input function by supplying a zero input for the 
all-1 state and a one for the all-O state. If the unused states 
form a loop, it may be necessary to modify the input function 
to eliminate the secondary loop. Examination of the relation
ship between states in the desired and undesired loops indi
cates the required changes in the input function for eliminat
ing the undesired loops. Except for the 2-state loop (1010, 
0101), there are several distinct loops for all loop lengths. 
For example, there are sixteen different loop sequences of 
length 16. The implementation of the necessary input func
tion is much simpler for some loops than for others. 

The most economical approach to the design of a counter 
with the 'F195 is the shift counter technique. The general 
state diagram of a 4-bit feedback shift register is shown in 
Figure 7-34. Each state is identified by a decimal number 
which is the equivalent of the contents of the register taken 
as a binary number. The first bit in the register is the least 
significant bit. Each stale has two entrances and two exits. 
One exit results f;om shifting a zero into the register and the 
other from shifting in a one. A wide variety of loop se
quences can be chosen from the state table by assigning 
one and zero exits from successive states. Count se
quences can be selected based on decoding requirements, 
simplicity of feedback logic or other system constraints. 

There are several feedback shift counter designs using the 
'F195. One approach would be to select the desired se
quence of states using this general state diagram. Then, the 
necessary input functions would be developed to produce 
the selected sequence. On the first attempt to generate the 
input function, those states not appearing in the desired se
quence (except the all-O and all-1 states) can be considered 
as "Immaterial" conditions. However, it is necessary to 
check the states considered as "Immaterial" conditions 
against the generated input function to see that they do not 
form any unwanted loops. The all-1 and all-O states are spe
cial cases since they may be persistent states (loops of one 
state). If an all-1 or an all-O state is not wanted, this require-

FEEDBACK SHIFT REGISTERS 
An example of this approach to the design of a feedback 
shift register is illustrated in Figure 7-35a. A 10-state loop is 
selected, and the Veitch diagrams for the J and K inputs are 
shown (Figure 7-35c) with the resulting state diagram for the 
simplest gate implementation (Figure 7-35d). With the sim
plest gate implementation of the main loop, the all-1 state is 
persistent. This condition can be relieved by several ap
proaches. 

A new input function and its gate implementation results in a 
zero input for all-1 state (Figure 7-35e). 

Another method of eliminating the all-1 persistent state is to 
connect a 4-input gate as shown so that the all-1 condition 
produces a Master Reset input (Figure 7-35g). At least one 
stage is then set to zero. 

TLlF/10279-64 

FIGURE 7·34 

0100 ----+ 1010 

+ 
0111.-- 1110 ~ 1101 

INPUT -+-;=,---1 + t 
O~f C I°F 
0001 0110 

+ t 
. 0000 ----I> 1000 ----+ 1100 

TL/F/10279-65 

a_ t 
0101----1> 0010 ----+ 1001 

TLlF/10279-66 
b_ 

FIGURE 7·35 
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X 
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00 
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01 

0 
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1 
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c. 
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CLOCK 

d. 

'F195 
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g. 

FIGURE 7-35 (Continued) 
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KINPUT 

0 X X . X X 
03 

1 X X 

X X X 

0 2 
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1111 0100 ----.1010 

+ + 
0111 +-- 1110 +-- 1101 

+ t 
0011 1011 

+ t 
0001 0110 

+ t 
0000 --. 1000 ----. 1100 

t 
0101 --. 0010 ----. 1001 
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f. 
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Modulo 15 Counter 
Another approach to the generation of a count sequence 
with a feedback shift register is to first generate a simple 
sequence such as one obtained by toggling the first stage of 
an n-bit shift register whenever the last stage is zero. This 
simple function produces a loop of 2" - 1 states and a 
single all-1 persistent state for the values of n = 2,3,4,6, 
7,15 and 22. Figure 7-36 shows a 'F195 connected in this 
manner and the resulting sequence of states. 

'fl95 

TL/F/10279-71 

a. 

b. 

Examination of this sequence shows that a 10-state counter 
results if a jump is caused from the 1000 state to the 1100 
state. It is only necessary to inhibit the Reset of the first 
state to obtain this jump. Further examination of the se
quence reveals that the inhibit function is simply the 02 out
put. This approach creates exactly the same counter as ob
tained by the previous methods. 

TABLE 7-17. Jump Will Produce Modulo 10 Counter 

o 0 0 0 
10001--
o 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
o 1 0 1 
o 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 
11001+-
o 1 1 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 
o 1 1 1 
o 0 1 1 
o 0 0 1 

TL/F/10279-B3 

TL/F/10279-72 

FIGURE 7·36 
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Up/Down Counters 
An up/down shift register counter shown in Figure 7-37 is 
possible by connecting the 'F195 as a right/left shift register 
(using the synchronous parallel inputs) and supplying a zero 
to the left shift input when the first two stages are different. 
This is the reverse of toggling the first stage whenever the 
last stage is zero. This is a modulo 127 up/down counter 
using this technique. 

Variable Modulo Counters 
Another use for the parallel input of the 'F195 shift register 
is illustrated in Figure 7-38 by the variable modulo or divide-

UP/IlOWN 

I I III 
J 

PE Po P, Pz P3 
J 

PE Po P, Pz P3 

~ - CI' 'filS CP 'F195 

-<: K Q, P- K 
NR 00 Q, 02 03 MR 00 Q, 02 03 

Y I I 
Y J II 

II· 

FIGURE 7-37 
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T~ 
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~J 
Po P, P2 P3 

CP 'F195 

r< K NR Qo Q1 Q2 Q~ 
Q31o-

Y 

Q, 

50 

5, 

52 

5~ 

~ '7 

a. 
FIGURE 7-38 
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by-n counters. Again, the simple feedback (toggle the first 
stage when the last stage is zero) is used. This time a single 
gate produces the Parallel Load signal whenever the first 
three stages contain all ones. The parallel input combina
tion to be loaded into the register is determined by the four 
switches. Note that this counter can divide by any integer up 
to and including 16. The divide-by-n counter shown in Figure 
7-38b is simply an extension to seven bits of the 4-bit divide
by-n counter. Table 7-19 gives the loading values for this 
7-bit counter. 

TUF/10279-73 

TABLE 7-18 

HIGH So SI S2 S3 N 

1 1 1 1 16 
0 1 1 1 15 
0 0 1 1 14 
0 0 0 1 13 
0 0 0 0 12 
1 0 0 0 11 
0 1 0 0 10 
1 0 1 0 9 
0 1 0 1 8 
0 0 1 0 7 
1 0 0 1 6 
1 1 0 0 5 

II 0 1 1 0 4 
1 0 1 1 3 
1 1 0 1 2 
1 1 1 0 1 

TL/F/10279-74 
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TABLE 7-19. loading Values, Dlvlde-by-n Counters 

n 10 1, 12 13 14 15 18 n 10 1, 12 13 14 15 18 n 10 1, 12 13 14 15 16 

128 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 89 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 39 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
127 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 88 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 38 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
126 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 87 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 37 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
125 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 86 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 36 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
124 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 85 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 35 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
123 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 84 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 34 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
122 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 83 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 33 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
121 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 82 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 32 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
120 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 81 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 31 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 

80 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 30 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
119 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
118 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 79 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 29 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
117 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 78 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 28 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
116 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 77 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 27 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
115 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 76 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 26 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
114 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 75 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 25 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
113 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 74 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 24 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
112 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 73 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 23 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
111 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 72 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 22 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
110 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 71 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 21 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

70 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 20 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
109 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
108 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 69 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 19 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 
107 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 68 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 18 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
106 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 67 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 17 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 
105 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 66 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 16 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
104 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 65 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 15 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
103 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 64 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 14 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
102 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 63 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 13 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
101 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 62 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 12 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
100 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 61 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 11 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

60 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 10 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
99 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
98 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 59 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 9 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
97 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 58 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
96 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 57 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 7 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
95 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 56 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 6 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
94 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 55 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 5 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
93 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 54 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
92 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 53 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
91 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 52 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
90 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 51 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

50 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

49 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
48 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
47 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
46 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
45 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
44 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
43 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
42 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
41 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
40 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
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.----------------------------------------------------------------------.0 
Multistage Program Divider 

23456789 ,.J 
L...r"I'---_ .... 

23456789 ,.J 
L...r"I'---_ .... 

LSD N INPUT MSD 

INP~~~----------------_r_t~r_~------------------------~r_t_~~ 

O~UT 

TLlF/l0279-76 

This circua divides any number n from 1 to 100. The selected n is one greater than is shown on the slide switches. As an example, the switches show 56, therefore 
the circuit will be divided by 57. 

FIGURE 7-39 

TABLE 7-20. 
Counting States 

9 0011 
8 0001 
7 0000 
6 1000 
5 1100 
4 0110 
3 1011 
2 1101 
1 1110 
o 0111 

Divide-by-n counters are difficult to use in a large number of 
program divider applications due to the unwieldy nature of 
the n-input format when large values of a variable input are 
required. This can be overcome by building the counter in 
stages. This diagram is a simple, full synchronous 2-stage 
decade counter. Each stage counts down modulo 10, with 
the first stage gating the clock to the second stage when it 

7-39 

is in the zero condition. When both stages are in the zero 
condition, the Parallel Load is enabled, setting the value of n 
into the two decade stages. Since the decade count 00 is 
included in the sequence, the counter counts one more than 
the value of n loaded. Each additional decade stage using 
this approach requires either much more logic or a reduction 
of operating speed. 
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Servo AID Converter 
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This circuil constitutes essentially a form of phase detection 
with subsequent error correction. Two /LA 339 comparators 
are used here, one to transform the input analog voltage to 
digital and the other to produce the proper clock frequency. 

For the servo AID converter to operate properly, a relation
ship between the analog signal frequency and the digital 
clock frequency must be maintained. A 100 kO potentiome
ter in the clock feedback circuit is provided for trimming the 
clock frequency. This relationship must exist for the /LA 
0801 phase detector to correctly follow the analog input 
signal information. 



Then: 

Elm = Elm sin wt 
2n -1 

Emax = 1 OV for DAC0801 with n = 8 bits 

10V V' f 28 -1 = 10 S1n21T Aat 

For small angles we can use the relation: sin 21T fAat "" 21T 
fA at 

Then: 

From here: 

at=----
255· 21T fA 

But to keep up with the input analog frequency, the digital 
clock: 

Then: 

1 
fclock = At 

fclock = 255 x 2 1T x fA 
digilal 

fclock = 510 x 1T x fA 
digital 

In the circuit, as a difference in phase occurs between the 
input and the clock signals, the output of the DAC will auto
matically adjust the feedback voltage level on the input 
comparator. This is accomplished through a /LA 741 opera
tion amplifier utilized here as a current to voltage converter 
circuit. The count inputs to the 'F193 are thereby toggled 
alternately by one until phase error correction is realized. 

7-41 

Digital Sine Wave Generator 
In this circuit we have utilized two 'F193 upldown binary 
counters to generate digital information which is converted 
to analog by the National/LA 0801 DAC. Also included is the 
93Z451 PROM which is programmed for values taken at 
360/511 or 0.7' intervals allowing proper sine wave genera
tion. A total of 180' were computed using the following for
mulas: 

0-90' then Sin (N)' + (128) = value 

-90-0' then 128 - value = value' 

where N = increments of 0.7' 

Table 7-21 showing hex values for 0'_180' has been includ
ed in order to facilitate PROM programming. 

A /LA 741 operational amplifier, connected as a voltage fol
lower, is provided at the output of the /LA 0801 in order to 
transform an otherwise high output impedance to a low val
ue, thus improving interface drive capability. By the addition 
of C (in dashed lines), a LOW pass filter may be used. This 
can be 'useful in many cases depending on clock frequen
cies. 

As can be seen on the circuit schematic in Figure 7-41 all 
unused inputs must be tied to the appropriate logic levels. 
This will ensure proper operation of the 'F193 counters. 

The maximum frequency of the generator is determined by 
the /LA 0801 DAC settling time, and is approximately 
11 MHz/512 or 21.5 kHz. 
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Degree Hex 
of Angle Equlv. 

-90.0 0 
-89.3 0 
-88.6 0 
-87.9 0 
-87.2 0 
-86.5 0 
-85.8 0 
-85.1 01 
-84.4 01 
-83.7 01 
-83.0 01 
-82.3 01 
-81.6 02 
-80.9 02 
-80.2 02 
-79.5 02 
-78.8 03 
-78.0 03 
-77.3 03 
-76.6 04 
-75.9 04 
-75.2 04 
-74.5 05 
-73.8 05 
-73.1 06 
-72.4 07 
-71.7 07 
-71.0 08 
-70.3 OB 
-69.6 OB 
-6B.9 09 
-6B.2 09 
-67.5 OA 
-66.B OB 
-66.1 OB 
-65.4 OC 
-64.7 OD 
-64.0 OD 
-63.3 OE 
-62.6 OF 
-61.9 OF 
-61.2 10 
-60.5 11 
-59.B 12 
-59.1 13 
-5B.4 13 
-57.7 14 
-57.0 15 
-56.3 16 
-55.6 17 
-54.9 1B 
-54.1 19 
-53.4 1A 
-52.7 1A 

TABLE 7-21. Digital Sine Wave Generation PROM Programming Chart 

Degree Hex Degree Hex Degree Hex 
of Angle Equlv. of Angle Equlv. of Angle Equlv. 

-52.0 1B -14.1 61 23.9 B3 
-51.3 1C -13.4 63 24.6 B4 
-50.6 1D -12.7 64 25.3 B5 
-49.9 1E -12.0 66 26.0 B7 
-49.2 1F -11.3 67 26.7 B8 
-48.5 20 -10.6 69 27.4 BA 
-47.8 21 -9.9 6A 28.1 BB 
-47.1 23 -9.2 6C 28.8 BC 
-46.4 24 -8.5 6D 29.5 BE 
-45.7 25 -7.7 6F 30.2 BF 
-45.0 26 -7.0 70 30.9 C1 
-44.3 27 -6.3 72 31.6 C2 
-43.6 28 -5.6 74 32.3 C3 
-42.9 29 -4.9 75 33.0 C5 
-42.2 2A -4.2 77 33.7 C6 
-41.5 2C -3.5 78 34.4 C7 
-40.B 2D -2.8 7A 35.2 C8 
-40.1 2E -2.1 7B 35.9 CA 
-39.4 2F -1.4 7D 36.6 CB 
-3B.7 30 -0.7 7E 37.3 CC 
-3B.0 32 0 80 3B.0 CD 
-37.3 33 0.7 81 3B.7 CF 
-36.6 34 1.4 82 39.4 DO 
-35.9 35 2.1 B4 40.1 D1 
-35.2 37 2.B 85 40.B D2 
-34.5 38 3.5 B7 41.5 D3 
-33.B 39 4.2 8B 42.2 D5 
-33.1 3A 4.9 8A 42.9 D6 
-32.4 3C 5.6 8B 43.6 D7 
-31.7 3D 6.3 BD 44.3 D8 
-30.9 3E 7.0 8F 45.0 D9 
-30.2 40 7.7 90 45.7 DA 
-29.5 41 8.4 92 46.4 DB 
-2B.B 43 9.1 93 47.1 DC 
-2B.1 44 9.B 95 47.B DE 
-27.4 45 10.5 96 48.5 DF 
-26.7 47 11.2 9B 49.2 EO 
-26.0 48 11.9 99 49.9 E1 
-25.3 4A 12.6 9B 50.6 E2 
-24.6 4B 13.4 9C 51.3 E3 
-23.9 4C 14.1 9E 52.0 E4 
-23.2 4E 14.8 9F 52.7 E5 
-22.5 4F 15.5 A1 53.4 E5 
-21.8 51 16.2 A2 54.1 E6 
-21.1 52 16.9 A4 54.8 E7 
-20.4 54 17.6 A5 55.5 E8 
-19.7 55 18.3 A7 56.2 E9 
-19.0 57 19.0 A8 56.9 EA 
-1B.3 58 19.7 AA 57.6 EB 
-17.6 5A 20.4 AB 58.3 EC 
-16.9 5B 21.1 AD 59.0 EC 
-16.2 5D 21.8 AE 59.8 ED 
-15.5 5E 22.5 BO 60.5 EE 
-14.8 60 23.2 B1 61.2 EF 
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Degree 
of Angle 

61.9 
62.6 
63.3 
64.0 
64.7 
65.4 
66.1 
66.8 
67.5 
68.2 
68.9 
69.6 
70.3 
71.0 
71.7 
72.4 
73.1 
73.B 
74.5 
75.2 
75.9 
76.6 
77.3 
78.0 
78.7 
79.4 
80.1 
80.B 
81.5 
B2.3 
83.0 
83.7 
84.4 
85.1 
85.B 
86.5 
87.2 
87.9 
88.6 
89.3 
90.0 

Hex 
Equlv. 

FO 
FO 
F1 
F2 
F3 
F3 
F4 
F4 
F5 
F6 
F6 
F7 
F7 
F8 
F8 
F9 
F9 
FA 
FA 
FB 
FB 
FB 
FC 
FC 
FC 
FD 
FD 
FD 
FD 
FE 
FE 
FE 
FE 
FE 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
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16-Phase Clock Generator 
Figure 7-42 illustrates a circuit which is a l-of-16 non-over
lapping clock generator using one 'F163 and two 'F138 cir
cuits. The 'F163 counter outputs are fed in parallel to two 

Clock 
'f163 

Vee 

'f183 

o 2 3 4 5 

U 
2 

U • 
• 
• 

15 

'F138 circuits. Opposite enables are utilized on the 'F138s 
so that during count one through seven only one decoder is 
enabled while during count eight through sixteen the second 
'F138 is enabled. 

r----OIEI 
'F183 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

TLlF/10279-BO 

FIGURE 7-42 
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:s Ten Decade Counter 

The circuit in Figure 7-43 is applicable where precise time 
intervals are necessary. The parallel inputs may be connect
ed to BCD switch banks and will enable the user to prede
termine the cycle time of the circuit. The parallel input data 
is loaded when reset is initiated or final terminal count is 
active and the clock goes positive. All counters are 'F190s 
operating in the down count mode and the clock is fed in 
parallel to all counters. A 10 MHz clock is assumed to be in 
use in order to facilitate the time division shown, although 
up to 12.5 MHz may be used. Maximum clock rate is estab
lished by computing the cumulative propagation delay as 
follows: 

Critical Timings: 
Device 
Number 

1 CP to TC = 14ns 

5 

9 
10 

Gate Delay 6 ns 

CEtoRC a ns 
Gate Delay 6 ns 
Gate Delay 6ns 

CEtoRC ans 
CEtoRC a ns 

} Clock HIGH = 20 ns 

} C"""OW ~ ,,~ 

ALL COUNTERS; 'F190 ALL CLOCKS COMMON 

The terminal count (TC) output of Counter 1 is normally 
LOW but switches HIGH when the circuit reaches zero in 
the ~ount down mode. TC will remain HIGH enabling its 
subsequent gate until the next positive transition of the 
clock. TC thus enables counter 2 for one count in every 10. 
This pattern is the case throughout the system. 

The RC output is utilized on counter 5 in order to facilitate a 
reduction in gate packages used. Otherwise, an a-input 
NAND gate would be necessary in order to enable counter 
9. The switch selected data, present on the parallel inputs, 
is loaded into the counters upon reset and a positive clock 
transition or upon completion of the previous cycle. When 
the count is completed RC is set true on counter 10. Here 
RC causes an 'F74, connected as a one-shot, to re-initialize 
the cycle. 

The Chip Enable of Counter 1 can be used as an Enable to 
the counter. If CE on counter 1 is made HIGH all counting 
will halt, and a LOW causes counting to continue from 
where it was halted. 

With a 10 MHz clock and all nines present on the parallel 
load inputs in the countdown mode a delay of 16.666 min
utes is available, with resolution of 100 ns. 

TUF/l0279-81 

FIGURE 7-43 
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1024 x 1024 Non-Interlaced Video 
Board Using FAST and the 7220 
The accompanying drawing is a conceptual description of a 
cost effective, non-interlaced 1024 x 1024 video graphics 
subsystem using FAST technology. FAST is utilized to attain 
the minimum pixel speed of 90 MHz necessary for an RS-
343A compatible monitor. Also used in the design is the 
7220 graphics display controller for monitor control signals 
and frame buffer modification. 
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This particular implementation is single plane, though there 
are a number of ways to expand this for multi plane opera
tion. As previously mentioned, the 90 MHz clock rate makes 
it imperative to use FAST technology. The 90 MHz clock 
generator is used as the system clock. 
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introduction 
SSI circuits (gates and flip-flops) are lIseful for extending 
logic functions available in MSI. They should be used spar
ingly, essentially as "glue" between MSI circuits, because 
they require considerably more PC board area, interconnec
tions, power and volume compared to equivalent functions 
available in MSI circuits. 

Gates 
FAST offers a wide variety of gate circuits: NAND, NOR, 
EXCLUSIVE-(N)OR, AND/ORIINVERT, BUFFERS. The 
functions in this section are described in terms of positive 
logiC. Obviously, a positive NAND gate can be considered a 
negative NOR gate and a positive NOR can be interpreted 
as a negative NAND. The normal use of TTL gates is well 
understood and need not be covered here. The following 
notes describe miscellaneous uncommon circuits. 

Increasing the Voltage Swing o¥ 
TTL Outputs 
When interfacing 'with MaS devices or discrete transistors, 
it may be desirable to increase the logic swing out of a TTL 
output, which (worst case) is only 2.0V. A 1 k!l. resistor con
nected from any TTL output to Vee will pull the output close 
to Vee, increasing the output swing to more than 4V, while 
decreasing the available fanout by three unit loads. 

Driving Transistors from IFAS"r 
Gate Outputs 
Any gate output can be tied to the base of a grounded emit
ter transistor via a resistor to provide base drive. An addi
tional pull up resistor tied to Vee increases the base drive. 
The edge detector circuit shown in Figure 8-1a generates a 
negative-going pulse on output A for each LOW-to-HIGH 
transition of the input, and generates a negative-going pulse 
on output B for each HIGH-to-LOW transition of the input. 
The pulse width is adjustable by varying the Miller capaci
tance. The transistor can be replaced by an additional 
NAND gate (Figure 8-1b). In this case, the pulse widths will 
be determined by the propagation delay of the gates. A sin
gle edge detection circuit can also be built using NAND 
gates. This circuit will generate a negative-going pulse on 
the LOW-to-HIGH transition of the input. The pulse width 
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can be adjusted by changing the number of inverters. The 
formula for the pulse width is (2n + 1) tpd, where tpd is the 
propagation delay of each inverter. If the circuit is built with 
NOR gates, the pulse is generated by the HIGH-to-LOW 
transition of the input. 
By using non-inverting delay chains, this circuit can be made 
to skew the rising or falling edge of an input signal. This is 
useful in applications where a longer or shorter pulse is 
needed. 

!Edge Detector 'fOO 

Vee 

IN 

TUF/l02BO-l 

---.J '----------IN 

-Ur-------------AOUT 

u .. --------O OUT 

TL/F/l02BO-2 

a. 

--.J I..---------IN 

---u-------------OUT 

TL/F/l02BO-3 

b. 

FIGURE 8·1. 
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Dual Edge Detector 
2" + 1 INVERTERS ("=0,1,2 ••• ) 

r--------------~-~ 

IN - .... ---:--i 

L ________________ ~ 

r-------- .. 

~1 ........ --t---1 .. D---=--- OUT 

I 
I 
I 

~-------- .. TUFll0280-4 

TUFll0280-5 

FIGURE 8-2 

One-quarter of an 'F86 quad Exclusive-OR gate with an odd 
number of inverters provides a circuit generating an output 
pulse for both a LOW-to-HIGH and a HIGH-to-LOW tran
sition of the input signal. The remaining three Exclusive -OR 

gates may be used as inverters. This function is useful for 
regenerating the clock in a self-clocking PDM transmission 
system. When fed with a square wave input, this circuit acts 
as a frequency doubler. The pulse width is determined by 
the number of inverter stages. 
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Simple and Inexpensive Pulse Phase Demodulator 
Symmetrical Clock 

'fBG 
DATA -------\ 

CLOCK -------IL-/ 'f04 

TECHNIOUE #1 

DATA 

DOUBLE fREQUENCY CLOCK 

CLOCK 

TLlF/l02BO-6 

Technique # 2 

FIGURES-3 

Many digital systems require data communication over a 
single line without access to a common clock. This means 
that clock pulses and data must be transmitted on the same 
wire. A common, efficient way to accomplish such transmis
sion is with pulse phase modulation (Manchester code). 

In such a code, a zero is represented by a signal level that is 
HIGH for the first half of the bit time, LOW for the second 
half. A one is represented by a level that is first LOW, then 
HIGH. Thus, each bit has at least one transition which is 
used to resynchronize data at the receiver. Generating this 
code is very simple, requiring either an Exclusive-OR (Tech
nique #1) and a 50% duty cycle clock, or an Exclusive-OR 
and a flip-flop triggered by a double frequency clock (Tech
nique # 2). Another flip-flop can be used to resynchronize 
and suppress glitches. 

The receiver is considerably more complex, because it must 
discriminate between the important clock transitions that 
occur in the middle of every bit time and the incidental tran
sitions that occur between two adjacent opposite bits. A 
nonretriggerable one-shot with a pulse width set at 75% of 
a bit time (or anything between 50% and 100%), and trig
gered by any input level change, performs this discrimina
tion. 

Classically, the trigger pulses are generated by a differentia
tor and a rectifying circuit, involving diodes, capacitors and/ 
or a pulse transformer. This function can be performed most 
economically by one-half of a 'F04 and one-quarter of a 
'F86. The 'F04 inverts and delays the incoming signal. The 
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'F86 forms the Exclusive-OR of this delayed, inverted signal 
and the input signal. The output of the 'F86 is a negative 
pulse with a width that is determined by the delay of the 
three inverters for either a positive or negative transition of 
the input signal. The one-shot connected in a non-retrigger
able mode triggers only on the clock transition (in the middle 
of the bit). The trailing edge of the one-shot can be used as 
a clock input to an edge-triggered flip-flop which recovers 
the transmitted data. This receiver is synchronized by the 
first input data change and stays synchronized as long as 
the one-shot pulse width is between 50% and 100% of the 
data bit time. 

This circuit is very cost effective and practical for data rates 
up to approximately 10 megabits per second. At lower fre
quencies, it can be made self-adaptive to varying data rates 
by controlling the one-shot time, or, better yet, by substitut
ing an oscillator and a programmable counter for the one
shot. 

Simple RC Clock Generator 

~
1OOJl C 

33011 

CLOCK 

1.-___ • CLOCK 

TL/F/l02BO-7 

FIGURES-4 
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TABLES-1 

C f 

200pF 5MHz 
1600 pF 1 MHz 

0.018 fLF 100 KHz 
0.18 fLF 10KHz 

The simple TTL clock generator circuit shown provides a 
clock satisfactory for most simple TTL systems and it al
ways starts oscillating without coaxing. This circuit requires 
only one-half of a hex inverter package and three passive 
components-two resistors and a capacitor. 

Active LOW Enable 

CLOCK "1J"" 

TL/F/102BO-B 

FIGURES-5 

An active LOW Enable input can be provided by replacing 
the 'F04 with a 'FOO quad 2-input NAND gate as shown 
above. The cross-coupled gates guarantee that clock puls
es are not cut short if the Enable input is removed at the 
wrong time. Once the clock goes LOW, it stays LOW for its 
full normal width even if the Enable signal is returned HIGH. 
The clock pulse starts two gate delays (8 ns) after the 
HIGH-to-LOW transition of the ENABLE input. 

Single and Dual Flip-Flops 
FAST offers a wide variety of single and dual flip-flops with 
various differences in logic configuration, speed and power. 

There are three independent aspects to the selection of flip
flops: 

• Logic configuration 

• Speed and power 

• Clocking scheme 

Logic Configuration 
JK flip-flops' response to any digital input condition is logi
cally defined according to the truth table in Table 8-2. 
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TABLES-2 

J K an + 1 

Not Active Not Active an (= No Change) 
Active Not Active HIGH (= Set) 
Not Active Active LOW (= RESET) 
Active Active an (= TOGGLE) 

Essentially J is a Set input and K is a Reset input, but apply
ing both J and K simultaneously toggles the flip-flop. The 
flip-flops differ in the logic controlling the J and K condition. 
Some have no extra logic, others have a JK Enable, some 
have a multi-input AND gate controlling J and K, and some 
have an AND/OR structure, accepting data from different 
sources. Note that some of the inputs are active LOW. The 
K input is particularly useful since tying J and K together 
results in a D input. 

All present TTL flip-flops have an asynchronous, active 
LOW Preset or Clear input, and some of them have both. 

Clocking Scheme 
Perhaps the most important and certainly the most confus
ing and misunderstood aspect of flip-flops is their clocking 
scheme. This defines when the flip-flop accepts data and 
when the outputs change with regard to the clock. 

While most MSI circuits follow standard and simple rules 
(data is accepted a set-up time before the rising edge of the 
clock, and the outputs change after the rising edge of the 
clock), flip-flops are not that consistent. 

There is a functional difference between edge-triggered and 
true master/slave flip-flops. In addition, some flip-flops use 
inverting clock buffers and others do not. As a result, there 
are four different clocking schemes. Only two are used with 
FAST devices. 

Rising-Edge Triggered 
The 'F74 dual flip-flop accepts data a set-up time before the 
rising edge of the clock (.../") and changes its output after 
this rising edge of the clock. Clock pulse width is not critical 
as long as it exceeds worst case set-up time. This is con
sistent with the behavior of most MSI devices. 

Falling-Edge Triggered 
The 'F112/'Fl13/'F114 dual flip-flops accept data a set-up 
time before the falling edge of the clock and change their 
outputs after this falling edge of the clock. Their clock input 
is therefore shown with an inverting symbol ('-). Interfac
ing with most MSI devices requires a clock inverter unless 
this offset triggering is desired. 



Johnson (Moebius) Counters 

Modulo 3 

FIGURES-6a 
With this modulo 3 Johnson counter, each state can be eas-
ily decoded with a 2-input NAND gate. As shown, the un-
used state is non-persistent. 

Modulo 4 

FIGURES-6b 
The modulo 4 counter also provides for glitch-free, easy 
decoding of each state with a 2-input NAND gate. 
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Modulo 3 
Count Sequence 
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Switch Bounce ~liminator and Digital Dlfferentiator 
This circuit eliminates switch bounce and generates active 
lOW output pulses; one on output A after switch depression 
and one on output B after switch release, and a bounce-free 
level output C between them. 

CLOCK - ..... -----11--...1 

a. 

CLOCK 

SWITCH 

A LJ 
B 

C 

b. 

FIGURE 8·7 

Exclusive Latch 
The exclusive latch is an SSI implementation of logiC neces
sary for bus arbitration. The output will only change state 
with a Single active input; two active inputs cause the latch 
to hold current state. 

SIDE 1 SET 

SlOE 2 SET 

FIGURE 8·8 
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LJ 

SIDE 1 ENABLE 

SIDE 2 ENABLE 

A 

C 

TL/F/l0280-11 

TL/F/l0280-12 
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Inductance is Not All Bad 
Trace inductance can be used to advantage. Figure 8-9 
shows trace inductance used in a lumped constant delay 
line in a Z80A memory timing application. 

For a Z80A running at 4 MHz, two areas of critical timing 
exist when using 64k DRAMs. These are fetch cycle (MI), 
read access time, and RAS precharge during T3 of the op
code fetch cycle. In most production designs, minimum cost 
is a major design objective along with easy and consistent 
assembly and test. Maximum speed is the next considera
tion. A worst case timing analysis on the Z80A shows 
240 ns maximum access is available during MI (MRQ to ts 
Din) and 97.5 ns available for RAS precharge. If we assume 
that the CPU and memory are located on different boards, 

bus drivers, buffers and backplane/PCB trace delays will 
account for 61 ns, thus leaving 179 ns available for RAM 
access. This is well within the 150 ns access DRAM timing. 
However, the RAS precharge at 97.5 ns is outside the 100 
ns time required by 150 ns DRAMs. By shortening the RAS 
signal we can achieve a precharge of greater than 100 ns; 
RAS can be shortened to 144 ns minimum (ThRow + T Col 
Valid + T cas ""- + 1 00 ns). The simplest method of 
achieving this is to clock a flip-flop from the leading edge of 
T3. This will then give a RAS precharge time of 160 ns 
maximum and RAS of 297 ns min and a total.cycle time of 
457 ns. For stability, the timing section should be imple
mented using a lumped constant LC delay line. This can be 
implemented as shown in Figure 8-9. 

Aa-15 --------------------1 A 

A~7--------------------------~ 

'F04 

CPU CLOCK _-+ ____ :::t:=~==:r--+----t 

Al1- 15 --------I 

'F158 

B SEL 

Y t------- t.tEIIORY ADDRESS 
0-7 

JC>---+----- RAS 

TL/F/I0280-14 

FIGURE 8-9. Trace Inductance In Memory Timing Application 
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The timing circuit is comprised of two LC lumped constant 
delay lines of 22 ns and 10 ns respectively. The first of 
these (22 ns) delay lines can be made from five sections of 
250 nH loaded with 82 pF. The 250 nH inductors are con
structed from eight turn spirals of 0.0125" track on a 0.025" 
grid. The line delay can be calculated from . 

Ts= .[[C 
The dynamic impedance ZL = .[DC 
The trace inductance . 

L = .0051 [In (211w + t) + 112 J p.H 

Where I = trace length, w = trace width, t = trace thick
ness, all inches. 

If a multilayer board is used, then the inductance calculation 
will change due to the close proximity to ground. 

L = [0.0051 In (-s:) J + .00127 p.Hlinch 

where a: = ~ 
h = dielectric thickness 
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A 250 nH inductor is constructed from 7.0 inches of PC 
trace. When loaded with 82 pF this has an impedance of 
540: A FAST 'F04 can drive a 500 load and switch on 
incident wave, thus making production design both easy to 
control and reliable. The temperature coefficient of the tim
ing circuit can be reduced to a very small number by select
ing a capacitor to have a negative temperature coefficient, 
to track the parameter shifts of the FAST gates or to track 
the timing requirements of the dynamic RAMs used. The 
printed circuit inductor delay line will occupy more area than 
a proprietary delay line but is much lower in cost and easier 
to control or change. Capacitors are also multi-sourced 
where manufacturers of delay lines are few and their prod
ucts expensive. 
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250nH 

c. 10 ns Delay Line 
FIGURE 8·10 
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Line Driving and System Design 

Introduction 
Successful high-speed system design is dependent on care
ful system timing design and good board layout. The pitfalls 
are many and varied, and this section addresses some of 
those problem areas and simplifies the design require
ments. All systems must interconnect signals either by short 
lines on printed circuit board, long lines on a backplane, 
twisted pair cables, or coaxial cables, etc. At high frequen
cy, all of these mediums must be treated as transmission 
lines. Two properties of transmission lines, characteristic 
impedance (Zo) and propagation delay (tpo), are of con
cern. Transmission lines store energy, the magnitude of 
which is dependent on line length, impedance, applied volt
age and source impedance. This stored energy must be dis
sipated by the terminating device and may couple to other 
circuits by crosstalk. The effects of termination on line re
flection and crosstalk are discussed, as well as good board 
layout practices. 

Transmission Line Concepts 
The interactions between wiring and cirCUitry in high-speed 
systems are more easily determined by treating the inter
connections as transmission lines. A brief review of basic 
concepts is presented and simplified methods of analysis 
are used to examine situations commonly encountered in 
digital systems. Since the principles and methods apply to 
any type of logic circuit, normalized pulse amplitudes are 
used in sample waveforms and calculations. 

Simplifying Assumptions 
For the great majority of interconnections in digital systems, 
resistance of the conductors is much less than the input and 
output resistance of the circuits. Similarly, the insulating ma
terials have very good dielectric properties. These circum
stances allow such factors as attenuation, phase distortion 
and bandwidth limitations to be ignored. With these simplifi
cations, interconnections can be dealt with in terms of char
acteristic impedance and propagation delay. 

Characteristic Impedance 
The two conductors that interconnect a pair of circuits have 
distributed series inductance and distributed capacitance 
between them, and thus constitute a transmission line. For 
any length in which these distributed parameters are con
stant, the pair of conductors have a characteristic imped
ance Z00 Whereas quiescent conditions on the line are de
termined by the circuits and terminations, Zo is the ratio of 
transient voltage to transient current passing by a point on 
the line when a signal change or other electrical disturbance 
occurs. The relationship between transient voltage, tran
sient current, characteristic impedance, and the distributed 
parameters is expressed as follows: 
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(E9-1) 
~ = Zo = fLO 
I Veo 

where Lo = inductance per unit length, and Co = capaci
tance per unit length. Zo is in ohms, La in Henries, and Co 
in Farads. 

Propagation Velocity 
Propagation velocity (v) and its reciprocal, delay per unit 
length (Ii), can also be expressed in terms of La and Co. A 
consistent set of units is nanoseconds, microHenries and 
picoFarads, with a common unit of length. 

1 
v=-- 1i=~LoCo 

(E9-2) ~LoCo 
Equations 9-1 and 9-2 provide a convenient means of deter
mining the Lo and Co of a line when delay, length and im
pedance are known. For a length I and delay T, Ii is the ratio 
TIL To determine Lo and Co, combine Equations 9-1 and 
9-2. 

(E9-3) 

(E9-4) 

LO = liZo 
Ii 

Co=
Zo 

More formal treatments of transmission line characteristics, 
including loss effects, are available from many sources. 

Termination and Reflection 
A transmission line with a terminating resistor is shown in 
Figure 9-1. As indicated, a positive step function voltage 
travels from left to right. To keep track of reflection polari
ties, it is convenient to consider the lower conductor as the 
voltage reference and to think in terms of current flow in the 
top conductor only. The generator is assumed to have zero 
internal impedance. The initial current 11 is determined by V 1 
and Zo0 

V1,11-" Il_ l) 

"~ 
- -V, I, 

11=~ V2) 
Rr 

LINE LENGTH = I DELAY=T= lb 

TL/F/l0281-1 

FIGURE 9-1. 

If the terminating resistor matches the line impedance, the 
ratio of voltage to current traveling along the line is matched 
by the ratio of voltage to current which must, by Ohm's law, 
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always prevail at RT. From the viewpoint of the voltage step 
generator, no adjustment of output current is ever required; 
the situation is as though the transmission line never existed 
and RT had been connected directly across the terminals of 
the generator. 

From the RT viewpoint, the only thing the line did was delay 
the arrival of the voltage step by the amount of time T. 

When RT is not equal to Zo, the initial current starting down 
the line is still determined by Vl and Zo but the final steady 
state current, after all reflections have died out, is deter
mined by Vl and RT (ohmic resistance of the line is as
sumed to be negligible). The ratio of voltage to current in the 
initial wave is not equal to the ratio of voltage to current 
demanded by RT. Therefore, at the instant the initial wave 
arrive~ at RT, another voltage and current wave must be 
generated so that Ohm's law is satisfied at the line-load 
interface. This reflected wave, indicated by Vr and Ir in Fig
ure 9-1, starts to return toward the generator. Applying Kir
choff's laws to the end of the line at the instant the initial 
wave arrives results in the following: 

(E9-S) 11 + Ir = IT = Current into RT 

Since only one voltage can exist at the end of the line at this 
instant of time, the following is true: 

thus 

also 
(E9-S) 

Vl + Vr = VT 

IT = VT = Vl + Vr 
RT RT 

Vl Vr 
11 = -andlr =--

Zo Zo 

with the minus sign indicating that Vr is moving toward the 
generator. 

Combining the foregoing relationships algebraically and 
solving for Vr yields a simplified expression in terms of Vl, 
Zo and RT. 

(E9-7) 

The term in parentheses is called the coefficient of reflec
tion {PU. With RT ranging between zero (shorted line) and 
infinity (open line), the coefficient ranges between -1 and 
+ 1 respectively. The subscript L indicates that PL refers to 
the coefficient at the load end of the line. 

Equation 9-7 expresses the amount of voltage sent back 
down the line, and since 

VT = Vl + Vr 

then VT = Vl {1 + PU 
(E9-S) 

VT can also be determined from an expression which does 
not require the preliminary step of calculating PL. Manipulat
ing {1 + PU results in 

1 + PL = 1 + RT - Zo = 2 (~) 
RT+ZO RT+ZO 

Substituting in Equation 9-8 gives 

VT=2(~)Vl 
(E9-9) RT + Zo 
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The foregoing has the same form as a simple voltage divid
er involving a generator V 1 with internal impedance Zo driv
ing a load RT, except that the amplitude of VT is doubled. 

The arrow indicating the direction of Vr, in Figure 9-1 cor
rectly indicates the Vr direction of travel, but the direction of 
Ir flow depends on the Vr polarity. If Vr is pOSitive, Ir flows 
toward the generator, opposing 11. This relationship be
tween the polarity of Vr and the direction of Ir can be de
duced by noting in Equation 9-7 that if Vr is positive it is 
because RT is greater than Zo0 In turn, this means that the 
initial current Ir is larger than the final quiescent current, 
dictated by Vl and RT. Hence Ir must oppose 11 to reduce 
the line current to the final quiescent value. Similar reason
ing shows that if Vr is negative, Ir flows in the same direction 
as 11. 
It is sometimes easier to determine the effect of Vr on line 
conditions by thinking of it as an independent voltage gener
ator in series with RT. With this concept, the direction of Ir is 
immediately apparent; its magnitude, however, is the ratio of 
Vr to Zo i.e., RT is already accounted for in the magnitude of 
Yr. The relationships between incident and reflected signals 
are represented in Figure 9-2 for both cases of mismatch 
between RT and Zoo 

:jl--___ V_1,_h_-_----. 

_ I<T + 
a, Incident Wave 

v, 

.. 
DISTANCE 

TL/F/10281-2 

V1 ~==:::; .. ~--~ -+-±;:t - --- VT 
11 } 

T <, < 2T 

TUF/10281-3 

b. Reflected Wave for RT > Zo 

TL/F/10281-4 

c. Reflected Wave for RT < Zo 

FIGURE 9-2, Reflections for RT ,.. Zo 
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The incident wave is shown in Figure 9-2a. before it has 
reached the end of the line. In Figure 9-2b. a positive Vr is 
returning to the generator. To the left of Vr the current is still 
11, flowing to the right, while to the right of Vr the net current 
in the line is the difference between 11 and Ir. In Figure 9-2c, 
the reflection coefficient is negative, producing a negative 
Vr. This, in turn, causes an increase in the amount of current 
flowing to the right behind the Vr wave. 

Source Impedance, Multiple 
Reflections 
When a reflected voltage arrives back at the source (gener
ator), the reflection coefficient at the source determines the 
response to Vr. The coefficient of reflection at the source is 
governed by Zo and the source resistance Rs. 

Rs-Zo 
(E9-10) PS = Rs + Zo 

FAST OUTPUT 

If the source impedance matches the line impedance, a re
flected voltage arriving at the source is not reflected back 
toward the load end. Voltage and current on the line are 
stable with the following values. 

(E9-11) VT = V1 + Vrand IT = 11 - Ir 

If neither source impedance nor terminating impedance 
matches Zo, multiple reflections occur; the voltage at each 
end of the line comes closer to the final steady state value 
with each succeeding reflection. An example of a line mis
matched on both ends is shown in Figure 9-3. The source is 
a step function of Vee = S.OV amplitude occurring at time 
to. The initial value of V1 starting down the line is 2.4V due 
to the voltage divider action of Zo and Rs. The time scale in 
the photograph shows that the line delay is approximately 
6 ns. Since neither end of the line is terminated in its char
acteristic impedance, multiple reflections occur. 

Zo = SOil 

Rr 300.n 

TUF/l0281-5 

Va = Vee - 2-VBE = 3.6V 
(2S - SO).(1 

PS = (2S + SO).(1 = -0.33 

Initially:V1 = Z ZOR -Va 
0+ s 

SO.(1 
V1 = (SO + 2S).(1 (3.6V) = 2.4 

(300 - SO).(1 
PL = (300 + SO).(1 = 0.71 

H = 20 ns/div 
V = 1.0 Vldiv 

TL/F/l02B1-6 

FIGURE 9-3. Multiple Reflections Due to Mismatch at Load and Source 
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The amplitude and persistence of the ringing shown in Fig
ure 9-3 become greater with increasing mismatch between 
the line impedance and source and load impedances. Re
ducing Rs (Figure 9-3) to 130 increases Ps to -0.75, and 
the effects are illustrated in Figure 9-4. The initial value of 
Vr is 1.BV with a reflection of 0.9V from the open end. When 
this reflection reaches the source, a reflection of (0.9) x 
(-0.75V) starts back toward the open end. Thus, the sec
ond increment of voltage arriving at the open end is nega
tive-going. In turn, a negative-going reflection of (0.9) x 
(-O. 75V) starts back toward the source. This negative in
crement is again multiplied by -0.75V at the source and 
returned toward the open end. It can be deduced that the 
difference in amplitude between the first two positive peaks 
observed at the open end is: 

Vr - V'r = (1 + pu V1 - (1 + pu V1 p2Lp2S 

(E9-12) = (1 + Pu V1 (1 - p2LP2S). 

The factor (1 - p2Lp2S) is similar to the damping factor 
associated with lumped constant circuitry. It expresses the 
attenuation of successive positive or negative peaks of ring
ing. 

Lattice Diagram 
In the presence of multiple reflections, keeping track of the 
incremental waves on the line and the net voltage at the 
ends becomes a bookkeeping chore. A convenient and sys
tematic method of indicating the conditions which combines 
magnitude, polarity and time utilizes a graphic construction 
called a lattice diagram. A lattice diagram for the line condi
tions of Figure 9-3 is shown in Figure 9-5. 

... v, 

TL/F/10281-7 

FIGURE 9-4. Extended Ringing when Rs 
of Figure 9-3 Is Reduced to 130 

The vertical lines symbolize discontinuity pOints, in this case 
the ends of the line. A time scale is marked off on each line 
in increments of 2T, starting at to for V1 and T for Vr. The 
diagonal lines indicate the incremental voltages traveling 
between the ends of the line; solid lines are used for posi
tive voltages and dashed lines for negative. It is helpful to 
write the reflection and transmission multipliers p and (1 + 
p) at each vertical line, and to tabulate the incremental and 
net voltages in columns alongside the vertical lines. Both 
the lattice diagram and the waveform photograph show that 
V1 and Vr asymptotically approach 3.4V, as they must with 
a 3.4V source driving an open-ended line. 

9.s 

Shorted Line 
The open-ended line in Figure 9-3 has a reflection coeffi
cient of 0.71 and the successive reflections tend toward the 
steady state conditions of zero line current and a line volt
age equal to the source voltage. In contrast, a shorted line 
has a reflection coefficient of -1 and successive reflections 
must cause the line conditions to approach the steady state 
conditions of zero voltage and a line current determined by 
the source voltage and resistance. 

Shorted line conditions are shown in Figure 9-6a with the 
reflection coefficient at the source end of the line also nega
tive. A negative coefficient at both ends of the line means 
that any voltage approaching either end of the line is reflect
ed in the opposite polarity. Figure 9-6b shows the response 
to an input step-function with a duration much longer than 
the line delay. The initial voltage starting down the line is 
about + 2.4V, which is inverted at the shorted end and re
turned toward the source as - 2.4V. Arriving back at the 
source end of the line, this voltage is multiplied by (1 + psI, 
causing a -1.S1V net change in V1. Concurrenlly, a reflect
ed voltage of + O.BOV (-2.4V times PS of -0.33) starts 
back toward the shorted end of the line. The voltage at V1 is 
reduced by 50% with each successive round trip of reflec
tions, thus leading to the final condition of OV on the line. 

When the duration of the input pulse is less than the delay 
of the line, the reflections observed at the source end of the 
line constitute a train of negative pulses, as shown in 
Figure 9-6c. The amplitude decreases by 50% with each 
successive occurrence as it did in Figure 9-6b. 

V, V, 

(1 +p)=~ ~.33 p=~ ~=+1.7t 

SUM: 

+ 1.14V 
i3.54v 

-O.27V 
+3.27V 

+O.o6V 
+3.33V 

-D.OIY 
i3.32v 8T 

-----
-:~.~~ ------- ----- ---

-----<~.~-"--- --- --::: 

.... --- __ :o.:o:~--------

FIGURE 9-5_ lattice Diagram 
for the Circuit of Figure 9-3 

31 

5T 

7T 

9T 

+4.10V 

-O.96V 
+3.14V 

+O.2lV 
+3.37V 

-O.05Y 
+mv 

+O.OIV 
+3.33V 
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Series Termination 
Driving an open-ended line through a source resistance 
equal to the line impedance Is called series termination. It is 
particularly useful when transmitting signals which originate 
on a PC board and travel through the backplane to another 
board with the attendant discontinuities, since reflections 
coming back to the source are absorbed and ringing thereby 
controlled. Figure 9-7 shows a 9an line driven from a 1 V 
generator through a source impedance of 9an. The photo
graph illustrates that the amplitude of the initial signal sent 
down the line is only half of the generator voltage, while the 
voltage at the open end of the line is doubled to full ampli
tude (1 + PL = 2). The reflected voltage arriving back at 
the source raises V 1 to the full amplitude of the generator 
signal. Since the reflection coefficient at the source is zero, 

FAST OUTPUT 

v, 

ZO=50A 

Rr=O 
Vr=O 

TL/F/l0281-9 

a. Reflection Coefficients for Shorted Line 

no further changes occur and the line voltage is equal to the 
generator voltage. Because the initial signal on the line is 
only half the normal signal swing, the loads must be con
nected at or near the end of line to avoid receiving a 2-step 
input signal. 

A TTL output driving a series-terminated line is limited in 
fanout due to the IR drop associated with the collective I,L 
drops of the inputs being driven. For most TTL families oth
er than FAST@, series termination should not be considered 
since either the input currents are so high (TTL, S, H) or the 
input threshold is very low (LS). In either case the noise 
margins are severely degraded to the point where the circuit 
becomes unusable. In FAST, however, the I,L of 0.6 mA, 
through a 25n resistor used as a series terminator, will re
duce the low level noise margin by 15.0 mV for each stan
dard FAST input driven. 

TL/F/l0281-10 

b. Input Pulse Duration » Line Delay 

TUF/l0281-11 

c. Input Pulse Duration < Line Delay 

FIGURE 9·6. Reflections of Long and Short Pulses on a Shorted Line 
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TL/F/l02BI-12 

H = 10ns/dly 
V = 2.0 V/dly 

TL/F/l02BI-13 

FIGURE 9-7. Series-Terminated Line Waveforms 

RO 

TLlF/l02BI-14 

, FIGURE 9-8. TTL Element Driving 
a Series-Terminated Line 

Extra Delay with Termination 
Capacitance 
Designers should consider the effect of the load capaci
tance at the end of the line when using series termination. 
Figure 9-9 shows how the output waveform changes with 
increasing load capacitance. Figure 9-9b shows the effect 
of load capacitances of 0, 12,24,48 pF. With no load, the 
delay between the 50% paints of the input and output is just 
the line delay T. A capacitive load at the end of the line 
causes an extra delay aT due to the increase in rise time of 
the output signal. The midpoint of the signal swing is a good 
approximation of the FAST threshold since VOL = 0.5Vand 
VOH = 2.7V and the actual input switching threshold of 
FAST is 1.5V at 25°C. 
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TL/F/l02BI-15 

a. Series-Terminated Line with Load Capacitance 

H = 1 ns/dly 
V - 1.0Vldly 

TLlF/l02BI-16 

b. Output Rise Time Increase with 
Increasing Load Capacitance 

LINE 50% r-
IN~D=----T 

LINE 
OUTPUT 

TL/F/l0281-17 

c. Extra Delay aT Due to Rise Time Increase 

FIGURE 9-9. Extra Delay with Termination Capacitance 

The increase in propagation delay can be calculated by us
ing a ramp approximation for the incident voltage and char
acterizing the circuit as a fixed impedance in series with the 
load capacitance, as shown in Figure 9-10. One general 
solution serves both series and parallel termination cases 
by using an impedance Z' and a time constant, T, defined in 
Figure 9-10a and 9-10b. 

Calculated and observed increases in delay time to the 50% 
point show close agreement when T is less than half the 
ramp time. At large ratios of Tla (where a = ramp time), 



measured delays exceed calculated values by approximate
ly 7%. Figure 9-11, based on measured values, shows the 
increase in delay to the 50% point as a function of the z'e 
time constant, both normalized to the 10% to 90% rise time 
of the input signal. As an example of using the graph, con
sider a 1000 series-terminated line with 30 pF load capaci
tance at the end of the line. The 3 ns rise time assumed is 
typical of FAST in an actual line driving application. From 

Figure 9-10a, Z' is equal to 1000; the ratio Z'e is 1. From 
tr 

the graph, the ratio aT Itr is O.B. Thus the increase in the 
delay to the 50% point of the output waveform is O.B tr, or 
2.4 ns, which is then added to the no-load line delay T to 
determine the total delay. 

Had the 1000 line in the foregoing example been parallel 
rather than series terminated at the end of the line, Z' would 
be 500. The added delay would be only 1.35 ns with the 
same 30 pF loading at the end. The added delay would be 
only 0.75 ns if the line were 500 and parallel-terminated. 
The various trade-oils involving type of termination, line im
pedance, and loading are important considerations for crit
ical delay paths. 

V~N (I) --Zo'---11 

r 
z'=Zo 

VIN(t)~ 

Q >." , • ..: It" 
TL/F/102B1-1B 

a.Thevenln Equivalent for Series-Terminated Case 

Zo z'=~ 
V'N(t)l1 VIN(t)~t cI ~ c Vc RT=ZoLy' 

-=- -=- T=Z' c=~c r 
b. Thevenln Equivalent for 
Parallel·Termlnated Case 

TL/F/102B1-19 

FIGURE 9·10. Determining the Effect 
of End·of·Llne Capacitance 
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FIGURE 9·11. Increase In 50% Point Delay 
Due to Capacitive Loading at the 
End of the Line, Normalized to t. 

Distributed Loading Effects 
on Line Characteristics 
When capacitive loads such as TTL inputs are connected 
along a transmission line, each one causes a reflection with 
a polarity opposite to that of the incident wave. Reflections 
from two adjacent loads tend to overlap if the time required 
for the incident wave to travel from one load to the next is 
equal to or less than the signal rise time. Figure 9-12a illus
trates an arrangement for observing the ellects of capaci
tive loading, while Figure 9-12b shows an incident wave fol
lowed by reflections from two capacitive loads. The two ca
paCitors causing the reflections are separated by a distance 
requiring a travel time of 1 ns. The two reflections return to 
the source 2 ns a part, since it takes 1 ns longer for the 
incident wave to reach the second capacitor and an addi
tional 1 ns for the second reflection to travel back to the 
source. I n the upper trace of Figure 9-12b, the input signal 
rise time is 1 ns and there are two distinct reflections, al
though the trailing edge of the first overlaps the leading 
edge of the second. The input rise time is longer in the 
middle trace, causing a greater overlap. In the lower trace, 
the 2 ns input rise time causes the two reflections to merge 
and appear as a single reflection which is relatively constant 
(at:::: - 10%) for half its duration. This is about the same 
reflection that would occur if the 930 line had a middle sec
tion with an impedance reduced to 750. 
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With a number of capacitors distributed all along the line of 
Figure 9-12a, the combined reflections modify the observed 
input waveform as shown in the top trace of Figure 9-12c. 
The reflections perSist for a time equal to the 2-way line 
delay (15 ns), after which the line voltage attains its final 
value. The waveform suggests a line terminated with a re
sistance greater than its characteristic impedance (RT > 
Zo). This analogy is strengthened by observing the effect of 
reducing RT from 93n to 750 which leads to the middle 

Rs=930 

t 
I 

Vo te 
2V 

VI 

':' 

waveform of Figure 9-12c. Note that the final (steady state) 
value of the line voltage is reduced by about the same 
amount as that caused by the capacitive reflections. In the 
lower trace of Figure 9-12c the source resistance Rs is re
duced from 930 to 750, restoring both the initial and final 
line voltage values to the same amplitude as the final value 
in the upper trace. From the standpoint of providing a de
sired signal voltage on the line and impedance matching at 
either end, the effect of distributed capacitive loading can 
be treated as a reduction in line impedance. 

Zo=930 

I I I 
..L ...L t Rr=83 II I I ':' 
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a. Arrangement for Observing Capacitive Loading Effects 

tr= 1 ns 

tr =1.S ns 

tr=2 ns 

H 2ns/diy 
V 0.25 V/diy 

b. Capacitive Reflections Merging as Rise Time Increases 

H 5 ns/dly 
V 0.25V1diY 

93!! 

RS=93!! 
RT=75!! 

.... RS=RT= 
7511 

TL/F/l02Bl-22 
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c. Matching the Altered Impedance of a Capacitively Loaded Line 

FIGURE 9·12. Capacitive Reflections and Effects on Line Characteristics 
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The reduced line impedance can be calculated by consider
ing the load capacitance CL as an increase in the intrinsic 
line capacitance Co along that portion of the line where the 
loads are connected. Denoting this length of line as I, the 
distributed value CD of the load capacitance is as follows: 

CL 
CD=i 

CD is then added to Co in Equation 9-1 to determine the 
reduced line impedance ZOo 

(E9-13) 

fLO 
Z'o = 1J~ = 

#n 

LO 

z' + Co = Zo 

°HH 1+...Q 1+...Q 
Co Co 

In the example of Figure 9-12c, the total load capacitance 
(ICo) is 60 pF. Note that the ratio CD/CO is the same as 
CL/ICO. The calculated value of the reduced impedance is 
thus 

(E9-14) 

93 93 
Z'o = --- = -- = 75n A 3 v'f55 

1 +-
60 

This correlates with the results observed in Figure 9-12c 
when Rr and Rs are reduced to 75n. 

The distributed load capacitance also increases the line de
lay, which can be calculated from Equation 9-2. 

0' = ~Lo (Co + CD) = ~LoCo 

(E9-15) 
~1 + CD = 0 ~1 + CD 

Co Co 

The line used in the example of Figure 9-12c has an intrinsic 
delay of 6 ns and a loaded delay of 7.5 ns which checks 
with Equation 9-15. 

(E9-16) 10' = 10 v'f55 = 6v'f55 = 7.5 ns 

Equation 9-15 can be used to predict the delay for a given 
line and load. The ratio CD/CO (hence the loading effect) 
can be minimized for a given loading by using a line with a 
high intrinsic capacitance Co. 

A plot of Z' and 0' for a 50n line as a function of CD is 
shown in Figure 9-13. This figure illustrates that relatively 
modest amounts of load capacitance will add appreciably to 
the propagation delay of a line. In addition, the characteris
tic impedance is reduced Significantly. 
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FIGURE 9-13. Capacitive Loading Effects 
on Line Delay and Impedance 

Worst case reflections from a capacitively loaded section of 
transmission line can be accurately predicted by using the 
modified impedance of Equation 9-9. When a signal origi
nates on an unloaded section of line, the effective reflection 
coefficient is as follows: 

(E9-17) 
Z'o - Zo 

p = Z'o + Zo 

Mismatched lines 
Reflections occur not only from mismatched load and 
source impedances but also from changes in line imped
ance. These changes could be caused by bends in coaxial 
cable, unshielded twisted-pair in contact with metal, or mis
match between PC board traces and backplane wiring. With 
the coax or twisted-pair, line impedance changes run about 
5% to 10% and reflections are usually no problem since the 
percent reflection is roughly half the percent change in im
pedance. However, between PC board and backplane wir
ing, the mismatch can be 2 or 3 to 1. This is illustrated in 
Figure 9-14 and analyzed in the lattice diagram of Figure 9-
15. Line 1 is driven in the series-terminated mode so that 
reflections coming back to the source are absorbed. 

The reflection and transmission at the point where imped
ances differ are determined by treating the downstream line 
as though it were a terminating resistor. For the example of 
Figure 9-14, the reflection coefficient at the intersection of 
lines 1 and 2 for a signal traveling to the right is as follows: 

= Z2 - ZI = 93 - 50 = + 0 3 
(E9-18) P12 Z2 + ZI 143 . 
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FIGURE 9-14. Reflections from Mismatched Lines 

Thus the signal reflected back toward the source and the 
signal continuing along line 2 are, respectively, as follows: 

V1r = p12V1 = +0.3V1 

(E9-19) V2 = (1 + p12) V1 = + 1.3 V1 

At the intersection of lines 2 and 3, the reflection coefficient 
for signals traveling to the right is determined by treating Z3 
as a terminating resistor. 

p23 = Z3 - Z2 = 39 - 93 = _ 0.41 
(E9-20) Z3 + Z2 132 

When V 2 arrives at this point, the reflected and transmitted 
signals are as follows: 

V2r = p23 V2 = .,..0.41 V2 

= (-0.41)(1.3)V1 

(E9-21a) = -0.53 V1 

V3 = (1 + p23) V2 = 0.59 V2 

= (0.59)(1.3) V1 

(E9-21b) = O.77V1 

Voltage V3 is doubled in magnitude when it arrives at the 
open-ended output, since PL is + 1. This effectively cancels 
the voltage divider action between Rs and Zl' 

V4 = (1 + PU (1 + p23)V2 

(E9-22) = (1 + PU (1 + p23)(1 + p12) V1 
. V 

= (1 + PU (1 + p23)(1 + p12) 20 

V4 = (1 + p23) (1 + p12) Vo 
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Thus, Equation 9-22 is the general expression for the initial 
step of output voltage for three lines when the input is se
ries-terminated and the output is open-ended. Note that the 
reflection coefficients at the intersections of lines 1 and 2 
and lines 2 and 3 in Figure 9-15 have reversed signs for 
signals traveling to the left. Thus the voltage reflected from 
the open output and the signal reflecting back and forth on 
line 2 both contribute additional increments of output volt
age in the same polarity as Vo. Lines 2 and 3 have the 
same delay time; therefore, the two aforementioned incre
ments arrive at the output simultaneously at time 5T on the 
lattice diagram (Figure 9-15). 

In the general case of series lines with different delay times, 
the vertical lines on the lattice diagram should be spaced 
apart in the ratio of the respective delays. Figure 9-16 
shows this for a hypothetical case with delay ratios 1 :2:3. 
For a sequence of transmission lines with the highest im
pedance line in the middle, at least three output voltage 
increments with the same polarity as Vo occur before one 
can occur of oppOSite polaritY. On the other hand, if the 
middle line has the lowest impedance, the polarity of the 
second increment of output voltage is the opposite of Vo. 
The third increment of output voltage has the oppOSite po
larity, for the time delay ratios of Figure 9-16. 

When transmitting logic signals, it is important that the initial 
step of line output voltage passes through the threshold 
region of the receiving circuit, and that the next two incre
ments of output voltage augment the initial step. Thus in a 
series-terminated sequence of three mismatched lines, the 
middle line should have the highest impedance. 
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FIGURE 9-15. Lattice Diagram for the Circuit of Figure 9-14 
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FIGURE 9-16. Lattice Diagram for 
Three Lines with Delay Ratios 1 :2:3 

Rise Time versus Line Delay 
When the 2-way line delay is less than the rise time of the 
input wave, any reflections generated at the end of the line 
are returned to the source before the input transition is com
pleted. Assuming that the generator has a finite source re
sistance, the reflected wave adds algebraically to the input 
wave while it is still in transition, thereby changing the shape 
of the input. This effect is illustrated in Figure 9-17, which 
shows input and output voltages for several comparative 
values of rise time and line delay. 

I n Figure 9-11b where the rise time is much shorter than the 
line delay, VI rises to an initial value of tV. At time T later, 
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VT rises to 0.5V, i.e., 1 + PL = 0.5. The negative reflection 
arrives back at the source at time 2T, causing a net change 
of -0.4V, i.e., (1 + PS) (-0.5) = -0.4. 

The negative coefficient at the source changes the polarity 
of the other 0.1 V of the reflection and returns it to the end of 
the line, causing VT to go positive by another 50 mV at time 
3T. The remaining 50 mV is inverted and reflected back to 
the source, where its effect is barely distinguishable as a 
small negative change at time 4T. 

In Figure 9-11e, the input rise time (0% to 100%) is in
creased to such an extent that the input ramp ends just as 
the negative reflection' arrives back at the source end. Thus 
the input rise time is equal to 2T. 

The input rise time is increased to 4T in Figure 9-11d, with 
the negative reflection causing a noticeable change in input 
slope at about its midpoint. This change in slope is more 
visible in the double exposure photo of Figure 9-11£1, which 
shows V 1 (tr still set for 4n with and without the negative 
reflection. The reflection was eliminated by terminating the 
line in its characteristic impedance. 

The net input voltage at any particular time is determined by 
adding the reflection to the otherwise unaffected input. It 
must be remembered that the reflection arriving back at the 
input at a given time is proportional to the input voltage at a 
time 2T earlier. The value of VI in Figure 9-11d can be 
calculated by starting with the tV input ramp. 

(E9-23) 

1 
VI = -e!forO';; t,;; 4T 

tr 
= tV for t ;" 4T 
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a. Test Arrangement for Rise Time Analysis 

H=10nsldlv 
V=O.5 Vldiv 

TLlF/l0281-31 

c. Line Voltages for tr = 2T 

H =10nsldlv 
V=O.5 Vldlv 

TLlF/l0281-30 

b. Line Voltages for tr < < T 

H = 10ns/dlv 
V=O.5Vldlv 

TL/F/l0281-32 

d. Line Voltages for tr = 4T 

H = 10 ns'div 
V=O.5 V/div 

TL/F/l0281-33 

e. Input Voltage With and Without Reflection 

FIGURE 9·17. Line Voltages for Various Ratios of Rise Time to Line Delay 
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The reflection from the end of the line is 

(E9-24) 
V _ pdt - 2T). 
r- tr ' 

the portion of the reflection that appears at the input is 

V' _ (1 + PS) PL (t - 2T). 
(E9-25) r - tr ' 

the net value of the input voltage is the sum. 

v, _ t ,:...(1_+--,-p""S)"",P-=L"",(t_-_2T..;.) 
1--+-

(E9-26) tr tr 

The peak value of the input voltage in Figure 9-17d is deter
mined by substituting values and letting t equal 4T. 

v, _ (O.B) (-0.5) (4T - 2T) 
1-

tr 
(E9-27) = 1 - 0.04 (0.5) = O.BV 

After this peak point, the input ramp is no longer increasing 
but the reflection is still arriving. Hence the net value of the 
input voltage decreases. In this example, the later reflec
tions are too small to be detected and the input voltage is 
thus stable after time 6T. For the general case of repeated 
reflections, the net voltage V I (!) seen at the driven end of 
the line can be expressed as follows, where the signal 
caused by the generator is V I (!): 

V'I(!) VI(!) 

V'I(!) 

V'I(!) 

V'I(!) 

(E9-28) 

forO<t<2T 

VI(!) + (1 + ps) PL VI(! - 2T) 
for 2T < t < 4T 

VI(!) + (1 + PS) PL VI(! - 2T) + 
(1 + PS) PSPL 2 (V 1(1 - 4T) 
for4T < t < 6T 

VI(!) + (1 + PS) PL VI(! - 2T) + 
(1 + PS) PSPL2 VI(! - 4T) + 
(1 + PS) PS2PL3 VI(! - 6T) 
for 6T < t < BT, etc. 
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The voltage at the output end of the line is expressed in a 
similar manner. 

VT(!) = 0 
forO<t<T 

VT(!) = (1 + pu V1(I - T) 
forT < t < 3T 

VT(!) = (1 + pL) V1(I - T) + 
(1 + PU PSPL VI(! - 3T) 
for 3T < t < 5T 

VT(!) = (1 + PU VI(! - T) + 
(1 + pu PSPL VI(! - 3T) + 
(1 + PU PS2PL2 VI(t - 5T) 

(E9-29) for 5T < t < ?T, etc. 

Ringing 
Multiple reflections occur on a transmission line when nei
ther the signal source impedance nor the termination (load) 
impedance matches the line impedance. When the source 
reflection coefficient PS and the load reflection coefficient 
PL are of opposite polarity, the reflections alternate in polari
ty. This causes the signal voltage to oscillate about the final 
steady state value, commonly recognized as ringing. 

When the Signal rise time is long compared to the line delay, 
the signal shape is distorted because the individual reflec
tions overlap in time. The basic relationships among rise 
time, line delay, overshoot and undershoot are shown in a 
simplified diagram, Figure 9-18. The incident wave is a ramp 
of amplitude 8 and rise duration A. The reflection coefficient 
at the open-ended line output is + 1 and the source reflec
tion coefficient is assumed to be -O.B, Le., RO = ZO/9. 

Figure 9-18b shows the individual reflections treated sepa
rately. Rise time A is assumed to be three times the line 
delay T. The time scale reference is the line output and the 
first increment of output voltage Vo rises to 28 in the time 
inlerval A. Simultaneously, a positive reflection (not shown) 
of amplitude 8 is generated and travels to the source, 
whereupon it is multiplied by -O.B and returns toward the 
end of the line. This negative-going ramp starts at time 2T 
(twice the line delay) and doubles to -1.68 at time 2T + A. 
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The negative-going increment also generates a reflection of 
amplitude -0.88 which makes the round trip to the source 
and back, appearing at time 4T as a positive ramp rising to 
+ 1.288 at time 4T + A. The process of reflection and re
reflection continues, and each successive increment chang
es in polarity and has an amplitude of 80% of the preceding 
increment. 
In Figure 9-18c, the output increments are added algebrai
cally by superposition. The starting point of each increment 
is shifted upward to a voltage value equal to the algebraiC 
sum of the quiescent levels of all the preceding increments 
(i.e., 0, 28, 0.48, 1.688, etc.). For time intervals when two 
ramps occur simultaneously, the two linear functions add to 
produce a third ramp that prevails during the overlap time of 
the two increments. 
It is apparent from the geometric relationships, that if the 
ramp time A is less than twice the line delay, the first output 
increment has time to rise to the full 28 amplitude and the 
second increment reduces the net output voltage to 0.48. 
Conversely, if the line delay is very short compared to the 
ramp time, the excursions about the final value VG are 
small. 
Figure 9-18e shows that the peak of each excursion is 
reached when the earlier of the two constituent's ramps 
reaches its maximum value, with the result that the first 
peak occurs at time A. This is because the earlier ramp has 
a greater slope (absolute value) than the one that follows. 
Actual waveforms such as produced by TTL do not have a 
constant slope and do not start and stop as abruptly as the 
ramp used in the example of Figure 9-18. Predicting the 
time at which the peaks of overshoot and undershoot occur 
is not as simple as with ramp excitation. A more rigorous 
treatment is required, including an expression for the driving 
waveform which closely simulates its actual shape. In the 
general case, a peak occurs when the sum of the slopes of 
the individual signal increment is zero. 

Summary 
The foregoing discussions are by no means an exhaustive 
treatment of transmission line characteristics. Rather, they 
are intended to focus attention on the general methods 
used to determine the interactions between high·speed log
ic circuits and their interconnections. Considering an inter
connection in terms of distributed rather than lumped induc
tance and capaCitance leads to the line impedance concept, 
i.e., mismatch between this characteristic impedance and 
the terminations causes reflections and ringing. 
Series termination provides a means of absorbing reflec
tions when it is likely that discontinuities andlor line imped
ance changes will be encountered. A disadvantage is that 
the incident wave is only one-half the signal swing, which 
limits load placement to the end of the line. TTL input ca
pacitance increases the rise time at the end of the line, thus 
increasing the effective delay. With parallel termination, i.e., 
at the end of the line, loads can be distributed along the line. 
TTL input capacitance modifies the line characteristics and 
should be taken into account when determining line delay. 

Series termination provides a means of absorbing reflec
tions when it is likely that discontinuities and I or line imped
ance changes will be encountered. A disadvantage is that 
the incident wave is only one-half the signal swing, which 
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limits load placement to the end of the line. TTL input ca
paCitance increases the rise time at the end of the line, thus 
increasing the rise time at the end of the line, thus increas
ing the effective delay. With parallel termiantion, i.e., at the 
end of the line, loads can be distributed along the line. TTL 
input capacitance modifies the line characteristics and 
should be taken into account when determining line delay. 

Line Driving 
All interconnects, such as coaxial cable, defined impedance 
transmission lines and feeders, can be considered as trans
mission lines, whereas printed circuit traces and hook-up 
wire tend to be ignored as transmission lines. With any high
speed logic family, all interconnects should be considered 
as transmission lines, and evaluated as such to see if termi
nation is required. Of the many properties of transmission 
lines, two are of major interest to us: Zo (the effective equiv
alent resistive value that causes zero reflection) and tpo 
(propagation delay down the transmission line). 80th of 
these parameters are geometry dependent. Here are some 
common configurations: 

PRINTED CIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS 
h = dielectric thickness 
c = trace thickness 

L = trace length 
K = dielectric thickness between ground planes 
b = trace width 

Er = dielectric constant 

Ibl 
;,::;.~"" .• :. h ~ 

TL/F/10281-37 

FIGURE 9-19. Micro Strlpllne 

Z - 87 In(~)n 
0- ~Er + 1.41 0.8 b + c 

(E9-30) tpo = 1.017 ~0.475 Er + 0.67 ns/ft. 

TL/F/10281-38 

FIGURE 9-20. Strlpllne 

Zo = Ii? In ( 4K ) n 
Er 0.671Tb ( 0.8 +~) 

(E9-3t) tpo = 1.017.JE;" ns/ft. 
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FIGURE 9·21. Side by Side 

Z = 120 In (~) .n 
o .fEr' b+c 

(E9·32) tpD = 1.017 ~0.475 Er + 0.67 ns/ft. 

(E9-33) 

(E9-34) 

(E9-35) 

TL/F/10281-40 

FIGURE 9-22. Flat Parallel Conductors 
forb:> handh:> c 

Zo = Sf; In (~) .n 
tpD = 1.017 ~0.475Er + 0.67 ns/ft. 
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a. Wire Over Ground Plane 

60 (4h) Zo = .fEr' In d .n 

TUF/102B1-42 

b. Coaxial Cable 

60 (D) Zo = .fEr' In d .n 
FIGURE 9-23. Wiring 
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TWISTED PAIR 

TLlF/10281-43 

120 (2D) 
(E9-36) Zo = .fEr' In d .n 

FIGURE 9-24. Twisted Pair or Ribbon Cable 

All of the above rely on the complex relationship 

(E9-37) 
Zo = ~ Ro + j CllLo .n 

Go + jCllCo 
and can be simplified to 

if we assume 

Zo = reo -v CO 

Go'" Ro"'O 
Note that Zo is real, not complex, appears resistive and is 
not a function of length. 

Also, 

(E9-3S) tpD = 4LoCo 
The inductance of PC trace can be determined by the for
mula 

Lo = [0.0051 Ln (~) ] + 0.00127 p.H/inch 

(E9-39) 

{4fiC 
where a = -v--;-

For power and ground planes in a multilayer board, the ca
pacitance of the plane can be calculated by the formula for 
parallel plates separated by a dielectric: 

C = 0.2212 EhrA pF 
(E9-40) 

where A = surface area of one plate. 



.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, r 
The above formula (E9-40) cannot be used to calculate PC 
trace capacitance. This must either be measured or an ap
propriate value may be taken from the following curves. 

The impedance of striplines and microstriplines can be 
found quickly from the following curves. For characteristics 
of cables, refer to manufacturers' data. 
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FIGURE 9-25. Capacitance of Microstriplines 
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FIGURE 9·27, Impedance of Mlcrostrlpllnes 
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FIGURE 9-28. Impedance of Strlpllnes 

TABLE 9-1. Relative Dielectric 
Constants of Various Materials 

Material Er 

Air 1.0 
Polyethylene Foam 1.6 
Cellular Polyethylene I.B 
Teflon 2.1 
Polyethylene 2.3 
Polystyrene 2.5 
Nylon 3.0 
Silicon Rubber 3.1 
Polyvinylchloride (PVC) 3.5 
Epoxy Resin 3.6 
Delrin 3.7 
Epoxy Glass 4.7 
Mylar 5.0 
Polyurethane 7.0 

All the above information on impedance and propagation 
delays are for the circuit interconnect only. The actual im
pedance and propagation delays will differ from this by the 
loading effects of gate input and output capacitances, and 
by any connectors that may be in line. The effective imped
ance and propagation delay can be determined from the 
following formula: 

Zo 

Zo' = ~1 + (~~) n 

(E9_41)tPD = ~LoCo :. tPD' = tPD~""'1-+--r(c""C~-)r 
where CL is the total of all additional loading. 

The results of these formulas will frequently give effective 
impedances of less than half Zo, and interconnect propaga
tion delays greater than the driving device propagation de
lays, thus becoming the predominant delay. 
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Driving Transmis.sion Lines 

A 
Zo 

..1 Length =~ 

TL/F/10281-48 

FIGURE 9-29 . 

1. Untermlnated 

The maximum length for an unterminated line can be deter
mined by 

tr 
(E9-42) £ max = 2tpo' (For FAST, tr = 3 ns) 

:. £ max = 10 inches for trace on G10 epoxy glass P.C. 

The voltage wave propagated down the transmission line ry 
step) is the full output drive of the deivce into Zo'. Reflec
tions will not be a problem if £ :s;;. £ max. Lines longer than 
£ max will be subject to ringing and reflections and will drive 
the inputs and outputs below ground. 

A 

2. Series-Terminated 

RTs = Zo 

RTs 

..1 l 
TLlF/10281-49 

FIGURE 9-30 

Series termination has limited use in TTL interconnect 
schemes due to the voltage drop across RT s in the LOW 
state, reducing noise margins at the receiver. Series termi
nation is the ideal termination for highly capacitive memory 
arrays whose DC loadings are minimal. RTs values of Ion 
to 50n are normally found in these applications. 

3. Parallel-Terminated 

Four possibilities for parallel termination exist: 

A. Z'o to Vee. This will consume current from Vee when 
output is LOW; 

B. Z'o to GND. This will consume current from Vee when 
output is HIGH; 

C. Thevenln equivalent termination. This will consume half 
the current of A and B from the output stage, but will 
have reduced noise margins, and consume current from 
Vee with outputs HIGH or LOW. If used on a TRI
STATEiII> bus, this will set the quiescent line voltage to 
half. 

D. AC Termination. An RC termination to GND, R + Xe = 
Zo', Xe to be less than 2% of Zo' at 

f =..!. 
(E9-43) 2tr 
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This consumes no DC current with outputs in either state. If 
this is used on a TRI-STATE bus, then the quiescent voltage 
on the line can be established at Vee or GND by a high 
value pull up (down) resistor to the appropriate supply rail. 

Parallel-Terminated 

A.RTtoVcC 
RT = lo' 

B.RTtoGND 
RT = lo' 

C. Thevenln Termination 
RT = 2lo' 

A B 
Z' nf 

D. AC Termination to GND 
RT + XCT = lo' 

"Choose capacitor, Or, such 
that: T RC > 3TD (Line Delay) 

FIGUR .. 9-31 
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Decoupling 

Typical Dynamic Impedance of 
Unbypassed Vee Runs 
Figure 9-32 shows several schemes for power and ground 
distribution on logic boards. Figure 9-32 is a cross-section, 
with a, b, and c showing a 0.1 inch wide Vee bus and 
ground on the opposite side. Figure 9-32d shows side-by
side Vee and ground strips, each 0.04 inch wide. Figure 
9-32e shows a four layer board with embedded power and 
ground planes. 

In Figure 9-32a, the dynamic impedance of Vee with respect 
to ground is 50n, even though the Vee trace width is gener
ous and there is a complete ground plane. In Figure 9-32b, 
the ground plane stops just below the edge of the Vee bus 
and the dynamic impedance doubles to 100n. In Figure 
9-32c, the ground bus is also 0.1 inch wide and runs along 
under the Vee bus and exhibits a dynamic impedance of 
about ssn. In Figure 9-32d, the trace widths and spacing 
are such that the traces can run under a DIP, between two 
rows of pins. The impedance of the power and ground 
planes in Figure 9-32e is typically less than 2n. 

These typical dynamic impedances point out why a sudden 
current demand due to an IC output switching can cause a 
momentary reduction in Vee, unless a bypass capacitor is 
located near the IC. 

lee Drain Due to Line Driving 
Figure 9-33 illustrates the sudden demand for current from 
Vee when a buffer output forces a LOW-to-HIGH transition 
into the midpoint of a data bus. The sketch shows a wire
over-ground transmission line, but it could also be twisted 
pair, flat cable or PC interconnect. 

.032" 
Epoxy Glass 

elm vee 
Impedance 

alSO.n vee 
Impedance 

The buffer output effectively sees two 100n lines in parallel 
and thus a 50n load. For this value of load impedance, the 
buffer output will force an initial LOW-to-HIGH transition 
from 0.2V to 2.7V in about 3 ns. This net charge of 2.5V into 
a 50n load causes an output-HIGH current change of 
50 rnA. 

If all eight outputs of an octal buffer switch simultaneously, 
in this application the current demand on Vee would be 
0.4A. Clearly, a nearby Vee bypass capacitor is needed to 
accommodate this demand. 

Oata Bus ~ 
100.11 

Buffor I 2•7V 

Your : 
- I 

O.2V ;: 

--, : .... .c;u 3 ns 
1 of 8 

~ of so rnA 

100.0. 

Buffer Output Sees Net son Load. 
son Load Une on 10H - VOH Characteristic 
Shows LOW-to-HIGH Step of Approx. 2.SV. 

Worst·Case Octal Drain ~ 8 x 50 rnA ~ 0.4A 

FIGURE 9·33 

~ Board 

clSS.n Vee 
Impedance 

~ Board 

dll00.n Vee 
Impedance 

TL/F/10281-55 

TUF/10281-54 

FIGURE 9·32 
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Vee Bypass Capacitor for Octal 
Driver 
A Vee bus with bypass capacitors connected periodically 
along its length is shown in Figure 9-34. Also shown is a 
current source representing the current demand of the buff
er in the preceding application. 
The equations illustrate an approximation method of esti
mating the size of a bypass capacitor based on the current 
demand, the drop in Vee that can be tolerated and the 
length of time that the capacitor must supply the charge. 
While the current demand is known, the other two parame
ters must be chosen. A Vee droop of O.1V will not cause 
any appreciable change in performance, while a time dura
tion of 3 ns is long enough for other nearby bypass capaci
tors to help supply charge. If the current demand continues 
over a long period of time, charge must be supplied by a 
very large capacitor on the board. This is the reason for the 
recommendation that a large capacitor be located where 
Vee comes onto a board. If the buffers are also located 
near the connector end of the board, the large capacitor 
helps supply charge sooner. 

a = ev 
1= el!.V/l!.1 
e = ll!.tll!.V 
l!.1 = 3 X 10-9 

Specify Vee Droop = 0.1V Max. 

Design Considerations 
GROUND-AN ESSENTIAL LINK 

With the advent of Fairchild Advanced Schottky Technology 
(FASn with considerably faster edge rates and switching 
times, proper grounding practice has become of primary 
concern in printed circuit layout. Poor circuit grounding lay
out techniques may result in crosstalk and slowed switching 
rates. This reduces overall circuit performance and may ne· 
cessitate costly redesign. Also when FAST chips are substl· 
tuted for standard TIL-deslgned printed circuit boards, fast· 
er edge rates can cause noise problems. The source of 
these problems can be sorted into three categories: 
1. Vee droop due to faster load capacitance charging; 
2. Coupling via ground paths adjacent to both signal sourc

es and loads; and 
3. Crosstalk caused by parallel signal paths. 

TL/F/102B1-56 

0.4X3X10-9 
e = 0.1 12 X 10-9 = 0.012 p.F 

Selecl es ;" 0.02 p.F 

Place one bypass capacHor near each buffer package. Distribute olher bypass capacHors evenly throughout Ihe logic. one capacHor per two packages. 

FIGURE 9·34 
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Vee droop can be remedied with better or more bypassing 
to ground. The rule here is to place 0.D1 p.F capacitors from 
Vee to ground for every two FAST circuits used, as near the 
10 as possible. The other two problems are not as easily 
corrected, because PO boards may already be manufac
tured and utilized. In this case, simply replacing TIL circuits 
with FAST compatible circuits is not always as easy as it 
may seem, especially on two-sided boards. In this situation 
10 placement is critical at high speeds. Also when designing 
high density circuit layout, a ground-plane layer is imperative 
to provide both a sufficiently low inductance current return 
path and to provide electromagnetic and electrostatic 
shielding thus preventing noise problem 2 and reducing, by 
a large degree, noise problem 3. 

Illustrations 
TWO-SIDED PC BOARD LAYOUT 
When considering the two-sided PO board, more than one 
ground trace is often found in a parallel or non-parallel con
figuration. For this illustration parallel traces tied together at 
one end are shown. This arrangement is referred to as a 
ground comb. The ground comb is placed on one side of the 
PO board while the signal traces are on the other side, thus 
the two-sided circuit board (Figure 9-35). 

GROUND CONa 
(aElOW) 

FIGURE9-3S 
TLlF/102S1-57 

TLlFI102S1-58 

FIGURE 9-36 
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Figure 9-36 illustrates how noise is generated even though 
there is no apparent means of crosstalk between thEi cir
cuits. If package A has an output which drives package 0 
input and package 8 output drives package C input, there is 
no apparent path for crosstalk since mutual signal traces 
are remotely located. What is significant, and must be em" 
phasized here, is that circuit packages A and 8 accept their 
ground link from the same trace. Hence, circuit A may well 
couple noise to circuit 8 via the common or shared portion 
of the trace. This is especially true at high switching speeds. 

Ground Trace Coupling 
Ground trace noise coupling is illustrated by a model circuit 
in Figure 9-37. With the ground comb configuration, the 
ground strips may be shown to contain distributed induc
tance, as is indeed the case. Referring to the above illustra
tion we can see that if we switch gate A from HIGH to LOW, 
the current for the transition is drawn from ground strip num
ber two. Current flows in the direction indicated by the arrow 
to the common tie point. It can be seen that gate 8 shares 
ground strip number two with gate A from the point where 
gate 8 is grounded back to the common tie point. This 
length is represented by L1. When A switches states there is 
a current transient which occurs on the ground strip in the 
positive direction. This current spike is caused by the 
ground strip inductance and it is "felt" by gate 8. If gate 8 is 
in a LOW state {Vall the spike will appear on the output 
since gate 8's VOL level is with reference to ground. Thus if 
gate 8's ground reference rises momentarily VOL will also 
rise. Consequently, if gale 8 is output to another gate (C in 
the illustration) problems may arise. 

PROBLEM 
System faults occur if the sum of VOL quiescent level plus 
current spike amplitude reaches the threshold region of 
gate C. From this it can be seen that erroneous switching 
may be transmitted throughout the system. In the illustration 
the glitch at gate 8's output is given by the following formu
la: 

(EH4) Ll (d,/dj) 

GATE A OUTPUT TRANSIlION 
, 

GROUND "lRACE CURRENT SPIK£ (I) A 
GATE B OUTPUT (e 1NPUl) 

, , 

VOl. .-£ VTOToIL = VGUICH + VOl. 
OVOLTS~---

TL/F/l0281-60 

FIGURE 9-38 

Common_t:--:=-~~==~=t:~~~==~;-.J'""",""'--slrlP#2 n. Point 

L-_...r'fYY'\._~ __ .ry'YY~ ___ """rT"1n-__ Strip #3 
TLlFI10281-59 

FIGURE 9-37 
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Solution 
The following sketch (Figure 9-39) shows one method of 
effectively reducing ground path length when using the 
ground comb layout. By using topside traces to tie the un
derside ground comb together we can reduce ground strip 
distributed inductances. Therefore, current transients are 
significantly smaller or nonexistent in amplitude. In the appli
cation of these topside strips, care need not be exercised in 
their spacing or arrangement. Parallelism is not of para
mount importance either. Another advantage is evident: if 
one or more of these strips is placed between topside signal 
traces, crosstalk can be eliminated between those traces. 

.------ 0 ._._--- 0 ------- 0 ------- 0 -----•• ----- ------- ------- ------- _ow. 

., 
" " 

It 

GRO~~g~~~~-l(::: 0 ::::::: 0 ::::::: 0 ::::::: 0 ::::: 

T:::: 0 ::::::: 0 ::::::: 0 ::::::: 0 ::::: 
• ______ 0..;.:, _____ 0 ___ ._0_ 0 _______ 0 ___ ow 

~ 

FIGURE 9-39 

BUS DRIVER PACKAGES 

TOPSIDE GROUND STRIPS 

TL/F/l0261-61 

An area which warrants special consideration is bus dri
ver /buffer package placement. Here we refer to products 
such as the 'F240, 'F241, 'F244, 'F540, 'FB27 and 'FB2B. 
These units have a minimum of eight outputs. A problem 
may arise if all eight outputs happen to switch from HIGH to 
LOW or vice versa at the same time. In this case the chance 
for a large current transient on the ground circuit is appar
ent. This is possible even on short runs of ground strip (1 to 
2 inches). Here, extra care is advised and it is suggested 
that buffer/driver groups driving backplanes be segregated 
to one area in the circuit. This area should have its own 
ground reference. Ideally it should be a ground plane config
uration or contain minimal or negligible length ground trace 
connections. 

GENERAL-PURPOSE BOARDS 
(BREADBOARD) 
It is important when breadboarding, creating prototype cir
cuits for evaluation or making special function generators, 
to use optimum techniques for connecting Vee and ground. 
Breadboard-type selection is of certain consequence here 
and should be attended to wisely. 

The best choice, when designing with high-speed logic, is 
board material which has power and ground already con
nected to circuit trace grids. Boards may offer the designer 
the option of using IC sockets although these are not rec
ommended for high-speed applications. Socket layout is 
convenient and may be necessary when special or one-of
a-kind circuits are utilized in initial circuit arrangements. 

'Rogers Corporation 
Q/PAC Division, 5750 East McKellips Road 
Mesa, AZ 65205 Telephone: 602-830-3370 
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However, when designing with FAST products, consider 
that sockets increase total lead inductance and interlead 
capacitance, thus circuit performance may be adversely af
fected. If boards without ground and power grids must be 
used or if non-standard pin connections must be accommo
dated, the use of copper strips or braid is recommended. 
Copper strip is readily available as shim stock while a brand 
of solder wick can be used for braid material. Please note 
here that jumper wires must be avoided because of wire 
inductance. Wire inductance, like stripline inductance, will 
slow rise and fall times. Jumpers also promote crosstalk 
coupling. 

NOISE DECOUPLING 
As stated earlier under "Ground-An Essential Link", it was 
noted that the common rule of thumb is to decouple every 
other FAST package with 0.Q1 p.F capacitors. This is fine for 
most gates in the majority of applications. However, with 
buffer/driver packages, decoupling should occur at each 
package since the possibility of all outputs switching coinci
dentally exists and can cause large loads on Vcc. 

An alternative to standard decoupled power traces on the 
two-sided P.C. board is a product called Q/PAC·. Q/PAC is 
a low impedance, high capaCitance power distribution sys
tem which uses wide Vee and ground conductors in close 
proximity with ceramic insulators to effectively represent in
tegral decoupling capacitors. Packages are available in 
varying lengths and pinout spacings. 

CROSSTALK 
Crosstalk is an interference effect of an active signal line on 
an inactive signal line in close proximity to the active line. 
There are two forms of crosstalk that are of concern in sys
tem design: forward and reverse crosstalk. The causes of 
both kinds are Similar, but the effects are significantly differ
ent. Four possible crosstalk conditions can exist at the Inac
tive receiver: (1) a positive pulse on a LOW, (2) a negative 
pulse on a LOW, (3) a positive pulse on a HIGH, (4) a nega
tive pulse on a HIGH. Of the four previously mentioned con
ditions (1) and (4) are of major concern in logic systems, 
and (2) and (3) are less problematic. Crosstalk is caused by 
a number of interrelated factors which fall into two groups: 
mutual impedance and velocity difference. 

Mutual impedance is caused by the mutual inductance and 
mutual capaCitance distributed along two signal lines in 
close proximity. The electrical effects are akin to transform
er action with well defined polarities. The induced crosstalk 
voltage pulse is of opposite polarity to the inducing pulse. 
Figure 9-40 shows the schematic representation. 

TL/F/l0261-62 

FIGURE 9-40 
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Here Z1 and Z2 represent the adjacent signal line imped
ances, and Zc is the mutual impedance coupling the two 
signal lines. An equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 9-41. 

Z1/2 

+----vc 

TLlF/l0281-63 

FIGURE 9-41 

Rs is the effective source resistance; for VOH, RS = 330 
and VOL, Rs = 30. These are the typical FAST gate sink 
and source resistances. Vc is the crosstalk voltage and 
should be adjusted for polarity. The crosstalk voltage can be 
calculated with the following simplified formula: 

Z2/2 
Vc = X Your 

(E9-45) Rs + Zc + Z1/2 + Z2/2 

Velocity differences are caused when a signal propagates 
along a conductive medium that is in contact with sub
stances of different dielectric constants, i.e., epoxy glass 
and air in printed circuit board applications. The different 
dielectric constants of the materials cause the wave propa
gating at the epoxy glass interface to be traveling slower 
than the wave at the air interface. This has the effect of 
generating a pulse that will couple electrostatically into the 
adjacent signal line and add to the pulse caused by mutual 
impedance coupling. The velocity difference pulse will have 
the same rise time as the signal on the active line and its 
duration will be twice the difference between the arrival of 
the wave front in air and the wave front in epoxy glass. 

Forward Crosstalk 

Forward crosstalk is the effect when the active driver and 
the driver on the non-active line are at the same end: the 
wave front propagates toward the active and non-active re
ceiver simultaneously. Forward crosstalk is classically attrib
uted almost entirely to velocity differences, but in practice it 
is a mixture of both velocity difference and mutual imped
ance effects. 

Reverse Crosstalk 

Reverse or backward crosstalk is the effect when the active 
driver and the non-active receiver are at the same end of 
the signal lines: the wave front propagates toward the active 
receiver and the non-active driver simultaneously. Reverse 
crosstalk is due entirely to mutual impedance effects. For
ward and reverse crosstalk tests have been performed on 
both parallel circuit board traces and ribbon cable. 
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Crosstalk on PC Trace 
Crosstalk on printed circuit traces exhibits both velocity dif
ference and mutual impedance effects. This can be seen 
clearly in Figure 9-42. The jig, two 500 parallel traces, 34 
inches long and 0.100 inches apart, was characterized us
ing a 5V 3 ns rise time signal from a 500 source and all 
traces terminated in 500. Figures 9-43 through 9-50 show 
the effects of forward and reverse crosstalk on terminated 
and unterminated cases using the jig of Figure 9-42. All of 
the cases show no approach to the logic threshold on this 
test jig; other circuit configurations and impedances may not 
act in a similar fashion and crosstalk avoidance procedures 
may have to be taken. 
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-0.2 
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a. Velocity Difference 
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~ 0.2 
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b. Mutual Impedance 

FIGURE 9-42. 34-lnch. 500 Crosstalk Jig 
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Crosstalk on Ribbon Cable 

Crosstalk on ribbon cable shows no velocity difference ef
fects-because the cable insulation is a homogeneous me
dium, all effects are due to mutual impedance. The results 
of tests on three foot sections of 1600 ribbon cable are 
shown in Figures 9-51 through 9-58. From these it can be 
seen that the unterminated lines exhibit large amounts of 
ringing due to unterminated energy being transferred be
tween lines. Note also that when the adjacent line is in a 
HIGH state a charge pump effect occurs, forcing the HIGH 
output above the Vee supply and into a high impedance 
state with the output structure turned off and the input ex-
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hibiting only leakage currents. This high impedance state 
causes the current that has been induced into the line to 
reflect from both ends and induce crosstalk back into the 
active line. This action will continue until damped by circuit 
resistance and leakages. The charge pump effect will leave 
the adjacent line at around 7V. If this line is then switched 
low, twice the normal energy is required to switch the line, 
thus almost doubling the crosstalk generated in the previ
ous case. The terminated lines show the true magnitude of 
the crosstalk. Note that when the adjacent line is in the 
LOW state, the crosstalk will cause the driver output to turn 
off until clamped by the diode in the output structure. 
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FIGURE 9·51. Forward Crosstalk Using FAST and 3·Foot Ribblon Cable, Unterminated 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
In order to minimize crosstalk it is necessary to consider the 
causes during the design of systems. Some preventative 
measures are as follows: 
1. Always use maximum allowable spacing between signal 

lines; 
2. Minimize spacing between signal lines and ground lines; 
3. Run ground strips alongside either the cross-talker or the 

cross-listener and between the two when possible; 
4. In backplane and wire-wrap applications use twisted pair 

for sensitive functions such as clocks, asynchronous set 
or clear, asynchronous parallel load (especially leading to 
LS inputs); and 

5. For ribbon or flat cabling make every other conductor a 
ground line. 

In the case where systems or boards are already built and 
problems are encountered, some temporary or quick fixes 
may be utilized. They.are: 
1. With printed circuit boards, glue a source of ground, ei

ther a wire or a copper strip, alongside the cross-talker or 
cross-listener-preferably between them; 

2. For the backplane or wire-wrap situation, spiral a ground 
wire around the talker to confine its electromagnetic field 
or around the listener in order to shield it, or do both; 

3. Try the split-resistor termination on the offending line 
(Figure 9-41); 

Crosstalk 
Generalor 

TL/F/l0281-C2 

where Al/A2 - Equivalent Thevenln Aeslstance of Termination 

FIGURE 9·59 
4. Cut the offending crosstalk trace from the PC board and 

replace it with a wire. In this method reverse and forward 
crosstalk can be reduced. The line in this case may be 
lengthened, thereby increasing propagation delays, but a 
rerouti ng of the generating signal line may eliminate the 
crosstalk. 

Termination can be used to reduce the effects of crosstalk. 
It can be seen here that a little termination is better than no 
termination. 
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Trace proximity and coupled trace length are the two main 
factors which affect the amount of reverse crosstalk that 
occurs. Therefore, if coupled length is long, noise will be at 
a maximum. For short lengths, noise may appear only as a 
short spike which can cause difficulties and even system 
failures. 

• 
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When two lines do not run between the same points but are 
in proximity over part of their length, signal propagation time 
(line delay) along this coupled length is T. If T is long com
pared to the rise of the signal on the active line, the cross
talk pulse has time to develop its full amplitude. The trailing 
edge of the noise pulse is caused by the reflection from the 
driven end of the passive line. When T is half the rise time, 
the reflection from the driven end of the passive line arrives 
and beings to pull the noise pulse down just as it reaches 
full amplitude. Any value of T less than half the rise time of 
the active signal will cause a reflection to arrive and 0pPQ.se 
the noise pulse voltage before it can reach full amplitude. 
The noise will therefore be lower in amplitude. 

The Capacitor 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
A capacitor is a component which is capable of storing elec
trical energy. It consists of conductive plates (electrodes) 
separated by insulating material which is called the dielec
tric. A typical formula for determining capaCitance is: 

C = 0.224KA 
(E9-45) t 

C= Capacitance (farads) 
K= Dielectric constant (Vacuum = 1) 
A = Area in square inches 
t = Separation between plates in inches (thickness 

of dielectric) 
0.224= Conversion constant (0.0884 for metric system 

in cm) 
Capacitance-The standard unit of capaCitance is the farad. 
A capaCitor has a capaCitance of 1 farad when 1 coulomb 
charges it to 1 V. One farad' is a very large unit and most 
capacitors have values in the micro (10-6), nano (10-9), or 
pico farad (10-12) level. 
Dielectric Constant-In the formula for capacitance given 
above, the dielectric constant of a vacuum is arbitrarily cho
sen as the number 1. Dielectric constants of other materials 
are then compared to the dielectric constant of a vacuum. 
Dielectric constants of some typical materials are as fol
lows: 
Ruby Mica 
Glass 
Ceramic (Class 1) 
Ceramic (Class 2) 
Paper 
Mylar 
Polystyrene 
Polycarbonate 
Aluminum Oxide 
Tantalum Oxide 

7 
10 

5-450 
200-12,000 

2.5 
3 

2.6 
3 
7 

11 
Dielectric Thickness-Capacitance is indirectly proportional 
to the separation between electrodes. Lower voltage re
quirements mean thinner dielectrics and greater capaci
tance per volume. 
Area-Capacitance is directly proportional to the area of the 
electrodes. Since the other variables in the equation are 
usually set by the performance desired, area is the easiest 
parameter to modify to obtain a specific capaCitance within 
a material group. 
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Energy which can be stored in a capaCitor is given by the 
formula: 
(E9-46) E = % CV2 
E = Energy in joules (watts-sec) 
V = Applied voltage 
C = CapaCitance in farads 
A capacitor is a reactive component which reacts against a 
change in potential, across it. This is shown by the equation 
for the linear charge of a capacitor: 

(E9-47) 

where 
I = Current 

dV 
lideal = C dt 

C = CapaCitance 
dV / dt = Slope of voltage transition across capaCitor 

Thus an infinite current would be required to instantly 
change the potential across a capaCitor, and the amount of 
current a capaCitor can "sink" is given by the above equa
tion. 
A capaCitor, as a practical device, exhibits not only capaci
tance but also resistance and inductance. A simplified sche
matic for the equivalent circuit is: 

L 

C = Capacitance 
Rs = Se~es Resistance 
L = Inductance 
Rp = Parallel Resistance 

Rp 

'----III 
1\ 
C 

FIGURE 9-62 

TUF/102B1-CS 

All the factors shown above are important in the application 
of capaCitors. The inductance determines the usefulness of 
the capacitor at high frequency, the parallel resistance af
fects performance in timing and coupling circuits (normally 
expressed as Insulation Resistance) and the series resist
ance is a measure of the loss in the capacitor and is a major 
factor in Power Factor and/or Dissipation Factor. 
Since the insulation resistance (Rp) is normally very high, 
the total impedance of a capaCitor is: 
(E9-48) Z = .JRs2 + (Xc X;J2 

where 
Z = Total impedance 

Rs = Series Resistance 
Xc = Capacitive Reactance = %'lTfc 
XL = Inductive Reactance = 2'lTfL 

The variation of a capaCitor's impedance with frequency de
termines its effectiveness in many applications. 
Power Factor and Dissipation Factor are often confused 
since they are both measures of the loss in a capacitor un
der AC application and are often almost identical in value. In 
a "perfect" capaCitor the current in the capaCitor will lead 
the voltage by 90". 
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FIGURE 9-53 

In practice the current leads the voltage by some other 
phase angle due to the series resistance Rs. The comple
ment of this angle is called the loss angle and: 

Power Factor (PF) = cos </> or sine Il 
Dissipation Factor (DF) = tan Il 

For small values of Il the tan and sine are essentially equal, 
which has led to the common interchangeability of the two 
terms in the industry. 

The term ESR or Equivalent Series Resistance combines all ' 
losses, both series and parallel, in a capacitor at a given 
frequency so that the equivalent circuit is reduced to a sim
ple R-C series connection. 

--~~~·----~I~(----
ESR c 

TL/F/l0281-C7 

FIGURE 9-54 

ESR 
Dissipation Factor = -- = (211" fc) (ESR) 

Xc 
(E9-49) 

The DF/PF of a capacitor tells what percent of the apparent 
power input will turn to heat in the capacitor. The watts loss 
is: 

(E9-50) Watts Loss = (211" fcE2) (DF) 

Very low values of dissipation factor are expressed as their 
reciprocal for convenience. These are called the "0", or 
Ouality factor of capacitors. 

Insulation Resistance is the resistance measured across the 
terminals of a capacitor and consists principally of the paral
lel resistance Rp shown in the equivalent circuit. As capaci
tance values and hence the area of dielectric increases, the 
IR decreases. The product (C x IR or RC) is often specified 
in ohm farads or commonly megohm microfarads. 

Dielectric Strength is an expression of the ability of a materi
al to withstand an electrical stress. Although dielectric 
strength is ordinarily expressed in volts, it is actually depen
dent on the thickness of the dielectric and thus is also more 
generically a function of volts/mil. 

Other specialized factors which may be of interest to the 
user, especially in high voltage applications, are corona and 
dielectric absorption. 

The phenomenon of Dielectric Absorption is exhibited in the 
following manner: charging current from a steady unidirec
tional source continues to flow at a gradually decreasing 
rate into a capacitor of negligible series resistance for some 
time after the almost instantaneous charge is completed. A 
steady value proportional to the capacitor parallel resist
ance is finally reached. The additional charge apparently is 
absorbed by the dielectric. Conversely, a capacitor does not 
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discharge instantaneously upon application of a short cir
cuit, but drains gradually after the capacitance proper has 
been discharged. It is common practice to measure the di
electric absorption by determining the "reappearing volt
age" which develops across a capacitor at some point in 
time after it has been fully discharged under short circuit 
conditions. 

Corona is the ionization of air or other vapors which causes 
them to conduct current. It is especially prevalent in high 
voltage units but can occur with low voltages as well where 
high voltage gradients occur. The energy discharged de
grades the performance of the capacitor and can in time 
cause catastrophic failures. 

The usual characteristics that are specified for a capacitor 
include Capacitance, Dissipation Factor or ESR, Insulation 
Resistance or Leakage Current and Dielectric Strength. The 
electrical and environmental parameters that are of most 
interest with respect to these four basic measurements are 
temperature, voltage and test frequency. The reference 
temperature for,most capacitor measurements is 25°C. Volt
age is dependent on the rating applied by the manufacturer 
and the test frequency typically depends on the class of 
product. 

As the ambient temperature changes, the dielectric con
stant and hence the capacitance of many capacitors chang
es. In general, when the dielectric constant is lower, materi
als tend to change capacitance less with temperature or 
with relatively predictable changes that are linear with tem
perature. High dielectric constant meterials tend to have ca
pacitance changes that are non-linear and expressed as 
percent capacitance change over a temperature range. In
creasing temperature usually reduces Insulation Resist
ance, increases Leakage Current and Power Factor /Dissi
pation Factor and reduces the voltage rating of the part. 
Some ceramic capacitors actually exhibit a decrease in DF 
with increasing temperature. Conversely, reducing tempera
ture normally improves most characteristics. 

The effects of applied voltage on capacitors are a prime 
consideration in use. Capacitance and other parameter 
changes occur under both AC and DC applied voltages. 
Even those cases where voltage application does not 
change the parametric characteristics of a capacitor, the 
level of voltage applied will determine the life expectancy of 
the capacitor. 

Frequency is the third factor which is of great concern in the 
application of capacitors. This is an area that is often over
looked by designers. Earlier an equivalent circuit was given 
for a capacitor. Inductance which is caused by the leads 
and the electrodes was depicted. As the frequency applied 
to the capaCitor increases it eventually passes through self
resonance and becomes inductive with gradually increasing 
impedance. Even though a capacitor is beyond the self-res
onant pOint it still blocks DC and has a low impedance and 
thus is useful in bypass, coupling and many other applica
tions. Care should be taken in feedback, tuning, phase shift 
and such applications. 

CERAMIC CAPACITORS 

Ceramic capacitors are the most widely used capaCitors. 
They come in an extremely wide range of mechanical con
figurations and electrical characteristics. The common me
chanical variations are discs, tubulars, feed throughs and 
monolithics. A 0.01 p.F disc is about y. inch in diameter 
while the 0.Q1 p.F monolithic chip capaCitor is only 0.050" x 
0.075" x 0.030" . Electrically, ceramic capacitors are broken 
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into two classes. Class 1 ceramic dielectrics are also called 
temperature compensating ceramics and feature zero TC 
and other predictable and relatively linear TC bodies. The 
insulation resistance is high, the losses are low and the 
parts are essentially unaffected by voltage or frequency and 
are usually used for tuned cirCUits, timing applications and 
other precision circuits. 
Where Class 1 ceramics are completely predictable, Class 2 
general purpose ceramics are full of surprises for the unsus
pecting engineer. Not only does capacitance change with 
temperature but the "high K" units which are so enticingly 
small in size may lose 90% of their room temperature ca
paCitance at - 55°C. Further care must be exercised when 
voltage is applied, particularly with monolithic capacitors 
with their thin dielectrics. AC voltage caused the capaci
tance to increase and DC voltage causes a capaCitance 
loss. A change in frequency also changes capacitance and 
OF. 
The fact that more ceramic Class 2 capacitors are used 
than all other types combined proves that the variability of 
characteristics not only can be overcome by wise selection 
but can in many cases be an advantage. Considerably more 
detailed information is given below and a number of articles 
and booklets are also available on this subject. 
The ceramic capacitor is defined as a capaCitor manufac
tured from metallic oxides, sintered at a high temperature. 
As a general rule, the electrical ceramics used in capacitors 
are based on complex titanate compounds, principally bari
um titanate, rare earth titanates, calcium titanates, sodium 
titanate, etc. Occasionally other materials, such as lead nio
biate, may be used. 

END 1tRYIIIA_ 

From a mechanical point of view, ceramic capacitors are 
manufactured by two basic techniques. One method in
volves pressing or extruding the ceramic material, firing (sin
tering) the ceramic and subsequently applying electrodes 
(typically with silver materials) which are fired onto the ce
ramic at lower temperatures after the maturation of the ce
ramic. This is the method employed in the fabrication of 
single layer devices. The most common form of Single layer 
capaCitors is disc capaCitors with radiai leads or tubular ca
paCitors which are available with axial leads, radial leads or 
in feed-through form with both bolt and eyelet types being 
common. There are specialized versions of pressed ceram
ic capacitors, such as high voltage cartwheels and double 
cup high voltage units. These and other types may be con
sidered as jumbo size disc pressed units. 
The second method of fabricating ceramic capacitors 
evolved in recent years as a result of the demand for lower 
voltages and smaller sizes consistent with the advent of 
semiconductor usage. The miniaturization in the ceramic ca
pacitor area was made possible through the manufacture of 
monolithic types of ceramic capacitors. These capaCitors 
are manufactured by mixing the ceramic powder in an or
ganic binder (slurry) and casting it by one technique or an
other into thin layers typically ranging from about 3 mils in 
thickness down to 1 mil or thinner. 
Metal electrodes are deposited onto the green ceramic lay
ers which are then stacked to form a laminated structure. 
The metal electrodes are arranged so that their terminations 
alternate from one edge of the capaCitor to another. Upon 
sintering at high temperature the part becomes a monolithic 
block which can provide extremely high capaCitance values 
in small mechanical volumes. Figure 9-65 shows a pictorial 
view of a monolithic ceramic capaCitor. 

TUF/l0281-CB 

FIGUREMS 
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While pressed and extruded ceramic capacitors are in gen- aging characteristics. Thus they operate in a manner similar 
eral low cost and provide limited capacitance values, mono- to mica capacitors except for the TC which is controllable. 
lithic units are typically smaller in size, feature excellent high Normally the TCs of Class 1 capacitors are deemed to run 
frequency characteristics because of the small size and pro- between Pl00 and N750. Class 1 extended temperature 
vide considerably higher capacitance values with low volt- compensating capacitors are also manufactured in TCs 
age ratings. from negative 1400 through negative 5600, however, these 

Ceramic capacitors are available in a tremendous variety of may start developing a slight aging characteristic and volt-

characteristics. Electronic Industries Association (EIA) and age susceptibility. 

the military have established categories to help divide the Most TC formulations are available in pressed and extruded 
basic characteristics into more easily specified classes. The construction while only NPO (zero TC) is provided by most 
basic industry specifications for ceramic capacitors is EIA manufacturers in monolithic construction. NPO ceramics in 
specification RS-198 and as noted in the general section it monolithic capacitors are available in high enough values to 
specifies temperature compensating capacitors as Class 1 cover most applications requiring extreme stability. With the 
capacitors. These are specified by the military under specifi- exception of some NPO capacitors almost all temperature 
cation MIL-C-20. General purpose capacitors with non-lin- compensating capaCitors have a TC curve which is a true 
ear temperature coefficients are called Class 2 capacitors curve and not a straight line. The TC tends to become more 
by EIA and are specified by the military under MIL-C-ll 015 negative at the cold end than it is from the 25'C reference to 
and MIL-C-39014. EIA specifications further include a Class + 85'C. Both EIA specification RS-198 and military specifi-
3 category which is defined as reduced titanates. cation MIL-C-20 contain information about curvature. This 

Class 1 or temperature compensating capacitors are usually informatin is contained in Table II. These charts are based 

made from mixtures of titanates where barium titanate is on industry accepted standard TC values. 

normally not a major part of the mix. They have predictable 
temperature coefficients and in general do not have any 

TABLE 9-2. TC Tolerances (Note 1) 

Capacitance 
NPO N030 NOSO N150 N220 N330 N470 N750 N1500 N2200 

inpF 

- 55'C to + 25'C in PPMI'C 

10 and Over +30 +30 +30 +30 +30 +60 +60 +120 +250 +500 
-75 -80 -90 -105 -120 -180 -210 -340 -670 -1100 

+ 25'C to + 85'C in PPMI'C 

10and over ±30 ±30 ±30 ±30 ±30 ±60 ±60 ±120 ±250 ±500 

Closest 
MIL-C-20D CG HG LG PG RG SH TH UJ None None 

Equivalent 

EIA Desig. COG SIG UIG P2G R2G S2H T2H U2J P3K R3L 

Note 1: Table II indicates the tolerance available on specific temperature characteristics. It may be noted that limits are established on the basis of measurements 
at + 25°C and + 85°C and that Te becomes more negative at low temperature. Wider tolerances are required on low capacitance values because of the effects of 
stray capacitance. 
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General purpose ceramic capacitors are called Class 2 ca
pacitors and have become extremely popular because of 
the high capacitance values available in very small size. 
Class 2 capacitors are "ferro electric" and vary in capaci
tance value under the influence of the environmental and 
electrical operating conditions. Class 2 capacitors are af
fected by temperature, voltage (both AC and DC), frequency 
and time. Temperature effects for Class 2 are exhibited as 
non-linear capacitance changes with temperature. 

In specifying capaCitance change with temperature, EIA ex
presses capacitance change over an operating temperature 
range by a S-symbol code. The first symbol represents the 
cold temperature end of the range, the second represents 
the upper limit of the operating range and a third symbol 
represents the capacitance change allowed over the oper
ating temperature range. Table 9-S provides a detailed ex
planation of the EIA system. As an example, a capaCitor 
with a characteristic X7R would change ± 15% over the 
temperature range - 55°C to + 125°C and is often identical 
to military characteristics BX. Parts with characteristics are 
also sometimes called "KI200" but most manufacturers 

now use higher dielectric constants than 1200 so the term Is 
now taken to mean only X7R and is commonly called semi
stable material. 

A Z5U temperature characteristic Is also extremely popular. 
It allows a capacitance change of + 22% to - 56% over the 
temperature range of + 10°C to + 85°C, and is usually made 
with materials with a dielectric constant in the range of 5000 
to 10,000. 

Effects of Voltage 
Whereas variations in temperature affect all of the parame
ters of ceramic capacitors, voltage basically affects only the 
capacitance and dissipation factor. The application of DC 
voltage reduces both the capacitance and dissipation factor 
while the application of an AC voltage within a reasonable 
range tends to increase both capacitance and dissipation 
factor readings. If a high enough AC voltage is applied, 
eventually it will reduce capaCitance just as a DC voltage 
will. However, the application of this high an AC voltage is 
normally not encountered. 

TABLE 9-3 

Symbol 

A 
B 
C 

Symbol 

R 

W 

x 

Y 

Z 

MIL-C-ll015D Code 

Temperature Range 

- 55°C to + 85°C 
- 55°C to + 125°C 
-55°C to + 150"C 

cap. Change cap. Change 
ZeroVoltB RatedVoltB 

+ 15%, -15% +15%, -40% 

+ 22%, - 56% +22%, -66% 

+15%, -150/0 + 15%, -25% 

+SO%, -70% +SO%, -80% 

+20%, -20% + 20%, -SO% 

Temperature characteristic is specified by combining range and 
change symbols, for example BR or AW. Specification slash 
sheets indicate the characteristic applicable to a given style of 
capacitor. 
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EIACode 
Percent Capacity Change Over Temperature Range 

RS198 Temperature Range 

X7 - 55°C to + 125°C 
X5 - 55°C to + 85°C 
Y5 - SO°C to + 85°C 
Z5 +10°Cto +85°C 

Code Per Cent Capacity Change 

0 ±S.S% 
E ±4.7% 
F ±7.5% 
P ± 10% 
R ± 15% 
S ±22% 
T +22%, -SS% 
U + 22%, - 56% 
V + 22%, - 82% 

Example-A capaCitor is desired with the capacitance value at 
25°C to increase no more than 7.5% or decrease no more 
than 7.5% from -SO"Cto + 85°C. EIA Code will be Y5F. 



.-----------------------------------------------------------~c 

Since the magnitude of the effect is dependent on the thick
ness of the dielectric versus the voltage applied (volts per 
mill the curve is based on percent of rated voltage in order 
to give a basic idea of the order of magnitude of the chang
es in question. Figure 9-66 shows the effects of AC voltage. 
These are of major significance in some applications but are 
perhaps of even more significance when it comes to mea
suring the capcitance value and dissipation factor of the 
capacitors. Capacitor specifications specify the AC voltage 
at which to measure (normally 1 VACI and application of the 
wrong voltage can cause spurious readings. Figure 9-67 
gives the voltage coefficient of dissipation factor for AC 
based on 1000 cycles reading a 1 kHz readings. Applica
tions of different frequencies will affect the percentage 
changes versus voltages. 
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The effect of the application of DC voltage is once again 
dependent on the thickness of the dielectric (volts per mill 
and is shown in a similar manner in Figure 9-68. As will be 
noted in general, the voltage coefficient is more pronounced 
for higher K dielectrics. These figures are shown for room 
temperature conditions. Of considerable interest to the user 
is a combination characteristic known as voltage tempera
ture limit which shows the effects of rated voltage over the 
operating temperature range. Figure 9-69 shows a capacitor 
of military specification type BX. 
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Effects of Frequency 
Frequency affects capacitance and dissipation factor as is 
the case with voltage. Curves of capacitance change and 
dissipation factor change with normal type ceramics are 
shown in Rgure 9-70 and 9-71. 
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Variation of impedance with frequency is an important con
sideration for decoupling capacitor applications. Lead 
length, lead configuration and body size all affect the imped
ance level as well as the ceramic formulation variations. 

Special ceramic materials are also made for use at extreme
ly high frequencies. 
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Effects of Time 
Class 2 ceramic capacitors change capacitance and dissi
pation factor with timie as well as temperature, voltage and 
frequency. This change with time is known as aging. Aging 
is caused by a gradual re-alignment of the crystalline struc
ture of the ceramic and produces an exponential loss in 
capaCitance and decrease in dissipation factor versus time. 
A curve of typical aging rate of semistable ceramic is shown 
in Figure 9-72 and a table is given showing the aging rates 
of various dielectrics. 
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If a ceramic capacitor that has been Sitting on the shelf for a 
period of time is heated above its Curie point (125·C for 4 
hours or 150·C for % hour will suffice). the part will de-age 
and return to its initial capaCitance and dissipation factor 
readings. Because the capaCitance changes rapidly. imme
diately after de-aging. the basic capaCitance measurements 
are normally referred to a time period sometime after the 
de-aging process. Various manufacturers use different time 
bases but the most popular one is one day or twenty-four 
hours after "last heat". Aging as noted is expressed in 
terms of percent per decade with a split in the industry as to 
whether it should be day decades or hour decades. This is 
of concern to the user only because the industry only guar
antees the capacitor to be within tolerance for two decades 
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after receipt which means a difference between a thousand 
hours (42 days) depending on the system employed. Per
manent change in the aging curve can be caused by the 
application of voltage and other stresses and if this is of 
importance to the designer, he should consult the manufac
turer for further details. The possible changes in capaci
tance due to de-aging by heating the unit explain why ca
pacitance changes are allowed after test, such as tempera
ture cycling, moisture resistance, etc., in mil specs. The ap
plication of high voltages such as dielectric withstanding 
voltages also tends to de-age capacitors and once again 
explains why re-reading of capacitance after 12 or 24 hours 
is allowed in military specs after dielectric strength tests 
have been performed. 

Effects of Mechanical Stress 
Ceramic capacitors exhibit some low level piezoelectric re
actions under mechanical stress. As a general statement, 
the piezoelectric output is higher, the higher the dielectric 
constant of the ceramic. It therefore is often wise to investi
gate this effect before using high K dielectrics as coupling 
capacitors in extremely low level applications. Normally for 
this type of application semistable (X7R, BX, K1200, etc.) 
material works considerably better. 

Reliability 
Historically ceramic capacitors have been considered one 
of the most reliable types of capacitors in use today. The 
inherent reliability of the ceramic capacitor can be improved 
by power aging (burn-in) and other types of screening in
tended to remove early failures. In testing of ceramic capac
itors, fairly high dielectric strength tests are applied which 
will remove units with any gross mechanical defects such as 
large voids in the dielectric or other mechanical weakness
es in the basic dielectric. Power aging or burn-in not only will 
supplement the detection of this type of failure, but also, if 
properly applied, tend to eliminate early wear-out modes of 
failure. Assuming that gross mechanical defects and early 
wear-out types of failures have been reasonably eliminated 
by dielectric strength test and burn-in, the effects of temper
ature and voltage can be considered. The approximate for
mula for the reliability of a ceramic capacitor is: 

(Eg.51) ~ = (:~)x (;~)y 
La = Operating life 

Lt = Test life 

Vt = Test voltage 

Va = Operating voltage 

Tt = Test temperature and 

T a =:' Operating temperature in ·C 

X, Y = See test 

Historically in the ceramic capacitor business the exponent 
X has always been considered as 3. Considerable work has 
been done to either verify ,or disprove the "cube law" for 
ceramic capacitors, and although it has been shown that it 
is not always accurate, it has been demonstrated to be a 
reasonable approximation. The exponent Y for temperature 
effects typically tends to run about 8. Taking some exam
ples, one can see readily that lowering the voltage and the 
temperature dramatically improves the anticipated perform
ance of ceramic capacitors, pointing out once again the im
portance of careful deSign. One factor as far as reliability 
that is usually not considered is the impedance of the circuit 
versus the impedance of the test conditions. All standard 



ceramic test requirements at the present time specify that 
currents be limited to 50 mA or less. With the advent of 
semiconducting devices, however, many applications are 
operating at considerably higher current availabilities in very 
low impedance circuits. Because of the differences between 
test conditions and operating conditions failures can some
times occur in components that would perform reliably un
der the high impedance test conditions. Quite often consul
tation with the manufacturer and special screening are de
sirable for this type of application. 
Reprinted with permission of AVX Capacitors. 
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FAST Characteristics and Testing 

This section deals with the testing of devices at maximum 
operating frequency and the problems that can be encoun
tered in high-speed devices and systems. Ground lift effects 
cause problems when multiple outputs switch heavy loads 
at high speeds. The cures for these problems lie in the 
package selection and board layout. 

Mastering the Problems 
of fmax Testing 
INTRODUCTION 
The emphasis in logic designs today is on speed. It is insuffi
cient to make a functional circuit-in addition, that circuit 
must perform its function at a very high speed. The function
al circuit then becomes limited by the weakest link in its 
clock-dependent synchronous circuit elements. Since PCB 
technology has been refined to transmit high data rates with 
ease, the weak link then becomes the frequency perform
ance of the individual logic elements in the functional circuit. 
A measure of functional performance at the logiC device 
level is found in the parameter fmax or "maximum frequency 
of operation". This specification provides the designer with 
a measure of performance that can be compared with other 
logiC elements in the same functional circuit to determine 
suitability or compatibility with the deSign objectives. 

However, the testing of the parameter is difficult since the 
inherent nature of the test implies that the functional per
formance of the logic element must be determined at fre
quencies which can exceed 100 MHz. It is a complex prob
lem and is beyond the scope of most commercial Automatic 
Test Equipment (ATE). 

An evaluation of existing test systems reveals that very few 
consider running their functional drivers at 1 00 MHz. The 
reason is that, for a driver to operate at that rate, it must 
have very fast edge rates so as not to degrade as the fre
quency moves up. Another problem common to test sys
tems is that the formatter logic skews which result from 
mode changes are large enough to prevent high frequen
cies from passing through. 
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Some interesting and yet challenging problems confront the 
test engineer who tries to test devices in that frequency 
range. This section presents an overview of the kinds of 
problems which one may expect and some possible solu
tions. 

DEFINING THE PROBLEM 
As bipolar technologies produced devices that were able to 
propagate signals in the 3 ns to 5 ns range, the edge rates 
were made faster as a direct result of the intemal speed 
enhancements. The problem that arose is best explained by 
an understanding of the type of signals the devices pro
duced. A Fourier analysis of a 2.5 ns edge reveals some 
interesting frequency components: major magnitudes at 
200,400, and 600 MHz (see Figure 10-3). Each of the com
ponents combines with the others to produce the resultant 
square wave. 

The prospective test equipment must present some form of 
interface which will transmit accurately the input stimulus 
with a minimum of degradation to the D.U.T. This is a com
plex problem. Transmission of a fast edge rate from a test 
system driver to a D.U.T. requires a controlled impedance 
environment. The impedance of the driver must be matched 
with the transmission line and it must be capable of generat
ing the desired edge rate looking into that impedance. 

CROSSING THE BOUNDARY 
Another consideration is that of signal boundaries. A bound
ary would be any point at which the signal must pass from or 
through an impedance different from the characteristic im
pedance of the transmission line. This may be in the form of 
a connector, po-go pins, open blade contactors on a piece 
of handling equipment and other not so obvious discontinui
ties (Figure 10-1 ). Poor Signal boundaries cause the overall 
bandwidth of the transmission path to degrade resulting in a 
lower edge rate and hence less energy available to drive the 
D.U.T. In addition, if the driver impedance is not matched, 
secondary reflections will result when the reflected signal 
produced at signal boundaries is not totally absorbed by the 
source. If the transmission path is short, then the edge 
could be aberrated by the reflections resulting in a severely 
distorted drive signal. 

• 
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WHAT THE DEVICE BEING TESTED SEES 
The signal at the far end of a properly terminated lossless 
transmission line may be said to be exactly like the input to 
the line except delayed in time due to finite velocity in the 
line itself. Unfortunately, lossless lines do not exist and it is 
seldom possible to terminate an automatic test system 
properly, therefore the edge shape at the D.U.T. is some
what aberrated from the source signal. This can result in 
several undersirable effects. First, if the line is terminated in 
some lumped capacitance (i.e., D.U.T. input capacitance, 
Printed Circuit to ground capacitance, etc.), the edge rate 
will degrade. Second, due to finite skin-effect losses, the top 
and bottom portions of the edge will tend to round out. 
Third, the unterminated or mainly reactive termination at the 
end of the line will cause the transmission line current to 
collapse and produce a resultant increase in the signal am
plitude. How much or how little depends on the magnitude 
and quality of the termination. 

GROUND LIFT EFFECTS 
As the frequency of test goes up, the edges begin to resem
ble a sinusoidal wave. The available energy is reduced sig
nificantly and ground lift effects, which mayor may not have 
been troublesome at lower frequency propagation delay 
testing, now cause significant problems. Since the energy 
contained in the driving pulse through the threshold region 
is critical, it becomes apparent that any lift in the ground due 
to parasitic inductances, crosstalk and inadequate decou
piing will potentially cause the device's threshold to appear 
higher than it actually is. The result is that the device sees 
less energy for that instant in time. This undesirable effect 
may cause a functionally good device to malfunction. 

To minimize this problem it will be necessary to consider 
power source impedances as they appear to the device un
der extreme switching situations. Adequate decoupling in 
the form of low impedance power planes and low series 
inductance decoupling capaCitors coupled with a large low 
inductance connection from the D.U.T. to the performance 
board ground are mandatory to achieve the desired results. 
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WHAT CAN BE DONE 
Test engineers must consider the above effects .when im
plementing fmax testing on automatic testers. A close-to
ideal transmission path must be designed in. It is important 
to minimize the number of boundaries (i.e., relays, connec
tors, etc.). The single biggest contributor to distorted high
frequency Signals may be the contactor, if it is of an open 
blade construction. Care must be taken to see that a special 
contactor with a controlled impedance path is used in these 
applications. 
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Noise Budget: Designing Computer 
Hardware to Meet System 
Noise Limits 
INTRODUCTION 

Every logic family has a noise immunity (sometimes called 
noise margin). In this section it is shown that the allocation 
of the available noise margin according to the various noise 
sources is supported by the noise budgeting theory using 
statistical methods. Noise budgeting implies that proper 
noise reduction techniques are applied in the design to ac
commodate the established budget limits as well as possi
ble. 
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A Simple definition is offered here: noise is the undesired 
part of the signals that are generated. Figure 10-4 above is 
a typical computer signal with some noise present, the kind 
present when a line is terminated with a resistance higher 
than the characteristic impedance. This noise is just barely 
within acceptable limits for the circuit input so it will not ap
pear at the circuit output or cause any problems as long as 
no other noises are affecting the circuit. Therefore the noise 
immunity has not been violated. 

NOISE IMMUNITY 

The noise immunity of a circuit may be defined as the maxi
mum amount of noise on a particular node which will not 
cause the output level to move to an invalid state. Or, noise 
immunity is the amount of noise on an input which will not 
propagate through a worst case chain of gates, causing a 
flip-flop or other circuit to respond to the resulting transient. 
Figure 10-5 illustrates both of these ideas. During time B, a 
wide noise pulse pushes the high down to the input limit for 
highs and uses up all of the noise margin. During time C, a 
narrow noise pulse adds to the first pulse and pushes the 
signal past threshold. This nOise could propagate through a 
chain of gates. 

In Figure 10-6 the noise pulse is propagating through a 
chain of gates. Each gate has worst case noise immunity, 
and depending on conditions, each could amplify the noise 
pulse as shown here, until it is big enough to violate the 
noise immunity of a flip-flop and be stored as an error. 
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FIGURE 10-6. Noise Propagating through 
a Chain of Gates 
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NOISE SOURCES 
The following list names the most common noise sources: 

• Extemal Noise-radiated. signals from electromagnetic 
fields 

• Power Supply and Distribution-noise coupled into the 
system by the power supplies 

• Crosstalk-noise induced into signal lines from adjacent 
signal lines 

• Transmission Line Reflections-over and undershoot, 
ringing caused by improper terminations 

There are also certain environmental factors which affect 
the noise margin, such as:' 

• Ground Offset-potential difference between two differ
ent grounding points in a system 

• Ambient Temperature-differences in the temperatures 
of communicating devices 

THE NOISE BUDGET 
Analyzing the noise sources and relating them to the avail
able noise margins comprise the process of noise budget
ing. The noise budget is a table listing the various noise 
contributing factors with their allocated DC and AC noise 
limits (Table 10-1). 

Notice the use of Effectivity Factors: these factors can usu
ally be determined from the vendor-supplied circuit charac
teristics and graphs. They indicate the measure by which a 
particular circuit parameter, such as power supply or tem
perature variation, affects the output level of the device. 

TABLE 111-1. The Noise Budget 

Source 
DC DC Equlv. AC AC Equlv. TotalEff. 

Noise Eff. DC Noise Eff. AC NOise 

1.GndtoGnd 15mV 1.0 15mV 100mV 0.45 45mV SOmV 
2. PC Card Crosstalk - - - 82mV 1.0 82mV 82mV 
3. Backpanel Crosstalk - - - 74mV 1.0 74mV 74mV 
4. VccBus 211 mV 0.10 21 mV 90mV 0.29 2SmV 47mV 
5. Temperature 12mV 1.0 12mV - - - 12mV 
S. SIP Crosstalk - - - 25mV 1.0 25mV 25mV 
7. Termination - - - 23mV. 1.0 23mV 23mV 
8. Wire Untwist - - - 30mV 1.0 30mV 30mV 
9.EMi - - - 2mV 1.0 2mV 2mV 

The RSS of the totel effective noise is 149 mV. This represents the upper 3 sigma point of the noise. or the value that will not be exceeded over 99.86% of the 
machine for this circuit typo. 
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THEORY OF NOISE BUDGETING 
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FIGURE 10-7. Input Noise Immunity of Simple Gates 
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FIGURE 10-a.lnput Noise Immunity of Clocked Circuits 

A normal distribution of noise immunities of a particular cir
cuit may be expected. Thus, a plot of the noise immunity of 
a large sample of circuits at any particular pin, under a given 
set of test conditions, will follow the common bell curve. 

The first consideration is electrical noise in general, since 
much noise has a Gaussian or normal distribution of instan
taneous amplitudes with time. 

TERMINATION 
65mV 

Time 
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FIGURE 10-9. Noise Waveform and Gaussian 
Distribution of Amplitudes 

The area under the Gaussian curve (Figure 10-9) represents 
the probability that a particular event will occur. If we consid
er a noise value such as e1, the probability of exceeding that 
level at any instant in time is shown by the cross-hatched 
area. A good engineering approximation is that common 
electrical noise lies within plus or minus three times the root
mean-square (RMS) value of the noise wave. The peak-to
peak voltage is less than six times the RMS for 99.7% of the 
time. 

It so happens that 99.7% of the time represents the area 
between the 3 sigma points of the Gaussian curve. From 
this it can be seen that, when measuring random noise with 
an oscilloscope, the peak-to-peak voltage represents the 
noise within the 3 sigma limits. Also the 1 sigma limit repre
sents the RMS value of the wave. 

In order to make the above theory applicable to our noise 
budgeting, it must be shown that computer noise is random. 
Some of the noise voltages are slow variations due to line 
voltage changes, power supply drift and ripple, temperature 
changes and differentials. Fast noise pulses (spikes) due to 
switching transients travel along the lines, reflecting and re
reflecting until they finally die down. The net result of all this 
is that the various noise sources produce fairly random 
noise consisting of a great many frequencies. By the time 
the noise is "summed up" in each individual circuit, the total 
noise is more random than any of the individual contrib
utors. Although there will be some predominant frequencies 
at the system clock frequency and its harmonics, noise puls
es caused by the clock edges will travel random distances 
before reaching a particular circuit and this will, in fact, con
tribute to the randomness of the noise. Therefore, it is safe 
to say that for most practical purposes, computer noise may 
be considered to be completely random. 

TUF/102B2-10 

FIGURE 10-10. Violation of Noise Immunity in Poorly Designed Circuit 
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Each circuit in a computer is constantly summing up the 
various noise contributors. Figure 10-10 shows what could 
happen in a poorly designed machine. Although the noises 
are random. at this particular instant in time, each source 
happens to have a noise pulse in the same direction. These 
have been allowed to become so large that the noise immu
nity of the circuit has been violated. But events like this are 
extremely rare, even in a poorly designed machine, due to 
the extremely .Iow probability of enough noise contributors 
moving far enough in the same direction at the same time. 

In the well-designed machine, all contributors are kept at 
values low enough that the summing process does not re
sult in noise Immunity violations. 

If several sources of random noise are present within a cir
cuit and if these sources are effectively in series, the total 
equivalent noise can be obtained by taking the root of the 
sum of the squares (RSS) of the individual sources. The 
formula is: 

(E10-1) E equivalent = 4E12 + E22 + ... En2 

where all values are RMS values. 

In a circuit where the various noise sources are not directly 
in series, each noise source voltage may be multiplied by a 
suitable effectivity factor (see above). The resulting equiva
lent noises may then be RSS-ed. 

It can be shown that peak values of the noise voltages may 
be RSS-ed to give the peak value of the total effective 
noise. Therefore, if the peak values of noise are measured 
from various sources at a particular logic circuit, multiplied 
by the proper effectivity factors and RSS-ed, the peak value 
of the effective noise at that circuit is obtained. This peak 
value will not be exceeded 99.7% of the time. 
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FIGURE 10-11. Distribution of Noise 
for Typical Mainframe 
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Finally, if one measures sufficiently large samples of the 
noise from all sources, one can determine the upper 3 sig
ma (worst case) values, apply the appropriate effectivity fac
tors and RSS the results to get the worst case effective 
noise. This is the value that will not be exceeded over 
99.86% of the machine, 99.7% of the time. 

CONCLUSION 
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FIGURE 10-12. Safety Margin between Effective 
Noise and Immunity 

This graph (Figure 10-12) shows the effective noise for logic 
boards with a particular circuit family and the noise immunity 
of a typical circuit type from that family. When a piece of 
electronic equipment is properly designed, there is a good 
safety margin between the effective noise and the noise 
immunity of the circuits. 

The adequacy of the safety margin can be confirmed by 
running tests in which the bus voltages are varied from nom
inal by some set percentage. These are bus voltage margin 
tests. 

REFERENCES 

1. C.D. Motchenbacher and F.C. Fitchen, Low Noise Elec
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Ground lift Effects on 
FAST Logic Devices 
INTRODUCTION 

The early bipolar logic devices introduced relatively fast 
edge rates to the designer and an entirely new way of think
ing about circuit design. It soon became apparent that loose 
wiring practices produced undesirable effects such as mal
function and/or "soft errors". Lead dress, power and 
grounding systems had to be developed to improve the per
formance of new designs. 

If designers failed to implement these techniques, the out
come was almost inevitably reduced performance. New de
velopments in the digital field not only reduced the propaga
tion time of a signal through a device but also reduced the 
time required in making the state transition. This presented 
even more complications to deSigners who now had to con
sider such factors as the time elapsed on a signal path go
ing from one device to another, distributive capacitive ef
fects of devices scattered throughout a circuit board and 
backplane effects. 

Fairchild Advanced Schottky TIL (FAST) produced even 
greater improvements in speed performance but not without 
an accompanying collection of new considerations. Terms 
such as "incident-wave/reflected-wave switching" have be
come common words among designers of high-perform
ance logic circuits. 

To complicate matters further, devices which had been spe
cifically designed to accommodate the microprocessor mar
ket began to appear in these high-speed logic families. Oc
tal functions offered increased flexibility (of the products) 
and were quickly utilized by microcomputer designers. New 
problems became evident when devices were presented 
with simultaneous stimuli. The effects of simultaneous 
switching and some derating factors derived empirically will 
be discusssed in this section. 

UNDERSTANDING THE PHENOMENON 

The effects of simultaneous switching range from increased 
propagation delay to output glitching, but in most cases the 
source can be traced to poor grounds and poor decoupling 
of power sources. However, there are some packaging 
characteristics which limit the device performance. 

Undesirable effects are produced by attempting to transport 
large amounts of charge from the loads to either the Vee or 
ground power planes. For an octal device with each of its 
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eight outputs having a full 50 pF load connected to it, where 
ideally there are no current limiting factors, the current could 
be defined as: 

(E10-2) itt) = Ct dv 
dt 

Where the dv/dt is large, the itt) is large also. This means 
that as the amount of time required to make a transition 
from one logic state (i.e., VOH) to another (i.e., Vou is de
creased, the current will increase proportionately. If CI is 
increased, either by increasing its value at a single node or 
adding nodes of additional capacity which are undergoing 
the same transition at the same time, the result is an in
creased current itt). 

TL/F/l0282-13 

FIGURE 10-13 

In reality, however, there are limiting factors. The capaci
tance is not really being charged or discharged from a loss
less source. The package and PCB also have effects which 
limit this. All packages and PCB traces high-speed devices. 
All packages and PCB traces contain some finite induc
tance. These parameters, combined with collector satura
tion resistances, limit the charge and discharge currents. 
Kirchoff's Voltage Law shows how the voltages are distrib
uted around an output that is switching. 

(E1D-3) V = Rs· itt) = (L1 L2) ~ =.!. J I 
dt Clo idt 

where CI = total load capacitance 
L1 = signal inductance 
L2 = ground inductance 
Rs = output Tx RSAT 

~~r" 
~ 

L2rt7 
FIGURE 10-14 
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Note, that these become limiting factors for the peak cur
rents that are developed and that the resulting voltage loss
es in the elements govern the transition time from one state 
to another. The inductances Ll and L2 represent the induc
tances present in the output line and the ground connection 
respectively. 

The reason is that dynamic currents flowing between the 
substrate and absolute ground produce a voltage drop be
tween those two nodes. The result is that the substrate volt
age momentarily lifts up above the absolute ground poten
tial. This is not desirable for two reasons: the substrate lift
ing reduces the available voltage across the phase splitter 
transistor and collector resistor reducing the base drive mo
mentarily. This In turn decreases the IOL sinking capability of 
the pull-down transistor, momentarily slowing down the tran
sition time and in effect increasing the propagation delay; if 
the device has a short propagation delay, I.e., output tran
sition overlaps input stimulus, then a shift in the input 
threshold can cause a "stepping" on the output waveform, 
usually in the range of the threshold voltage. Additionally, 
the voltage produced by the transient current flowing in the 
ground leg can be transmitted to "quiet" outputs through 
the substrate, producing spiked outputs on pins that are 
supposed to be at VOL potential. The dominant spike or 
pulse is that which is produced by the dil dt collapsing to 
zero while the "qUiet" output is driven below ground mo
mentarily. 

VOL~ r-- GND VOH- /\..-
~ ~ ON~~ 

- - - - - - - - - - - V THRESHOLD 
QUIET OUTPUTS 

FIGURE 10-15 

The equation for voltage is an inductor: 

di 
(E10-4) VL = L· dt 

TLlF/l0282-15 

indicates that inductance due to 'the ground connection 
must be at its absolute minimum to minimize the voltage 
induced from the chip substrate to the power supply digital 
ground. The object here is to reduce the voltage drop from 
the substrate to the system ground. This voltage is devel
oped across the ground inductance in the system. This in
ductance is a combination of the package and the PCB 
trace inductance. Therefore, the use of ground planes is 
highly recommended because they provide the lowest in
ductive connection between a package and the power sup
ply. 
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Reduced performance will also be realized when the de
mand for Instantaneous current is impressed on the Vee pin 
as would be the case for all or many outputs switching from 
the VOL to the VOH state. Here the Vee pin would drop in 
potential, momentarily limiting the drive to extemal loads. 
This also shows Itself in the form of increased propagation 
delays. 

DERATING PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
MULTIPLE OUTPUT SWITCHING 
It Is assumed that the designer will have already considered 
the importance of Vee and ground power planes. Decou
pIIng capacitances are determined based on the maximum 
allowable Vee droop as a result of the instantaneous cur
rent demand. 

The experiments conducted by National involved several 
devices of an octal structure. Some of the devices are of a 
sequential design and some of a combinatorial nature. The 
products were connected to a National PC-163 5-layer PC 
fixture for this experiment. The fixture was equipped with 
low-profile machined socket terminals to provide a connec
tion roughly equivalent to soldering the chip to a properly 
decoupled low inductance PC board. 
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FIGURE 10-16 

The graph in Figure 10-16 illustrates the typical skew that 
occured as a result of all outputs switching as a function of 
distance from the Vee and ground pins on the package. The 
tot represented is the difference or skew between individual 
outputs as each is examined with only that one output 
switching and then with all eight outputs switching. It should 
be noted that the top curve is the totpLH; the outer two 
X-axis points represent pins closest to the Vee pin; the low
er curve depicts the totpHL as a function of the distance 
from the ground pin (X-axiS center of graph). 



Figure 10-17 illustrates the incremental at in nanoseconds 
experienced on the 'F299. The five devices showed about 
the same added delay with all outputs switching; however, 
the incremental delay, device to device, shows some minor 
variation. 
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FIGURE 10-17. 'F299 tpHL MR-Q7 
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FIGURE 10-19. 'F245 tpLH A-B 
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Figure 10-18 illustrates the incremental at in nanoseconds 
experienced on the 'F374. The maximum variation with all 
outputs switching is about 150 ps. 
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FIGURE 10-18. 'F374 tpLH CP-Q 
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FIGURE 10-20. 'F245 tpHL A-B 
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FIGURE 10-21. 'F241 tpHL 
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Figures 10-19 through 10-24 illustrate the incremental times 
associated with buffer class devices such as the 'F24X. The 
times noted were generally more affected by all outputs 
switching. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The devices, as 'expected, showed an increase in the ~t 
between one output and all outputs switching. As the devic
es were evaluated it was noted that the least gradient was 
experienced by outputs that were close to the ground pin on 
the test device. Internally as the individual pull-down transis
tors turn on, the current dildt produced by each individual 
transistor will cause a voltage to be impressed on their indi
vidual emitters. The corresponding reduced drive causes an 
elongated transition time and hence increased propagation 
time. 

The information presented represents the worst case analy
sis and in most applications performance will be notably 
better than indicated by the adders. 

For non-buffer type FAST devices, it appears as though an 
adder to the Data Book propagation delays is necessary 
when multiple output switching is desired. A tpHL adder of 
n x 400 ps (where n = number of additional outputs 
switching simultaneously) would seem to cover a worst case 
scenario. The tpLH delta for non buffers would be 
n x 250 ps. 
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FIGURE 10-23. 'F240 tpLH 
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For buffer elements where the dynamic currents are notably 
higher, an adder of n x 700 ps for the tpHL parameter and 
n x 600 ps for the tpLH parameters should be used. 

Summary for Dual-In-Line packages; 

Non-buffer devices tpLH = tpLH (db) + n x 250 ps 
Non-buffer devices tpHL = tpHL (db) + n x 400 ps 
Buffer devices tpLH = tpLH (db) + n x 600 ps 
Buffer devices tpHL = tpHL (db) + n x 700 ps 

(db) = data book limits @ 25°C 
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FIGURE 10-22. 'F241 tpLH 
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COMMERCIAL TEST OPERATIONS 

TEST PATTERN 
KEY 

PARAMETERS 

25"<: AC/DC/ 
FUNCTIONAL 

100% 
PACKAGED 
PRODUCT 

1 
75°C AC/DC/ 
FUNCTIONAL 

100% 

1 
QA - AC/DC/ 
FUNCTIONAL 
INSPECTION 

All 
TEMPERATURES 

WAFER FABRICATION 

FINISHED 
WAFERS 

WAFER SORT TESTING 
100% DC/FUNCTIONAL 

All WAFERS 
AC ON SELECT PRODUCTS 

75"<: AC/DC/ 
FUNCTIONAL 

100% 
PACKAGED 
PRODUCT 

QA - AC/DC/ 
FUNCTIONAL 
INSPECTION 

All 
TEMPERATURES 

FIGURE 10-25 

I Mil. TEST FLOW I 
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The factors described above have been empirically derived 
from evaluation of a relatively small number of devices. 
Thus this data should only be used as an aid in system 
design, and should not be interpreted as absolute, guaran
teed values. 

As it is likely that significant lot-to-Iot variation in these val
ues may occur, use of such values in incoming test pro
grams is not recommended. Test correlation with the manu
facturer should only be attempted by use of the industry 
standard single output switching test method. 
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WAFER FABRIC~TION 
At this level, precise measurements of semiconductor char
acteristics such as V /I conductivity tests are performed to 
control the process and provide maximum yields. 

TEST PATTERN TESTING 
Test patterns exist as a part of all wafers manufactured. The 
purpose of these test patterns is to provide device engineer
ing with a quantitive measure of the fabrication process. Pa
rameters such as Low Resistance, Beta, High Resistance, 
Voltage Forward Bias evt) of diodes or junctions are mea
sured . 

WAFER SORT TESTING 
In wafer form, each individual die is subjected to rigorous 
functional and static (DC) measurements. The DC tests in
clude all data book parameters, as well as engineering tests 
used in manufacturing. Functional tests are performed at 
Vee ±10% to assure operation over the entire specified 
operating range. 
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PACKAGED PRODUCT TESTING 
After assembly and such finishing operations as lead form, 
lead plate, and mark, each device is subjected to 100% final 
electrical test. This testing is performed at + 75·C, so as to 
provide a 5·C guardband above the specified maximum op
erating temperature of 70"C. At this test operation, all data 
book functional, static, and dynamic specifications are eval
uated and guaranteed either by direct test or equivalent 
methods. 

Prior to shipment a statistically significant sample of each lot 
is subjected to additional electrical testing at O·C, 25·C, and 
70·C by the Quality Control organization. This stringent test 
procedure insures compliance to all specifications. 

Military products are processed in compliance with the re
quirements of MIL-STD 3S510F and MIL-STD SS3C. 
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~National 
~ Semiconductor 

Packaging Characteristics 

Introduction 
Three specific aspects of electronic packaging will be dis
cussed: electrical characteristics, thermal considerations 
and surface mount technology. These are basic guidelines 
only. They are preceded by a glossary of important terms. 

Glossary 
DIP-The Dual-In-Line package is the semiconductor work
horse of the 70's and 80's. This co,mponent is a through 
hole mount package and comes either in plastic or ceramic 

form. The ceramic version is a hermetic package primarily 
used in military or high-reliability applications, while the plas
tic package is used in commercial applications. In either for
mat, it consists of a leadframe and some kind of casing for a 
chip which is attached to the leadframe. The leads are typi
cally on 0.100 inch center and the package is through hole 
mounted; i.e., mounted in plated through holes in the board 
or in a socket on the board. A DIP becomes a fairly large 
package with leads in excess of 40 pins. Mechanical consid
erations then become critical. 

0.092 x 0.030 

(2.337 x 0.762) 
MAX DP ~~~~~~~=9--1 (0.813±0.1211 

RAO 

0.032±0.005V" " 
I-- 0.280_ 

(7.112) 
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0.290-0.325 

PIN NO. llDENT 0.240-0.280 

18.096-6.804) 

~~mm~~~~~~ 

C~U'''I I I (~r-~--~----~-++-------~ 
j--J97.5' ±7~(0.203_D.3S1) 
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FIGURE 11-1.20 Lead Plastic Dual In-Line 
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Glossary (Continued) 
FLA TPAK-The flatpak generally has a rectangular ceramic 
body. The leads are typically on 0.50 inch centers which 
allows for a reduction in package size and footprint on the 
printed circuit board as compared with a DIP. The flatpak is 

a hermetic package with a metal leadframe secured by a 
glass seal. Flatpaks are also available with leads on all four 
sides. 

... 0.060-0.090 
(1.524-2.286) 

_ 0.540 MAX-

... i4" 0.030-0.040 TYP 
(0.762-1.016) 

(13.7~ 
0.0 O:t 0.005 0.005 1 j(I.270M·127) - -(Q.i27) MIN TYP 

t 
0.250-0.320 

(6.350-8.128) 

120191817161514131211--t ! 
(~:~~~) r-. 0.260-0.270 L 

MAX GLASS ~ (6.604-6.858) 

1 r f- 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 --t 0.008-0.012 
(0.203-0.305) 

m~ D~A 
DETAIL ( V 0.250-0.320 

PIN U'/- (6.350-8.128) 

IDENT ! . 
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Glossary (Continued) 

SURFACE MOUNT TECHNOLOGY (SMT)-Surface mount 
packages have terminals or leads which are soldered direct· 
Iy to lands on the surface of the printed circuit board. This 
technology allows up to a six to one advantage in size and 
weight over through hole mounting. However, if it is improp
erly designed. there are penalties in terms of cost or manu
facturing. It should be considered that solder is not general
ly a structural material and has regions of plastic-like behav
ior in normal use. The following packages are surface mount 
packages. 

IB.19II±0.2031 ~ _I 1_ 0.0&3-0.075 
11.100-1.9051 t 0.350±0.008 I 

OJ 
LDETAILA 

Top View SldaVlew 

0.003 ..!!:!!!. 
100761-1 r-10.3811 

MIN riP ~ MAX TYP 

0.022" 'T 

·"1f~ MAX TVP 10.1521 
MINTYP 

DetaUA 

LCe-The Leadless Chip Carrier is a hermetic ceramic 
package which generally has leads on 0.040 or 0.050 inch 
centers but can be as low as 0.010 in extreme applications. 
National uses a 0.050 center line package for its military 
hermetic surface mount devices. Figure 11-3 illustrates a 
typical leadless chip carrier. It is a 3-layer package and is 
either glass or solder sealed. 

1~:~:=Z~:::~lj ""' .......... .IoI.JI'I-'-+_ ....... 
TVP 0.067 -0.083 1 

11.702-2.1081- ~=-~:, 
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45· x 0.040±0.010 
11.016±0.2541 
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BottomVlew 

E20AIREVOI 

FIGURE 11-3. 2o-Termlnal Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 
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Glossary (Continued) 
PCe-The Plastic Chip Carrier is a low cost version of the 
LCC. It has leads which allow compliant bending between 
the printed circuit board and the chip carrier. Figure 11-4 

illustrates a typical plastic leaded chip carrier. Typically the 
PCC has lower thermal charscterlstics than the correspond
ing dual-in-line package. 

0.005-0.015 
(0.127-0.381) 

4SMCES AT 
0.050 

(1.270) 

0.310-0.330 
(7.874-8.382) 

(CONTACT DIMENSION) 

I~ 

0.080 
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OIA NOM 
~_-r"""'--I-....L. PEDESTAL 
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t5.740) 

NOM 
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0.020 
to.50B) 

t====f===rrFmrm~~~i:- MIN 
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"",=::;;:Z:"""-olH"",",-- (0.813-1.016) 

0.385-0.395 
(9.779 -10.03) 

SQUARE 
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FIGURE 11-4_ 2D-Lead Plastic Chip Carrier (PCC) 
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Glossary (Continued) 

SOIC-The Small Outline Integrated Circuit package is a 
miniaturized DIP with leads on 0.050 inch centers. Generally 
leads are bent out in a gull wing configuration so that the 
SOIC can be surface mounted. No plated through holes on 

t(~::::~::) 
~w r (0.254-0.737) • 

-----.J 
I'MAlTYP 

t=~~~4 
0.lI0II-0.013 I:::) / I -0.016-0.050 
~ ALL LEAD TIPS 1-(0.406-1.270) 
TYP ALL LEADS TYP ALL LEADS 

the printed wiring board are necessary for the SOIC to be 
firmly attached. As with the previous SMT packages, the 
leads are soldered to the printed circuit board. 
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FIGURE 11-5, 20-Lead Small Outline Integrated Circuit (SOIC) 

PGAlLGA-With lead counts in excess of 68 for VLSI de
vices, the Pin Grid Array and the Leadless Grid Array use a 
square array of pins on 0.050 or 0.100 inch centers to re
duce the package footprint. The PGA is a through hole 
mounted package while the LGA is a surface mounted 
package. However, surface mounting of the LGA requires 
blind solder joints which can cause reliability or inspection 
problems. 

THERMAL MANAGEMENT-This is the design function 
where the temperatures of the semiconductor and other de
vices are analyzed and constrained to be below certain val
ues. Temperature varies depending on the application. 
Thermal management becomes increasingly important 
when using surface mount devices because of the high heat 
density obtained. 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS-There are several 
electrical characteristics involved with all packages. As 
speed and density increase, these characteristics become 
very important; inductance and DC resistance are calculat
ed and presented in the Electrical Properties Section. 

PCB/PWB-Printed Circuit Board or Printed Wiring Board is 
the substrate on which most electrical packages are mount-
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ed and interconnected. With surface mount devices these 
printed circuit boards become more complex. However, sav
ings may be found at the system level in terms of reduced 
size, weight and connector functions. There are several dif
ferent types of printed circuit boards: multilayer circuit 
boards have more than two layers of interconnection and 
are somewhat costly; a two-sided circuit board had intercon
nection patterns on two sides of the board, top and bottom, 
and none internally. The plated through hole is used for 
interconnection on most printed circuit boards and is also 
used to mount through hole components. A buried or blind 
via is a means of interconnecting two or more layers without 
drilling through the whole PCB. 

Electrical Properties 
This section details the electrical properties of the packages 
used by the National Digital Logic Division. Specifically, 
ground (or power) lead inductance, DC resistance and AC 
resistance are given. These values are calculated from the 
package drawings and are not verified by measurement. All 
measurements are from seating plane to bond pad on chip. 
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Electrical Properties (Continued) 

The inductance is calculated from the following three formu· 
las: 

L (p.H) = 0.005 x [In (8 ~ c) + 1/2] (1) 

(Non ferrous materials in rectangular geometries) 

(E11-1) 

L(p.H) = 0.005 x [In (8 ~ c) + '* + 1/4] (2) 

(Ferrous materials in rectangular geometries) 

L (p.H) = 0.005 x [In (2~) - 3/4] (3) 

(Non ferrous materials in cylindrical geometries-wirebonds) 

Where X is length, r is radius, 8 and C are cross sectional 
dimensions (in inches) and P.r is the relative permeability. 
The inductance was measured on packages, then the rela· 
tive permeability was found to be approximately 20.5. With 
thermal and mechanical stresses, the relative permeability 
increases. Note that with increasing frequency, the effect of 
"'r or inductance decreases. 
The DC resistance is calculated from R = pX/ A, where p is 
material resistivity, X is length and A is the cross-sectional 
area. 

TABLE 11-1. Worst Case Electrical Properties of Packages 

Pins Package 
Inductance DC AC 

Pins Package 
Inductance DC AC 

( H) Resistance Resistance (H) Resistance Resistance 
n (n) (n) n (n) (n) 

14 PDIP 5.6 0.09 0.52 24 PDIP' 31.0 0.20 2.45 
14 CDIP-8SI' 6.8 0.14 0.98 24 PDIPSLlM 8.5 0.10 0.66 
14 CDIP-MSI' 7.0 0.14 0.99 24 CDIPMSI' 29.7 0.18 2.66 
14 FLATPACK' 19.7 0.26 2.95 24 FLATPACK' 26.8 0.13 1.22 
14 SOIC 2.2 0.05 0.15 24 CDIPSLlM" 22.5 0.18 2.32 

24 SOIC 4.6 0.05 0.18 
16 PDIP 6.6 0.09 0.48 
16 CDIP-SSI' 15.4 0.16 1.71 28 CDIP' 34.3 0.19 2.98 
16 CDIP-MSI" 14.4 0.16 1.63 28 PDIP 12.6 0.10 0.73 
16 FLATPACK' 17.1 0.36 4.81 28 PCC 2.8 0.05 0.16 
16 SOIC 2.6 0.05 0.17 28 LCC 1.7 0.10 0.34 
16 SOIC-WIDE 4.0 0.05 0.17 28 FLATPACK' 31.2 0.13 1.33 

28 SOIC 5.0 0.05 0.19 
18 CDIP' 20.5 0.16 2.00 

40 CDIP (longest lead)' 48.7 0.22 3.94 
20 PDIP 8.0 0.10 0.64 40 CDIP (shortest lead)' 10.5 0.13 1.08 
20 CDIP' 25.6 0.17 2.31 40 PDIP (longest lead) 19.2 0.10 0.88 
20 FLATPACK" 15.8 0.13 1.16 40 PDIP (shortest lead) 3.5 0.08 0.36 
20 LCC 1.6 0.10 0.32 40 LCC 2.4 0.11 0.17 
20 PCC 2.5 0.05 0.16 40 PCC 3.8 0.05 0.17 
20 SOIC 4.3 0.05 0.17 

52 PCC 6.0 0.05 0.19 

68 PCC 7.2 0.05 0.20 

"Leadframe is Alloy 42. 
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Thermal Considerations 
Introduction 

Thermal considerations play an increasingly important role 
in electronic packaging. The advent of surface mounted 
components and technology is making thermal analysis 
mandatory in many situations. This section will define terms, 
point out some possible pitfalls for the electronics packager 
and present recent test data. 

Thermal analysis is time-consuming, expensive and, at 
times, problematic. But without proper analysis, products 
may exhibit low mean time between failure and sporadic 
faults. Proper analysis should predict junction temperature, 
allowing reliability calculations based on the Arrhenius 
equations. Knowing mean junction temperatures and statis
tical variations allows more accurate thermal management 
techniques. If a particular technique is applicable to all but a 
small number of devices because of high temperatures, 
thermal analysis allows alternatives to be evaluated wisely. 
For complex analysis, such as finite difference or finite ele
ment work, experienced personnel should be consulted. 

Various schemes implemented at National's Digital Logic 
Division and the concept of using a consistent philosophy in 
all thermal work, whether implicit or explicit, will be dis
cussed as appropriate. 

The following terms and definitions will be used throughout 
this section. 

THERMAL RESISTANCE-A vaule representing the resist
ance in the analogous electrical equations. Thermal resist
ance is often reported in degrees celsius per watt (C/W). 
Steady· state thermal parameters are concerned with ther
mal resistance of several different tyes: conduction, convec
tion and radiation modes of heat transfer. 8JC AND 8JA are 
examples of thermal resistances. 

THERMAL ANALOGY-An easy way to show thermal pa
rameters and equations. The basic thermal equation is 
T = q 0 (Rth). Similarities are evident in comparing this 
equation to Ohm's Law, V = IR. T represents the change in 
temperature, in 'C or 'F, which, as the forcing function, is 
analogous to voltage. The power, q, is analogous to current 
and has the units of power, watts, or BTU per hour. Rth, the 
thermal resistance, is the analogy to electrical resistance. 
Other analogies can be found: the thermal capacity is the 
analogy to capacitance in electronics. Both store energy but 
in different forms. 

HEAT TRANSFER MODES-Three different modes of heat 
transfer exist: 

Conduction-The simplest of the three modes, follows the 
Fourier equation q = I(A 8T loX where k is the thermal con
ductivity, q is power, A is area and T is the temperature 
difference a material requires for the heat energy to move 
from one potential to another. 

Convection-The transfer of heat through the use of a gas 
or liquid gravitational field or through forced movements. 
Convection is a complex phenomenon because the coeffi
cient h, unlike the "simple" material property, k, is complex 
and dependent on fluid mechanics and other properties. 
The convection equation is T = q 0 l/hA where h is the 
convection coefficient and A the surface area. Thus, in
creasing the surface area decreases the thermal resistance 
(1/hA). In some calculations, h is explicitly expressed as a 
function of temperature to a fractional exponent. 
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Radiation-The transfer of heat using electromagnetics. 
The amount of radiation is given in accordance with 
Planck's blackbody law. Radition transfer between two ob
jects needs no medium for heat transfer, only a difference in 
temperature between the objects. This is not a strict defini
tion of radiation, but it is convenient for heat transfer. Other 
considerations involve emissivity, form factors and reflectivi
ty. The equations are not given here but it should be noted 
that heat transfer is a function of absolute temperature 
raised to the fourth power. 

POWER-The analog to current in Ohm's Law. Power in 
electrical devices is the electrical power dissipated by the 
device and is expressed in watts. 

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE-The difference in temper
ature between two or more objects, background, etc., in 'C 
or'F. 

THERMAL CAPACITANCE-The ability of a thermal circuit 
to store energy; usually expressed in Joulesl'C or BTUI'F. 
It is the thermal analog of capacitance in electronics. Tran
sient analysis makes extensive use of this parameter to pre
dict the flow of heat as a function of time. The thermal ca
pacitance for semiconductor packaging is not usually speci
fied. It is found by multiplying the specific heat by the densi
ty and volume of the material under consideration. 

STEADY STATE ANALYSIS-The type of analysis most of
ten performed in thermal management of electronic circuits. 
Steady state refers to a situation in which heat transfer (and 
related phenomena) are invariant with time. Analyses can 
be performed with calculator and pencil, personal comput
ers, or large computers with elaborate finite element (or fi
nite difference) codes. At today's level of electronics, 
steady state analysiS predicts temperatures fairly accurate
ly. As the level of complexity and heat flux increases still 
further, a less conservative approach taking duty cycles, 
statistical power distributions and other transient phenome
na into consideration may be required. 

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS-Thermal analysis which deals 
with heat transfer, as a function of time. Thermal resistanc
es and capaCitances form a thermal network analogous to 
an electrical RC circuit. This type of analysis is mueh more 
expensive and time-consuming than steady state analysis 
and should only be performed where necessary. 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY-A material property occasion
ally expressed in useful units. Several different units are 
used to express this property: the most common units are 
w/m'C or Btu/hr.ft.F. The symbol k is used for thermal con
ductivity in the Fourier Law of Conduction. Thermal conduc
tivity varies with temperature in most cases. 

HEAT FLUX-Heat flux is heat per unit area (or volume). 
High thermal gradients can result from high values of heat 
flux. Sometimes it is used to evaluate thermal management 
schemes. The units are w/in2 or w/in3. 

JUNCTION TEMPERATURE-The temperature of the hot
test junction on a component of an integrated circuit. It is 
very difficult to measure accurately a true junction tempera
ture without the experimental setup or procedure interfering 
with desired results. The maximum junction temperature for 
most silicon devices is 175'C unless other factors lower it 
even further, i.e., bimetallic formations. To complicate the 
issue further, on LSI devices the hottest junction may 

III 



Thermal Considerations (Continued) 

change with different uses of programming. However, in 
most logic circuits, the junction of interest is the output driv
er circuit or nearby. The proper procedure to measure junc
tion temperature must be evaluated carefully. 

REGIONAL JUNCTION TEMPERATURE-Temperature of 
the region surrounding the junction, generally lower than the 
maximum junction temperature. The region is defined to be 
within six equivalent radii of the hottest junction by MIL-STD 
883. 

CASE TEMPERATURE-The temperature of the hottest 
area on the outside of the semiconductor package. Gener
ally in ceramic packages this is directly beneath the die. In 
encapsulated packages such as plastic DIP's this location is 
extremely variable and depends on the mounting scheme 
and airflow. 

BOARD TEMPERATURE-The temperature of the sub
strate directly beneath the semiconductor. Measurement of 
this temperature is relatively straightforward, and is relevant 
with high heat flux situations or when attempting to decou
ple the component from the substrate for thermal analysis. 

FREE CONVECTION-Often referred to as still air. Free 
convection is not the same as still air. Although no fan is 
used, convection currents can be substantial. Free convec
tion must take place in a gravitational field and utilize a liquid 
or gas for mass transport (which transports the heat). No 
mechanical means is used to enhance this mass transport. 

FORCED CONVECTION-Convection enhanced or accom
plished by mechanical movement of gas or liquid. This type 
of convection does not require the presence of a gravita
tional field. Most often a fan is used. 
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FIGURE 11-6. Package In 011 Bath 
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FIGURE 11-7. Package In Actual Use 
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Thermal Considerations (Continued) 

JUNCTION TO CASE THERMAL RESISTANCE (8Jcl-The 
junction to case thermal resistance of a semiconductor 
package is defined as the difference in temperature be
tween the case and the junction, divided by the dissipated 
power. This parameter is often defined as the best heat 
transfer that can be accomplished with a particular pack
age. It is also thought that the 8JC does not vary with mount
ing conditions. This is untrue. Figure 11-6 shows the heat 
flows of a package in an oil bath. If the package is mounted 
as in Figure 11-1and forced convection is applied,then the 
heat flows change substantially, possibly resulting in a dif
ferent 8Jc. Note that the convection coefficients hi and h2 
are different. Plastic packages show most change. Other 
variables are discussed below. 

JUNCTION TO AMBIENT THERMAL RESISTANCE (8JA)
The junction to ambient thermal resistance of a semicon
ductor package is defined as the difference in temperature 
between the junction and the ambient air, divided by the 
dissipated power. It is very dependent upon mounting condi
tions and should be used carefully. The test mounting must 
be compared to actual use and corrections applied to re
solve any differences. Airflow rates must be given. Factors 

. affecting 8 JA are numerous and are discussed more fully 
below. 

Procedures for Thermal Resistance 
Measurement 
Unfortunately, thermal resistance values of different manu
facturers do not correlate well. Thus, the experimental con
ditions should be examined closely to determine if they are 
similar to system use. 

Thermal Resistance-Junction to Case 

The junction to case thermal resistance can be measured 
with several accepted methods. Two of the most common 
are the heat sink and oil bath procedures. National utilizes 
the oil bath procedure which is described below. 

Two oil baths are used: one at room temperature (cold) and 
the other 10 to 20'C higher (hot) depending on the device to 
be tested. Power and ground are connected and the voltage 
across a diode on one of the outputs is monitored when 
biased by a 1 mA current. This diode voltage is the Temper
ature Sensitive Parameter (TSP), the method used to deter
mine the junction temperature. The power is supplied in a 
cycle with the power on 99.9% of the cycle: 65 milliseconds 
on, 55 microseconds off. With the power off the diode volt
age is measured and displayed. 

First the unpowered device is placed in the hot oil bath and 
allowed to soak. After no further changes are observed in 
the T3P, the voltage and temperature of the bath are re
corded. Then the device is placed in the cold bath and pow
ered up. After the TSP has settled, the diode voltage, the 
case temperature and the supplied power are recorded. The 
device is then turned off. After soaking in the cold bath, the 
TSP and cold bath temperature are recorded again. 

The variation of the TSP is calculated from the difference 
between the measurements taken while the device is un
powered. In this case the TSP is assumed to be linear and 
has the units of mV {,C. The TSP is used to determine the 
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junction temperature for the powered condition. The thermal 
resistance is calculated from 

(EII-2) 

TJ - Tc 
---=8JC 

q 
where T J is the junction temperature, T C is the case temper
ature and q is the power. 

Thermal Reslstance-Junctlon to Ambient 

The junction to ambient thermal resistance is much more 
procedurel equipment dependent than the junction to case 
measurements. The actual procedure used is important in 
deciding if the junction to ambient values apply to a particu
lar packaging scheme. 

The apparatus consists of a 6.0 inch (inside diameter) wind 
tunnel. A thermocouple measures the ambient temperature. 
A hot wire anemometer is used to determine windspeed. 

The printed circuit board is 3.0 x 3.0 inches and is mounted 
in a nonconducting plastic card guide for thermal isolation 
from the wind tunnel walls. The method of mounting parts 
on the PCB depends on the package of the device under 
test. DIPs are mounted in low profile sockets, while surface 
mount packages are reflow soldered to the appropriate land 
pattern. Flatpaks are epoxied onto the board and leads at
tached to cable interfaces. The surface mount packages are 
mounted as closely as possible to actual device use be
cause of the critical nature of thermal management in a 
closely packed system. No special thermal enhancement 
techniques are used in order to obtain worst case values. 

The procedure is similar to the junction to case measure
ment procedure. The PCB is placed in the wind tunnel with 
minimal power (less than 1 mW) and the TSP and ambient 
temperature are measured. The devices are then powered 
up, one at a time. Once the TSP has settled, the voltage and 
ambient temperature are measured. The device is then shut 
off and the next device powered until all devices are tested 
in the free convection mode. The wind tunnel is then turned 
on and measurements made at 250, 500, 1000 and 1500 
LFPM (Linear Feet Per Minute), measured by the anemome
ter. 

After forced air measurements are complete, the PCB and 
devices are placed in a hot oil bath as in the junction to case 
procedure. With power off, the TSP is measured to provide 
the other end point. The TSP is calculated as in the junction 
to case procedure and junction temperatures calculated for 
each measurement point. Thermal resistance is calculated 
from 

(EII-3) 

TJ - TA - 8 
--q-- JA 

where T A is the ambient temperature, T J is the junction tem
perature and q is the power as measured at the time of test. 

Tabulation of Thermal Resistance 

This section will show graphically the thermal resistance 
measurements made with the above procedures. Some 
graphs present a "top down" look at the relationship of 
thermal resistance and pin count for Fairchild parts. Several 
graphs will detail the relationship of thermal resistance and 
die area (in square inches unless otherwise noted). The 
proper use of the graphs will be illustrated with examples. III 



Thermal Considerations (Continued) 

A note of caution: test results vary for many different rea
sons. From manufacturer to manufacturer results do not 
stay constant for a particular device. However, even with 
the same manufacturer's product, results may vary due to 
die size, conditions of manufacturer, different lots, die at
tach, redesign or refinement of die, etc. These parameters 
are extensive and testing continues in order to specify ther
mal resistance for varying factors. 

Figures 11-8 to 11-10 are a top down look at typical thermal 
resistance by pin count. Figure 11-8 shows (JJA for PDIPs. 
Figure 11-9 shows (JJA for CDIPs and Figure 11-10 illus
trates the SOICs. Each figure has thermal resistance for 
free convection and 500 LFPM. 

Figure 11-11 illustrates (JJC of 20 pin LCCs and varying die 
area. However, a parameter called extended die area is 
plotted, not actual die area. Extended die dimensions are 
the die dimensions plus 0.020 Inch added to account for 
heat spreading. The extended area is merely the X and Y 
extended dimensions multiplied together. This parameter 
was one used for LCC computations. The thermal resist
ance is given by the' point corresponding to the appropriate 
extended area. The two curves on the graph represent mini
mum and maximum values due to varying conditions of 
manufacture. 
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FIGURE 11·11. Junction to Case Resistance 

for 20 Terminal LCC 

Example: The 'F74 is placed in a lead less chip carrier. 
Find (JJC. 

Solution: Figure 11-11 is the pertinent graph. The die size 
of the 'F74 is 0.051 by 0.058. The extended 
area is 0.071-0.078 = 0.0055 sq. in. The mid
point of the range is 54·C/W. This is the value of 
(JJC· 



Thermal Considerations (Continued) 

Figure 11-12 through 11-15 give 8JC as a function of die 
area, not extended area, for 14, 16,20 and 24 pin CDIPs. 
Rgure 11-16 and 11-17 give 8 JC as a function of area for 
14/16 and 20 pin PDIPs. The 14 and 16 pin PDIPs are es
sentially the same package and are shown as such. 

Example: The 'F373 is placed in a 20 pin DIP. Find 8JC for 
both CDIP and PDIP. 
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Solution: The pertinent graphs are Figures 11-14 and 
11-17. The die size of the 'F373 is 0.076 by 
0.084 inches and the area is 0.076-0.084 = 
0.0064 sq. in. The corresponding 8JC for PDIP is 
33°C/W. 
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Thermal Considerations (Continued) 
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Thermal Considerations (Continued) 
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Example: The 'F74 is placed in a 14 pin PDIP. Find the 
/lJC' 

Solution: As mentioned above, the die size is 0.051 by 
0.058 and the die area is 0.051 • 0.058 = 
0.0030 sq. in. The pertinent graph is Figure ". 
16. /lJC is 41°C/W. The thermal resistance for 
14/16 PDIPs has an odd curve because there 
are two different paddle sizes for these PDIPs. 
The larger the paddle, the lower the thermal re
sistance. If the die is nearly square use the up
per portion of the curves. 
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Figures 11-18 and 11-19 give the /lJA for 14- and 16-pin 
COIPs. They are actually two distinct packages. Figure 11· 
20 gives the /lJA for 14/16'pin POIPs. All of these graphs 
show thermal resistance for free convection. 
Example: The 'F74 is packaged in a 14 pin POIP. Fine /lJA 

at free convection. 
Solution: As mentioned above, the die area is 0.0030 sq. 

in. The pertinent graph is Figure 11·20. The cor· 
responding /lJA is 143°C/W. 
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Thermal Considerations (Continued) 

Figure 11-21 to 11-24 give (JJA for 14, 16 narrow, 16 wide 
and 20 wide SOICs as a function of die area. All of these 
graphs show thermal resistance at free convection. 
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Thermal Considerations (Continued) 

Example: The 'F373 is packaged in a 20 pin SOIC. Find 
8 JA at free Convection. 

Solution: The die size is 0.0064 sq. in. and the pertinent 
graph is Figure 11-24. The corresponding 8JA is 
79°C/W. 
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Thermal Considerations (Continued) 

How to Calculate Power Dissipations 

The examples in this section will use FAST devices but the 
results can be extended to other bipolar devices as well. 

Different specifications for military and commercial devices 
cause different power dissipations for each. Maximum pow
er is used to find the hottest junction possible for a given 
configuration. Typical power is generally the median power. 
For either of these calculations, I/O power must be added 
to show power dissipated within the device when it acts as a 
current sink for other devices. Omitting the I/O power can 
cause significant error in junction temperature calculations. 

First, typical and maximum power should be calculated from 
data book specifications. The Icc (typ) specification gives 
the typical power supply current while the Icc (max) spec 
gives maximum power supply current. Multiplying Icc (typ) 
by 5.0 volts gives the typical power delivered. Similarly, mUl
tiplying Icc (max) by 5.5 volts gives maximum power deliv
ered. 

Examples: 'F74 and the 'F373 

'F74 
DC Characteristics over Operating Temperature Range 
(unless otherwise specified) 

Symbol Parameter 
54F174F 

Units Conditions 
Min Typ Max 

Icc Power Supply 10.5 16.0 mA Vcc = Max, 
Current VcP = OV 

The typical power is 10.5 mA. 5.0V = 52.5 mW. 
The maximum power is 16.0 mA. 5.5V = 88.0 mW. 

'F373 
DC Characteristics over Operating Temperature Range 
(unless otherwise specified) 

Symbol Parameter 
54F174F 

Units Conditions 
Min Typ Max 

Iccz Power Supply Vcc = Max, 
Current 38 55 mA OE= HIGH 
(All Outputs On, LE = Gnd 
OFF) 

The typical power is 38 mA • 5.0V = 190.0 mW. 
The maximum power is 55 mA • 5.5V = 302.5 mW. 

Note that some devices may have different specifications 
for military and commercial use. 

The I/O power can be substantial and the exact magnitude 
depends on the actual use of the device in the system. The 
value calculated by the method outlined is the maximum 
and can be as much as 0.5 watt. 

Much of this material is contained in Section 3, Ratings, 
Specifications and Waveforms, of the 1985 FAST Data 
Book. First the outputs of the device are counted. The num
ber of Unit Loads (U.L.) for an output in the low state is 
determined. A unit load in this state is defined as 1.6 mAo 
Often the commercial rating is different than the military rat
Ing. The VOL for most devices Is 0.5 volts while buffer:pow
ered drivers have a VOL specified at 0.55 volts. Multiply the 
current by the appropriate voltage to obtain the I/O power. 
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Examples: 'F74 and 'F373 

'F74 

Input Loading/Fan-Out: See Section 3 for U.L. definitions 

Pin Names Description 
54FI74F(U.L.) 
HIGH/LOW 

01,02 Data Inputs 0.5/0.375 

CPlo CP2 Clock Pulse Inputs 0.5/0.375 
(Active Rising Edge) 

C01,C02 Direct Clear Inputs 0.5/1.125 
(Active LOW) 

S01,S02 Direct Set Inputs 0.511.25 
(Active LOW) 

01,01,02,02 Outputs 25/12.5 

There are four outputs, each rated at 12.5 unit loads. No 
special military ratings are given. Accordingly, the power is 

12.5 U.L. • 1.6 mAlU.L. • 0.5V. 4 outputs = 40 mW 

This power must be added to both the typical and maximum 
power calculated above to get the true typical power and 
true maximum power. 

Typical: 52.5 mW + 40 mW = 92.5 mW 

Maximum: 88.0 mW + 40 mW = 128.0 mW 

'F373 

Input Loading/Fan-Out: See Section 3 for U.L. definitions 

Pin Names Description 
54F/74F(U.L.) 

HIGH/LOW 

00-0 7 Data Inputs 0.5/0.375 
LE Latch Enable Input 0.5/0.375 

(Active HIGH) 
OE Output Enable Input 0.5/0.375 

(Active LOW) 

Oo-~ 3-State Latch Outputs 25/12.5 

There are eight outputs rated at 15 U.L. for commercial and 
12.5 U.L. for military applications. The power is calculated 
as: 

Military: 12.5 U.L. .1.6 mAlU.L. • 0.5 • 8 outputs = 
80mW 

Commercial: 15 U.L. • 1.6 mAlU.L. • 0.5 • 8 outputs = 
96mW 

Again, these results must be added to the appropriate pow
er calculations: 

Military (typ): 190 mW + 80 mW = 270 mW 
Military (max): 302.5 mW + 80 mW = 382.5 mW 
Commercial (typ): 190 mW + 96 mW = 286 mW 
Commercial (max): 302.5 + 96 mW = 398.5 mW 

If the exact configuration is known and all the outputs will 
never be used in this manner, appropriate corrections may 
be made to this procedure. 

How to Calculate Junction Temperatures 

It is not difficult to calculate junction temperatures with the 
above Information. However, the particulars about the elec
tronic packaging at the board or system level must be 
known. Further, the junction to ambient thermal resistance 
is dependent upon the temperature of the cooling air direct
ly around the device. If many devices are used, this can be a 
complex problem. Another variable Is the temperature of the 



Thermal Considerations (Continued) 

printed circuit board which will impact the junction tempera
ture to some degree. As board populations increase and 
device powers go still higher, exact data will be needed. 

For military systems, the junction to case thermal resistance 
is used: the hottest temperature on the case can be calcu
lated from the temperature of the printed circuit board using 
simple thermal analysis programs. 

The basic definitions for thermal resistance then enable ei
ther the commercial or the military user to determine the 
desired junction temperatures. For junction to case mea
surements, knowledge of the case temperature will allow 
the junction temperature to be calculated by: 

where: 
TJ = (q.OJcl + TC 

T J = the junction temperature 

q = the appropriate power dissipation (see 
above) 

OJC = the junction to case thermal resistance 
T C = the hottest temperature on the case (or 

package) 

For junction to ambient resistance measurements, knowl
edge of the ambient air temperature enables the junction 
temperature to be calculated by: 

where: 
TJ = (q. 0JA) + Ta 

TJ = the junction temperature 

q = the appropriate power dissipation (see 
above) 

OJA = junction to ambient resistance for wind
speed 

T a = the temperature of the ambient air 

The following examples illustrate some of the possible situ'a
tions that may be encountered: 

Example: An 'F74 in a plastic DIP is used in a system that 
incorporates printed circuit boards. Cooling 
method is by free convection with the boards 
mounted horizontally. The ambient air is 35'C 
but the air immediately around the device is 
45'C. Find the junction temperature for a typi
cal part and a worst caSe part. 

Solution: The junction to ambient resistance is 140'C/W, 
the typical power is 92.5 mW and the maximum 
power is 128 mW (see above). The junction 
temperatures are calculated as follows: 

Typical: T J = 0.0925 W • 140'C/W + 45'C = 58'C 

Maximum: TJ = 0.128 W • 140'C/W +45'C = 62.9'C or 
63'C 

Example: An 'F74 in an LCC is used in a system with 
copper clad Invar printed circuit boards. The 
system is used in a satellite with the walls at 
72'C. Simulation of the printed circuit board is 
run and the circuit board directly beneath the 
device is found to be 85'C, Find the maximum 
junction temperature. 

Solution: The junction to case resistance for the 'F74 in a 
20 pin LCC is 54'C/W and the maximum power 
is 128 mW (see above), The thermal resistance 
of the solder attachment is computed as fol
lows: assume a 0.006 inch standoff, a pad size 
of 0.025 by 0,050 inch, and 25% voiding. The 
thermal resistance of one pad is: 

Rth = LIKe A 
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where: 

RTH = thermal resistance due to conduction 

k = thermal conductivity of solder 
(1.28 W/in-K) 

A = area 
L = length 

Therefore, 

Rth = (0.006 in) I ([1.28 W/in-K)I. [0.025 in. 
0.050 in • (1 - 0.25)1} 

Rth (for one solder post) = 5'C/W, but there are 20 leads in 
parallel so the total Rth = 5'C/W I 20 leads = 0.25'C/W. 
The power is 128 mW so the temperature of the case is 
Temp rise = 128 mW • 25'C/W = 0.25'C. This value is 
insignificant. Therefore the junction temperature is: 

TJ = 0.128W·54'C/W + 85'C = 92'C 

Example: A 'F373 is packaged in a 20 pin CDIP. It is 
mounted on a printed circuit board on a heat 
strap. The temperature at the top of the heat 
strap is 45'C. The heat strap is a piece of cop
per which the case of the CDIP touches directly. 
Find the function temperature for both the typi
cal and worst case. 

Solution: The heat strap is in direct contact with the case. 
The junction to case thermal resistance is 
23'C/W (see above). The power dissipated in 
the device is 0.2835 W (maximum) and 0.270 W 
(typical) as shown above. Therefore the junction 
temperature is 

Maximum: TJ = 0.3825 W. 23'C/W + 45'C = 54'C 

Typical: TJ = 0.270 W e 23'C/W + 45'C = 51.2'C 

Note that there is a small difference in the typical compared 
to the maximum junction temperatures. This difference be
comes more significant with higher powered chips pack
aged in PDIPs mounted in free convection environments. 
Whenever high powered component temperatures are to be 
used, junction temperatures should be calculated to ensure 
that failure rates will not be too high. 

Reliability Considerations 

Calculation of the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) is 
but one of the ways to use the thermal information calculat
ed above. The MTBF is a prime guide for the system manu
facturer in determining the reliability of a proposed design or 
modification to an existing product. 

The Arrhenius Equation relates reaction rate to tempera
ture. This is a general equation in chemistry that applies to 
several types of failure mechanisms in a semiconductor de
vice. The equation is: 

R = (Ro). exp (-[Eal/kT) 

where: R = the reaction rate 

Ro = a constant determined by initial conditions 

Ea = the activation energy for the reaction in elec
tron-Volts 

k = Boltzman's constant, 8.6E-05 eV IK 
T = the absolute temperature in Kelvin (K). 

The reaction rate is related to the time to reach a critical 
level, which for semiconductors is the level at which failure 
occurred. Knowing the rate can reveal the time necessary to 
reach the critical level (MTBF). a 
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Thermal Considerations (Continued) 
Comparing the MTBFs of a device at different temperatures 
is instructive. By appropriate manipulation of the Arrhenius 
Equation one arrives at: 

Acceleration Factor (AF) = MTBF (at T1) I MTBF (at T2) 
AF = exp [(Ea/kj[1/T1 - 1/T211 

where T1 and T2 are junction temperatures and the acceler· 
ation factor is merely the ratio of the two MTBFs. 
For the general case, Ea is often 1.0 eV for semiconductor 
devices where the exact activation energy Is unknown. Fig· 
Uf9 11·26 shows the plot of the acceleration factor vs tem· 
perature with the AF at 25·C equal to 1.000. To find the AF 
between two temperatures, i.e., at 50·C and 85·C, first find 
the acceleration factors with reference to 25·C. These are 
0.05 (for 500C) and 0.0015 (for 85·C). Obtain the ratio of the 
AF to obtain the AF between the two numbers: 0.05/0.0015 
= 33.3. Thus, using a device at a junction temperature of 
50·C will last 33.3 times as long as using it at 85·C. 
This information is often used to establish maximum junco 
tlon temperatures for semiconductor devices in a system. 
The maximum junction temperature for all devices is 175·C. 
This limit is dictated by material considerations of the actual 
semiconductor die. Most users will derate this limit to obtain 
a lower MTBF. The actual MTBF (in hours) is a function of 
the processes and materials used in the fabrication of the 
device. This number is being constantly increased with im· 
provements in processes and materials. 
The recommended junction temperature for plastiC devices 
is 150·C. National devices in plastiC will normally not exceed 
this temperature. There are some exceptions, as with the 
rest of the industry, where methods and materials to handle 
LSI and VLSI components are still being evaluated. 1m· 
provements in materials are aiding the trend of lower junco 
tion temperatures. The use of a low stress plastiC, which 
generally has poor thermal properties, results in a package 
that is superior in many respects to a package using plastic 
with better thermal characteristics. In most cases, derating 
should be used to ensure a longer system lifetime. 
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FIGURE 11·26. Acceleration Factor vs. Temperature 
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Impact of Surface Mount 
Technology (SMT) 
Surface mount technology is not a new phenomenon. In the 
late 1960's and early 1970's several major military programs 
were designed with flatpaks mounted on PCBs in a surface 
mount configuration. The use of SMT allows a smaller foot· 
print and a more effective interconnection system on the 
PCB. However, there are pitfalls in the technology that can 
cause problems if approached improperly. This section will 
present a philosophy that can help avoid pitfalls in the de· 
sign and manufacturing process. Specifics such as land 
sizes, screening practices, pick and place machines, etc., 
will not be mentioned as these can be found in available 
references on SMT. 
The advent of SMT as a major thrust in packaging technolo· 
gy coincides with the development of new components 
such as SOIC, PCC, and LCC. These components generally 
have better materials and technology than the previous DIP 
packages. They have an advantage because the can· 
stralnts imposed today upon SMT and electronics packag· 
Ing in general would quickly limit systems designed with old 
technology. The new components have significant size and 
weight savings over the previous through hole mount com· 
ponents. Up to six to one savings in size and weight may be 
obtained. And as shown previously, electrical performance 
is much enhanced over the larger DIP and through hole 
packages. Thus, SMT is used for size and weight reduction 
and electrical performance improvements. 
As mentioned in the previous section, thermal management 
is as integral a part of the design as PCB layout and selec· 
tion of components. Correctly deSigned, these components 
and assemblies will be reliable and save total system costs. 
Surface mount components are not one·for·one replace· 
ments with present through hole mount components. Even 
though PCBs can be more expensive, the cost per function 
is dramatically lower. Generally, when using SMT, fine line 
multilayer PCBs are used; using LCCs also requires material 
changes. The thermal coefficient of ,expansion mismatch 
between LCCs and organic PCBs is one problem that must 
be resolved on a specific system requirement basis. The 
attachment of the component to the board is important. 
Most systems use solder as a structural medium in attach· 
ing the component. Solder has qualities such as creep and 
low strength that can cause problems. The solution is to link 
design to manufacturing and plan ahead to minimize prob· 
lem areas. 
Without using computer·aided design (CAD) and computer· 
aided engineering (CAE), the design of a surface mount 
PCB can be difficult. With appropriate routines such as auto· 
matic placement, self check deSign rules and easier types 
of modeling these difficult areas in design can be resolved 
rather easily. 
VLSI is one major advance that requires SMT. Most through 
hole components, with the exception of the PGAs, do not 
lend themselves to large pin counts very readily. However, 
the surface mount devices for VLSI are larger than the sur· 
face mount devices for the mid range (forty to eighty·four) 
pin counts. These larger devices require focusing on paten· 
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tial problems such as thermal coefficient 01 expansion mis- 2. Not only do the jOints have to be rellowed, but the. rellow 
matches, power cycling and PCB reliability. The design 01 has to be sen~ed ~nd the component removed ~UI~kIY to 
an SMT system must be thought out completely Irom design prevent delamlna~lon ~I the lands from PCB. It IS I~por-
cycle to completion of manufacturing. Manufacturing per- tant that the heating lime be kept as short as possible. 
sonnel should be brought in early to help in design and pre- 3. Prepare the lands and pretin the device before placing it 
pare manufacturing plans. Properly designed, a system im- on the board. 
plemented with surface mount components results in one 4. The positioning of the device on the board is critical: it 
that can be automated in assembly and testing; meeting must be placed at least as accurately as the original de-
requirements for tight packaging. vice, at most ± 15 mils. 

Automation should play a key role in any surface mount Other types of equipment that are important involve vapor 
system, especially in high volume manufacture. Most com- phase soldering, modified wave soldering machines, pick 
ponents can be found in reels and tape or tubes for auto- and place machines of several different types and equip-
mated placement. However, the designer has to pick com- ment and procedures to clean underneath the device. The 
ponents that can be found in the surface mount and auto- space underneath a surface mounted device is small, thus 
mated configurations. Thus input from manufacturing to de- cleaning must be performed satisfactorily or the reliability of 
sign and back is critical. the finished assembly will suffer. 
Some considerations for the removal and repair of surface These are a few of the considerations 01 using SMT. For 
mount devices on a PCB board assembly involve the follow- more specific information, refer to several manuals pub-
ing: lished by professional societies. Properly used, surface 
1. A controlled application 01 heat to rellow the solder jOints. mount will enhance electrical performance, reduce size and 

No overheating 01 the PCB, the device or ref lowing of weight and provide a springboard for automating many as-
adjacent device solder jOints can be tolerated. Thus sembly tasks previously performed by hand. 
some method should be used to determine when heating 
should stop. 
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